Rifle River
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN
Know your Watershed —Protect its Resources

EPA 9 Elements in the Rifle River WMP
Element

Description of Element

a

Identify the causes and sources of water quality issues,
such as pollutants or changes in land use

b

Estimate pollutant load reductions to be achieved
through implementation of BMPs prescribed in the plan

c

Describe the necessary measure to achieve objectives
related to pollutant loading reductions and identify
priority areas that need to be addressed

d

Identify funding sources, project partners and other
resources needed to successfully implement all
components of the plan

e

Develop an Information & Education Strategy that will
promote the plan and support the long-term
sustainability of natural resources conservation efforts in
the watershed by building local support from individuals,
communities, businesses and other groups in the
watershed

Where to find it in the Rifle River WMP
Chapter 4 (Sections 4.1 and 4.2)
Table 4.1 summarizes pollutants, sources and causes
Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show pollutant loads by source
Chapter 3 (Section 3.2)
Inventory results are given for each NPS source and the
tables and figures quantify the NPS sources (e.g., number
of severe sites/acres/linear feet present in the watershed)
Chapter 6
Pollutant load reductions expected through
implementation of recommended BMPs are discussed in
Section 6.7 and summarized in Table 6.2
Chapter 6 (Section 6.4)
The Action Plan outlines the necessary measures needed to
achieve each objective, including recommended BMPs,
estimated quantities and costs, sources of financial and
technical assistance, suggested timeframes and critical
areas in which to focus implementation efforts.
Chapter 4
Section 4.3 discusses how critical areas were identified for
each type of resource concern. See Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
Chapter 6 (Section 6.4)
The Action Plan includes potential funding sources and
project partners needed to successfully implement each
objective
Chapter 7
Table 7.1 – The I&E Strategy outlines potential partners
and funding sources for implementing the I&E Strategy
Chapter 8
Table 8.1 – The Rifle River Watershed Monitoring Strategy,
outlines potential partners and funding sources for fulfilling
the recommended monitoring efforts
Chapter 9
Chapter 9 discusses long-term sustainability of the effort to
protect and restore the resources and communities within
the Rifle River Watershed. See Table 9.3 for a list of
identified financial/technical gaps along with strategies for
overcoming these. Also, Table 9.1 summarizes the
estimated costs and lists potential funding sources related
to each objective.
Chapter 7
Chapter 7 is devoted to discussion of the I&E Strategy.
Table 7.1 lays out a detailed strategy for meeting each of
the I&E objectives, which complement the Action Plan
(Section 6.4).
Chapter 9
Chapter 9 – Sustainability includes information on existing
partnerships in the watershed (Sections 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3)
and suggestions for building capacity (Section 9.5.1) to
increase sustainability of the overall conservation effort.
Success stories from other projects/watersheds are also
given in Section 9.5.1.
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f

Provide a detailed Action Plan that outlines timelines,
milestones, cost estimates, relevant funding sources and
appropriate project partners to guide the achievement
of each objective

g

Determine milestones for evaluating whether
management measures are being implemented as laid
forth in the plan

h

Identify measures of success that will indicate the
effectiveness of management measures in achieving
desired reductions in pollutant loading and
improvements to water quality and the condition of
other natural resources

i

Describe the monitoring strategy that will be used to
determine whether measures of success listed in key
element h are being achieved

Chapter 6
Section 6.4 outlines the Action Plan in detail. Timelines,
milestones, cost estimates, relevant funding sources and
appropriate project partners are listed for each objective.
Section 6.8 discusses the evaluation of implementation
progress and Table 6.3 provides detailed benchmarks for
assessing short-, mid-, and long-term progress.
Chapter 6
Section 6.8 discusses the evaluation of implementation
progress and Table 6.3 provides detailed benchmarks for
assessing short-, mid-, and long-term progress.
Chapter 7
Table 7.1 includes a column titled “Evaluation Methods,”
which includes criteria for assessing progress in
implementing the I&E Strategy
Chapter 8
Note that the major focus of the Rifle River WMP is on
protecting a high quality resource rather than restoring an
impaired one. The monitoring strategy therefore focuses
on the early detection of resource threats and evaluating
temporal trends in overall water quality. Maintaining high
water quality will itself be a measure of success and will be
determined through repeat monitoring of historical sites as
well as randomized surveys throughout the watershed, as
outlined in Table 8.1.
Conducting local pre- and post-project monitoring at
priority sites, as outlined in Section 8.4 and Table 8.1, will
indicate effectiveness of implemented BMPs.
Chapter 8
Table 8.1 lays forth a monitoring strategy for the
watershed, including monitoring tasks, responsible
partners, locations or quantities, and recommended
frequencies for conducting each monitoring task.
Note that the major focus of the Rifle River WMP is on
protecting a high quality resource rather than restoring an
impaired one. The monitoring strategy therefore focuses
on the early detection of resource threats and evaluating
temporal trends in overall water quality. However,
localized pre/post project monitoring will be conducted at
priority sites to assess BMP effectiveness (e.g., pre/post
project photos, vegetative analyses, macroinvertebrate
surveys, geomorphological surveys, bank pins).
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Chapter 1 — Introduction

1.1 What is a Watershed?
1.2 Rifle River Watershed Management Plan Purpose
1.3 Mission Statement
1.4 Guiding Principles
1.5 Designated Uses
1.6 Desired Uses

CHAPTER 1
OBJECTIVES:
What is a watershed?
What is a Watershed
Management Plan (WMP)?
Why is a WMP needed?
What is the goal of the WMP?
Who is involved in creating the
WMP?
How was the public involved in
the process?
What are the Designated Uses
for the Rifle River Watershed?
What are the Desired Uses of
the Rifle River Watershed?

Introduction
The Rifle River Watershed truly stands out as one of Michigan’s most
diverse and unique regions. The Rifle River is the highest quality tributary to
Saginaw Bay, an EPA Area of Concern, and its watershed drains an area of 396
square miles contained almost entirely within Ogemaw and Arenac counties in
Northeast Michigan. The watershed is part of the larger Northern Saginaw Bay
Watershed, a grouping of tributary systems that drain directly to the northern
shore of Saginaw Bay. Nearly 60 miles of the mainstream remain undammed,
providing essential spawning habitat to the fisheries of Saginaw Bay and
adjacent Lake Huron.
The variety of high quality resources present in the watershed allow for a
spectrum of land uses including agriculture, timber production and diverse
recreational opportunities. Tourism and recreational business play a large role
in the local economy and, along with agriculture and timber production, are
directly linked to the health of the watershed’s natural resources. The scenic
and high quality resources present in the watershed are essential to the quality
of life enjoyed by the region’s residents and visitors. For these reasons, the
Rifle River Watershed is worthy of our best efforts to conserve, restore and
protect these resources for future
generations.

1.1 What is a Watershed?
A watershed is an area of land that
contains a common set of streams,
rivers and lakes that all drain into a
larger waterbody. Watershed
boundaries follow natural features of
the landscape, such as a ridgeline or a
height-of-land (Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Example Watershed Illustration
Source: www.upperdesplainesriver.org
The definition of a watershed
encompasses both the water features
within the area, as well as the land surrounding those water bodies. As a result
of the connected nature of a watershed, all activities on the land and water can
affect the condition of the larger watershed.

A watershed can be divided into progressively smaller watersheds, which are
often referred to as subswatersheds. For example, the Klacking Creek
Watershed is one of many subwatersheds that can be identified within the
larger Rifle River Watershed. Likewise, the Rifle River Watershed itself is part of
the larger Lake Huron Watershed.
Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Key Terms
See the glossary for additional definitions.

Did you know?

 Best Management Practice (BMP) – A practice or
method that has been determined to be the most effective
and practical way to reduce or prevent nonpoint source
pollution.
 Designated use – Those uses identified by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality as appropriate uses
applicable to all waterbodies located within the state, and
are identified as the primary measurement for Water
Quality Standards. Specific designated uses for the state of
Michigan are: agriculture, industrial water supply, public
water supply at point of intake, navigation, warmwater or
coldwater fishery, other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife,
partial body contact recreation, and total body contact
recreation between May 1 – October 31. More information
on Designated Uses is available in section 1.5.
 Impaired waterbody – A waterbody that fails to meet the
criteria that support its designated use, as defined by the
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality.
 Nonpoint source pollution – Pollution without a single
point of origin. Common sources include agricultural lands,
urban areas, roadways and eroded streambanks.
 Stakeholder – An individual or organization that has a
stake in the outcomes of planning and restoration activities
in the watershed.
 Threatened waterbody – A waterbody that is meeting
water quality standards but is showing a declining trend in
water quality to the extent that it will likely exceed
standards without preventative action.

Wherever you are, you’re
within a watershed!

 Watershed – An area of land that contains a common set
of streams, rivers and lakes that all drain into a larger
waterbody.

Figure 1.2: Watershed Boundary Sign

1.2 Rifle River Watershed Management Plan Purpose
A Watershed Management Plan is a document that serves to identify natural resource and water quality concerns
within the watershed and provides a framework for addressing resources issues. The Watershed Management Plan
accomplishes this by identifying resource management goals for the watershed and laying out clear steps to achieve
these goals. The Rifle River Watershed Management Plan (WMP) is defined by the unique geography and features of the
watershed and is intended to address resource concerns on a holistic level to achieve long-term sustainability and
improve both the condition of our natural resources and the quality of life within the watershed.
Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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1.2.1 Key Elements
Each watershed is unique and so every watershed management plan will be different. However, there are key elements
that should be included in any watershed management plan. A set of nine minimum elements must be addressed in
order for a plan to be eligible to receive United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Clean Water Act section
319 funding for implementation. These have all been incorporated into this Rifle River Watershed Management Plan.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Nine Elements Criteria for Watershed Plans
a
b
c
d
e

f
g
h

i

Identify the causes and sources of water quality issues, such as pollutants or changes in land use
Estimate pollutant load reductions to be achieved through implementation of BMPs prescribed in the plan
Describe the necessary measure to achieve objectives related to pollutant loading reductions and identify
priority areas that need to be addressed
Identify funding sources, project partners and other resources needed to successfully implement all
components of the plan
Develop an Information & Education Strategy that will promote the plan and support the long-term
sustainability of natural resources conservation efforts in the watershed by building local support from
individuals, communities, businesses and other groups in the watershed
Provide a detailed Action Plan that outlines timelines, milestones, cost estimates, relevant funding sources
and appropriate project partners to guide the achievement of each objective
Determine milestones for evaluating whether management measures are being implemented as laid forth in
the plan
Identify measures of success that will indicate the effectiveness of management measures in achieving
desired reductions in pollutant loading and improvements to water quality and the condition of other
natural resources
Describe the monitoring strategy that will be used to determine whether measures of success listed in key
element h are being achieved

About Clean Water Act Section 319

1.3 Mission Statement
The mission of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan is to
provide leadership for a holistic approach to the conservation,
restoration and enhancement of the unique land and water
resources and rural communities of the Rifle River Watershed.

1.4 Guiding Principles

Congress enacted Section 319 of the Clean Water
Act in 1987, establishing a national program to
control pollution.
Section 319 helps states address nonpoint source
(NPS) pollution through the development of
assessment reports, adoption of management
programs to control NPS pollution and
implementation of those management programs.
U.S. EPA awards grants to states to assist them in
implementing NPS management programs.

Successful implementation of the Rifle River WMP will depend
on coordination among project partners, participation of
individual watershed residents and efficient use of technical and
financial resources. Therefore, a science-based prioritization
process will be used to select impactful restoration projects. Technical and public input will be continually sought in
order to protect and enhance the highly valued natural resources of the Rifle River Watershed and ensure that
watershed managers, resource practitioners, and residents are doing everything in our power to facilitate the
Designated Uses (section 1.5) and Desired Uses (section 1.6) identified for the watershed.
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1.4.1 Watershed Analysis/ Prioritization
The Rifle River Watershed Management Plan follows a systematic approach to project selection to ensure that
conservation resources are directed at restoring the highest priority sites in the watershed, thereby providing the
greatest benefit to watershed health relative to available resources (see Chapter 4 for more on project prioritization).
The project selection process begins with input from resource professionals and watershed residents to identify known
or perceived resource issues in the watershed. During this stage of the prioritization process a preliminary Geographic
Information System (GIS) analysis of the watershed is conducted to identify regions and land parcels within the
watershed of the highest conservation value and to map out known watershed issues.
Comprehensive field inventories are conducted to gather data regarding specific resources issues present in the
watershed, such as road/stream crossings, streambank erosion sites and invasive species occurrences. Inventory results
are analyzed to rank projects based on objective measures of severity. Cost/benefit potential is also assessed.
Further input from technical partners is key to project ranking and final selection. This input is gathered through
quarterly Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee (RRWTC) meetings and regular communication with key project
partners as part of a context-sensitive local approach to project selection.

1.4.2 Technical Input
The RRWTC is a group of federal, state and local resource professionals with a strong working knowledge of the
watershed and natural resource expertise as well as local watershed residents with a strong commitment to protecting
the unique quality of life found in the region (Figure 1.3). The Technical Committee serves to guide current and future
natural resource protection efforts in the watershed. This group attends quarterly Technical Committee meetings,
provides information on and coordinates with other conservation projects happening in the region, advises on the
selection of priority restoration projects, helps to engage local residents in outreach and volunteer opportunities, and
facilitates the success of the completed Watershed Management Plan. Appendix A includes a list of RRWTC participants
and their affiliations, along with summaries of past watershed meetings.
Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Huron Pines
Watershed Residents

US Fish & Wildlife Service
Conservation Districts
Michigan Department of
Natural Resources

RRWTC

County Road Commissions

Land Conservancies

Local Governments
Local Business Owners

Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality
Local Business Owners

US Army Corps of Engineers
Trout Unlimited
Saginaw Bay RC&D

Canoe & Campground Liveries

Figure 1.3: Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee Members
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1.4.3 Public Participation
Public participation is crucial to the watershed planning process. Input from watershed residents played a key role in
guiding the development of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan.
The public participation process for the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan consisted of the following:

A. Meetings:
 Strategic Planning: Two Strategic Planning meetings were held in the watershed, on September 26, 2011 and
January 11, 2012. These meeting were attended by technical partners from local organizations, state and federal
agencies, community leaders and local watershed residents. Summaries of these meetings and a list of meeting
participants and their affiliations are included in Appendix A.
 The Rifle River Watershed Restoration
Committee was formed in the mid-1990’s to
 Committee Meetings: Meetings of the Rifle River Watershed
unite public and private partners working to
Restoration Committee (RRWRC) and the Rifle River Watershed
reduce nonpoint source pollution in the
Technical Committee have provided the opportunity for local
watershed. Comprised of local volunteers,
watershed stakeholders to collaborate in project selection and
agencies and organizations, the RRWRC has
discuss resource topics relevant to the watershed.
led resource inventories and hands-on
restoration efforts in the watershed.
 Public Input Meetings: Two public meetings were held in the
 The Rifle River Watershed Technical
watershed to gather input for the draft plan from local
Committee was formed in 2012 to engage
stakeholders on June 28, 2012 in Mills Township in Ogemaw
resource professionals, local stakeholders
County and on July 12, 2012 in the City of Omer, Arenac
and watershed residents in watershed
County. The meetings were attended by 31 resource
management through quarterly meetings.
professionals, community leaders and watershed residents (see
Appendix A for participants and affiliations). The agendas for the public meetings included an overview of
watershed management planning, summaries of resource inventory results and the public opinion survey
completed as part of the Rifle River Watershed Project, and break-out sessions where participants discussed
additional resource and watershed concerns, desired uses and conservation goals for the watershed.

B. Newsletters and Media
 Newsletter and Enews: Updates and information on the Rifle River Watershed Project are regularly featured in
the Huron Pines newsletter, which is distributed quarterly to over 3,400 recipients throughout the region.
Additionally, regular project information and announcements are featured in the Huron Pines electronic
newsletter, which is distributed to more than 2,000 recipients on a biweekly basis.

 Project Updates: Huron Pines has produced quarterly project updates to communicate progress to partners,
funders and local stakeholders. Current project updates are distributed with landowner mailings and are made
available at committee meetings and at volunteer and other outreach events throughout the watershed. An
annual Rifle River update will be continue to be created and distributed each winter. Copies of past Rifle River
Watershed project updates are included in Appendix D.

 Local Newspapers: Press releases featuring project events, news and updates are regularly distributed to local
press contacts. Beginning in early 2012, Huron Pines has submitted monthly conservation articles for publication
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in the Ogemaw Herald, a newspaper featuring watershed-wide distribution. Huron Pines has also submitted
monthly conservation articles for publication in the Arenac Independent since early 2014.

 Website: The Huron Pines website (www.huronpines.org) features project information, news and related links
for the Rifle River Watershed. All project updates and announcements are featured on this website.

C. Public Opinion Survey
A public opinion survey was developed and distributed to landowners in the Rifle River Watershed to
understand the interests and resource concerns of its residents. A copy of this survey is included in Appendix B.
Approximately five hundred surveys were distributed to landowners by mail and through the Huron Pines
website, with an 18% response rate. Recipients of the survey were asked questions regarding desired uses of
the natural resources in the watershed as well as values, goals and anticipated threats to watershed health. The
results of those 90 surveys, along with other public comments, helped define the Desired Uses (Section 1.6)
and thus the development of the overall Rifle River Watershed Management Plan.

D. Presentations
Dozens of presentations by Huron Pines staff, volunteers and project partners have been made to community
organizations, township, city and county leadership, and at regional conferences relating to the larger Saginaw
Bay Watershed (example Figure 1.4). These presentations have increased awareness of and participation in the
watershed planning process by community leaders, local residents and regional conservation partners.

Figure 1.4: Rifle River Watershed Project Tour – Huron Pines – October 2013

E. Public Commenting
A complete draft of the WMP was submitted for review by MDEQ and released for public commenting on
September 23, 2014 through the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee and through the Huron Pines
website and eNews. Comments solicited from MDEQ and the public were incorporated into the final draft of
the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan, which was officially approved by the EPA on (PENDING).

1.5 Designated Uses
The MDEQ has established designated uses applicable to all waterbodies located within the state of Michigan. These
uses are identified as the primary measurement for Water Quality Standards (WQS) as specified in Part 4 of the
Administrative Rules issued in accordance with Part 31 of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act (ACT
451 of 1994—see Appendix F for details). As such, all surface waters in the state are designated for the following uses:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Agriculture: Water supply safe and available for cropland irrigation and livestock watering
Industrial Water Supply: Water must be of sufficient quality and availability for use in the industrial process
Public Water Supply at point of intake: Municipal water supplies must be safe for public use
Navigation: Navigability must be maintained on waterways deemed to feature adequate width and depth to
allow for recreational paddling
Coldwater fishery: A coldwater fishery is one which supports naturally reproducing or stocked populations of
trout and other coldwater species. Waterbodies supporting a coldwater fishery must feature summer water
temperatures between 41 degrees Fahrenheit and 55 degrees Fahrenheit, a maximum temperature of 68
degrees Fahrenheit and Dissolved Oxygen (DO) >7 mg/L (milligrams per liter).
Warmwater fishery: A warmwater fishery is one which is able to support species of fish that live in warmer
water. These waterbodies feature July and August temperatures that do not exceed 77 degrees Fahrenheit and
DO >5 mg/L.
Other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife: A healthy waterbody supports a variety of native wildlife and aquatic
life beyond fish. Waterbodies in the watershed play a key role in the ecosystem by providing critical aquatic
habitat for those species.
Partial body contact recreation: Partial body contact recreation includes water activities that require direct
contact with the water but do not involve complete immersion. These include activities such as fishing, hunting,
wading and boating.
Total body contact recreation between May 1 – October 31: Total body contact recreation is any activity that
involves complete submersion of the head such as swimming. Waters of the state must support this recreational
use between May 1 and October 31.

If a body of water or portion thereof is not meeting water quality standards for a specific designated use, then it is said
to be impaired. A listing of waterbodies and stream reaches in the state of Michigan that are currently impaired can be
found in the annually published MDEQ Section 303(d) Report. Descriptions and a map of impaired waterbodies in the
Rifle River Watershed can be found in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.16. A major goal of the Rifle River Watershed Management
Plan is to support and protect these Designated Uses as well as the Desired Uses described in Section 1.6.

1.6 Desired Uses
Desired uses are defined as current uses of the watershed and ways that stakeholders feel the watershed should be
enhanced, protected and preserved for the benefit of future generations.
The desired uses below were identified following extensive input from the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee
and watershed stakeholders via a public opinion survey and the public input meetings that were held on June 28, 2012
and July 12, 2012. Desired Uses are listed in approximate order of priority based on feedback from the community.
1. Balance recreation with property owner rights and river health.
2. Improve river access and develop the information network to support the local tourist based economy while
providing conservation education and outreach to river users. Create a universal access section of the Rifle River
compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
3. Provide opportunities for quiet recreational use such as hunting, fishing, canoeing and kayaking and wildlife
observation.
4. Continue to support a healthy agricultural and rural community while protecting water quality and wildlife
habitat.
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Chapter 2 — Watershed Characteristics

2.1 Geographic Scope and Boundaries
2.2 Topography
2.3 Soils
2.4 Hydrology
2.5 Natural Resources
2.6 Current Land Use/Land Cover
2.7 Socioeconomic Landscape

CHAPTER 2
OBJECTIVES:
Where is the Rifle River
Watershed?
What physical features and
natural resources occur in the
watershed?
What are the major uses of
land within the watershed?
How is the watershed used for
recreation?
What special designations have
been put in place for parts of
the watershed?

Watershed Characteristics
A solid understanding of the geographic, ecological and socioeconomic
characteristics of the Rifle River Watershed provides the context necessary for
making sound resource decisions and identifying appropriate implementation
strategies for the watershed.

2.1 Geographic Scope and Boundaries
The Rifle River Watershed is 396 square miles and is located almost entirely
within the boundaries of Ogemaw and Arenac counties (Figure 2.1). The
headwaters of the river are found in the Rifle River State Recreation Area in
Lupton, Michigan where the mainstream was originally fed from Devoe Lake via
Gamble Creek. In the early 1950s local Trout Unlimited chapters, fearing that
the warmer water temperatures observed in the lake were negatively impacting
the cold headwater tributaries, completed a project to divert the flow of
Gamble Creek west of Devoe Lake. This was accomplished by damming the
creek’s inlet at the lake and dredging a trench to the west, connecting Gamble
Creek directly to the Rifle River below the outlet of Devoe Lake. From this point,
the Rifle River runs southeasterly 60 miles to the river mouth at Saginaw Bay.
Along the way, 34 named tributary streams feed the river bringing the total
stream miles in the watershed to approximately 140 (see Map 5 in Appendix C).
Although the watershed is mainly rural in character small urban centers do
exist. A total of 25 townships are at least partially located within the watershed
(Table 2.1). Most of the watershed lies within Ogemaw and Arenac counties, but
very small portions extend into Roscommon, Oscoda and Gladwin counties
(Figure 2.2). Rose City, West Branch and Omer all support concentrations of
people, but West Branch is by far the largest urban center in the watershed with
a population of 2,139 (as of the 2010 census). The West Branch Rifle River—the
stream from which the city gets its name—flows 10.1 miles from the Flowage
Lake impoundment to the mainstream Rifle River and is experiencing severe
erosion problems as a result of development pressure and the negative
influence of the Flowage Lake Dam on sediment transport, including lingering
effects resulting from a major failure of that dam in 1985.
The mainstream Rifle River runs unimpeded for 60 miles, making it one of the
few rivers in the northern Lower Peninsula that remains undammed. The lack of
barriers in combination with an elevation drop of 400 feet from the headwaters
to the mouth makes it one of the fastest flowing rivers in the Lower Peninsula.
Uninterrupted natural scenery flanks the river while cold, high quality waters
support a varied fishery. Each year anglers experience runs of salmon,
steelhead, sucker and other migratory fish from Lake Huron, and the upper
portion of the watershed remains cool enough to support trout populations
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year round. The watershed has become a recreational haven for tens of thousands of people each year due to its close
proximity to urban areas like Saginaw and Bay City. This influx of people to paddle, fish, and observe wildlife provides a
significant economic boost to the local communities. The State of Michigan recognized the scenic, habitat and
recreational values of the Rifle River in 1980 when it became a Designated Natural River under the Wild-Scenic
Classification. This designation covers a 50-mile reach of the Rifle River mainstream from the headwaters to the Omer
city limits in addition to approximately 60 miles of tributaries, including the West Branch Rifle River (Figure 2.10).
Table 2.1 Rifle River Watershed Jurisdictions and Population Trends
County

Ogemaw

Figure 2.1 Location of the Rifle River Watershed

Arenac

Roscommon

Oscoda

Gladwin

Township
Rose West
Rose East
Goodar
Foster South
Klacking
Cumming
Hill
Ogemaw
West Branch
Churchill
Logan
Edwards
Horton
Mills
Richland
Subtotal
Moffatt
Clayton
Mason
Adams
Deep River
Arenac
Standish
Subtotal
Richfield S.
Subtotal
Big Creek SE
Mentor SW
Subtotal
Bourret
Subtotal

Area
2
(mi )
8
24.46
4.12
3.21
27.38
35.93
10.44
24.42
35.74
35.42
4.32
0.03
10.88
35.65
12.07
272.1
30.05
28.38
1.31
9.31
17.1
21.96
0.07
108.2
0.43
0.43
0.07
0.006
0.076
0.09
0.09

Percent of
watershed
2.10
6.42
1.08
0.84
7.19
9.43
2.74
6.41
9.38
9.30
1.13
0.01
2.86
9.36
3.17
71.44
7.89
7.45
0.34
2.44
4.49
5.77
0.02
28.41
0.11
0.11
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.02

2010
Pop.

2000-2010 %
pop. change

1,368

-2.9

398
843
614
698
1,361
1,223
2,593
1,763
551
1,413
927
4,291
914
21,699
1,184
1,097
851
563
2,149
903
1,900
15,899
3,731
24,449
2,827
1,143
8,640
461
25,692

-19.3
2.7
-0.5
-12.3
-14.1
9.4
-1.3
6.9
-5.2
1.7
-7.0
7.1
-4.4
0.2
5.6
-0.4
-14.4
2.4
-4.2
-9.0
-6.2
-7.9
-9.9
-4.0
-16.4
-6.3
-8.3
-2.1
-1.3

Note: Populations statistics shown in Table 2.1 are total populations
and population trends for each township based on the 2010 US Census.

Incorporated Communities in the Rifle River Watershed

Figure 2.2 Rifle River Watershed Geopolitical Map
Source: MSU Land Policy Institute

 West Branch – Area: 1.48 sq mi; Population: 2,139 (2010)
 Rose City – Area: 1.09 sq mi; Population: 653 (2010)
 Omer – Area: 1.16 sq mi; Population: 313 (2010)
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2.2 Topography
The topography of the Rifle River Watershed is as varied as its land use and fishery. In the northern reaches rolling hills
created by glacial moraines dominate the landscape with the highest elevation reaching 1300 feet above sea level.
Arenac County is situated in the old Lake Huron Lake Bed so the relief seen in the upper reaches of the watershed gives
way to a broad, flat, and extensively drained southern portion, especially below Omer. Bedrock of the Rifle River
Watershed is comprised of shale, sandstone, limestone and dolomite with some occasional occurrences of gypsum and
salt which can result in poor tasting water in local wells. The surface of the bedrock layer occurs in the elevation range of
700 to 800 feet above sea level. The Rifle River drains into Saginaw Bay of Lake Huron at an elevation of 577 feet above
sea level. A digital elevation map of the Rifle River Watershed is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Digital Elevation Map of the Rifle River Watershed
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2.3 Soils
The mainstream Rifle River and its tributaries run primarily through either outwash plain or lake plain with the majority
of soils being sandy but underlain by silt loam near river channels and clay in the upland areas. Major soil associations in
the upper watershed are Nester-Kawkawlin-Sims and Kalkaska-Rubicon-East Lake. These sandy and well-drained soils
allow precipitation to recharge groundwater and help to maintain adequate flows year-round in headwater streams of
the watershed. This hydrologic element supports resident populations of trout and other coldwater organisms
throughout the year. A map of soil associations in the Rifle River Watershed is shown in Figure 2.4.
The most prevalent soil association in the middle watershed is the Iosco-Brevort-Allendale association, which consists of
sandy soils underlain by silt loam or clay and contributes to the relatively flashy hydrology experienced in the Rifle River
Watershed.
Various soil associations occur in the lower watershed, many of which are underlain by poorly-drained clay soils (Figure
2.5). These soils inhibit infiltration of water into the soil and contribute to hydrologic instability and associated issues
with erosion. Artificial drainage in the middle and lower watershed further exacerbate the flashiness of the Rifle River
and its tributaries. When sandy soils, which can be found in almost all reaches of the watershed, sit over a clay layer the
land is more prone to slumping and washing away. There are several extreme examples of this occurring naturally along
the bends of the mainstream Rifle River downstream of the confluence of the West Branch Rifle River.

Figure 2.4: Soil Map of the Rifle River Watershed
Source: MDNR Natural Rivers Plan (1980)

Figure 2.5: Streambank erosion occurs frequently
where sand overlies clay, as at this site along the
West Branch Rifle River in Ogemaw County.
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2.4 Hydrology
2.4.1 Precipitation and Climate
The majority of the watershed experiences weather typical to the region of Northern Michigan north of the floristic
tension zone, with relatively cold winters and mild summers. The annual average at West Branch is 44.2 F. The warmest
month is July, with an average maximum temperature of 82F and an average minimum temperature of 56F. January is
the coldest month, with an average maximum temperature of 28F and an average minimum temperature of 8F. The
annual average precipitation at West Branch is 30.4 inches. Average annual snowfall exceeds 50 inches, but can vary
widely from year to year.

2.4.2 Surface Water
From the mouth of the Rifle River at Saginaw Bay, the watershed reaches northward into an extensive network of
tributary streams, agricultural drainages and numerous lakes and ponds. For the purposes of discussion within this
Watershed Management Plan, the watershed has been organized into three subwatersheds: the Upper, Middle and
Lower Rifle River Subwatersheds (Table 2.2, Figure 2.6).
Table 2.2 Land Area within each Rifle River Subwatershed
Area (mi2)

Subwatershed
Upper Rifle River
Middle Rifle River (including the West Branch Rifle River)
Lower Rifle River
Total

Area (acres)
116.4
113.6
166
396

74,496
72,704
106,240
253,440

The Upper Rifle River Subwatershed consists of the area upstream
of State Road at Selkirk and covers 116.4 square miles or 74,496
acres. Four 12-digit HUC units comprise this subwatershed:
04080101-0401, 04080101-0402, 04080101-0403 and 040801010404. This portion of the watershed features the highest number of
cold, groundwater-fed tributary streams and includes several large
lakes at the headwaters of the River. Major tributaries to the
Upper Rifle River include Gamble Creek, Vaughn Creek, Oyster
Creek, Houghton Creek, Skunk Creek, Prior Creek and Klacking
Creek (Map 5, Appendix C).
As noted in section 2.1, the mainstream of the Rifle River no longer
begins at the outlet of Devoe Lake due to the diversion trench
constructed in the 1950s. Today, the mainstream of the Rifle
officially begins at the outlet of Mallard Pond at the confluence of
Mayhue and Gamble Creek. Upstream of Selkirk, the Rifle is
typically slow moving through the Rifle River State Recreation area
and the Ogemaw State Forest.

Figure 2.6: Subwatersheds of the Rifle River Watershed

The Middle Rifle River Subwatershed consists of the portion of the
mainstream Rifle River and tributaries downstream of State Road
at Selkirk, to the mouth of Eddy Creek. This subwatershed covers
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113.6 square miles or 72,704 acres of the overall Watershed and is comprised of three 12-digit HUC units: 040801010405, 04080101-0406 and 04080101-0407. Major tributaries to the Middle Rifle River include Shepards Creek, Dedrich
Creek, West Branch Rifle River and Eddy Creek (Map 5, Appendix C).
Below Selkirk, the river quickens in response to an increase in gradient. The river maintains this characteristic through
this segment. Additionally, downstream of the mouth of the West Branch the river meanders extensively, and high sand
banks become increasingly present.
The West Branch of the Rifle River is the largest tributary to the mainstream Rifle, draining an area of approximately 67
square miles including the watershed’s largest urban area, the City of West Branch. Major tributaries to the West Branch
include Rifle Creek, Wood Creek, Ogemaw Creek and Campbell Creek. The West Branch of the Rifle River officially starts
at the outlet of Flowage Lake, a manmade impoundment fed by Rifle, Wood and Ogemaw Creeks (Map 5, Appendix C).
The Lower Rifle River Subwatershed drains approximately 166 square miles or 106,240 acres. The five 12-digit HUC units
contained within this subwatershed are 04080101-0408, 04080101-0409, 04080101-0410, 04080101-0411 and
04080101-0412. Major tributaries to the Lower Rifle River include Silver Creek, Mansfield Creek, Wells Creek, Townline
Creek and Saverine Creek (Map 5, Appendix C). The greatest extent of artificial agricultural drainage in the watershed is
found on the tributaries to the lower Rifle River in Arenac County.
The mainstream in this reach transitions from a higher gradient, sand and gravel bottom stream to a low gradient
stream with a predominately sand bottom. The outlet of the Rifle River was rerouted in 1880, after a manmade channel
used by the Wigwam Bay Boom Company for log sorting blew out during the spring runoff. The new channel runs due
south from a point ¼ mile north of Hickory Island Road, to the west of the original course. Following dredging of the new
channel during the early 1950’s the original channel only flows water during the spring runoff.

2.4.3 USGS Gauge Locations
There are 12 USGS gauge sites located within the Rifle River Watershed. However, USGS Gauge # 4142000, on the Rifle
River near Sterling, is the only gauge currently in operation for data collection. Table 2.3 provides a description of each
gauge site location for which a record of data is available.
Table 2.3: USGS Gauges in the Rifle River Watershed
Gauge
Number

Description

4138600
4138700
4138800
4138900
4139000
4139500
4140000
4140200
4140500
4141000
4141100
4142000

Gamble Creek at Lupton
Bixby Creek near Rose City
Houghton Creek at Rose City
Wilkins Creek near Rose City
Houghton Creek near Lupton
Rifle River at "The Ranch" near Lupton
Prior Creek near Selkirk
Klacking Creek at Campbell Road near Selkirk
Rifle River at State Road at Selkirk
South Branch Shepards Creek near Selkirk
Shepards Creek near Selkirk
Rifle River near Sterling

Status
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Active

Latitude
44.42389
44.435
44.42139
44.405
44.39583
44.42251
44.335
44.33472
44.31333
44.30778
44.3075
44.0725

Longitude
-84.025556
-84.121111
-84.109444
-84.116389
-84.047222
-84.029699
-84.068333
-84.146111
-84.069444
-84.086944
-84.084722
-84.02
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Drainage Area (mi2)
9.47
2.68
13.3
9.15
29.7
57.4
21.4
7.51
117
1.15
4.44
320
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2.4.4 County Drains
Artificial drainage affects approximately 30,000 acres in the Rifle River Watershed. Much of this drainage was developed
and is maintained for agricultural purposes. The Ogemaw and Arenac County Drain Commissioners administer drainage
management in these two counties, on a system of approximately 95 miles of drains. The majority of artificial drainage
occurs in Arenac County in Arenac, Clayton and Deep River townships. The Rifle River Watershed does not contain any
established intercounty drains.

2.4.5 High Flows
Records of peak flow discharge in the watershed are maintained by the MDEQ and MDNR. Discharge estimations,
calculated in cubic feet per second (cfs), are given in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 Estimated Peak Flood Discharges at Various Locations in the Rifle River Watershed
Drainage Area (mi2)

Stream Crossing
Rifle River at South Ranch Road
Rifle River at State Road
Rifle River at Peters Road
Rifle River at Greenwood Road
Rifle River at Melita Road
Rifle River at US-23
West Branch Rifle River at Flowage Lake Dam
West Branch Rifle River at Peach Lake Road
West Branch Rifle River at M-33

3.5
116.4
83.2
238.69
332.51
354.49
41.9
48.12
52.4

10-Year
350
1500
1100
2800
3400
3600
750
800
900

50-Year
510
2000
1500
3600
4500
4700
950
1100
1200

100-Year
580
2300
1700
3900
4900
5200
1000
1200
1400

500-Year
800
2900
2100
4800
5900
6300
1200
1400
1500

Based on the 2012 MDEQ report Application of the Richards-Baker Flashiness Index to Gaged Michigan Rivers and
Streams, the Rifle River has held a constant flashiness rating (a quantification of the frequency and rapidity of short-term
changes in streamflow) for the last 30 years, based on data gathered from the active gauge in the watershed, located on
the mainstream of the Rifle River in Sterling. The findings from this gauge location placed the Rifle River in the upper
middle quartile of flashiness compared to the state as a whole.

2.4.6 Floodplains
Three communities in the watershed currently participate in the National Flood Insurance Program. These communities
are all located in Arenac County and include Arenac, Deep River and Standish Townships. As of August 2012, a
countywide flood insurance study is in progress for Arenac County. Flood insurance maps can be viewed online at
https://msc.fema.gov/portal.

2.4.7 Groundwater/Wellhead Protection
Groundwater is an important resource for the watershed, providing as much as 60% of the base flow in the upper
portions of the watershed area. Additionally, groundwater resources serve as the municipal water supply in portions of
the watershed. The MDEQ administers a voluntary Wellhead Protection Program that assists communities utilizing
groundwater as a water source in identifying critical areas for protection, and managing these areas to prevent
groundwater contamination.
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Through the Wellhead Protection Program, these critical areas are designated as a Wellhead Protection area or a
Surface Water Protection Area. A Wellhead Protection Area is the area of land overlying the aquifer, determined
through groundwater modeling. There are currently no designated Wellhead Protection Areas in the watershed,
however, the City of West Branch is enrolled in the program and manages a Surface Water Protection Area within the
city. A Surface Water Protection Area is limited to the area of land within a one mile radius of a municipal water source
and is applicable to West Branch because a protective clay pan exists above the aquifer.

2.4.8 Dams
The presence of dams in a watershed can greatly alter natural hydrologic function and ecological integrity of the
affected waterways. By acting as an artificial grade control, dams slow and impound water upstream. This disrupts the
natural ability of the waterway to transport sediment downstream, causing the suspended sediment to be deposited
upstream of the dam and resulting in a deficit of sediment downstream of the dam, exacerbating erosion to both the
streambank and the streambed as well as altering aquatic habitats. Seasonally low and high water flows are often
reduced or altered by the presence of dams. In addition, by slowing and widening the waterway upstream of the dam,
the waterway is exposed to thermal pollution, raising downstream water temperatures to a level that may be unsuitable
for coldwater species.
Dams affect the ecological integrity of a watershed by impairing the movement of fish and other aquatic organisms.
Upstream spawning and nursery habitat becomes unavailable to migrating fish and important refuge areas in times of
high temperatures or extreme flooding can become disconnected from the adjacent waterways.
The mainstream of the Rifle River does not feature a dam over its 60-mile length. However, small dams are present on
many of the Rifle’s tributaries, located mainly on private land. The exact number and locations of these dams is
unknown as many fall under the MDEQ Dam Safety Program’s 6-foot size limit for inspection. The current MDEQ
inventory of dams in the watershed identifies 49 known structures. In 2011, Huron Pines and the NRCS completed a GIS
and aerial inventory of the watershed to identify suspected small dam locations. More information on the small dams
inventory is included in Chapter 3 and the locations of known and suspected dams are mapped in Figure 3.14.

2.5 Natural Resources
Situated at the floristic tension zone
separating dominant northern and southern
forest types in the Lower Peninsula, the
watershed features an abundance and
diversity of natural resources. Determined
by features such as soil trends, climatic
trends and land use, natural communities in
the watershed range across the spectrum
from dry, sandy jack pine forests in the
headwater uplands to coastal wetlands at
the mouth of the river. Abundant lakes,
wetlands, streams and varied upland forest
types provide habitat for numerous species
of wildlife that are native to the region.

Figure 2.7 Small dams, like this one impounding Woods Creek and Rifle Creek near the
City of West Branch, fragment aquatic habitat and disrupt natural river processes.
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2.5.1 Fish and Wildlife
Cold, high quality water characterizes the watershed’s headwater region and associated tributaries (see Figure 2.8). Due
to the high level of groundwater recharge this area experiences, waters stay cool enough to support healthy brook and
brown trout populations year round. The middle and lower portions of the watershed generally support more cool and
warmwater fish species, such as northern pike and sunfishes. Due to its direct link to Saginaw Bay, the Rifle River does
experience significant runs of migratory fish. Tremendous spawning runs of white and redhorse sucker occur in March
and April, supporting one of the most popular fisheries in the watershed. Steelhead, walleye, channel catfish and
smallmouth bass also run upstream to spawn on the river’s extensive riffles. Smaller numbers of chinook salmon spawn
in the river in the fall, as well as lake-run brown trout and fall steelhead. Table 2.5 lists the fish species that have been
collected or observed within the Rifle River Watershed (MDNR).
The Rifle River Watershed also supports a healthy community of macroinvertebrates, which form the base of the aquatic
food chain. Macroinvertebrate surveys conducted by groups such as MDEQ, the William B. Mershon Chapter of Trout
Unlimited, Michigan Trout Unlimited and
Huron Pines have identified a diversity of
aquatic worms, crustaceans, insects,
arachnids and mollusks. Various species of
may fly, caddis fly, beetle, dragon fly, and
stone fly larvae have been collected. These
species represent the foundation of aquatic
food chains in the watershed and when
aquatic insects emerge they become
important food for terrestrial predators as
well.
In the upland areas healthy populations of
white-tailed deer, rabbit, squirrel, ruffed
grouse and woodcock provide excellent
hunting opportunities in the watershed.
Trapping for coyote, mink, fox and beaver is
another popular activity and a source of
income for many area trappers. Wigwam
Bay, the low and marshy area where the
river empties into Saginaw Bay, is a popular
duck hunting spot as historically it has been
rich habitat for migratory waterfowl
traveling along the easternmost boundary of
the Mississippi flyway. Various other bird
species reside in or migrate through the Rifle
River Watershed, including the federally
endangered Kirtland’s Warbler. The
watershed is also home to various species of
reptiles, amphibians and large mammals
including black bear and coyotes.

Figure 2.8: Distribution of coldwater and warmwater streams in the Rifle River Watershed.
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Table 2.5 Fish Community of the Rifle River Watershed (from MDNR monitoring data and Master Angler entries)
Family
Catostomidae – Suckers

Centrarchidae – Sunfishes

Cottidae – Sculpins

Cyprinidae – Carps and Minnows

Esocidae – Pikes
Gasterosteidae – Sticklebacks
Ictaluridae – North American Catfishes

Lepisosteidae – Gars

Percidae – Perches and Darters

Petromyzontidae – Lampreys
Salmonidae – Trout, Salmon and Whitefishes

Umbridae – Mudminnows

Common Name
White Sucker
Northern Hog Sucker
Black Redhorse
Golden Redhorse
Shorthead Redhorse
Rock Bass
Green Sunfish
Pumpkinseed
Bluegill
Smallmouth Bass
Largemouth Bass
Black Crappie
Mottled Sculpin
Slimy Sculpin
Finescale Dace
Common Carp
Spotfin Shiner
Brassy Minnow
Common Shiner
Northern Pearl Dace
Hornyhead Chub
Blacknose Shiner
Sand Shiner
Bluntnose Minnow
Longnose Dace
Blacknose Dace
Creek Chub
Northern Pike
Brook Stickleback
Black Bullhead
Brown Bullhead
Channel Catfish
Stonecat
Longnose Gar
Rainbow Darter
Least Darter
Johnny Darter
Yellow Perch
Log Perch
Channel Darter
Blackside Darter
Walleye
Sea Lamprey
Cisco
Rainbow Trout (Steelhead)
Chinook Salmon
Brown Trout
Brook Trout
Central Mudminnow

Scientific Name
Catostomus commersonii
Hypentelium nigricans
Moxostoma duquesnei
Moxostoma erythrurum
Moxostoma macrolepidotum
Ambloplites rupestris
Lepomis cyanellus
Lepomis gibbosus
Lepomis macrochirus
Micropterus dolomieu
Micropterus salmoides
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
Cottus bairdii
Cottus cognatus
Chrosomus neogaeus
Cyprinus carpio*
Cyprinella spiloptera
Hybognathus hankinsoni
Luxilus cornutus
Margariscus nachtriebi
Nocomis biguttatus
Notropis heterolepis
Notropis stramineus
Pimephales notatus
Rhinichthys cataractae
Rhinichthys atratulus
Semotilus atromaculatus
Esox lucius
Culaea inconstans
Ameiurus melas
Ameiurus nebulosus
Ictalurus punctatus
Noturus flavus
Lepisosteus osseus
Etheostoma caeruleum
Etheostoma microperca
Etheostoma nigrum
Perca flavescens
Percina caprodes
Percina copelandi
Percina maculate
Sander vitreus
Petromyzon marinus*
Coregonus artedi
Oncorhynchus mykiss*
Oncorhynchus tshawytscha*
Salmo trutta*
Salvelinus fontinalis
Umbra lima

*Non-native
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2.5.2 Threatened and Endangered Species
The Rifle River Watershed is home to 10 species currently identified by the State of Michigan as Endangered, Threatened
or as a Species of Special Concern (Table 2.6). Information for these species was obtained from the Michigan Natural
Features Inventory database (http://mnfi.anr.msu.edu/).
Table 2.6 Endangered Species, Threatened Species and Species of Concern in the Rifle River Watershed
Common Name

Scientific Name

Slippershell Mussel
Red-shouldered hawk
False-violet
Large Toothwort
Threatened
Wood Turtle
Doll’s Merolonche
Fragile Prickly-pear
Osprey
Channel Darter
Great Blue Heron Rookery

State Status

Alasmidonta viridis
Buteo lineatus
Dalibarda repens
Dentaria maxima
Gavia immer
Glyptemys insculpta
Merolonche dolli
Opuntia fragilis
Pandion haliaetus
Percina copelandi
N/A

Special Concern
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Special Concern
Special Concern
Endangered
Threatened
Endangered
N/A

2.6 Current Land Cover and Land Use
2.6.1 Land Cover
Based on 2006 land cover data (Figure 2.9), forested lands make up 48% of all existing land use in the watershed, with
agriculture showing the second highest representation at 21%. Wetlands cover 11% of the region (refer to Figure 6.1 and
Section 6.5) and urban areas account for an additional 3%. The remaining acreage is made up of prairie and other open
spaces, roads, and land not currently in production. Forested areas exhibit second and third growth and are
predominantly pine and hardwood. Other tree species common to the region are aspen, jack pine, scrub oak, and mixed
swampland species like cedar.
Agriculture is an important part of the local economy in both Ogemaw and Arenac counties. According to 2007 US
Agricultural Census data 122,166 acres of land in Ogemaw County is actively farmed with 148 acres being the average
farm size. Arenac County has a total of 488 operating farms keeping 94,604 acres in productivity. The average size of a
farm in this county is 194 acres.
The Rifle River State Recreation Area located near Lupton, MI is the largest tract of publically owned land anywhere in
the watershed. Owned and operated by the Department of Natural Resources, the 4,449 acres offers protection for the
headwaters of the Rifle River. In addition a small portion of the Huron National Forest is located in the northern most
extreme of the watershed and other, smaller State holdings are spread throughout both Ogemaw and Arenac counties.
Public lands are used heavily for recreation and public access to the river is adequate although local units of government
are continually exploring avenues to increase access because of the potential economic benefits. Centrally located in the
Lower Peninsula of Michigan, the watershed is a haven for people from the larger cities in southern Michigan from the
hustle and bustle of urban centers. An estimated 700,000 people live within an hour’s drive of the Rifle River. As a result
recreational lands like campground and canoe launches are an important part of the land use discussion. According to
the 2007 Agricultural Census 128,000 acres are deemed recreational lands in the watershed.
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Figure 2.9: Land Cover in the Rifle River Watershed (2006 NLCD – http://www.mrlc.gov/nlcd2006.php)
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2.6.2 Recreational Use
The Rifle River Watershed is the highest quality tributary to Saginaw Bay and with its plentiful forests, coldwater
streams, abundant fishery and close proximity to large metropolitan populations in the southern part of the state it
experiences a high degree of recreational usage throughout the year. The River is easily accessed from many major
thoroughfares. I-75 and M-33 run north-south along the west side of the river, conveying traffic from the north and
south into the watershed. US-23 crosses the river at Omer and M-55 provides access for east-west travelers in the
northern portion of the watershed. Each year tens of thousands of people travel to Ogemaw and Arenac counties to fish,
paddle, camp and enjoy the natural scenery found in this region and as a result a large percentage of local business is
geared towards providing goods and services to seasonal visitors.
The Rifle River State Recreation Area, located in the northern most part of the watershed, contains over 4,000 acres of
publically owned land that is managed by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources. It also lies within the Au Sable
State Forest and contains several water features that see high recreation use, including the headwaters of the Rifle
River, Devoe Lake and Grousehaven Lake. Hiking and cross-country ski trails, campsites, swimming beaches, small rustic
cabins, and kayaking are all available in the Rifle River State Recreation Area, making it a popular tourist destination
throughout the year.
Paddle sports are a major attraction on the Rifle, boosting visitor numbers in the summertime. The swift moving flows
and presence of rapids draw boating enthusiasts in for brief or daylong excursions to the river. Seven canoe liveries
operate along the length of the Rifle mainstream, and during busy summer weekends as many as three thousand canoes
can be found on the river. Complementing the canoe and
kayak traffic are numerous campgrounds scattered along the
shores of the Rifle River.
Located in the lower reaches of the watershed and only 9
miles from Saginaw Bay is the town of Omer. In April of each
year the population of Omer swells as people set up camp
along the riverbanks for weeks at a time to capitalize on the
tremendous sucker run. Several species of native sucker fish
can be caught using a traditional rod and reel set up.
However, notable landmarks in the lower reaches of the
river are the large wooden stands rigged with rope and
pulleys. These structures allow fishermen to lay nets on the
bottom of the river and then haul in large number of the fish
at one time. This annual occurrence has spurred a local
“Sucker Days Festival” with events, competitions and
parades to celebrate a local tradition. Although the fish can
be found in vast amounts in and around the Omer area,
sucker commonly run as far upriver as Prior and Klacking
creeks.

2.6.3 Natural Rivers Program
As a result of its value as a natural resource, unique scenic
qualities and abundant recreational opportunities, the Rifle

Figure 2.10: Natural Rivers Designation (from MNDR 1980)
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River carries the designation of a State Natural River. This designation was established in 1980 pursuant to the Michigan
Natural Rivers Act (P.A. 231, 1970) under the direction of the Michigan Natural Resources Commission (refer to the full
Natural Rivers Plan for the Rifle River, included in Appendix F). All portions of the mainstream above Omer fall under this
jurisdiction, a section of approximately 50 miles. In addition, an estimated 60 miles of tributary streams carry Natural
Rivers designation, including portions of the West Branch Rifle River, Fritz Creek, Mansfield Creek, Silver Creek, Eddy
Creek, Dedrich Creek, Klacking Creek, Little Klacking Creek, Prior Creek, Wilkins Creek, Houghton Creek, Mayhue Creek,
Oyster Creek, Vaughn Creek and Gamble Creek (see Figure 2.10).
The main function of the Natural Rivers designation is to serve as a management tool to aid in the protection of the
natural characteristics of the Rifle River Watershed, largely through the establishment of development standards along a
corridor extending to 400 feet on either side of the designated stream reaches. On the Rifle River, this program has set
minimum lot widths for new subdivisions, minimum setbacks for private construction, industrial and commercial
buildings as well as other commercial use such as agricultural operations and campgrounds. Guidelines for riparian
buffers, docks, sanitation systems and signage are also put forth through this program with the intent to preserve the
aesthetics, free-flowing condition, recreation, boating, historic, water conservation, floodplain, and fisheries and wildlife
habitat values of the Rifle River and its tributary streams.
Administration of the Natural Rivers program is conducted through a permitting process. In some cases the Natural
Rivers guidelines have been voluntarily incorporated into local zoning ordinance. For example, Natural Rivers zoning
ordinance is currently administered at the local level by Arenac and Clayton townships in Arenac County. In other parts
of the watershed state-level zoning still applies and Natural Rivers zoning administration lies with the MDNR.
While the Natural Rivers Program is a major asset to the
protection of the Rifle River Watershed, understaffing of
this program threatens the program’s ability to serve as a
responsive and effective enforcement tool in the
watershed. Future efforts to encourage local units of
government to adopt and administer Natural Rivers zoning
ordinances are recommended.

2.6.4 Designated Trout Streams
All stream reaches within the Rifle River Watershed above
Omer, with the exception of Richter Creek and Wells Creek
are managed by the MDNR as “Designated Trout Streams”
(Figure 2.11). These stream reaches are managed to sustain
salmonid populations through established bag limits, size
restrictions and seasons.

2.7 Socioeconomic Landscape
Demographic information is an important consideration for
watershed planning. Current data reveals that rapid
population growth is currently a non-factor in the
watershed, as Ogemaw County’s population has grown very
little, and the population of Arenac County has decreased
Figure 2.11: Designated Trout Streams in the Rifle River Watershed
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(refer to Table 2.1 and see Map 8 in Appendix C for a depiction of population change by township, 2000-2010). However,
development pressure from second homes still exists as a consequence of the proximity of the watershed to major
Michigan population centers. In addition, the watershed featured relatively high unemployment at the time of the 2010
census, an important consideration as large employers are relatively few in Ogemaw and Arenac Counties. Specific
demographic information is outlined below.
The Rifle River Watershed is located mostly in Ogemaw and Arenac counties, with extremely small portions located in
Gladwin, Roscommon and Oscoda counties. Population in the watershed has remained relatively constant over the past
ten years, with the largest population decrease occurring in Arenac County. As of the 2010 Census Ogemaw County has
a population of 21,699 and 38.5 people per square mile. The percent change seen in population is 0.2% from 2000. The
median household income in the county is $35,968 and the per capita income is $18,321.
Arenac County has seen a 7.9% decline in population from 2000 to the 2010 estimate of 15,899. Population densities
within the county are 43.9 people per square mile. The average median household income for the county is $36,689,
with a per capita income of $19,073.
County business and employment information provides additional insight into socioeconomic factors within the
watershed. Figures gathered from the 2010 census list government, educational services and health care as the largest
employment areas in both counties. As of April, 2013 the unemployment rate in the watershed stands at 12.3% for
Ogemaw County and 14.8% for Arenac County.
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Chapter 3 — Watershed Conditions

3.1 Historical Monitoring Efforts
3.2 Watershed Inventories
3.3 303(d) Listed Waterbodies
3.4 Summary of Watershed Condition
3.5 Impacts of Pollutants on Designated/Desired Uses
3.6 Designated Use Summary

CHAPTER 3
OBJECTIVES:
What do historical monitoring
data and resource inventories
reveal about the condition of
the Rifle River Watershed?
What are the major sources of
pollutants and where are these
located?
Where are the 303(d) listed
impaired waterbodies located
and why are they considered
impaired?
How do watershed pollutants
impact Designated Uses and
Desired Uses for the Rifle River
watershed?

EPA 9 Elements in this Chapter:

a

Historical monitoring data and
inventory results helped identify
the sources and causes of water
quality issues in the watershed.
See Sections 3.1 and 3.2, pp. 3-2
to 3-37

Watershed Conditions
Input from resource professionals and watershed residents, historical
monitoring data collected by various agencies and organizations and recent
watershed-wide resource inventories completed by Huron Pines provide a
fairly detailed picture of the current conditions of the Rifle River Watershed.

3.1 Historical Monitoring Efforts
Various agencies and groups have been collecting data about water quality and
habitat in the Rifle River for many years. This ranges from the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality, who collects various biological and
water chemistry data every 5 years throughout the watershed (see Appendix E
and www.mcgi.state.mi.us/miswims/) to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, which
monitors and treats habitats suitable for sea lamprey. There is also a USGS
gage in the Rifle River near Sterling that has collected discharge data since 1937
and various other water quality data intermittently since 1966. The gage
currently records the following data each 15 minutes: discharge, gage height,
temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and specific conductance. Gage data for this
site is available at: http://waterdata.usgs.gov/mi/nwis/uv/?site_no=04142000.
Michigan Department of Natural Resources has conducted fish and habitat
condition monitoring at six fixed locations in the watershed since as far back as
1947. The fixed sites are sampled on a ‘three years in a row—three years off’
basis and include Houghton Creek at Flynn Road, Gamble Creek at Ranch Road
and the Rifle River at Ranch Road, Pettit Road, State Road and Kenneth Drive.
MDNR also collects fish and habitat data at randomized sites in the watershed
every three years and has periodically employed temperature loggers.
Michigan Trout Unlimited has collected temperature data and the William B.
Mershon Chapter of Trout Unlimited completed an extensive campaign to
monitor macroinvertebrates throughout the upper half of the watershed in
2002. Appendix E includes maps of biological survey locations and temperature
logging sites (see http://www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed for
additional Michigan TU data).
The data collected from these collective surveys provides a good basis for
repeat surveys after a given amount of time. Then data can be compared so
that trends may be determined, leading to an increased overall understanding
of watershed health. It would be quite useful if both agencies and local groups
can continue this type of monitoring, perhaps on a rotational schedule, to
reduce gaps in data and support restoration activities. With diverse groups and
agencies involved in the monitoring of the watershed, it is important that the
efforts be coordinated so data can be collected and shared efficiently.
There are also site specific monitoring projects conducted by groups such as
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Huron Pines, which monitor changes to the stream before and after implementation of BMPs at priority sites. One
example of this is the pre- and post-project geomorphological and aquatic macroinvertebrate sampling conducted at the
crossing of Wilkins Creek and Campbell Road, which was originally found to interrupt aquatic organism passage and
interfere with nutrient and sediment flow. Huron Pines will also be conducting pre- and post-project monitoring in the
watershed in 2014-2015 at sites where agricultural and streambank erosion control BMPs are being installed and where
invasive species are being treated (refer to the Huron Pines QAPP for the Northern Saginaw Bay Restoration Initiative in
Appendix F). Site specific monitoring can be incorporated to investigate possible threats to the resource. For example,
MDEQ has historically conducted site specific monitoring upstream and downstream of the Rose City and West Branch
waste water treatment facilities and at C.K. Eddy Creek adjacent to the old Osceola Refinery site.
Finally, the completion of comprehensive resource inventories provides valuable information on the condition of the
watershed. Updating resource inventories periodically provides a basis for evaluating change in conditions over time.
This can help validate techniques or identify concerns so that new approaches can be developed. Comprehensive
inventory data for road/stream crossings and streambank erosion sites in the Rifle River Watershed are publicly
available online at www.northernmichiganstreams.org.

3.1.1 Summary of Watershed Condition Based on Monitoring Data
Macroinvertebrate community structure, including the presence/absence, abundance and diversity of the more
sensitive (pollution-intolerant) species can serve as useful gauge of general stream health and as an indicator of
potential sediment and pollution issues. Habitat condition assessments and water chemistry analyses can also be used
to help detect whether or not pollutants may be adversely affecting a stream. Repeat sampling such as MDEQ P51
monitoring can give insight about long term trends in stream health as well as overall watershed condition.
Overall, the monitoring data that has been collected by MDEQ, MDNR, Michigan Trout Unlimited and other groups
indicates that water quality throughout the Rifle River Watershed is supportive of healthy aquatic macroinvertebrate
and fish communities. The Upper Watershed is in particularly excellent condition. The upper Rifle River and northern
tributaries such as Houghton, Oyster and Mayhue creeks are among the highest quality streams in the Saginaw Bay
Watershed. Wilkins, Ammond and Klacking creeks flow through a more agricultural landscape and while all support
healthy coldwater fisheries, lower macroinvertebrate monitoring scores (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2) indicate that
inputs of sediment may have a detectable influence on these streams.
The habitat condition and biological community health rankings assigned to monitored sites in the West Branch Rifle
River and its tributaries were generally slightly lower. A close analysis of Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1 reveal that, compared
with the rest of the Rifle River Watershed, a higher proportion of sampling sites in the West Branch Rifle River
subwatershed were assigned only “Acceptable” (MDEQ P51) or “Poor” (Mershon Chapter of Trout Unlimited)
macroinvertebrate community rankings. The suspected cause is elevated inputs of sediment and other pollutants from
stormwater runoff in the more developed areas such as West Branch and from surrounding agricultural fields. The
generally lower MDEQ P51 macroinvertebrate scores observed in the West Branch Rifle River subwatershed may be
indicative that inputs of sediment may be having an adverse effect on these streams and future monitoring is highly
recommended to evaluate whether conditions are worsening, stable or improving. Within the main stem of the West
Branch Rifle River the lingering effects of the major failure of the Flowage Lake dam in 1985 can still be observed. This
event released large amounts of sediment downstream and led to considerable erosion of streambanks.
Because of the flashy nature of the Lower Watershed, attributable in part to the abundance of clay soils and agricultural
drainage in this subwatershed, excess sediment is a viewed as a threat to water quality and wildlife habitat. Tributary
streams including Mansfield Creek, Townline Creek and Saverine Creek flow have failed to achieve “Good” or “Excellent”
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MDEQ P51 macroinvertebrate community ratings, potentially due to the effects of sediment inputs from surrounding
farm fields, road/stream crossings and greater streambank erosion resulting from the flashier hydrology. Water
temperatures are generally higher on average in the Lower Watershed, which supports a healthy warmwater fishery but
fewer trout than in the Upper Watershed. A combination of natural and anthropogenic sources are believed to result in
the warmer water temperatures observed in the Lower Watershed, including topography, soils and artificial drainage
systems.
Table 3.1 identifies just those sites that failed to achieve “Good/Excellent” (MDEQ P51) or “Fair/Good” (Mershon
Chapter of Trout Unlimited) rankings for macroinvertebrate communities. Inputs of sediment are suspected to be the
leading cause for the slightly reduced condition of macroinvertebrate communities at these particular sites. A full
summary of all known historical monitoring efforts in the Rifle River Watershed is provided in Table 3.2, and the
corresponding sites in Table 3.1 and 3.2 are mapped in Figure 3.1. This summary provides the monitoring locations,
years and responsible organizations. The resulting scores for habitat condition and macroinvertebrate community
health are included, as assigned by the organization that conducted the monitoring. Rankings may not be directly
comparable between different agencies or for all years to do differences in monitoring procedures. Contact the
responsible monitoring agencies for more information on the monitoring methodology used for a given year or site.
Due to the complexity and volume of data collected, Table 3.2 includes contacts or references links for obtaining
additional information about the results. Some additional monitoring maps and data tables are included in Appendix E
and copies of full MDEQ (including MDNR Surface Water Quality Division data collected prior to the creation of MDEQ)
monitoring reports are included in Appendix F.
MDEQ P51 macroinvertebrate scores will continue to be collected and used throughout the Rifle River Watershed to
identify trends and to identify sites potentially impacted by excessive inputs of sediment and associated pollutants. This
data will also be used to inform on-the-ground restoration activities to address known water quality issues throughout
the watershed.
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Table 3.1 Macroinvertebrate sites rated as “Acceptable” by MDEQ P51 and/or as “Poor” by Mershon Chapter of TU*

Site #
13
20
23
26
36
39
47
56
57
58
61
62
65
68
69
73
76
77
79
81
87
90
92
93
94

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)
Rifle River
(Greenwood Road)
Rifle River
(Arenac State Road)
West Branch Rifle River
(Dam Road)
West Branch Rifle River
(Peach Lake Road)
Vaughn Creek
(Heath Road)
Gamble Creek
(Rose City Road)
Wilkins Creek
(Campbell Road)
Ammond Creek
(Morrison Road)
Bailer Creek
(Morrison Road)
Klacking Creek
(Campbell Road)
Shepards Creek
(Bedtelyon Road)
Dedrich Creek
(Gerald Miller Road)
Ogemaw Creek
nd
(2 Street - West Branch)
Ogemaw Creek
(South Valley Road)
Ogemaw Creek
(Business I-75)
Rifle Creek
(State Road)
Rifle Creek
(M55)
C K Eddy Creek
(Flowage Lake Road)
Peach Lake Creek
(Gallagher Road)
Campbell Creek
(M55)
South Eddy Creek
(M33)
Mansfield Creek
(Melita Road)
Spring Creek
(La Grant Road)
Townline Creek
(Knight Road)
Saverine Creek
(Conrad Road)

Coordinates
44.17987
-84.07351
44.03464
-83.84716
44.26019
-84.20546
44.24809
-84.16565
44.43576
-84.04698
44.42153
-84.02804
44.39833
-84.14660
44.34700
-84.10588
44.37159
-84.10617
44.33455
-84.14604
44.28526
-84.06490
44.28526
-84.06490
44.27341
-84.23175
44.27301
-84.23110
44.26768
-84.21801
44.29239
-84.20015
44.27726
-84.20790
44.25128
-84.20551
44.26224
-84.13105
44.27694
-84.12705
44.20856
-84.12563
44.16269
-84.00716
44.16022
-84.00158
44.09844
-83.93644
44.02596
-83.83369

Year

Monitoring
Organization

Ranking

2009

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

1999

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2002

Mershon TU

POOR

2004

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2002 Mershon TU
POOR
(This site ranked as excellent by MDEQ in 2004)
1999
MDEQ
ACCEPTABLE
2004
2002

Mershon TU

POOR

2002

Mershon TU

POOR

1999
MDEQ
ACCEPTABLE
2004
2002 Mershon TU
POOR
(This site ranked as excellent by MDEQ in 2009)
2009

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2004
2009

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2000

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

1999

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2002

Mershon TU

POOR

2009

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2002

Mershon TU

POOR

2004

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

1999
2004

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2004

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2004

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2009

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2009

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2004

MDEQ

ACCEPTABLE

2004 MDEQ
ACCEPTABLE
(This site ranked as excellent by MDEQ in 2009)

*Sites not included achieved “Good” or “Excellent” (MDEQ P51) or “Fair” or “Good” (Mershon TU) rankings.
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Table 3.2 Rifle River Watershed Monitoring Summary by Location (Site numbers correspond to the numbered sites mapped in Figure 3.1)

Site #
1

2
3

4

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

Rifle River
(Weir Road – RRSRA)

44.40452
-84.03031

Rifle River
(Ranch Road - RRSRA)
Rifle River
(Houghton Creek – RRSRA)

44.39930
-84.03550
44.39500
-84.04106

Rifle River
(Ranch Road Campground)

44.39296
-84.03815

Rifle River
(Sage Lake Road)

44.36328
-84.04857

MDEQ

2009

Michigan TU

20102012

Temperature Logger

MDEQ

2004

Mershon TU

2002

MDNR

Mershon TU
Michigan TU

6

Rifle River
(State Forest Campground)

44.34979
-84.05219

Monitoring Type
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

MDNR
5

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

MDNR

1982
1983
1984
1985
1990
1991
1997
19992002
2001
2002
20102012
1982
1983
1984
1985
1990
1997
2001

Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table

Trout Population Estimate

Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

Trout Population Estimate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed

Trout Population Estimate
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Site #

7

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Rifle River
(Peters Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

44.33476
-84.06335

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

Monitoring Type

MDNR-SWQD

1994

Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Fish Community Survey
Water Chemistry

MDNR

2001
2008
2013

Trout Population Estimate

Mershon TU

2002
1999

MDEQ

2004
2009

8

Rifle River
(State Road)

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Trout Population Estimate

MDNR

1982
1983
1984
1985
1990
1991
1997
2001
20012002

Mershon TU

2002

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

Michigan TU

20102012

Temperature Logger

44.31315
-84.06993

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
GOOD
EXCELLENT
Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
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Site #

9

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Rifle River
(M55)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

MDNR

19992002

Mershon TU

2002

44.27660
-84.07986

2004
MDEQ
2009

10

11

Rifle River
(Rifle River Trail)

Rifle River
(County Park – Morrison Rd)

44.24496
-84.06440

MDEQ

2004

MDNR-SWQD

1994

44.20656
-84.07865

1999
MDEQ
2004

12

13

14

Rifle River
(Kenneth Drive)

Rifle River
(Greenwood Road)

Rifle River
(Maple Ridge Road)

44.19937
-84.08281

44.17987
-84.07351

44.14166
-84.04366

MDNR

1982
1983
1984
1985
1990
1991
1997
2001

Mershon TU

2002

MDNR

1982
20012002

MDEQ

2009
1999

MDEQ
2004

Monitoring Type

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)

Temperature Logger
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT

Trout Population Estimate

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Trout Population Estimate

Contact MDNR for results

FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

Contact MDNR for results
MARGINAL
ACCEPTABLE
GOOD
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
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Site #
15
16
17
18
19

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)
Rifle River
(Forest Lake Drive)
Rifle River
(Melita Road)
Rifle River
(Bishop Road)
Rifle River
(Downstream of Omer)
Rifle River
(River Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization
44.12911
-84.04613
44.07257
-84.01984
44.08152
-83.96720
44.04464
-83.85549
44.03731
-83.85613

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

MDEQ

2009

MDEQ

2004

MDEQ

2004

MDNR

2008

MDEQ

2009
1999

20

Rifle River
(Arenac State Road)

44.03464
-83.84716

MDEQ
2004

21

Rifle River
(Hickory Island Road)

44.01509
-83.82429

MDEQ

22

Rifle River
(Stover Road)

44.00436
-83.82497

MDNR
MDEQ

23

West Branch Rifle River
(Dam Road)

44.26019
-84.20546

MDNR
Mershon TU
MDNR-SWQD

24

West Branch Rifle River
(Upstream of WWTP)

2009
20012002
2009
20012002
2002
1994

44.25460
-84.19959
MDEQ

1999

Monitoring Type
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
GOOD
EXCELLENT
MARGINAL
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT

Trout Population Estimate

Contact MDNR for results

Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

GOOD
EXCELLENT
FAIR (lack of quality substrate and instream habitat)
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

See Appendix F for full results table
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Site #

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization
MDNR-SWQD

25

West Branch Rifle River
(Downstream of WWTP)

44.25460
-84.19797

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year
1994

1999
MDEQ
2004

MDNR

2000
2002

26

27
28

29

30

31
32

33

West Branch Rifle River
(Peach Lake Road)

44.24809
-84.16565

West Branch Rifle River
(M33)
West Branch Rifle River
(off Morrison Road)

44.25465
-84.12572
44.26290
-84.10480

West Branch Rifle River
(Cabin Lake Club)

44.24588
-84.07196

Andrews Creek
(McKellar Road)

44.43164
-84.06620

Mayhue Creek
(McKellar Road)
Oyster Creek
(Oyster Road)

44.44041
-84.06626
44.45002
-84.06046

Oyster Creek
(Heath Road)

44.43566
-84.05783

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2004

MDEQ

2009

Michigan TU
MDNR
Mershon TU

20102012
19992002
2002
2004

MDEQ
2009
MDEQ

2004

MDEQ

2009

Mershon TU

2002

Michigan TU

20102012

Monitoring Type
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Trout Population Estimate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Temperature Logger

See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Temperature Logger

GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
GOOD
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Site #
34

35

36

37

38

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

Year

MDNR

2000

MDEQ

2004

MDNR

20012002

MDEQ

2009

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002

Oyster Creek
(Rose City Road)

44.42145
-84.05206

Oyster Creek
(Weir Road – RRSRA)

44.41188
-84.03567

Vaughn Creek
(Heath Road)

Vaughn Creek
(Rifle River Recreation Area)

Gamble Creek
(Lupton Road)

44.43576
-84.04698

44.41889
-84.03451

44.42385
-84.02571

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources

MDEQ

2004

MDNR

20012002

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002

Michigan TU

20102012
1999

39

Gamble Creek
(Rose City Road)

44.42153
-84.02804

MDEQ
2004

40

Gamble Creek
(Rifle River Recreation Area)

44.41470
-84.02866

MDNR

Mershon TU

19472013
20012002
2002

Monitoring Type
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
EXCELLENT
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table

Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Trout Population Estimate
(3 years on/3 years off
rotational sampling basis)

See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
View results at http://www.mcgi.state.mi.us/fishpop/#
Contact MDNR for additional information

Temperature Logger
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

Contact MDNR for results
FAIR

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

See Appendix F for full results table
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Site #
41

42

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)
Houghton Creek
(Heath Road)

Houghton Creek
(Rose City Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization
44.43607
-84.11535

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

Mershon TU

2002

MDNR-SWQD

1983
1985

Mershon TU

2002

44.42156
-84.10915

1999
MDEQ
2004
MDNR-SWQD

43

Houghton Creek
(Beachwood Road)

44.41769
-84.10636

1983
1985
1999

MDEQ
2004
MDNR-SWQD

44

Houghton Creek
(Flynn Road)

44.40826
-84.09620

MDNR

1983
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2008
2009
2010
2014
2000

Huron Pines

2015

Monitoring Type
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate

Trout Population Estimate

Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Pre/Post Project Monitoring
(road/stream crossing)

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
See Appendix F for full results table
See Appendix F for full results table
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
See Appendix F for full results table
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
See Appendix F for full results table

View results at http://www.mcgi.state.mi.us/fishpop/#
Contact MDNR for additional information

Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
Geomorphologic analysis planned for 2015 and 2016
Contact Huron Pines for more information

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Site #

45

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Houghton Creek
(Schmidt Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

44.40789
-84.07617

MDNR-SWQD

1994

Mershon TU

2002

Michigan TU
46

Houghton Creek
(Rifle River Recreation Area)

44.39493
-84.04101

MDNR
MDNR

47

48

49

Wilkins Creek
(Campbell Road)

Wilkins Creek
(Townline Road)

Wilkins Creek
(M33)

44.39833
-84.14660

44.40348
-84.12646

44.40423
-84.11625

50

Skunk Creek
(Wiltse Road)

44.39550
-84.00530

51

Skunk Creek
(Ranch Road – RRSRA)

44.38928
-84.03379

Prior Creek
(Campbell Road)

44.38152
-84.14640

52

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

20102012
20012002
2000

Mershon TU

2002

Huron Pines

2013

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2009

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2004

MDEQ

1999

MDNR

2000

MDEQ

2009

Mershon TU

2002

Monitoring Type
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Fish Community Survey
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table

Temperature Logger

See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

Trout Population Estimate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Pre/Post Project Monitoring
(road/stream crossing)
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

Contact MDNR for results
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
Macroinvertebrate community and geomorphologic
monitoring completed in 2013 and planned for 2015
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
EXCELLENT
FAIR

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

See Appendix F for full results table
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Site #

53

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)
Prior Creek
(Sage Lake Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

Year

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2009

Michigan TU

2011

MDNR-SWQD

1994

44.36342
-84.08176

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources

2000
54

Prior Creek
(Peters Road)

44.33470
-84.06812

55

Crow Creek
(Townline Road)

44.38190
-84.12610

56

Ammond Creek
(Morrison Road)

44.34700
-84.10588

MDNR

58

Bailer Creek
(Morrison Road)

Klacking Creek
(Campbell Road)

44.37159
-84.10617

44.33455
-84.14604

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Fish Community Survey
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation

19992002

Temperature Logger

Mershon TU

2002

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

Michigan TU

20102012

Temperature Logger

Michigan TU

2012

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2004
1999

57

Monitoring Type

MDEQ
2004
Michigan TU

20102012

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2009

Pre/Post Project Monitoring
(road/stream crossing)
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
FAIR (lack of quality substrate and instream habitat)
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE

Temperature Logger
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Site #
59

60

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)
Klacking Creek
(M33)

Klacking Creek
(Morrison Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

Year

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002

MDNR-SWQD

1994

MDNR

20012002

44.33117
-84.12573

44.32798
-84.10402

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources

2004
MDEQ
2009

61

62

Shepards Creek
(Bedtelyon Road)

Dedrich Creek
(Gerald Miller Road)

44.30739
-84.08470

44.28526
-84.06490

Michigan TU

20102012

MDEQ

2009

Mershon TU

2002
2004

MDEQ
2009

63

Ogemaw Creek
(Maes Road)

44.30555
-84.28699

64

Ogemaw Creek
(Gray Road)

44.27985
-84.26679

Ogemaw Creek
nd
(2 Street – West Branch)
Ogemaw Creek
(M55)
Ogemaw Creek
(Irons Park in West Branch)

44.27730
-84.23729
44.27623
-84.23619
44.27341
-84.23175

65
66
67

Michigan TU

2011

MDNR

2000

MDNR

2000

MDEQ

1999

MDEQ

2009

Mershon TU

2002

MDNR

2000

Monitoring Type
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

Contact MDNR for results
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
ACCEPTABLE
EXCELLENT
ACCEPTABLE
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
See Appendix F for full results table
MARGINAL
ACCEPTABLE
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table

Fish Community Survey

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

Contact MDNR for results
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Site #

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization

68

Ogemaw Creek
(South Valley Road)

44.27301
-84.23110

69

Ogemaw Creek
(Business I-75)

44.26768
-84.21801

70

71

72

Brewery Creek
(State Road)

44.28105
-84.22982

Woods Creek
(State Road)

44.28538
-84.21857

Crapo Creek
(Engle Road)

44.32024
-84.20208

73

74

75

76

44.29239
-84.20015

Rifle Creek
(W Finerty Road)

44.29158
-84.19982

Rifle Creek
(Dam Road)

44.28111
-84.20598

Rifle Creek
(M55)

44.27726
-84.20790

Monitoring Type

MDEQ

1999

Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

MDNR

20012002

Temperature Logger

Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

1999

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002

Mershon TU
Mershon TU

Rifle Creek
(State Road)

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

2002
2002

MDEQ

2009

Michigan TU

20102012

MDEQ

2004

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE

Temperature Logger
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey

MDNR

2000

MDEQ

2009

MDNR

2000
20012002

Mershon TU

2002

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

Michigan TU

20102012

Temperature Logger

See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
GOOD
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
MARGINAL
EXCELLENT
Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Site #

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization
MDNR

77

C K Eddy Creek
(Flowage Lake Road)

44.25128
-84.20551
MDEQ

78

79

Grow Creek
(Campbell Road)

Peach Lake Creek
(Gallagher Road)

44.25284
-84.14575

44.26224
-84.13105

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year
1972
1972
1977
1999
2004

MDEQ

2004

MDNR-SWQD

1994

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002
1999

MDEQ
2004
80

Campbell Creek
(Finerty Road)

44.29139
-84.13786

81

Campbell Creek
(M55)

44.27694
-84.12705

83

Campbell Creek
(M33)

North Eddy Creek
(Alger Road)

44.26370
-84.12569

44.23777
-84.20026

Fish Mortality Report
Biological Survey
Biological Survey
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
See Appendix F for full report
See Appendix F for full report
See Appendix F for full report
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
ACCEPTABLE

MDEQ

1999

Water Chemistry

See Appendix F for full results table

MDNR-SWQD

1994
1999

Water Chemistry
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

See Appendix F for full results table
See Appendix F for full results table

MDEQ

MDNR-SWQD

82

Monitoring Type

2004
1994

MDNR

2000

Mershon TU

2002

Michigan TU

20102012

Temperature Logger

Mershon TU

2002

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry

EXCELLENT
ACCEPTABLE
GOOD
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
FAIR

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Site #

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization
Mershon TU

2002

MDEQ

2004

84

North Eddy Creek
(M33)

44.22683
-84.12571

85

North Eddy Creek
(Spencers Trail)

44.21993
-84.10539

MDNR

86

North Eddy Creek
(off Morrison Road)

44.20800
-84.08530

Michigan TU

87

South Eddy Creek
(M33)

44.20856
-84.12563

Silver Creek
(Mills Road)

44.21957
-84.04018

88

89

Silver Creek
(E Greenwood Road)

44.18351
-84.05537

Mershon TU

91
92
93

44.16269
-84.00716

Mansfield Creek
(Grace Ann Trail)
Spring Creek
(La Grant Road)
Townline Creek
(Knight Road)

44.15721
-84.05375
44.16022
-84.00158
44.09844
-83.93644

2002
2004

MDNR

2000

MDNR-SWQD

1994

MDNR

2000
20012002

Mershon TU

2002

Michigan TU
Mansfield Creek
(Melita Road)

2000
20012002
20102012

MDEQ

MDEQ

90

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year

MDNR

2004
20102012
2001

MDEQ

2004

MDEQ

2009

MDEQ

2009

MDEQ

2004

Monitoring Type
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
See Appendix F for full results table
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger

Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger

See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed

Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Water Chemistry
Fish Community Survey

FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
Contact MDNR for results
Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
POOR
See Appendix F for full results table
Contact MDNR for results

Temperature Logger
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Water Chemistry
Temperature Logger
Fish Community Survey
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

Contact MDNR for results
FAIR
See Appendix F for full results table
MARGINAL
EXCELLENT
See Appendix F for full results table
See www.michigantu.org/index.php/rifle-watershed
Contact MDNR for results
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
GOOD
EXCELLENT
GOOD
ACCEPTABLE
EXCELLENT
ACCEPTABLE

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Site #
94

Location Description
Stream (Nearest Road)
Saverine Creek
(Conrad Road)

Monitoring
Coordinates Organization
44.02596
-83.83369

Ranking/Results and Additional Resources
Year
2004

MDEQ
2009

Monitoring Type
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate
Habitat Evaluation
Macroinvertebrate

(Rankings as assigned by the monitoring organization)
MARGINAL
ACCEPTABLE
GOOD
EXCELLENT

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Figure 3.1: Historical Monitoring Sites in the Rifle River Watershed. See Table 3.2 for more information pertaining to each site.

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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3.2 Watershed Inventories
For the purpose of identifying risks to surface water in the Rifle River Watershed, Huron Pines conducted comprehensive
inventories of nonpoint pollution sources in the Watershed. Field inventories included a site assessment of all
road/stream crossings in the watershed (2011), documentation of streambank erosion on the entire length of the
mainstream of the Rifle River and the West Branch Rifle River downstream of Flowage Lake (2011), an inventory of
conditions on agricultural lands throughout the watershed (2012) and an inventory of priority invasive species
occurrences in the watershed (2011). An inventory of small dams was completed by Huron Pines in 2011 and
stormwater inventories have been completed for the communities of West Branch (2005) and Rose City (2013). Details
regarding each inventory are provided below. Copies of inventory forms are included in Appendix B. The road/stream
crossing and streambank erosion inventories are both available at www.northernmichiganstreams.org. Contact Huron
Pines for more information on the invasive species, stormwater, agricultural lands and small dams inventory data. The
inventory methodologies, summaries of inventory results and notes on implementation progress are described below
for each type of inventory.

3.2.1 Road/Stream Crossings
Road/stream crossings can have a major influence on the health of a watershed. Improperly sized and placed crossings
affect natural stream hydrology and cause flooding and washout issues for the roadway. When culverts used as
crossings are too small for the width of the waterway, water above the crossing slows, widening the stream channel. At
the same time, the water forced through the smaller diameter culvert typically exits the structure at an unnaturally high
velocity. This can present a barrier to fish and other aquatic organisms unable to swim at high enough speeds to pass
through the crossing. The higher flow promotes streambank erosion downstream of the structure and can promote
undermining of the road crossing itself. Often these structures become “perched” above the waterway due to incorrect
placement or through erosional processes. This presents a further barrier to migrating aquatic organisms and further
erosion at the crossing site (See “An Economic Analysis of Improved Road-Stream Crossings,” The Nature Conservancy,
2013).
Sediment loading through road runoff is another concern at road/stream crossings. On the dirt roads common in the
Watershed, stormwater runoff washes large amounts of sediment from the roadway into the stream. Streambank
erosion at and downstream of the crossing site can contribute additional sediment pollution. Excess sediment has many
detrimental effects to the aquatic ecosystem, such as covering up fish spawning and insect habitat, adding excess
nutrients and promoting thermal pollution.
METHODS
During the 2011 field season, onsite field evaluations were performed to inventory each road/stream crossing in the
watershed. A total of 241 road/stream crossings were inventoried. The inventory protocol utilized for this evaluation
followed the Great Lakes Road Stream Crossing Inventory Instructions developed in 2011 by Huron Pines and partners
and approved by the Lake Michigan Technical Committee. A road/stream crossing data sheet was completed at each
site. A copy of the inventory data sheet and the Great Lakes Road Stream Crossing Inventory Instructions are included in
Appendix B. Photographs were taken systematically at each site to document existing conditions at the structure inlet
and outlet, the upstream and downstream conditions, and the right and left road approaches to the crossing.
Each site was assessed to document and physically measure site conditions that may contribute nonpoint source
pollution to the waterway, present barriers to aquatic passage and otherwise alter natural stream hydrologic processes.
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Data collected at each site included detailed
information about the location, road characteristics
(width, shoulder, drainage, approaches and surface
type), structure (type, condition and dimensions) as
well as erosion and runoff problems. Stream
characteristics such as width, depth, velocity and
substrate were recorded immediately upstream and
downstream of the crossing and also at a reference
riffle from outside the influence of the crossing.

OG27
OG33
OG30
OG31

AR101

AR20

In order to prioritize road/stream crossings for
improvement, a severity ranking was given to each site
based on erosion and fish passage concerns. Estimated
annual sediment loads from each site were determined
based on characteristics of road approaches,
embankments and adjacent streambanks. The
road/stream crossing inventory is available online at
www.northernmichiganstreams.org, which will remain
available to the public and will be updated as projects
are completed and updated inventory data is gathered.
INVENTORY RESULTS

AR19

Of the 241 road/stream crossings identified within the
Rifle River Watershed, 88 sites were ranked as severe,
Figure 3.2: Road/Stream Crossings ranked as Severe or Moderate. Sites
105 sites were ranked moderate and 48 sites were
improved since the 2011 inventory are identified by site name.
ranked minor (Table 3.3). Site severity ranking takes
into account fish passage concerns (see the inventory instructions in Appendix B), the condition of road/stream crossing
structures and estimated annual sediment loads (calculated using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation for approach
runoff and the Channel Erosion Equation for embankment/streambank erosion areas). The severe sites have relatively
high sediment loading and/or act as barriers to most aquatic organisms during all or most flow conditions. Final project
selection depends on several additional considerations, such as the quantity and quality of upstream aquatic habitat
that would be reconnected by improving the crossing. Section 4.3.3 and Figure 4.3 provide more detail on how
road/stream crossing sites are prioritized for restoration. Severe and moderate sites are mapped in Figure 3.2.
Table 3.3 Summary of Rifle River Watershed Road/Stream Crossing Inventory Results
Subwatershed

Minor Sites

Upper Rifle River
Middle Rifle River (including the West Branch Rifle River)
Lower Rifle River
Totals

15
14
19
48

Moderate Sites

Severe Sites

Total Sites

46
31
28
105

38
20
30
88

99
65
77
241

IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS
Since the completion of the 2011 road/stream crossing inventory Huron Pines has worked with the Ogemaw and Arenac
County Road Commissions to replace several priority sites (refer to Figure 3.2). As of September 2014 sites AR19 (Fritz
Creek/Fritz Road), AR20 (Unnamed tributary to Rifle River/Townline Road), AR101 (Cursten Creek/Wildwood Road),
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OG27 (Wilkins Creek/Campbell Road), OG30 (Prior Creek/Campbell Road), OG31 (Prior Creek/Esmond Road) and OG33
(Crow Creek/Townline Road—see Figure 3.3) have been improved through the installation of larger, properly aligned
structures. Collectively these projects have reconnected more than 12 miles of upstream aquatic habitat and have
reduced annual sediment loading from roadways by more than 25 tons/year. Plans are in place to improve sites OG23
(Houghton Creek/Flynn Road) and OG12 (Andrews Creek/Heath Road) by the end of 2015 and additional high priority
sites will continue to be selected for restoration over the course of the next several years.

Figure 3.3: Three perched and undersized culverts were replaced with a larger elliptical culvert to restore aquatic habitat connectivity and reduce
erosion at the Townline Road crossing of Crow Creek in Klacking Township. This is one of several similar projects in the Rifle River Watershed.

3.2.2 Streambank Erosion Inventory
Streambank erosion is a natural process, but can become a major resource concern when these erosional processes are
accelerated by land use activities in the watershed. Excess sedimentation alters instream habitats by covering spawning
gravel and other natural substrates essential to aquatic organisms, disrupting natural stream function and riffle/pool
structure, promoting thermal pollution, and providing a transport mechanism for additional nutrient and chemical
pollutants. The flashy hydrology of the Rifle River Watershed, combined with frequent occurrences of high sand banks,
lead to relatively high numbers of eroded streambanks. Heavy public use of the river, agricultural drainage, streambank
residences, ash tree die-off and extreme weather events all factor into an increase in erosion in the Watershed.
Significant streambank restoration work has taken place on the mainstream of the Rifle River. The Rifle River Watershed
Restoration Committee completed more than 100 streambank erosion control projects in the 1990s and 2000s and
Huron Pines has led the restoration of more than a dozen priority sites since completing the 2011 streambank erosion
inventory. However there is a continuous need to address priority streambank erosion sites on the river to help offset
contributions from anthropogenic sediment sources.
METHODS
The streambank inventory was completed on the mainstream of the Rifle River by use of personal watercraft. In this
fashion, the mainstream was inventoried from the Ranch Road Access in the Rifle River Recreation Area, downstream to
the mouth of the river at Saginaw Bay. The West Branch of the Rifle River was waded from M-55 downstream to the
confluence with the mainstream of the Rifle. Each site location was cataloged with Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology to record its position along the stream. Data was collected to document site accessibility, condition of the
bank, percent of vegetative cover, apparent cause of the erosion, bank slope, length and height, river conditions, soil
types and recommended treatments. A photographic record was also made of each site. Sites were then scored using a
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standard streambank erosion severity index. Both the data sheet and scoring sheet are included in Appendix B.
In addition, estimated annual sediment loads from each site were determined using the following Channel Erosion
Equation: Sediment Load (tons/yr) = Length (ft) x Height (ft) x Lateral Recession Rate (ft/yr) x Soil Weight (tons/ft3)
(MDEQ 1999). Information from the streambank erosion inventory and site calculations were entered into a complete
database and posted online at www.northernmichiganstreams.org.
RESULTS
During the inventory, a total of 403 erosion sites were identified on the mainstream and West Branch of the Rifle River.
Table 3.4 depicts the number and severity of sites identified in each subwatershed, along with the total linear feet of
streambank erosion observed. Severe and moderate erosion sites were largely confined to the Middle (including the
West Branch Rifle River) and Lower subwatersheds. Figure 3.4 maps moderate (estimated sediment load >5 tons/year)
and severe (estimated sediment load >25 tons/year) streambank erosion sites (calculated using the Channel Erosion
Equation).
Table 3.4 Summary of Rifle River and West Branch Rifle River Streambank Erosion Inventory Results
Subwatershed
Upper Rifle River
Middle Rifle River
Lower Rifle River
Totals

Total Linear Feet of Erosion
453
18,359
33,970
52,782

Minor Sites
13
115
146
274

Moderate Sites

Severe Sites

Total Sites

1
47
52
100

0
11
18
29

14
173
216
403

IMPLEMENTATION
Since the 2011 streambank erosion inventory of the Rifle River and West Branch Rifle River Huron Pines has worked with
the William B. Mershon Chapter of Trout Unlimited, the Ann Arbor chapter of Trout Unlimited and other watershed
volunteers to restore 12 priority sites, including #39, #48, #49, #49A, #59, #78, #125, #191, #207A, #WB31, #WB97 and
#WB98 (see Figure 3.5). Restoration of more than 4,000 linear feet of eroding streambank through installation of
double-row tree revetments and native greenbelts has reduced sediment loading to the river channel by an estimated
689 tons/year.
In the 1990s and early 2000s the Rifle River Restoration Committee, in coordination with several chapters of Trout
Unlimited, installed tree revetments at more than 100 sites along erosion sites on the mainstream Rifle River. Huron
Pines, Trout Unlimited and the Rifle River Watershed Restoration Committee plan to continue this type of work over the
next several years to offset inputs of sediment from anthropogenic sources. Many moderate and severe erosion sites
remain, especially on the mainstream Rifle River downstream from its confluence with the West Branch Rifle River.
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Figure 3.4: Streambank erosion sites in the Rifle River Watershed that are contributing >5 tons/year of sediment to the river channel
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Site #39 – Before (2012) and After (2013)

Site #48 – Before (2013) and After (2014)

Site #49 – Before (2013) and After (2014)
Figure 3.5: Huron Pines, the Rifle River Watershed Restoration Committee, several chapters of Trout Unlimited and watershed residents have
completed more than 100 streambank erosion control projects since 1990 but many severe erosion sites remain along the Rifle River. A common
BMP for streambank stabilization is to install a double-row tree revetment to shield the bank from further erosion and encourage deposition of
sediment as the branches slow the water. These projects are often coupled with installation of native plant greenbelts or resloping of the bank.
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3.2.3 Agricultural Assessment
Agricultural practices on the land near riparian corridors may negatively influence water quality in a number of ways.
The over-application of fertilizers or manure to the water’s edge can introduce an excessive amount of nutrients such as
nitrogen and phosphorus into the river system. Livestock that have unrestricted access to stream channels destroy
banks and substrate, causing erosion along the streambank and deposition of sediment into the waterway. Furthermore,
animal waste from livestock feedlots located close to waterways can add nutrients and pathogens to the river system.
Huron Pines conducted an agricultural assessment in 2012 to identify opportunities for improving agricultural practices
in the Rifle River.
METHODS
As a preliminary step to the agricultural assessment, an aerial survey of agricultural lands in the watershed was
conducted using online aerial photography. In earlier stages of the watershed management planning process, the
watershed was analyzed by GIS spatial analysis, with individual parcels targeted based on specific conservation criteria.
Five critical areas were identified through this analysis (see Section 4.3.1 and Figure 4.1) and a database of landowners
and parcels within these areas was developed for the watershed.
By referencing this landowner database and county plat maps, each township within the watershed was reviewed for
agriculture/riparian interface. A total of 264 parcels with identified or potential threats to water quality were identified
during the aerial inventory and entered in a database to guide field inventory activities. Of these sites 138 were located
in Ogemaw County and the remaining 126 were in Arenac County.
The agricultural assessment field inventory was conducted in April and May of 2012. Site information was collected
visually from the roadside and included geographical information, type and size of agricultural operation and estimated
riparian frontage. Observed and foreseeable risks to water resources were recorded and photographs were taken at
each site. Recommended treatments were also noted.
Due to funding and time constraints, sites outside of the five critical areas (Figure 4.1) were not assessed or entered into
the resulting database. GPS and photographic data were gathered for all agricultural sites within the priority zones,
excluding sites that were determined to no longer be in agricultural use. A total of 183 sites were assessed and entered
into the database following the field inventory. Due to the sensitive nature of private lands, specific site locations and
photographs were not published online but Huron Pines will maintain this information for the purpose of prioritizing
future project areas and targeting outreach efforts. However, general findings are discussed below along with maps
showing the distribution of each identified risk type.
RESULTS
The 183 agricultural sites inventoried were assigned a level of perceived risk based on observations collected during the
field inventory. At 67 sites there were no likely risks observed. Among the sites where some level of risk was observed,
66 were identified as having Slight Risk, 26 as Moderate Risk and 15 as Severe Risk. Risk level could not be confidently
determined at the remaining 9 sites based on limited information resulting from not having access to the full properties.
Determination of risk level was based on inventory data collected using a consistent data sheet (included in Appendix B).
Because of sufficient riparian buffers, appropriate fencing for livestock or the absence of an active waterway the
majority of sites were assigned no or only a slight risk of impairing water quality. Sites with a higher level of risk included
those where livestock had unrestricted access to a stream channel or where the likelihood that runoff from agricultural
fields, animal feedlots or manure storage areas is entering an active surface waterway appeared to be relatively high.
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Risks were identified in all subwatersheds, with more severe sites observed in the upper part of the watershed than in
the middle or lower watersheds (Table 3.5). Data was also gathered about type of agricultural operation: 104 of the sites
were classified as cropping operations, 19 sites were livestock operations, 41 sites were crop and livestock operations, 1
site was an orchard and the remaining 18 sites were not classified due to lack or uncertainty of information. Estimated
herd sizes ranged from 1 to 350 animals with an average of 123 animals. The average size of the parcels inventoried was
99 acres.
Data was collected for each type of apparent risk to water quality observed on agricultural lands. These risk categories
included Unrestricted Livestock Access to Water, Cropping Adjacent to Water, Feedlot Runoff, Manure Storage Area
Runoff, Poor Storage of Fertilizer/Pesticides, Invasive Species and Others (e.g., streambank erosion, fish passage
barriers, oil/gas development). Each of these risks is discussed in more detail below and summarized in Table 3.6.
Table 3.5 Distribution of Agricultural Sites where Moderate and Severe Risks to Water Quality were Observed
Subwatershed
Upper Rifle River
Middle Rifle River (including the West Branch Rifle River)
Lower Rifle River
Totals

Moderate Sites

Severe Sites

12
8
6
26

7
5
3
15

Total Sites
19
13
9
41

Table 3.6 Agricultural Assessment Summary
Risk to Water Resources

Number of Confirmed Sites

Percent of Inventoried Sites

Livestock access to waterway
Feedlot runoff to waterway
Manure storage area

19
5
13

10
3
7

Cropping within 25 feet of a waterway

35

19

Cropping within 75 feet of a waterway
Other risks

51
14

28
8

Livestock Access to Waterway
Livestock farming operations are common in the Rifle River Watershed.
When livestock are allowed unrestricted access to waterways or allowed to
graze riparian areas, negative effects to the adjacent stream can occur (Figure
3.6). Pollution resulting from livestock impacts to waterways includes
increased sedimentation, nutrient loading and bacterial contamination.
Information was gathered during the agricultural assessment to identify
numbers and types of livestock operations within close proximity to
Figure 3.6: Example of a site where livestock are
accessing a waterway.
waterways and drainages. A total of 60 livestock operations were assessed
including: 32 dairy, 13 beef, 12 horses and three others (goats, sheep). There were 21 large operations with more than
200 animals at a site. The remaining operations were generally much smaller, generally with 30 animals or less. Nineteen
sites in the watershed had unrestricted livestock access to waterway (total estimate of 5,755 linear feet and estimated
annual sediment loading of 68.1 tons). Sixteen additional sites had potential but unconfirmed livestock access issues.
Two tributary watersheds stood out in having the highest concentration of livestock access sites: the Prior/Ammond
Creek and Campbell Creek tributary watersheds. Table 3.7 and Figure 3.8 summarize livestock access in the watershed.
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Table 3.7 Distribution of Livestock Access to Waterways in the Rifle River Watershed
Tributary Watershed

Number of Confirmed Sites

Prior/Ammond Creek
Campbell Creek
Dedrich Creek
Sheppard’s Creek
Hiltz Creek
Rifle Creek
Rifle Lake Tributary
Townline Creek
Unnamed Rifle Tributary (Arenac Co.)
Unnamed ponds (Ogemaw Co.)
Total

Total Linear Feet of Access

4
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
19

1,750
1,380
350
300
500
250
400
400
200
225
5,755

Feedlot Runoff to Waterway
Visible risk of feedlot runoff to a waterway
was observed at five of the inventoried sites
(Figure 3.7). Three of these sites also
featured unrestricted livestock access to
water. Four of the feedlot sites were
located within 25 feet of a waterway in
areas with a moderate slope. The remaining
feedlot was located approximately 50 feet
from a waterway over level ground, but
visual inspection suggested that the feedlot
likely contributes a significant amount of
runoff. A potential but likely slighter risk of
feedlot runoff was identified at 12
additional sites, four of which also featured
unrestricted livestock access to the adjacent
waterway. Figure 3.9 is a map of sites where
feedlot runoff is likely entering surface
waterways.

Figure 3.7: Managing runoff from animal feedlots is an
important measure for preventing nutrient pollution
and bacteria from entering our surface waterways.

Figure 3.8: Observed Sites with Livestock Access to Waterways
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17 sites were identified where
runoff from feedlots might be
entering a surface waterway
5 of these feedlot runoff sites
were regarded as high risk
based on inventory results

Figure 3.9: Sites where feedlot runoff was observed or suspected to
present a risk to water quality.

Figure 3.10: Sites where runoff from manure storage areas presents
a risk to water quality.

Manure Storage Area Runoff
Thirteen of the inventoried sites appeared to have manure storage areas that contribute runoff to a waterway. Of these,
12 sites also appeared to have a risk of feedlot runoff and 11 of them were identified to also have either observed or
potential livestock access to the waterway. Figure 3.10 is a map of sites where manure storage areas may be
contributing runoff to surface waterways.
Cropping Adjacent to a Waterway
Cropping within 75 feet of a surface waterway was observed at 51 sites. Cropping
within 25 feet of the waterway was observed at 35 of these sites (30 of which were
in tillage at the time of observation). Cropping adjacent to a surface waterway
creates significant potential for sediment and nutrient runoff to enter streams
(Figure 3.11). Within the watershed an estimated total of 16,650 linear feet of
waterways were identified to have cropping within 25 feet of the waterway. Figure
3.12 is a map of sites where cropping closer than 75 feet to a surface waterway was
Figure 3.11 Cropping within 25 feet of a
identified. Table 3.8 summarizes inventory observations regarding cropping
stream can increase the amount of sediment
adjacent to waterways. Prioritization of agricultural lands projects should consider
and nutrients entering surface waterways.
the condition of riparian buffers, topography and other elements of site context.
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Figure 3.12: Locations where cropping within 75 feet of a waterway was observed.
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Table 3.8 Distribution of Cropping Adjacent to a Waterway within the Rifle River Watershed

Saverine Creek

9

Prior/Ammond Creek

9

Mansfield Creek

5

Townline Creek

4

Campbell Creek

1

Woods Creek

2

Simmons Creek (ponds)

1

Hiltz Creek

1

Small wetland (Hiltz Creek)

1

Unnamed Rifle River Tributary (Arenac County)

2

Total Linear Feet of Cropping within 25
Feet of a Surface Waterway
4,600
4,000
3,500
1,300
600
250
200
800
300
1,100

35

16,650

Tributary Watershed

Total

Number of Confirmed Sites

Other Risks
Other risks to water quality were observed at 14 agricultural sites presented additional risks to water resources. Three of
these sites contained significant streambank erosion. Six sites presented farm road/stream crossings that could
contribute sediment to waterways and/or restrict flow and aquatic animal passage. An additional site contained a
suspected farm road/stream crossing. Oil/gas development and a lawn that had been mowed right to the edge of a
waterway were also observed. Insufficient data was gathered during the inventory to determine locations where poor
storage practices of fertilizers and pesticides may be occurring within the watershed. Non-native phragmites
(Phragmites australis) was observed at one location in Ogemaw County, but no additional target species were observed
on agricultural properties inventoried. However, widespread invasive plant species such as autumn olive and spotted
knapweed were observed throughout the watershed.

IMPLEMENTATION
Huron Pines, USDA-NRCS, Arenac Conservation District and Ogemaw Conservation District have worked together to
implement agricultural BMPs with several agricultural producers since the 2012 agricultural lands inventory was
completed. These partners have provided technical and cost share assistance to farmers to help them reduce soil
erosion and nutrient pollution from croplands, install livestock exclusion fencing and restore wetland habitat on lands
formerly under agricultural production. Approximately ten agricultural producers in the Rifle River Watershed have
participated in cost-share opportunities in 2013 and 2014, putting more than 250 acres of agricultural land under
improved stewardship practices.
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3.2.4 Invasive Species Inventory
Invasive species adversely affect the habitats they invade by displacing native species, disrupting ecosystems and
damaging commercial and natural resources. While the Rifle River Watershed has been highly impacted by invasive
plant species such as autumn olive, these widespread species are no longer conservation priorities as they have become
so well established that successful management is unlikely. For the purposes of this inventory, Huron Pines targeted
invasive plant species that are currently a high priority for this area of Michigan because populations are still at a
manageable density. Example priority species include phragmites (Phragmites australis), purple loosestrife (Lythrum
salicaria), buckthorn (Rhamnus spp.), garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata) and Japanese knotweed (Polygonum
cuspidatum).
This selection matches the priority species of the Northeast Michigan Cooperative Weed Management Area (CWMA), a
partnership organized in 2009 by Huron Pines to coordinate efforts to control invasive species in Northeast Michigan. At
the core of the CWMA’s strategy is Early Detection/Rapid Response, a philosophy of detecting early infestations of
priority species, and controlling the population before the infestation is allowed to spread. This has become a widely
accepted treatment strategy throughout the Great Lakes region and helps use funding as efficiently as possible. Invasive
species can be reported by watershed residents through the Huron Pines website: www.huronpines.org.
METHODS
A field inventory was conducted for target invasive species in the watershed during the 2011 field season. Roadside
ditches in the watershed were assessed from motorized vehicles. An inventory of the mainstream of the Rifle River was
conducted by floating the entire mainstream with personal watercraft. All publicly accessible lakes in the watershed
were assessed by floating the perimeter of the lake with
personal watercraft. Information collected during the field
inventory included site location of invasive species occurrences,
habitat type, species and extent of occurrence as well as
recommended treatments.
RESULTS
Priority invasive species were observed at 220 locations in the
watershed. Of this total, invasives were noted at 123 streambank
sites, 78 roadside/ditch sites and 14 lake/pond sites. The
remaining invasive sites were located in private yards and
powerline corridors. Figure 3.13 shows the locations of target
invasive species observations. Most of these observations were
of either purple loosestrife or non-native phragmites.
IMPLEMENTATION
Huron Pines and partners have completed several invasive
species treatment projects in the Rifle River Watershed, which
have largely focused on chemical treatment of invasive
Phragmites australis in priority areas such as stream corridors
and natural wetland areas.

Figure 3.13: Locations where target invasive species (e.g.,
phragmites and purple loosestrife) were observed.
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3.2.5 Small Dams Assessment
While the mainstream of the Rifle River is undammed for its entire 60-mile length, small dams are found throughout the
140 miles of tributary streams in the watershed. There is no record of the exact number and locations of these dams as
most fall under the MDEQ Dam Safety Program’s 6-foot size limit for inspection.
Generally, these dams were constructed decades ago by private landowners for a variety of purposes, some of which are
no longer relevant. Safety is a serious concern for larger structures as aging dams are more susceptible to failure, and
many were built before modern construction practices were put into place. It is estimated that by the year 2020 more
than 80% of the small dams in Michigan will be older than their design life. The failure of one of these structures could
have a significant effect on the high-quality resources found in the watershed. Huron Pines assembled a guidebook
entitled Leading Small Dam Removal in 2012 to provide partners and landowners with information on this topic.
When a dam is placed in a stream, it can create major changes to the waterway. Dam structures block the natural
movement of aquatic species, limiting access to spawning and nursery habitat as well as thermal refuge areas. Excess
sediment that settles out in the slower water upstream of the dam can cover fish spawning habitat and widen the
natural stream channel. As the stream channel upstream widens and slow, thermal pollution becomes a factor as the
water is warmed by exposure to the sun.
METHODS
The small dams inventory in the watershed began with a complete GIS survey of the watershed in 2011. Data regarding
known dams was uploaded from the MDNR database, as well known dams included in the USFWS Fish Passage Decision
Support System. This data was then loaded on aerial photography from the National Agricultural Inventory Program
(NAIP), downloaded from the NRCS data gateway. To identify suspect dam locations, the information was viewed in GIS
and each stream reach and tributary in the watershed was scanned for changes in channel morphology such as widening
or straightening. Suspect dams that are clearly identified as beaver dams were ruled out of potential field visits. In total,
86 suspect dams were identified in the watershed through the GIS inventory. Figure 3.14 is a map of the known and
suspected dams in the Rifle River Watershed.
Six of the identified dams were located on public land and were inventoried during the 2011 field season. As the
remaining suspect dams identified in the GIS inventory were located on private land, landowner information was
generated from county plat maps and a mailing was sent to approximately 80 landowners to generate site visits.
Landowner response to this mailing was very limited, resulting in four field assessments completed during the 2012 field
season.
RESULTS
Of the six small dams inventoried on public lands in the watershed, five of the dams were manmade structures acting as
complete barriers to fish passage and natural sediment transport. The sixth site consisted of a breached beaver dam. At
the time of the inventory, this site was not serving as a barrier to aquatic passage.
Of the four sites investigated on private lands, two consisted of old beaver dams. The two manmade structures were
adjacent to dug ponds not located on a waterway draining to the Rifle or a tributary stream. As small dams play a large
role in connectivity and sediment transport in the watershed, continued outreach is needed to gather information
regarding the other privately owned structures in the watershed.
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IMPLEMENTATION
No dams have been removed since the small dams inventory was completed in 2011. However, Huron Pines staff have
visited one landowner in the watershed about a potential project to divert a stream channel around an existing pond to
reconnect aquatic habitat and reduce thermal pollution and other negative effects of the small impoundment.

Suspected Small Dams
State/Federal Known Dams
Stream

Figure 3.14: Known and suspected dams in the Rifle River Watershed.
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3.2.6 Stormwater Assessments
Although the Rifle River Watershed is largely rural, stormwater runoff from roadways and developed areas contribute
significant pollutants to streams and lakes in the watershed. As rainwater runs off buildings, parking lots, lawns and
streets it picks up pollutants such as sediment, road salt, lawn fertilizers, spilled gasoline, oil and other chemicals. This
contaminated rainwater then makes its way into the nearest waterbody through storm drains and ditches.
This untreated runoff harms the affected river or lake by reducing available oxygen for aquatic insects and fish, covering
important habitat with sediment and in some cases making the water unsafe for recreational use. Large volumes of
runoff also lead to increased erosion and flooding, as pavement prevents the water from soaking into the ground. As
runoff from impervious surfaces is often much warmer than water that has entered the stream through groundwater
inflow, water temperatures are often increased downstream of developed areas.
Recent studies have been conducted to assess stormwater management in two developed areas in the Watershed, the
cities of West Branch and Rose City in Ogemaw County. In 2005, Huron Pines and the Ogemaw Stormwater Committee
led a study of stormwater management in the City of West Branch, and in 2013 Huron Pines conducted an assessment of
stormwater runoff in the City of Rose City. Copies of both assessments are included in Appendix F.
METHODS
During each assessment, storm sewer drains and outfalls were inventoried and storm sewer drainage zones within each
developed area were identified. Runoff rates and pollutant loadings were estimated for each drainage zone and BMPs
were recommended for each drainage zone within the study area.
RESULTS
Refer to the full West Branch and Rose City Stormwater Assessments (Appendix F) for a detailed characterization of each
of the stormwater drainage zones in these communities along with recommended management practices.
IMPLEMENTATION
The stormwater assessments are being used to prioritize the implementation of stormwater BMPs. As of September
2014, seven rain gardens and two mechanical oil and grit separators have been installed in the watershed, treating
stormwater runoff from more than 142 residential and commercial acres of Rose City and West Branch (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15: Stormwater management BMPs have been installed, including rain gardens (left) and mechanical oil and grit separators (center, right).
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3.2.7 Septic Systems
Pollutants such as nutrients and bacteria may enter waterways through failing septic systems. However, this has not
been identified as a high-priority concern in the Rifle River Watershed and consequently a septic system inventory has
not yet been completed. As septic systems age and development pressure increases in the watershed, it will be
important to monitor this issue and it may become necessary to complete an inventory of septic systems in the future.

3.3 303(d) Listed Waterbodies
Under section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, authorized tribes, territories and states are required to develop and
maintain lists of impaired waters within their jurisdiction. As outlined in Chapter 1, impaired waters are waterbodies
that fail to meet established water quality standards. Also through this law, the responsible jurisdiction or agency must
establish priority rankings and a Total Maximum Daily Load, or TMDL for these waterbodies. A TMDL is a maximum level
of pollution that a waterbody can be affected by and still meet established water quality standards.
There are currently four identified waterbodies or stream segments in the Rifle River classified by MDEQ as impaired
under section 303(d). These include Hardwood Lake, in Ogemaw County, portions of Saverine Creek and its tributaries in
Arenac County and two portions of the Rifle River mainstream and small unnamed tributaries in Arenac County. Causes
of impairment for these waterbodies include mercury in fish tissue, PCB in fish tissue and mercury in the water column.
MDEQ has identified the source of these pollutants as atmospheric deposition. As of this writing, MDEQ is currently
developing TMDLs for the impaired waters in the Rifle River. Table 3.9 lists information regarding 303(d) segments in the
watershed and Figure 3.16 identifies these areas on a map of the watershed.
C.K. Eddy Creek (tributary to the West Branch Rifle River, see Figure 3.16), while not a 303(d) designated impaired
waterbody, has experienced degraded water quality over the past several decades including elevated water
temperature, excessive nutrient levels and the presence of toxic substances, which led to a major fish kills in the early
1970s and has continued to suppress the diversity and composition of the macroinvertebrate community. Primary
sources of the degradation include effluent of the Osceola Refinery and runoff from adjacent agricultural lands. While
conditions have improved, this stream has not yet achieved a high level of water quality. Ongoing monitoring of the site
is recommended, and working with surrounding agricultural producers and businesses to reduce pollution to this stream
would help to enhance water quality.
Because the source of impairment for all 303(d) listed waterbodies in the Rifle River Watershed is due to atmospheric
deposition, which cannot be readily addressed through implementation of local BMPs, the focus of the Rifle River
Watershed Management Plan is on protection of a watershed that is already considered to be in a state of high quality.
This is reflected in the selection of objectives outlined in the Action Plan (see Chapter 6).
Table 3.9 303(d) Impaired Waterbodies in the Rifle River Watershed*
AUID

Waterbody

040801010410-04

Hardwood Lake

040801010411-01

Saverine Creek and unnamed tributaries

040801010412-01

Rifle River and unnamed tributaries
(from its mouth to the vicinity of the City of Omer)

Area/Distance
172.72 acres
8.16 miles

Cause
Mercury in Fish Tissue
Mercury and PCB in Fish Tissue

23.06 miles

Mercury and PCB in Fish Tissue

Mercury and PCB in Fish Tissue
Mercury in Water Column
*See http://iaspub.epa.gov/tmdl/attains_state.control?p_state=MI&p_cycle=&p_report_type=T for more information
040801010412-03

Rifle River in the vicinity of Stover Road

0.65 miles
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C.K. Eddy Creek

Figure 3.16: 303(d) Listed Impaired Waterbodies of the Rifle River Watershed
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3.4 Summary of Watershed Characteristics
Historical monitoring data, comprehensive resource inventories and anecdotal evidence indicate that the Rifle River
Watershed is, overall, in excellent condition. The heavily forested Upper Subwatershed, in particular, is characterized by
coldwater streams supporting diverse macroinvertebrate communities and healthy fish populations. The Middle and
Lower subwatersheds contain the developed areas of West Branch and Skidway Lake and the landscape is more
agricultural, but the main river corridor of the Rifle River and West Branch Rifle River remain well protected, thanks in
part to their designation under the Michigan Natural Rivers Program. Fish, macroinvertebrate, habitat, temperature and
water chemistry surveys conducted by various groups throughout the watershed rate conditions as good to excellent.
No waterbodies in the watershed are listed as 303(d) impaired waterbodies due to excess sediment, nutrients or
bacteria. However, these are real risks that need to be addressed in order to protect the high quality water resources
that are deeply valued by local residents and visiting outdoor recreationists. Efforts to reduce inputs of sediment and
other pollutants throughout the Rifle River Watershed will be important for protecting the “excellent” sites from
degradation and for relieving the slight impairments in the “acceptable” or “good” sites in order to improve habitat
conditions, the health of biological communities and recreational opportunities.
There are a few sites in the watershed that are designated as 303(d) impaired waters under the Clean Water Act,
primarily due to elevated levels of mercury and/or PCB in fish tissue, which is likely due to atmospheric deposition and
not readily addressed through implementation of local BMPs. C.K. Eddy Creek has also been sampled by MDEQ since fish
kills were reported in the early 1970s. Thermal and chemical pollution in water discharged from the old Osceola Refinery
caused significant water quality degradation at this site. While the discharge issue has since been addressed, continued
inputs of sediment and nutrients from adjacent agricultural fields have kept this small stream from reaching an
acceptable level of quality. No other significant discharges of point source pollution have been identified in the Rifle
River Watershed. Sampling conducted by MDEQ above and below the Rose City and West Branch wastewater treatment
facilities has not revealed significant detrimental effects of these facilities on water quality or wildlife populations.

3.5 Impacts of Pollutants on Designated/Desired Uses
Sediment loading stands as the most significant form of nonpoint source pollution (NPS) in the Rifle River Watershed.
Other major pollutants include nutrients, pesticides and other chemicals. Each NPS pollutant affects the health of the
watershed by decreasing water quality and degrading essential aquatic habitats. Chemical and thermal pollution can
also directly affect the health of aquatic organisms.
By completing inventories of the significant sources of NPS pollution in the Watershed we can assess the impacts of
these pollutants on waterbody uses as designated by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ), as
well as desired uses identified by watershed stakeholders. Inventory data thus presents an objective and efficient
framework for prioritizing on-the-ground projects to restore water quality and support these designated and desired
uses. It will be necessary to update these inventories regularly (e.g., every 10 years), which will help partners measure
effectiveness of implemented BMPs and identify new resource issues or critical areas that may arise.

3.5.1 Impacts of Sediment Pollution on Designated/Desired Uses
Excess sediment loading to a stream can result in increased sediment deposition over the course of the waterway. This
deposition covers existing substrates essential for fish spawning and macroinvertebrate habitat. Sediment also serves as
a transport mechanism for nutrient pollution. These impacts decrease the ability of a waterbody to support healthy cold
and coolwater fisheries (refer to Figures 2.8 and 2.11), which are both designated uses in the Watershed. Excess
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sediment deposition can result in wider, shallower stream channels, impeding navigation and reducing habitat
complexity.
In the Rifle River Watershed, the failure of the Flowage Lake Dam in 1985 led to excessive sedimentation that still affects
the West Branch Rifle River and the lower Rifle River today. Land use changes including urban development and
agriculture are suspected to contribute additional sediment to the stream channel by exacerbating streambank erosion
as well as agricultural and urban stormwater runoff.

3.5.2 Impacts of Nutrient Pollution on Designated/Desired Uses
A major result of nutrient pollution is increased algal growth in a waterbody. Algal blooms significantly degrade water
quality and can pose health risks to humans and wildlife. Some algae emit toxins that can result in rashes and illness to
humans exposed through partial and total body contact. Additionally, algal blooms will eventually decompose, which
can severely reduce levels of dissolved oxygen in the waterbody. Healthy coldwater fish populations require dissolved
oxygen levels of 7 mg/L, while warmwater fish generally require dissolved oxygen levels of at least 5 mg/L. When
dissolved oxygen levels in a waterbody are reduced as a result of algae growth, the waterbody may no longer be able to
support native fish and macroinvertebrate populations requiring higher dissolved oxygen levels. Nutrient pollution
threatens designated uses in the watershed, including partial and total body contact recreation. Nutrient pollution can
also impact human health through contamination of drinking water sources. Nutrient contamination poses a health risk,
particularly to infants less than 6 months of age.
Water quality in the Rifle River Watershed is relatively high, but there are local instances where nutrient pollution has
noticeably impacted aquatic biota. An example is C.K. Eddy Creek near West Branch (see Section 3.3 and Figure 3.16).
The nutrients entering the Rifle River ultimately find their way into Saginaw Bay, an EPA-designated Area of Concern
with several Beneficial Use Impairments related to excessive nutrients. Reducing anthropogenic inputs of nutrients to
the Rifle River, and adjacent watersheds, will be a critical strategy for delisting Beneficial Use Impairments in Saginaw
Bay.

3.5.3 Impacts of Pathogens and Bacteria on Designated/Desired Uses
Pathogen and bacterial pollution typically enter waterways as runoff from agricultural operations or as septic system
leachate. Present in septic system waste and livestock manure, Escherichia coli and other fecal coliform bacteria can
cause serious illness in humans. E. Coli is frequently used as an indicator bacteria to determine if a waterbody is
contaminated with human or animal waste and could indicate the presence of other harmful pathogens. Bacterial
pollution affects a waterbody’s ability to support total and partial body contact recreation, often resulting in beach
closures and notices of other limitations to public exposure.
The beaches along the Northern Saginaw Bay shoreline are among the worst in the region in terms of beach closures
due to water quality concerns related to bacteria. The Rifle River is not the only river system draining to Northern
Saginaw Bay, but livestock access to streams, runoff from feedlots and manure storage areas, and septic system
leachate within the Rifle River could be contributing factors to these regional beach closures.

3.5.4 Impacts of Pesticides and Chemicals on Designated/Desired Uses
Pesticides and chemicals can have multiple effects on water quality and designated and desired uses. In addition to
contaminating surface waters, pesticides and chemicals can leach into groundwater aquifers. Environmental impacts of
these chemicals include human health risks, drinking water contamination and negative impacts to wildlife populations.
These contaminants can become concentrated during storm runoff events. In addition, heavy metals can build up in
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river bottom sediments, causing legacy contamination issues. Related toxins also accumulate in fish tissue, leading to
consumption advisories in certain fish species.
There are no known significant point-source pollution sources in the Rifle River Watershed, but certain areas within the
watershed are still influenced by historical point-sources of chemicals. An example is C.K. Eddy Creek, where discharge
from the Osceola Refinery discharge was believed responsible for fish kills that occurred in the 1970s. Small amounts of
heavy metals, road salts, vehicular lubricants, lawn fertilizers and pesticides are suspected to enter the watershed via
stormwater runoff in urban and agricultural areas as well as at road/stream crossing locations. Mercury and PCB have
been detected in fish tissue in parts of the Lower Rifle River Subwatershed (see Table 3.9 and Figure 3.16) and
atmospheric deposition is suspected to be the source.

3.6 Designated Use Summary
Below is a summary of the status of the Designated Uses for the watershed and the level to which these uses are being
jeopardized by pollutant loading or other threats.











Agriculture: This Designated Use is being met in all subwatersheds.
Industrial Water Supply: There are no industrial water intakes in the watershed.
Public Water Supply at Point of Intake: Not a current use in the watershed.
Navigation: Navigation by canoe or kayak is possible on the entire mainstream of the Rifle River, barring the
occasional logjam. Much of the West Branch is wide and deep enough for navigation, but the presence of
frequent log and debris jams hinders navigation on this tributary.
Warmwater fishery: The warmwater fishery in the watershed faces risks associated with excess sediment and
nutrients in all subwatersheds.
Coldwater fishery: The coldwater fishery is in good condition, but it faces risks such as excessive sedimentation
and nutrient pollution, thermal pollution and habitat fragmentation due to fish passage barriers.
Other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife: In good condition, but at risk due to excess sediments and nutrients in
all subwatersheds.
Partial body contact recreation: Potentially at risk from nutrient pollution and bacteria in all subwatersheds.
Total body contact recreation: Potentially at risk from nutrient pollution and bacteria in all subwatersheds.
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Chapter 4 —

Identification and Prioritization of
Pollutants, Sources and Causes

4.1 Identifying Sources and Causes
4.2 Pollutant Source Summary
4.3 Prioritizing Projects to Address Nonpoint Source
Pollution

CHAPTER 4
OBJECTIVES:
What are the major sources
and causes of nonpoint
source pollution in the
watershed?
How are projects to address
nonpoint source pollution
prioritized?

Identification and Prioritization of
Pollutants, Sources and Causes
4.1 Identifying Sources and Causes
In order to effectively reduce nonpoint source pollution in the watershed the
sources and causes of major contributing pollutants must be identified. Pollutant
sources were determined from input by the Rifle River Watershed Technical
Committee (RRWTC) and were based on the field inventories described in Chapter
3. Table 4.1 summarizes the pollutants identified in the watershed along with the
known (K) and suspected (S) sources of and causes for each pollutant type.
Table 4.1 NPS Pollutants, Sources and Causes in the Rifle River Watershed

EPA 9 Elements in this Chapter:

a

Section 4.3 (pages 4-4 to 4-9)
describes how critical areas
and priority projects are
selected. See Figures 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3.

Sources
Agricultural runoff (K)

Table 4.1 summarizes
pollutants, sources and
causes (page 4-2).
Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4
display estimated pollutant
loads by source (pages 4-3
and 4-4).

c

Pollutants

Streambank erosion (K)
Sediment

Road/stream crossings (K)
Stormwater runoff (K)
River access sites (S)
Agricultural runoff (K)

Nutrients

Residential (S)
(Septic systems, lawn
fertilizers, etc.)
Livestock (K)

Pathogens

Livestock (S)
Septic systems (S)
Impoundments (S)

Elevated
water
temperature

Runoff (S)
Loss of vegetative cover
along the riparian
corridor (S)

Causes
Inadequate riparian buffers
High-intensity tillage
Lack of vegetation on the banks
Foot traffic
Bends in the river/hydrology
Poorly designed crossings
Poor maintenance practices
Inadequate riparian buffers
Stormwater management BMPs not in place
Inadequately maintained
Excessive use for site design
Inadequate riparian buffers
High-intensity tillage
Inadequate riparian buffers
Stormwater management BMP’s not in place
Lack of education
Livestock access to waterway
Feedlot/manure runoff
Livestock access to waterway
Feedlot/manure runoff
Aging septic systems
Manmade dams
Undersized culverts
Stormwater management BMPs not in place
Inadequate riparian buffers

Pesticides

Agricultural runoff (S)

Inadequate riparian buffers
Overuse of chemical pesticides

Oils and
Greases

Stormwater runoff (S)

Stormwater management BMPs not in place
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4.2 Pollutant Source Summary
Sediment and nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) loading estimates were quantified for each source type and are
summarized in Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Rifle River Watershed totals are given along with estimates of the sediment and
nutrient contributions from the Upper, Middle and Lower subwatersheds. Sediment loads from erosion sites (e.g.,
streambanks, road embankments) were calculated using the Channel Erosion Equation = Length (ft) x Height (ft) x
Lateral Recession Rate (ft/yr) x Soil Weight (tons/ft3) (MDEQ 1999). Nitrogen and phosphorus loading from these erosion
sites was calculated as a function of the sediment loading value using the following equation:
Nutrient Loading (lbs/yr) = Sediment loading (tons/yr) x Nutrient conc. (lb/lb soil) x 2000 lb/ton x correction factor
Where:
Nutrient concentration for Nitrogen = 0.001 lb/lb soil and for Phosphorus = 0.0005 lb/lb soil
A correction factor of 0.85 was used, reflecting average soil type in the watershed
See: Pollutants Controlled Calculation and Documentation for Section 319 Watersheds Training Manual MDEQ (1999)

Other methods are more appropriate for calculating pollutant loads from croplands and from urban stormwater runoff.
Pollutant loading from croplands in the watershed was calculated using the High Impact Targeting (HIT) model. HIT is an
on-line tool developed by MDEQ and Michigan State University that can be used to calculate rates of erosion and
sediment loads from croplands in Michigan watersheds (see: http://35.9.116.206/hit2/home.htm). The HIT model
combines the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE: http://www.iwr.msu.edu/rusle/) with a spatially explicit
delivery model (SEDMOD) to refine estimates of sediment and nutrient loading contributed by agricultural fields.
Pollutant loadings from stormwater runoff in West Branch and Rose City were estimated using Schueler’s Simple
Method. The Simple Method estimates annual stormwater pollutant loads as the product of mean pollutant
concentrations and runoff depths, as follows:
L = 0.226 x R x C x A
Where:
L = annual load (lbs)
R = annual runoff (inches)
C = pollutant concentration (mg/l; taken from averages derived in Schueler 1987)
A = area (acres)
0.226 = unit conversion factor

Table 4.2 Estimated Sediment Loads to the Rifle River Watershed and its Upper, Middle and Lower Subwatersheds*
See: Pollutants Controlled Calculation and Documentation for Section 319 Watersheds Training Manual MDEQ
(1999)

Subwatershed

Cropland
(HIT)

Streambank
Erosion
(CEE)

Road/Stream
Crossings
(RUSLE & CEE)

Stormwater
Runoff
(Schueler’s)

Livestock Access
to Waterways
(CEE)

TOTAL
(tons/year)

Upper

3,092

4

137

15

28

3,276

Middle

2,751

1,592

32

85

34

4,494

Lower

2,095

5,501

123

N/A

6

7,725

Total (tons/year)

7,938

7,097

292

100

68

15,495

* Estimates are based on inventory results and RUSLE, Channel Erosion Equation, Schueler’s Simple Method and HIT
calculations. No stormwater assessments have been conducted in the Lower Subwatershed.
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Table 4.3 Estimated Nitrogen Loads to the Rifle River Watershed and its Upper, Middle and Lower Subwatersheds*

Subwatershed

Cropland
(HIT)

Streambank
Erosion
(MDEQ 1999)

Stormwater
Runoff
(Schueler’s)

Road/Stream
Crossings
(MDEQ 1999)

Livestock Access
to Waterways
(MDEQ 1999)

TOTAL
(lbs/year)

Upper

5,256

7

711

232

47

6,253

Middle

4,677

2,706

3,931

55

58

11,427

Lower

3,562

9,352

NA

209

11

13,134

13,495

12,065

4,642

496

116

30,814

Total (lbs/year)

* Estimates are based on inventory results and MDEQ (1999) equations for estimating nitrogen and phosphorus loading
(see equations on Page 4-3), Schueler’s Simple Method and HIT calculations. No stormwater assessments have been
conducted in the Lower Subwatershed.
Table 4.4 Estimated Phosphorus Loads to the Rifle River Watershed and its Upper, Middle and Lower Subwatersheds*

Subwatershed

Cropland
(HIT)

Streambank
Erosion
(MDEQ 1999)

Stormwater
Runoff
(Schueler’s)

Road/Stream
Crossings
(MDEQ 1999)

Livestock Access
to Waterways
(MDEQ 1999)

TOTAL
(lbs/year)

Upper

2,628

4

113

116

23

2,884

Middle

2,338

1,353

697

27

30

4,445

Lower

1,718

4,676

NA

104

5

6,503

Total (lbs/year)

6,684

6,033

810

247

58

13,832

* Estimates are based on inventory results and MDEQ (1999) equations for estimating nitrogen and phosphorus loading
(see equations on Page 4-3), Schueler’s Simple Method and HIT calculations. No stormwater assessments have been
conducted in the Lower Subwatershed.

4.3 Prioritizing Projects to Address Nonpoint Source Pollution
The process of project prioritization starts with an objective ranking of sites based on inventory data and pollutant load
calculations. Next, site context and socioeconomic concerns are considered to determine which restoration projects
would have the highest value for water quality, recreation and/or wildlife at a reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

4.3.1 Prioritizing Projects on Agricultural Lands
The prioritization of project sites on agricultural lands involves multiple steps. The first is to define critical areas, which
are portions of the watershed that contain both high quality resources and a relatively high likelihood of contributing
pollutants to surface waters. To develop the critical areas map a set of eight thematic layers were mapped and analyzed
using GIS software: 1) existing Conservation and Recreation Lands (CARLs), 2) wetlands, 3) areas with a high biological
rarity index, 4) prime farmland, 5) surface waters, 6) cropland within a 300-foot buffer of surface waters, 7) highly
erodible lands and 8) percent human population change by township from 2000 to 2010 (the individual maps for each of
these input layers are included Appendix C). Based on the analysis of these layers, all parcels within the watershed were
assigned scores based on how many of the following criteria applied to each parcel. Each parcel was awarded one point
for each of the following criteria that was true for that specific parcel (Figure 4.1):
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Parcel is in agricultural use
Parcel has high biological rarity index score
Parcel contains cropland within 300 feet of a surface waterway
Parcel is within an area considered to be highly erodible land
Parcel is within an area considered to be prime farmland
Parcel contains a wetland feature
Parcel is within a township that experienced >5% population growth from 2000 to 2010 census
Parcel is within a 1 mile buffer to existing Conservation and Recreation Lands

The resulting critical areas map (Figure 4.1) provides a coarse filter that shows general areas of the watershed where
agricultural practices might be of greater concern for water quality and wildlife habitat. However, not all agricultural
lands in the critical areas are priority project sites. To identify the sites where current practices may be having an actual
impact on surface water quality or wildlife habitat an on-the-ground inventory of agricultural fields within the five
critical areas was completed by Huron Pines (refer to Section 3.2.3). The inventory data collected included topography,
condition of riparian vegetation, run-off pathways from feed lots and manure storage areas and other information to
help define level of risk to water quality and wildlife habitat. Agricultural properties were assigned risk level based on
the inventory data and the sites rating severe or moderate are considered priority project sites. Huron Pines and
partners are currently using this information to contact landowners, schedule site-visits and implement agricultural
BMPs with interested landowners.
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Critical Areas

Critical Areas represent portions of
the watershed that are ecologically
significant and/or where
contribution of sediment and
nutrient pollution from agricultural
lands is expected to be significant.
These are areas to focus
implementation of agricultural
BMPs. Prioritization of specific
project sites within these zones is
discussed in Section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.1: Critical Areas Map for Agricultural Lands the Rifle River Watershed
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4.3.2 Prioritizing Streambank Stabilization Projects
Streambank erosion is a natural process in all streams, especially along outside river bends. However, land use changes
including removal of riparian vegetation, urban development and artificial drainage of agricultural areas elevate the
inputs of sediment into the river channel far above natural levels. Excess sedimentation can bury important wildlife
habitat and impair water quality.
Streambank erosion sites were identified as one of the most significant sources of sediment pollution in the watershed.
Approximately ten linear miles of streambank erosion on the mainstream Rifle River and West Branch Rifle River
contributes an estimated 7,097 tons of sediment to these waterways each year (based on the 2011 streambank erosion
inventory and subsequent Channel Erosion Equation calculations). Reducing sediment and nutrient contributions from
streambank erosion by installing streambank erosion BMPs may be one of the most cost-effective methods for offsetting
anthropogenic sources of nonpoint source pollution.
Prioritizing streambank erosion sites begins with an objective ranking of sites based on inventory results and sediment
loading calculations. High priority sites are those that contribute the greatest amount of nonpoint source pollutants. The
next step in streambank stabilization project selection is to consider site context. Important questions to ask include:
What is the cause of the erosion? Are proposed BMPs likely to achieve desired results? Who owns the land and is the
landowner willing to participate in a streambank erosion control project? Figure 4.2 is a flow chart describing the
streambank erosion project prioritization process employed by Huron Pines.

Figure 4.2: Huron Pines Prioritization Process for Selecting Streambank Erosion Stabilization Projects

4.3.3 Prioritizing Road/Stream Crossing Improvement Projects
Road/Stream Crossings were identified as a major source of sediment pollution in the Watershed. Of the 241
road/stream crossings inventoried in 2011, 84 sites featured gravel or sand road surfaces, which frequently wash into
the adjacent stream during storm events. Steep road approaches are also a common feature in the watershed. Sediment
and nutrient loads from road runoff were figured into the calculations in Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
At least 60 sites inventoried featured undersized and/or perched culverts. A culvert is considered perched when its
outlet is elevated above the downstream water surface, allowing a freefall condition that generally prevents the
upstream passage of fish and other aquatic organisms. Water typically exits undersized and perched culverts at higher
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velocities than throughout the remainder of the stream, which also results in streambed scour and streambank erosion.
These eroded sediments, along with road runoff, are generally deposited in the stream channel downstream of the
crossing site.
The first step in prioritizing road/stream crossing improvement projects is to analyze up-to-date and comprehensive
inventory data to rank sites based on severity, which takes into account NPS pollutant loads as well as fish passage
issues. Once an initial priority site list is assembled it can be further refined by asking additional questions to understand
the socioeconomic and natural resources contexts of the crossing. The flow chart in Figure 4.3 provides further
information about the road/stream crossing prioritization process.

Figure 4.3: Huron Pines Prioritization Process for Selecting Road/Stream Crossing Improvement Projects

4.3.4 Prioritizing Stormwater Management Projects
The West Branch and Rose City stormwater assessments provide comprehensive characterizations of each stormwater
drainage zone in these communities along with detailed recommendations for improving stormwater management.
Interested readers may contact Huron Pines for electronic copies of these assessments.
In general, factors that influence prioritization of stormwater management efforts include size of the drainage zone,
location and condition of the storm sewer outfall, estimated pollutant loads and peak discharge and land use
characteristics of the drainage zone. High priority storm sewer drainage zones are generally those that cover large area,
contain a high percentage of impervious surfaces, discharge directly into a surface waterway and carry a high load of
nonpoint source pollutants.
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4.3.5 Prioritizing Small Dam Removal Projects
The prioritization process outlined in Figure 4.3 is also applicable to small dam removal projects. Important
considerations include land ownership and landowner support of the project, age and condition of the structure and
resource context of the dam site (e.g., is it located on a coldwater stream?).

4.3.6 Prioritizing Management of Invasive Species
For invasive species treatment projects, an Early Detection/Rapid Response approach is recommended for targeting
invasive species in the Rifle River Watershed. This approach helps protect native ecosystems and saves money in the
long term by eradicating potential invasive species before they become established. For species that are already
established in the watershed, such as purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and phragmites (Phragmites australis),
treatment should focus on treating them and/or preventing them from spreading into wetland areas, riparian corridors
and other ecologically sensitive areas. Ongoing treatment of existing stands, such as phragmites, may be necessary to
prevent further range expansion even though permanent eradication may never be a realistic possibility. The same holds
true for aquatic species, such as the sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus), for which the US Fish and Wildlife Service
operates a relatively effective but ongoing treatment program. Participation from the watershed residents and
landowners to identify invasive species and participate in treatment plans will be necessary for effective long-term
invasives species management in the watershed.

4.3.7 Overall Prioritization Across Project Types
The sections above outline how projects are prioritized within each major nonpoint pollutant source or cause. This
section discusses the process of selecting projects from among the priority sites identified for all sources and causes. For
example, which would take priority among a streambank erosion site, an agricultural field, a storm sewer drainage zone
and a road/stream crossing site when all three were considered top-priority within their respective groups?
Reducing sediment and nutrient pollutants is a major objective of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan, and so
an early step is to calculate and compare pollutant load estimates among the projects under consideration. Because
implementation costs vary among project types it is useful to also estimate and compare the cost per unit of pollutant
reduction. The resulting prioritized list can then be further refined by evaluating additional aspects of each potential
project. For example, road/stream crossing improvements may reconnect aquatic habitat and improve transportation
infrastructure in addition to reducing sediment and nutrient pollutants. Likewise, sediment and nutrient loads may be
relatively higher for streambank erosion sites, but livestock exclusion fencing or stormwater management projects might
capture additional pollutants such as bacteria, heavy metals, oils and greases. Landowner interest and investment,
available funding and specific requirements of existing grants, and other socioeconomic concerns may also influence the
final selection of project sites.
Not all of the goals and objectives of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan are tied directly to sediment and
nutrient load reductions. Invasive species management is an example. This makes it difficult to make direct comparisons
between different project types. Consequently, the pool of projects recognized as high priority is reviewed by the Rifle
River Watershed Technical Committee to ensure that the selected projects support the implementation of the Rifle River
Watershed Management Plan in an effective, well-balanced and community-supported manner.
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Chapter 5 — Goals and Objectives

5.1 Watershed Goals
5.2 Watershed Objectives

CHAPTER 5
OBJECTIVES:
What are the goals of the
Rifle River Watershed
Management Plan?
What are the objectives of
the Rifle River Watershed
Management Plan?

Goals and Objectives
The purpose of the Rifle River Watershed project is to improve and protect water
quality in the Rifle River Watershed and Saginaw Bay. The goals of this project were
determined by the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee and public input.
These goals are designed to reduce and/or eliminate priority sources of NPS
pollution in the watershed, thereby restoring and protecting designated and
desired uses. Objectives have been developed on a watershed scale and prioritized
by greatest source of NPS pollution (Table 5.1).

5.1 Watershed Goals
The items listed below are larger goals for the watershed that are to be achieved
through implementation of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan. The Rifle
River WMP will lay out the objectives and tasks necessary for reaching these goals
through planning, on-the-ground implementation, outreach and education.
Rifle River Watershed Goals:
1. Reduce and eliminate impairments to water quality in the Rifle River Watershed
to support and protect its Designated Uses (Section 1.5).
2. Enhance, preserve and protect critical wildlife habitat areas and wetlands.
3. Promote and support the Desired Uses identified in Section 1.6.
4. Enhance and protect the Rifle River Watershed by promoting stewardship,
education and responsible use of the watershed.
5. Develop a sustainable strategy for implementation of the WMP.

5.2 Watershed Objectives
In order to achieve the goals of the WMP, tangible objectives must be set to
identify specific outcomes that will be necessary to meet larger natural resource
goals for the watershed. These objectives will be met through public outreach and
education and by organizing watershed stakeholders in the effort to implement
restoration and protection efforts. Goals 1-3 are more fully discussed in Chapter 6.
Objectives for Goal #1: Reduce and eliminate impairments to water quality in the
Rifle River Watershed to support and protect its Designated Uses.
To successfully reduce impairments and protect water quality in the watershed, it is
necessary to set objectives for addressing the causes and sources of major NPS
pollutants. Table 5.1 identifies objectives to reduce and eliminate pollutants that
pose a threat to the designated uses for the watershed. The objectives outlined in
this table will be achieved through the implementation of up-to-date Best
Management Practices (BMPs).
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Table 5.1 Prioritized Objectives for Achieving Goal #1 through the Implementation of Best Management Practices
Pollutant

Source

Cause
1. Tillage practices

1. Cropland
2. Lack of riparian buffers

1. Altered hydrology/morphology
2. Streambank Erosion
2. Lack of riparian vegetation
3. Foot traffic, access sites

1. Sediment

1. Runoff from unpaved surfaces
3. Road/Stream Crossings

4. Urban Stormwater Runoff

2. Erosion from undersized/
perched culverts
1. Lack of structural or vegetative
stormwater BMPs
2. Lack of knowledge/education

5. Livestock Access
1. Cropland, Agricultural Runoff
2. Livestock
2. Nutrients

3. Septic Tanks

1. Unrestricted livestock access to
surface waterways
1. Improper application and
management of fertilizers
1. Lack of buffers or setback at
animal holding facilities in
proximity to waterways
1. Aging systems and/or improper
maintenance
1. Lack of riparian buffers

4. Residential, Lawns
2. Over application of fertilizers
1. Agricultural Runoff
3. Pathogens

2. Septic Tanks
1. Agricultural Runoff

4. Pesticides and
Chemicals
2. Urban Stormwater Runoff
5. Oils and
Greases
6. Elevated
Waters
Temperature

1. Urban Stormwater Runoff
1. Impoundments
2. Lack of Riparian Vegetation
3. Urban Stormwater Runoff

1. Poor manure management
1. Aging systems and/or improper
maintenance
1. Lack of buffers
2. Improper pesticide application
and calibration
1. Lack of structural or vegetative
Stormwater BMPs
2. Lack of knowledge/education
1. Lack of structural or vegetative
stormwater BMPs
2. Lack of knowledge/education
1. Manmade dams
2. Undersized culverts
1. Lack of buffers
1. Lack of structural or vegetative
stormwater BMPs

Objective
1.1 Implement cropland management
practices in critical areas
1.2 Implement riparian buffers/
vegetative filtering practices
1.3 Implement watershed focused land
use planning
1.4 Implement hydrologic and
morphologic studies for design
1.5 Implement streambank
stabilization/erosion control BMPs
1.6 Educate river users
1.7 Install road/stream crossing BMPs
at unpaved crossings
1.8 Replace undersized/perched
culverts with adequately sized/placed
structures
1.9 Implement urban stormwater
management BMPs and LID
1.10 Increase community awareness of
stormwater issues and BMPs
1.11 Implement livestock management
practices
1.12 Implement proper fertilizer
application practices
1.13 Implement manure management
See Objective 1.2
1.14 Conduct a septic system inventory
and develop an outreach program
1.15 Educate landowners about native
plant greenbelts
1.16 Educate landowners about proper
fertilizer use
See Objective 1.13
See Objective 1.14
See Objective 1.2
1.17 Implement integrated pest
management
See Objective 1.9
See Objective 1.10
See Objective 1.9
See Objective 1.10
1.18 Remove priority small dams
See Objective 1.8
See Objective 1.2
See Objective 1.9
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Objectives for Goal #2: Enhance, preserve and protect critical wildlife habitat areas and wetlands.
Enhancement of critical wildlife habitat areas and wetlands will be accomplished through the implementation of habitat
conservation efforts and outreach to watershed stakeholders and landowners. Preservation and protection of these
areas will be achieved through the promotion and application of preservation and conservation tools such as
conservation easements, forest management planning and invasive species management.
Objective 2.1: Control priority invasive species
Objective 2.2: Conduct regular outreach to watershed stakeholders, community organizations and landowners to
link the concepts of land stewardship and water quality
Objective 2.3: Place voluntary conservation easements on 600 acres of significant ecological properties with
willing landowners
Objective 2.4: Identify key ecological corridors and habitat areas within watershed priority areas
Objective 2.5: Conduct a natural features inventory to catalog unique wildlife, ecosystems and other natural
features within the watershed
Objectives for Goal #3: Promote and support desired uses identified in WMP.
The goal of promoting and supporting desired uses for the Watershed will be accomplished by working with watershed
stakeholders, agencies and conservation groups to create opportunities to strengthen the desired uses identified in
Section 1.6. Major objectives needed to reach this goal include the promotion of quiet recreation through increased
outreach, education, improvements to public access and information networks, and working with watershed
stakeholders, natural resource agencies and landowners to balance agricultural production and natural resource health.
Objective 3.1: Improve public access and information network for quiet recreation in the watershed
See Objective 1.6: Educate River Users

Objectives for Goal #4: Enhance and protect the Rifle River Watershed by promoting stewardship, education and
responsible use of the watershed.
The goal of educating watershed stakeholders and natural resource users to promote stewardship and responsible use
will be achieved through implementation of the Information and Education (I&E) strategy. The details and objectives for
this strategy are outlined in Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy.
Objectives for Goal #5: Develop a sustainable strategy for implementation of the WMP.
The goal of achieving sustainable implementation of the WMP is discussed in Chapter 9 – Sustainability. A sustainable
strategy will be achieved through the collaboration of Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee members and other
stakeholders in the watershed.
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Chapter 6 — Implementation Plan

6.1 Best Management Practices
6.2 Recommended BMPs and Managerial Strategies
6.3 About the Action Plan
6.4 The Action Plan
6.5 Wetland Restoration/Preservation
6.6 Land Use Planning
6.7 Estimated Pollutant Load Reductions
6.8 Monitoring Implementation Progress

CHAPTER 6
OBJECTIVES:
What are best management
practices (BMPs), how will
appropriate BMPs be selected?
What will it cost to implement
the Rifle River WMP?
How will WMP implementation
progress be measured?
What pollutant load reductions
will be achieved through
implementation of the WMP?
EPA 9 Elements in this Chapter:

b

Section 6.7 and Table 6.2 (pages
6-11 and 6-12) show expected
pollutant load reductions.

c

The Action Plan (Section 6.4,
pages 6-4 to 6-10) describes the
strategies for achieving each
objective.

d

The Action Plan (Section 6.4,
pages 6-4 to 6-10) includes
sources of funding and
technical assistance that will be
necessary to implement the
WMP.

f

The Action Plan is located in
Section 6.4, pages 6-4 to 6-10.

g

The Action Plan located in
Section 6.4, pages 6-4 to 6-10
includes milestones for each
objective. Table 6.3 (page 6-13)
includes short-, mid- and longterm benchmarks for assessing
implementation progress.

Implementation Plan
Addressing resource concerns to restore and protect water quality and wildlife
habitat, and to support the livelihood of the communities that depend on these
natural resources, will require the collaboration of many diverse organizations
and individuals. A variety of measures, both structural and non-structural in
nature, will need to be implemented to achieve long-term results. Consequently
it is extremely important to plan ahead so that resources are used effectively
and to ensure that project partners are working toward a common set of goals
and objectives. This Rifle River Watershed Management Plan serves as a
planning document to guide restoration and conservation activities in the next
decade. It is a living document that will be periodically updated as resource
concerns, partnerships, funding sources and technical knowledge evolve. With a
plan in place, Best Management Practices (BMPs) can be implemented
strategically and efficiently, setting the stage for long-term success.

6.1 Best Management Practices
A Best Management Practice is a resource management practice designed to
control pollution sources and causes. BMPs intended to reduce or prevent
surface water pollution are commonly grouped into three categories: Structural,
vegetative and managerial.
Structural BMPs are management practices requiring construction and
installation of materials such as stormwater filtration, livestock exclusion
fencing, grade control structures and tree revetments. Vegetative BMPs are
practices that utilize living vegetation to stabilize erosion sites and capture
runoff. Examples include native plant greenbelts, agricultural filter strips and
rain gardens. Managerial BMPs are practices involving the adoption of
operational procedures or behaviors to reduce NPS pollution. These include
items such as street sweeping, land use ordinances and proper storage of
chemicals.
BMPs should be selected to ensure an effective and efficient treatment of
pollution sources and causes. Appropriate BMPs can be determined through a
cost-benefit analysis and a thorough understanding of the cause of the problem.
Structural, vegetative and managerial BMPs can all be applied both as proactive
measures to protect water quality and as restorative measures to fix problem
sites.
Information and guidelines on specific BMPs to reduce pollutant loads can be
found on the following MDEQ website, which also contains external links to
other information about BMPs from the USEPA, Huron Pines and other
organizations: http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0,1607,7-135-3313_3682_3714118554--,00.html
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6.2 Recommended Best Management Practices and Managerial Strategies
In order to effectively treat, reduce and prevent NPS pollution in the Rifle River Watershed, appropriate BMPs need to
be in place. Using information collected during NPS inventories, the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee
identified BMPs that will need to be implemented in order to achieve pollution reduction goals for the watershed.
BMP systems and management tools were selected from existing practices being implemented to reduce NPS pollution
in the watershed and throughout Michigan. Section 6.3, the action plan, is a master list of BMPs and management tools
needed to meet the goals of the watershed plan. Recommended structural, vegetative and managerial BMPs can be
found in Section 6.3 under Recommended Management Strategy/BMPs (also refer to Table 5.1). In every case, the
context of individual projects will be assessed to ensure that appropriate BMPs are being put in place.
The total estimated cost of these actions over the next ten years is $12,190,885. Structural BMPs, such as road/stream
crossing structure replacements and small dam removals, collectively account for the largest portion of that cost at
$9,672,195. Vegetative BMPs such as riparian buffers and rain gardens account for $910,639 and the recommended
Managerial BMPs will cost an estimated $1,608,051 over the next ten years. Structural and vegetative BMPs may require
varying levels of maintenance, at an additional cost, and ongoing maintenance responsibilities will need to be addressed
with the appropriate stakeholders for each unique project.

6.3 About the Action Plan
The strategies listed in the action plan will be used to help restore nonpoint source pollution sites, improve water quality
and protect critical areas in the watershed. The strategies outlined in this section are arranged in the approximate order
of highest priority (i.e., following the order of objectives laid forth in Table 5.1). However, it may also be useful for
watershed planners and practitioners to review these strategies by source category and so Table 6.1 is provided as a
reference. Note that some strategies/objectives apply to more than one source category.
Table 6.1 Action Plan Strategies by Pollutant Source Category
Source Category
Agricultural
Urban
Stream Corridor
Road/Stream Crossings
Other Stewardship Practices
Information/Education

Objective
1.1, 1.2, 1.11, 1.12, 1.13, 1.17, 2.1
1.9, 1.16
1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.14, 1.15, 1.18, 2.1, 2.4
1.7, 1.8
1.3, 1.14, 1.17, 2.1, 2.3
1.3, 1.6, 1.10, 1.15, 1.16, 1.17, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, 3.2

Each strategy includes the following component:






Objective #: This number identifies the strategy. Strategies are in approximate order of priority (see Chapter 5).
Critical Areas: Prioritized areas or target audiences that the strategy focuses on.
Recommended Strategy/BMP: The Best Management Practice or specific approach recommended to achieve
the objective. Multiple types of BMPs may be recommended.
Estimated Quantities: The land area or extent of effort recommended to achieve the objective.
Costs: Total cost needed to implement the strategy. Costs are derived from current cost estimates from Huron
Pines and additional conservation organizations implementing watershed management strategies in Michigan.
These costs are for implementation of the BMPs and do not include long-term maintenance or monitoring costs.
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Funding Sources: Available or potential sources of funding for project implementation.
Technical Assistance: Organizations and agencies available or potentially available to assist with the planning
and implementation of each strategy.
Milestones: Recommended levels of achievement or suggested timelines for completing specific aspects of the
strategy. The given timeframes indicate when certain tasks should be a primary focus but should not be taken to
mean that progress on each task must be limited to the years listed. Conversely, it is important that tasks such
as planning, outreach, evaluation and adaptation continue throughout the implementation process.

6.4 The Action Plan
Objective 1.1: Implement cropland management practices in critical areas
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Critical areas identified in Figure 4.1
A. Cover Crops
B. Conservation Tillage
1,037 acres
A. $414,800 ($40/acre/year)
B. $181,475 ($17.50/acre/year)
USDA Farm Bill programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
NRCS, Conservation Districts, MDA, MAEAP, Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D
1. Contact landowners of identified cropland parcels (year one)
2. Design cropland management strategies for implementation (years one through three)
3. Apply cropland management strategies (years two through ten)

Objective 1.2: Implement riparian buffers/vegetative filtering practices
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Critical areas identified in Figure 4.1 – focus on riparian areas lacking buffers
Buffer/filter strips, native plantings
44 sites, 24,450 linear feet (16.84 acres using 30 foot buffer width)
$3,199 ($190/acre)
USDA Farm Bill programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
NRCS, Conservation Districts, MDA, MAEAP, Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D
1. Contact landowners of identified parcels (year one)
2. Design riparian buffers/vegetative filter strips (years one and two)
3. Install riparian buffer/vegetative filter strips (years two through ten)

Objective 1.3: Implement watershed focused land use planning
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance

Milestones

Developed and developing areas of the watershed
A. Low impact development (LID) stormwater ordinance for new development projects
B. Wetlands ordinance
Two counties (Ogemaw, Arenac)
Seven communities (City of West Branch, West Branch Township, Ogemaw Township, Klacking
Township, City of Rose City, Mills Township, City of Omer)
$90,000 ($10,000 per ordinance)
People and Land Grants, Rural Development funding, GLRI
County and Local Planning Commissions, Economic Development Committees, Huron Pines,
Saginaw Bay RC&D
1. Conduct presentations to planning commissions, townships, Homebuilder’s Association,
county road commissions and land developers (bi-yearly)
2. Work with counties and developing communities to ensure that LID standards are included in
zoning ordinance (years one and two)
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Objective 1.4: Implement hydrologic and morphologic studies for design
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Severe streambank erosion sites on the Rifle River
(Refer to Figure 3.3, Figure 4.2 and the inventory data at www.northernmichiganstreams.org)
Conduct hydrologic and morphologic studies for design
12 sites
$240,000 ($20,000/site)
GLRI, 319 CWA, community foundations
NRCS, Conservation Districts, private consultants, MDNR, MDEQ, Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay
RC&D, colleges/universities
1. Contact property owners of severe streambank erosion sites (year one)
2. Conduct hydrologic and morphologic studies (years one through three)
3. Analyze results, design restoration criteria (years two through four)

Objective 1.5: Implement streambank stabilization and erosion control bioengineering BMPs
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Moderate and severe streambank erosion sites on the Rifle River
(Refer to Figure 3.3, Figure 4.2 and the inventory data at www.northernmichiganstreams.org)
Streambank stabilization/bioengineering
21,119 linear feet of eroding streambank
$1,583,925 ($75/linear foot)
GLRI, 319 CWA, USDA Farm Bill programs, foundations, landowner contributions
NRCS, Conservation Districts, private consultants, MDNR, MDEQ, Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay
RC&D
1. Identify priority sites and reach out to landowners (years one through three)
2. Implement streambank stabilization and erosion control BMPs (years two through ten)

Objective 1.6: Educate river users
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Recreational users on the Rifle River (also see Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy)
Develop and install river etiquette signage
30 sites (15 public access sites and 15 private canoe livery access sites)
$15,000 ($500/site)
Foundations, local community organizations, canoe livery/campground businesses
Huron Pines, MDNR, Conservation Districts
1. Develop river etiquette signage (year one – completed in 2014)
2. Install signs at river access sites (year two)

Objective 1.7: Install road/stream crossing BMPs at unpaved crossings
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Severe road/stream crossing sites with unpaved surfaces
(Refer to Figure 3.1, Figure 4.3 and the inventory data at www.northernmichiganstreams.org)
Harden dirt road approaches/install diversions
23 sites
$460,000 ($20,000/site)
GLRI, USFWS, 319 CWA
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, County Road Commissions, MDNR, MDEQ, USFWS
1. Conduct survey/analysis at each identified site in order to prioritize sites, determine
appropriate treatment, and develop engineering designs (year one)
2. Obtain funding to implement BMPs (years one through nine, bi-yearly)
3. Stabilize eroding road/stream crossing by implementing BMPs (years one through ten)
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Objective 1.8: Replace undersized/perched culverts with adequately sized/placed structures
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Severe road/stream crossing sites that disconnect aquatic habitat and/or contribute to erosion
(Refer to Figure 3.1, Figure 4.3 and the inventory data at www.northernmichiganstreams.org)
Culvert replacement
59 sites
$5,900,000 ($100,000/site)
GLRI, USFWS, 319 CWA, MDNR, Great Lakes Fishery Trust
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, County Road Commissions, MDNR, MDEQ, USFWS
1. Conduct survey/analysis at each identified site in order to prioritize sites, determine
appropriate treatment, and develop engineering designs (year one)
2. Obtain funding to implement BMPs (years one through nine, bi-yearly)
3. Stabilize 10 eroding road/stream crossing by implementing BMPs (years one through ten)

Objective 1.9: Implement urban stormwater management BMPs and LID
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Ten highest priority storm sewer drainages in West Branch and Rose City
(Refer to the West Branch and Rose City stormwater assessments for recommendations)
A. Mechanical removal (stormwater treatment unit)
B. Infiltration basin/rain gardens
A. 10 mechanical separation units
B. 50 infiltration basins/rain gardens
A. $700,000 ($70,000/unit)
B. $75,000 ($1,500/unit)
GLRI, Foundations, 319 CWA
MDEQ, MDOT, Huron Pines, Conservation Districts, private consultants, city DPWs
1. Analyze stormwater assessments; identify highest priority drainages (year one)
2. Seek sources of funding/develop partnerships (years one and two)
3. Implement restoration projects (years two through ten)

Objective 1.10: Increase community awareness of stormwater issues and BMPs
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Developed and developing areas in the watershed (Refer to the West Branch and Rose City
stormwater assessments and see Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy)
Conduct stormwater outreach and education program
Ongoing
$40,000 ($4,000/year)
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, MDEQ, Conservation Districts
1. Work with local governments and resource agencies to form a collaborative stormwater
outreach partnership (year one)
2. Develop messaging and outreach materials (year one)
3. Conduct outreach/host public meetings events (years two through ten)

Objective 1.11: Implement livestock management practices
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Livestock access sites in the Watershed (see Figure 3.6)
A. Livestock exclusion, controlled access, hardened crossing
B. Alternative water source
A. 19 access site, 6,350 linear feet of erosion
B. 15 alternative water source sites
$150,750 ($15/linear foot for access sites, $3,700/site for alternative water source)
USDA Farm Bill programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
NRCS, Conservation Districts, MDA, MAEAP
1. Contact landowners at livestock access sites (year one)
2. Develop cost estimates/site designs (years one and two)
3. Install BMPs (years two through ten)
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Objective 1.12: Implement proper fertilizer application practices
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Cropland in priority areas identified in Figure 4.17
Nutrient management
1,037 acres
$176,290 ($17/acre/year)
Farm Bill Programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
NRCS, Conservation Districts, Michigan State University, MDA, MAEAP
Contact priority landowners (year one)
Connect landowners with technical assistance to develop nutrient management plans (years
one through three)
Implement nutrient management plan (years two through ten)

Objective 1.13: Implement manure management
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Priority agricultural areas identified in Figure 4.17
Waste storage facilities, composting facilities
13 sites
$650,000 ($50,000/site)
USDA Farm Bill programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
NRCS, Conservation Districts, MDA, MAEAP
1. Contact priority landowners (year one)
2. Connect landowners with sources of technical/financial assistance (years one and two)
3. Develop cost estimates/designs (years one and two)
4. Install BMPs (years two through ten)

Objective 1.14: Conduct a septic system inventory and develop an outreach program
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Riparian and lakeshore landowners in the watershed
(Refer also to Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy)
Conduct a septic system maintenance outreach program
Ongoing for five years
$15,000 ($3,000/year for five years)
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA, USDA Rural Development
MDEQ, county health departments, local units of government
1. Work with Health Department/local units of government to identify landowners (year one)
2. Develop outreach materials and conduct mailing (years one and two)
3. Host educational meetings, distribute educational material (years two through five)

Objective 1.15: Educate landowners about native plant greenbelts
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Riparian landowners in the watershed
(Refer also to Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy)
Conduct a greenbelt/riparian buffer outreach program
Ongoing
$40,000 ($4,000/year)
Foundations, GLRI, USFWS, 319 CWA
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, NRCS, Conservation Districts
1. Identify riparian landowners (year one)
2. Conduct mailings and site visits – connect landowners with technical/financial assistance
(years one through three)
2. Assist landowners with greenbelt installation (years two through ten)
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Objective 1.16: Educate landowners about proper fertilizer use
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Riparian landowners, urban landowners
(Refer also to Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy)
Conduct a fertilizer outreach program
Ongoing
$10,000 ($1,000/year)
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D
1. Identify riparian landowners (year one)
2. Conduct mailings and site visits – connect landowners with technical assistance (years one
through ten)

Objective 1.17: Implement integrated pest management
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance

Milestones

Priority agricultural areas identified in Figure 4.17
Implement integrated pest management (IPM) strategy (record keeping)
9,061 acres
$140,446 ($15.50/acre)
USEPA Pestwise Program
NRCS, MSU, Conservation Districts, MDEQ, MDA, MAEAP
1. Identify priority landowners (year one)
2. Conduct landowner site visits and connect them with sources of technical and financial
assistance (years one through three)
3. Develop IPM plans (years two through four)
4. Implement IPM planning (Years Two through Ten)

Objective 1.18: Remove priority small dams
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Highest priority dams in the watershed (see Figure 3.13 and refer to Section 4.3.5)
Dam removal, channel restoration
5 sites
$500,000 ($100,000/site)
USFWS, GLRI, MDNR, Foundations
Huron Pines, Private Consultants, USFWS, MDNR, MDEQ
1. Analyze small dam inventory to select priority sites (year one)
2. Contact landowners, conduct site visits (year one)
3. Develop site plans, permitting (years two and three)
4. Dam removal, channel restoration (years three through ten)

Objective 2.1: Control priority invasive species
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Riparian corridors and wetland areas
Target species (see Figure 9.12 and refer to Section 3.2.4)
Early Detection Rapid Response (EDRR), chemical and mechanical treatment
500 acres (50/year)
$250,000 ($500/acre for initial treatment)
$250,000 ($50/acre/year for followup treatment/maintenance)
USFWS, GLRI, MDNR, Foundations
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, USFWS, MDNR, MDEQ, CWMAs
1. Work with Cooperative Weed Management Areas (CWMAs) to prioritize identified invasive
species locations (year one)
2. Contact landowners, seek funding for treatment (years one through three)
3. Treat 50 acres per year (years one through ten)
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Objective 2.2: Conduct outreach to watershed stakeholders to link concepts of land stewardship and water quality
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Watershed residents, community leaders, community organizations
(Refer to Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy)
Public presentations, distribution of educational materials
Ongoing
$50,000 ($5,000/year)
GLRI, Foundations
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, Conservation Districts
1. Provide technical assistance to landowners wishing to improve wildlife habitat and water
resources (years one through ten)
2. Conduct presentations and distribution of educational materials to watershed stakeholders
and community organizations (years one through ten)

Objective 2.3: Work with landowners to place voluntary conservation easements on priority areas
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Riparian and wetland habitats (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 6.1)
Conservation easements
600 acres
$180,000 ($300/acre)
Private funding, GLRI, 319 CWA
Land conservancies, Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D
1. Identify priority landowners (years one and two)
2. Promote the concept of conservation easements to landowners in the watershed (Yearly)
3. Obtain funding to direct staff to work in the Rifle Watershed (Bi-yearly)
4. Develop permanent deed restrictions with property owners (Yearly)

Objective 2.4: Identify key ecological corridors and habitat areas within watershed priority areas
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance

Milestones

Priority areas in the watershed (see Figure 4.1)
Identify and map priority ecological areas and corridors within the watershed
1 study
$15,000
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA
Huron Pines, Land Conservancies, MDNR
1. Work with resource professionals and develop criteria to determine what constitutes a
significant ecological area in the watershed (see Section 4.3.1)
2. Use GIS to identify and map all of the parcels meeting the criteria (see Section 4.3.1)
3. Present map and parcel data to land conservancies for use in prioritizing potential
conservation easements (year two)

Objective 2.5: Conduct a natural features inventory of watershed wildlife, ecosystems and other natural features
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Entire Rifle River Watershed
Inventory and catalogue natural features present in watershed
1 study, 243,940 acres
$40,000
Foundations, Audubon Society, The Nature Conservancy
Huron Pines, land conservancies, USFWS, MNFI
1. Establish an ad-hoc committee to coordinate the program (year one)
2. Secure funding and implement the inventory (years two through four)
3. Compile and present inventory results (year four)
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Objective 3.1: Improve public access and information network for quiet recreation in the watershed
Critical Areas
Recommended Strategy/BMPs
Estimated Quantities
Costs
Funding Sources
Technical Assistance
Milestones

Public lands
Refer to Chapter 7 – Information and Education Strategy, also see Objective 1.6
Entire watershed
$20,000
Foundations, MDNR, local sponsors
Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay RC&D, MDNR, Chambers of Commerce, local governments
1. Develop an information network for recreational opportunities (years one and two)
2. Produce recreational maps, distribute and promote (years two and three)

6.5 Wetland
Restoration/Preservation
Wetlands are of critical importance to
watershed health and water quality. Wetlands
serve as primary drivers of groundwater
recharge and filtration of stormwater and other
runoff. They also provide habitat to numerous
wildlife species and play an important role in
reducing flood severity. Threats to wetland
health include development, invasive species
and improper land use. The current distribution
of wetland areas in the Rifle River Watershed is
reduced from historical levels as a result of
development including artificial drainage to
improve conditions for agriculture.
Wetland protection is handled by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality through
permitting of all activities potentially
threatening wetland habitats. In addition to
government regulation, the community can do
their part to fill in information gaps and areas
that are not currently regulated by DEQ.
Wetland conservation can be supported
through the implementation of wetland
ordinances (Objective 1.3), invasive species
control (Objective 2.1) and the implementation
Figure 6.1: Wetland Areas within the Rifle River Watershed
of voluntary conservation easements (Objective 2.3). As
shown on Figure 6.1, the largest tracts of wetland areas occur in the Northeast and Southwest areas of the Rifle River
Watershed and particularly along major river corridors. Preservation of large, intact wetland areas is a top priority.
Secondarily, projects that restore or create new wetland habitat throughout the watershed will also help increase the
resiliency of wetland habitats and the species they support, and in protecting or restoring the beneficial functions
wetlands provide. More information about wetlands can be found at http://water.epa.gov/type/wetlands/index.cfm.
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6.6 Land Use Planning
Land use planning and zoning is another important management tool for watershed protection. Planning and zoning are
tools that can be used to conserve wildlife habitat and aquatic resources, protect property values and maintain
community character. A sound planning and zoning program requires that local government officials, property owners
and developers not only buy-in to the concept, but are willing to dedicate the trained personnel and funding to make
the program work. Effective planning and zoning thus takes commitment and resources.
In 2012, Michigan State University’s Land Policy Institute completed a watershed protection planning and zoning
assessment for several Saginaw Bay tributary watersheds, including the Rifle River Watershed, available at
www.landpolicy.msu.edu/SaginawBayProject. Through this project MSU developed a Planning and Zoning Assessment
Tool (included in Appendix B) to analyze master plans and zoning ordinances of communities within the watershed and
determine adherence to goals, regulations, standards and practices relating to water quality protection. Nine
communities were assessed in the Rifle River Watershed, including the City of Omer and Arenac, Clayton, Deep River,
Moffatt, Mason and Deep River townships in Arenac County and the City of West Branch and West Branch and Edwards
townships in Ogemaw County.
As a result of the study, MSU concluded that zoning and master plan ordinance language was lacking in most watershed
municipalities. One exception to this was Edwards Township, whose 2004 Master Plan includes goals and objectives for
water quality, vegetative setbacks and provisions for septic installation and location. MDNR Natural Rivers Zoning does
apply to those areas of the watershed bordering designated stream reaches, but with the exception of Arenac and
Clayton townships lacks matching ordinance language at the township or county level. Lack of funding and staffing
resources proved to be a major limitation to watershed communities interested in developing and enforcing water
quality planning. As described in Objective 1.3 of the Action Plan, funding will be sought in order to assist these
communities in implementing sustainable ordinances.
Recommendations for achieving improved water quality zoning and planning include continued outreach and education
for local municipal leaders, connecting these leaders to the goals and action plan of the WMP and linking local officials
to assistance for strengthening water quality planning. The MSU Land Policy Institute also developed a guidebook that
was distributed to local governments as part of the assessment project, entitled “Rural Water Quality Protection – A
Planning and Zoning Guidebook for Local Officials.” An electronic copy of this resource is available at
http://www.landpolicy.msu.edu/.

6.7 Estimated Pollutant Load Reductions
Table 6.2 provides a summary of the estimated reductions in sediment, nitrogen and phosphorus loading that are
expected to be achieved through implementation of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan. BMP efficiencies and
calculated values were derived from the USEPA Spreadsheet Tool for the Estimation of Pollutant Load (STEPL). The total
expected annual pollutant reduction from NPS sites is 6,659 tons of sediment, 11,211 pounds of nitrogen and 5,571
pounds of phosphorus. These estimates represent approximately 43%, 36% and 40% reductions from the current total
sediment, nitrogen and phosphorous loads, respectively (refer to Section 4.2, Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
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Table 6.2 Pollutant Reductions Expected through Implementation of the Rifle River WMP

BMP
(see 6.4 Action Plan)

Area or
number of
sites

Cover crops

1,037 acres

Conservation tillage

1,037 acres

Vegetated buffer or filter
strip (30 foot buffer)

16.84 acres,
44 sites

Streambank stabilization

129 sites

Road/stream crossing
BMPs

65 sites

Mechanical stormwater
treatment units

290 acres,
10 drainages

Rain gardens

290 acres,
10 drainages

Livestock exclusion
fencing/controlled
access/hardened crossing
Totals

19 sites
-

BMP Efficiency
35% Sediment
30% Nitrogen
25% Phosphorus
75% Sediment
55% Nitrogen
45% Phosphorus
65% Sediment
70% Nitrogen
75% Phosphorus
95% Sediment
95% Nitrogen
95% Phosphorus
95% Sediment
95% Nitrogen
95% Phosphorus
15% Sediment
5% Nitrogen
5% Phosphorus
ND Sediment
43% Nitrogen
81% Phosphorus
95% Sediment
95% Nitrogen
95% Phosphorus
-

Estimated
Sediment Load
Reduction (T/yr)

Estimated
Nitrogen Load
Reduction (lb/yr)

Estimated
Phosphorus Load
Reduction (lb/yr)

139

166

57

298

304

102

4

8

2

6,070

10,318

5,159

79

133

67

8

20

117

-

158

15

61

104

52

6,659

11,211

5,571

6.8 Monitoring Implementation Progress
Planning, evaluation and adaptation will be ongoing processes throughout the implementation of the Rifle River
Watershed Management Plan. Because of the complexity of objectives, partnerships and financial requirements it will
be necessary to review the WMP on an annual basis to ensure that progress is being made at an appropriate pace.
Monitoring implementation progress will help detect issues early so that adjustments can be made in order to meet the
objectives and achieve the goals of the WMP.
Evaluation of the Information and Education Strategy is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7 (see Table 7.1) and a
monitoring strategy to evaluate whether installed BMPs are achieving the predicted results is presented in Chapter 8.
Finally, Chapter 9 discusses long-term sustainability of the conservation/restoration effort in the Rifle River Watershed
and includes additional discussion on evaluation of the WMP itself.
Table 6.3 lays out some benchmarks and timeframes as a tool for assessing progress implementing the Rifle River WMP.
The Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee will be used as a forum for evaluating overall progress and for
developing strategies for addressing any technical or financial issues that may threaten to delay progress. Huron Pines
and the RRWTC will review WMP progress no less frequently than once per year.
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Table 6.3 Benchmarks for Assessing WMP Implementation Progress
Short-Term Benchmarks
(end of first year)

Objectives
1.1 Cropland management
practices in critical areas
1.2 Implement riparian buffers/
vegetative filtering practices
1.3 Implement watershed focused
land use planning
1.4 Implement hydrologic and
morphologic studies for design
1.5 Implement streambank
stabilization BMPs

Outreach distributed to
priority landowners
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners

1.6 Educate river users

Design river etiquette signs

1.7 Install road/stream crossing
BMPs at unpaved crossings
1.8 Replace undersized/perched
culverts with appropriate structures
1.9 Implement urban stormwater
management BMPs and LID
1.10 Increase awareness of
stormwater issues and BMPs
1.11 Implement livestock
management practices
1.12 Implement proper fertilizer
application practices
1.13 Implement manure
management
1.14 Conduct a septic system
inventory and outreach program
1.15 Educate landowners about
native plant greenbelts
1.16 Educate landowners about
proper fertilizer use
1.17 Implement integrated pest
management

Mid-Term Benchmarks
(years 1-3)

Long-Term Benchmarks
(years 4-10)

1,037 acres addressed

1,037 acres addressed

6.84 acres

10 acres

-

Ordinances drafted

Ordinances adopted by 7
watershed communities

Priority sites identified

5 studies completed

7 studies completed

Outreach distributed to
priority landowners

8,000 linear feet of
streambank BMPs in place
30 river etiquette signs
installed

13,119 linear feet of
streambank BMPs in place
Ongoing education and
outreach to stakeholders

Priority sites identified

10 sites addressed

13 sites addressed

Priority sites identified

25 sites addressed

34 sites addressed

5 stormwater treatment
units (STUs) installed
5,000 landowners reached
10 public meetings held

5 STUs installed
50 rain gardens installed

9 sites addressed

10 sites addressed

3,000 acres addressed

6,061 acres addressed

6 sites addressed

7 sites addressed

Priority sites identified
Outreach materials
developed
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners
Outreach distributed to
riparian landowners
Outreach materials
developed
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners

Inventory of septic
systems completed
400 linear feet of native
plant greenbelts installed
Outreach distributed to
5,000 watershed residents

10 public meetings held

600 linear feet of native
plant greenbelts installed
5 public meetings held

3,000 acres addressed

6,000 acres addressed

2 dams removed

3 dams removed
250 acres treated
Annual maintenance

1.18 Remove priority small dams

Priority sites identified

2.1 Control invasives species

Priority sites identified

2.2 Conduct outreach to watershed
stakeholders

Outreach materials
developed
Outreach distributed to
priority landowners

250 acres treated
Annual maintenance
5,000 landowners reached
10 public meetings held
200 acres of conservation
easement in place

2.4 Identify ecological areas

Identify key areas/corridors

Distribute findings

-

2.5 Natural features inventory

-

Inventory complete
Distribute findings

-

3.1 Information network and public
access improvements

Information network
developed and map
produced

Distribute public access
information materials

-

2.3 Conservation easements

10 public meetings held
400 acres of conservation
easement in place

Note: Values in the benchmark columns are not displayed cumulatively.
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Chapter 7 —

Information
and Education Strategy

7.1 Goals and Objectives of the I&E Strategy
7.2 Identifying Target Audiences
7.3 Developing Messages
7.4 Selecting Delivery Mechanisms
7.5 Implementation and Evaluation of the I&E Strategy
7.6 Existing I&E Tools for the Rifle River Watershed

CHAPTER 7
OBJECTIVES:
What is the information and
education strategy?
What are the goals and
objectives of the I&E strategy?
Who will implement the I&E
strategy?
What I&E tasks have already
been completed?
How much will it cost to
implement the I&E strategy?
How will success of the I&E
strategy be measured?

I&E Strategy
The ability to provide long-term protection of freshwater resources in the Rifle
River Watershed exceeds the capacity of any single agency or organization. To
achieve this agencies and organizations must collaborate, and the participation
of individual residents and businesses in the watershed will be vital (see Figure
7.1). An Information and Education (I&E) strategy plays a crucial role in
implementing the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan because it presents
the methods by which the support and action of landowners, municipalities,
businesses and other watershed stakeholders can be gained.
Table 7.1 provides a step-by-step guide to meeting each I&E objective. For each
I&E objective information on target audiences, messaging, delivery
mechanisms, partner roles, funding opportunities and timelines for completing
specific tasks is included. The overall goal of the I&E strategy is to promote the
voluntary adoption of good land stewardship practices by various stakeholders
in the watershed. This will be accomplished by raising awareness, providing
education and engaging stakeholders in actions that will protect our freshwater
resources.

EPA 9 Elements in this Chapter:

d

Table 7.1 (pages 7-6 to 7-12)
identifies potential funding
sources and technical resources
required to implement the I&E
strategy.

e

Chapter 7 is devoted to the
discussion of an I&E strategy for
the Rifle River Watershed. Table
7.1 (pages 7-6 to 7-12) details
the I&E strategy.

g

Milestones for measuring
implementation progress of the
I&E strategy are included in
Table 7.1 (pages 7-6 to 7-12).

Figure 7.1: Information and education are important components of the overall effort to
protect natural resources in the Rifle River Watershed. Workshops, like this agricultural BMPs
workshop hosted by a local agricultural producer in 2012, are one of the many ways that
watershed stakeholders can get involved in watershed management activities.
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7.1 Goals and Objectives of the I&E Strategy
The development of an I&E strategy provides a framework for raising awareness of the Rifle River Watershed, for
promoting and encouraging involvement in the watershed management plan and for identifying ways in which
residents, municipalities, businesses, other organizations and visitors can become more engaged in the protection of our
natural resources by voluntarily adopting sustainable land stewardship practices.
The I&E strategy complements the Action Plan (Section 6.3) by engaging watershed residents and visitors in the process
of watershed protection and restoration. The I&E strategy identifies target audiences, relevant messaging, costs,
potential funding sources, relevant partners, specific tasks and timelines to guide these outreach and education efforts.
The strategy will support implementation of the overall Rifle River Watershed Management Plan by aiming to complete
the following I&E objectives:
Objective 1: Increase Watershed Awareness



Raise public awareness of the watershed concept and of the Rifle River Watershed Management
Plan to foster a sense of pride and responsibility for the watershed
Educate stakeholders about the impacts of their land use activities on water quality and ecosystem health within
the Rifle River Watershed

Objective 2: Reduce Nonpoint Source Pollution






Reduce nonpoint source pollution contributed by stormwater runoff
Reduce nonpoint source pollution contributed from agricultural areas
Reduce nonpoint source pollution from public and private river access sites
Reduce nonpoint source pollution from excessive streambank erosion
Reduce nonpoint source pollution contributed by inadequate road/stream crossings structures

Objective 3: Restore Aquatic Connectivity


Restore aquatic connectivity by removing fish passage barriers including perched and undersized road/stream
crossings and small dams

Objective 4: Prevent the Spread of Invasive Species


Prevent spread of invasive species and treat existing invasive species to reduce their extent

7.2 Identifying Target Audiences
Target audiences are identified in Table 7.1 for each goal in the I&E strategy. These are individuals or organizations that
have a logical role to play in achieving each goal. For example, local government officials and policy makers would be an
appropriate target audience for information on stormwater management, whereas it would be more effective to reach
out to anglers, paddlers and other river users concerning the goal of reducing erosion at public river access sites. An
initial effort should be made to identify and understand the beliefs and behaviors of each target audience and to select
the most appropriate media formats for reaching out to them. This understanding will help keep information and
education efforts as efficient and effective as possible.
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7.3 Developing Messages
Tailored messaging should be developed for each target audience. At a general level it is important to connect local
residents with the idea that they live in the Rifle River Watershed and that their behaviors and land use activities do
impact our water quality and wildlife habitat. Raising this awareness builds a foundation for providing additional
education and is a necessary step for encouraging positive changes in behavior and the adoption of land use practices
that will benefit our freshwater resources and the communities that depend on them. Once that initial awareness is
achieved more specific messaging and more diverse delivery mechanisms can be used to encourage a dialogue and
eventually the active participation in helping to implement the watershed management plan.
Whether a certain message is general or specific, it should always be written clearly and in the simplest terms so that it
can be easily understood by the greatest number of people. Messaging will be developed to provide a basic
understanding of the resource concern and to present ways that watershed residents can participate in protecting and
restoring our natural resources. Suggested messaging for each identified target audience is included in Table 7.1.

7.4 Selecting Delivery Mechanisms
The people and organizations in the Rifle River Watershed are diverse and so should be the variety of formats used to
deliver watershed conservation messaging. Initial messaging should focus on raising awareness of the Rifle River
Watershed Management Plan and its associated projects and goals. To reach the greatest number of people, early
outreach efforts may rely heavily on local media outlets and printed materials such as brochures and directed mailings.
As awareness among stakeholders increases additional material can be offered to provide deeper understanding and
encourage involvement. Once interest is generated printed materials can be paired with more intensive and personal
formats such as workshops, one-on-one site visits with landowners, restoration volunteer events and public watershed
planning meetings. Messaging should be issued repetitively, consistently and in a variety of formats to reinforce the
message to the greatest extent possible.

7.5 Implementation and Evaluation of the I&E Strategy
Implementation of the I&E strategy will require diverse funding and collaboration among project partners. Many groups
in the Rifle River Watershed are already producing outreach and education material (see Appendix D) for various target
audiences but there is much more work to be done if we are to successfully achieve long-term results. Potential partners
and funding sources to support each I&E goal and objective are included in Table 7.1.
It is important to periodically evaluate the progress of the I&E strategy to determine if communications are achieving
the desired effect. If they are not, the process of evaluation will help determine what changes need to be made.
Evaluation should focus on whether the I&E strategy is being implemented according to schedule, whether adequate
funding is in place and the right partners are in position to effectively implement the strategy, whether target audiences
are being reached by the messaging and whether the messaging is inspiring the desired changes in attitude, behavior
and action among watershed stakeholders. If any of these categories are not being achieved the I&E strategy will need
to be modified to increase its effectiveness. Table 7.1 outlines milestones by which to evaluate the progress of the I&E
strategy in terms of achieving awareness, education and ultimately action among watershed stakeholders.
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7.6 Existing I&E Tools for the Rifle River Watershed
Huron Pines and other groups in the watershed have already begun implementing the I&E strategy. For example, since
2011 Huron Pines has hosted more than 10 public watershed meetings, coordinated 10 hands-on volunteer events,
distributed targeted mailings to hundreds of riparian landowners and agricultural producers, engaged youth in placebased education activities and produced various educational literature including interpretive signage, newspaper articles
and informative brochures—all within the Rifle River Watershed. Local conservation districts, Saginaw Bay RC&D, local
chapters of Trout Unlimited and state and federal agencies have also invested significantly in outreach and education
throughout the watershed. I&E literature that has been produced and distributed in the watershed since 2010 is
included in Appendix D and summaries of the public watershed meetings are included in Appendix A.
Huron Pines also administers an AmeriCorps program, and Huron Pines AmeriCorps members have been submitting
monthly conservation-themed newspaper articles to the Ogemaw County Herald since 2012 and to the Arenac
Independent since early 2014. Huron Pines AmeriCorps members have visited K-12 classrooms in the watershed to talk
about watershed science and demonstrate river processes using an interactive river model display. Huron Pines
AmeriCorps members have also coordinated many of the Huron Pines volunteer events and landowner site visits and
have helped develop a wide array of outreach & education materials.
In 2014 Huron Pines, Saginaw Bay WIN, MDNR, the Ogemaw and Arenac county road commissions and local canoe and
campground livery owners worked together to produce and install 15 Rifle River Watershed boundary signs along public
roads and an additional 20 Rifle River etiquette signs at public and private access sites along the Rifle River. Huron Pines
also worked with the cities of West Branch and Rose City to install interpretive signs highlighting the stormwater
management efforts of both communities.
Huron Pines, Arenac Conservation District, Ogemaw Conservation District, NRCS, Saginaw Basin Land Conservancy,
HeadWaters Land Conservancy, MAEAP and engaged volunteers have also conducted hundreds of landowner site visits
in the past few years to help connect watershed residents with technical and financial assistance.
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Table 7.1 I&E Strategy
Objective 1: Raise public awareness of the watershed concept and of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan to foster a senses of pride and responsibility for the watershed
Potential Partners and
Audience
Message
Milestone Activities
Estimated Costs
Evaluation Methods
Funding Sources
All audiences Everyone lives in a
Immediate
Develop suite of watershed
Local businesses, road
Overall design: $5,000
Increase in number of
watershed: people
(1-2 years)
outreach materials with common
commissions, farmers, local
Brochure: $300 to print
contacts received
in your area are part
visual elements: brochure (print
and regional newspapers,
250
of the Rifle River
250); event flyer template;
radio and TV stations,
Signs: $300/each for
Watershed. Your
watershed sign (post 5 at major
community development
printing and labor (total
everyday activities
roads); television ad; event display
organizations, MSU
$1,500)
can have a big
board
Extension, local colleges,
impact on water
chamber of commerce,
Short Term
Newspaper articles and radio/TV
Articles/Media: $500 in
Increase in watershed
quality, and you can (2-5 years)
conservation districts,
spots highlighting watershed
staff time each
activity attendance
help improve the
community foundations,
activities (3 articles/year); establish
Newsletter: $5,000 for
entire watershed
Saginaw Bay WIN
ongoing watershed
layout and printing
and the Great Lakes
newsletter/eNews; plan watershed
eNews: $300 annual
through a few
summit to encourage outdoor
hosting fee, $250 layout
simple changes.
recreation in the watershed
and writing
summit: $1000 for
location and promotional
materials
Long Term
Watershed committee annual
$100 in printing each
Increase in number of
(after 5
presence at recreation and
event
landowner contacts
years)
commerce expos and events to
and regular attendees
promote activities
Local
Your jurisdiction
Immediate
Watershed tours for local
Local businesses, road
Travel and materials:
Increase in watershed
governments extends to the
(1-2 years)
governments to show watershed
commissions, farmers, local
$500 per trip
projects and
water and land
improvement projects and highlight and regional newspapers,
knowledge
resources in your
opportunities for new projects
radio and TV stations,
area. Protecting the Short Term
community development
Suite of advertising materials to
Printing costs: $5000
Increase in responsible
watershed improves (2-5 years)
organizations, MSU
help local governments promote
outdoor recreation in
the quality of life for
Extension, local colleges,
recreation and tourism
the watershed
your residents and
chamber
of
commerce,
Long Term
Develop and promote adopt-aIncrease in awareness
attracts new
conservation districts,
(after 5
watershed program that rewards
of low-impact
visitors.
community foundations,
years)
residents and businesses for lowdevelopment
Saginaw Bay WIN
impact development (example:
opportunities
planting a rain garden or green roof
results in a water bill rebate)
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Objective 1: Raise public awareness of the watershed concept and of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan to foster a senses of pride and responsibility for the watershed
Potential Partners and
Audience
Message
Milestone Activities
Estimated Costs
Evaluation Methods
Funding Sources
Agricultural
Your farm depends
Immediate
Promote stories of successful
Farm Bureau, Michigan
Increase in interested
producers
on the Rifle River
(1-2 years)
projects on agricultural land that
Department of Agriculture
landowners requesting
for growth, and
protect the watershed—2
and Rural Development,
site visits
what you do on
newspaper articles, 2 radio
Natural Resources
your land can affect
interviews
Conservation Service,
others downstream. Short Term
conservation districts, MSU
Promote successful projects as an
$500 for travel and
Before and after
Extension
(2-5 years)
example at expos, conservation
materials
photos, landowner
district events, and county fairs
testimonials
Long Term
Develop a seminar series to assist
Before and after
(after 5
farmers with topics like program
knowledge surveys,
years)
opportunities, taxes, reducing
increase in landowner
pollution,
projects and
participation in
programs
Students
You live in a
Immediate
Visit classrooms in local schools
Michigan SeaGrant, Great
$500 for travel and
Pre- and post-testing
watershed.
(1-2 years)
(focus on elementary and middle
Lakes Stewardship Initiative, materials
shows increase in
Watersheds provide
schools) to talk about watersheds
school districts, local
knowledge
homes for plants,
businesses
Short Term
Design and implement a school$250/year for materials
Data collected shows
animals and people, (2-5 years)
based water monitoring program for
trends, increase in
and you can help
junior high students
student science
protect them.
projects related to the
watershed
Long Term
Work with a nature center to create
$5000
Increase in local use of
(after 5
Rifle River Watershed-related
the watershed and
years)
exhibits and programming
school involvement in
projects
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Objective 2: Reduce nonpoint source pollution by raising awareness about key pollutants and strategies to reduce them.
Potential Partners and
Audience
Message
Milestone Activities
Funding Sources
All audiences Sediment is the
Immediate
Promote successful community
Local businesses, road
number one
(1-2 years)
partnerships that led to erosion
commissions, farmers, local
pollutant affecting
control, stormwater and
and regional newspapers,
northern Michigan
road/stream crossing projects
radio and TV stations,
watersheds. It and
through news articles and volunteer community development
other pollutants like
projects
organizations, MSU
nitrogen and
Extension, local colleges,
phosphorus come
chamber of commerce,
Short Term
Newspaper articles and radio/TV
from a variety of
conservation districts,
(2-5 years)
spots highlighting watershed
sources and can
community foundations,
activities (3 articles/year); establish
often be prevented
Saginaw Bay WIN
ongoing watershed
through restoration
newsletter/eNews
projects and simple
changes in
behavior.
Long Term
Watershed committee annual
(after 5
presence at recreation and
years)
commerce expos and events to
promote activities
Road
You can improve
Immediate
Complete demonstration projects
Road commissions, local
commissions water quality and
(1-2 years)
with active RCs and promote
governments, conservation
reduce pollutants
benefits of new BMPs through
districts, community
(sediment, nitrogen,
presentations
foundations, Saginaw Bay
phosphorus) at
WIN
Short Term
Series of media articles about
road/stream
(2-5 years)
partnerships to reduce pollution and
crossings during
improve infrastructure
routine road
Long Term
Articles and media items promoted
maintenance.
(after 5
in Great Lakes region and
Working in
years)
nationwide showing before and
partnership on
after results of partnership projects
watershed projects
brings funding and
jobs to the road
commission.

Estimated Costs

Evaluation Methods

Overall design: $5,000
Brochure: $300 to print
250
Signs: $300/each for
printing and labor (total
$1,500)

Increase in number of
contacts received

Articles/Media: $500 in
staff time each
Newsletter: $5,000 for
layout and printing
eNews: $300 annual
hosting fee, $250 layout
and writing
$100 in printing each
event

Increase in watershed
activity attendance

$75,000/project for
materials and labor

Increase in Road
Commission interest in
new projects

$1000 for travel and
printing
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Increase in public
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improvement projects
Region becomes an
example of
collaborative
partnerships for the
Great Lakes
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Objective 2: Reduce nonpoint source pollution by raising awareness about key pollutants and strategies to reduce them.
Potential Partners and
Audience
Message
Milestone Activities
Funding Sources
Agricultural
You can maintain
Immediate
Promote local landowner success
Farm Bureau, Michigan
producers
good production
(1-2 years)
stories showing the benefits of
Department of Agriculture
while protecting
implementing pollution-reduction
and Rural Development,
water quality
practices
Natural Resources
through simple
Conservation Service,
Short Term
Promote successful projects as an
activities and taking (2-5 years)
conservation districts, MSU
example at expos, conservation
advantage of
Extension
district events, and county fairs
available technical
Long Term
Develop and promote certification
assistance and
(after 5
program for “runoff-free” farms
programs.
years)
Students
Stormwater runoff
Immediate
Visit classrooms in local schools
Michigan SeaGrant, Great
affects water from
(1-2 years)
(focus on elementary and middle
Lakes Stewardship Initiative,
your house all the
schools) to talk about stormwater
school districts, local
way to the Great
businesses
Lakes. There are
Short Term
Design and implement a schoolsome simple and
(2-5 years)
based rain garden demonstration
beautiful ways to
project in 2 school districts; place
stop pollution while
“No Dumping, Drains to River”
improving wildlife
stickers on storm drain inlets
habitat.
Long Term
Design a stormwater-wise
(after 5
curriculum for junior high science
years)
classes (including projects, field
trips, and classroom learning)

Estimated Costs

Evaluation Methods

$500 for travel and
materials

Before and after
photos, landowner
testimonials

$500 for travel and
materials

Increase in student
volunteer projects and
teachers teaching
about stormwater
Schools increasingly
disconnected from
traditional stormwater
treatment.

$2000/garden for
materials, $500 for
stickers and materials

$2000 for design time
and materials

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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Objective 3: Restore aquatic connectivity by removing small dams and replacing aging or damaged road/stream crossings
Potential Partners and
Audience
Message
Milestone Activities
Funding Sources
All audiences The health of the
Immediate
Promote successful community
Local businesses, road
Great Lakes and the (1-2 years)
partnerships that led to erosion
commissions, farmers, local
Michigan tourist
control, stormwater and
and regional newspapers,
economy are
road/stream crossing projects
radio and TV stations,
dependent on
through news articles and volunteer community development
healthy fisheries—
projects
organizations, MSU
many fish need
Extension, local colleges,
Short Term
Newspaper articles and radio/TV
connected river
chamber of commerce,
(2-5 years)
spots highlighting watershed
habitat to migrate
conservation districts,
activities (3 articles/year); establish
and spawn in.
community foundations,
ongoing watershed
Saginaw Bay WIN
newsletter/eNews

Road
commissions

Students

Improving
connectivity at
road/stream
crossings also
benefits road
infrastructure by
preventing floods
and road erosion.

Fish need room to
move from large
streams to smaller
ones and back.

Long Term
(after 5
years)
Immediate
(1-2 years)

Short Term
(2-5 years)
Long Term
(after 5
years)

Immediate
(1-2 years)

Short Term
(2-5 years)
Long Term
(after 5
years)

Watershed committee annual
presence at recreation and
commerce expos and events
Complete demonstration projects
with active RCs and promote
benefits of new BMPs through
presentations
Series of media articles about
partnerships to reduce pollution and
improve infrastructure
Articles and media items promoted
in Great Lakes region and
nationwide showing before and
after results of partnership projects
Visit classrooms in local schools
(focus on elementary and middle
schools) to talk about aquatic
habitat
Design and implement a schoolbased aquatic monitoring program
(macroinvertebrates/water quality)
Design an aquatic habitat
curriculum for junior high science
classes (projects, field trips, etc.)

Road commissions, local
governments, conservation
districts, community
foundations, Saginaw Bay
WIN

Estimated Costs

Evaluation Methods

$500 per project average
for materials and printing

Increase in number of
contacts received

Articles/Media: $500 in
staff time each
Newsletter: $5,000 for
layout and printing
eNews: $300 annual
hosting fee, $250 layout
and writing
$100 in printing each
event

Increase in watershed
activity attendance

$75,000/project for
materials and labor

$1000 for travel and
printing

Michigan SeaGrant, Great
Lakes Stewardship Initiative,
school districts, local
businesses

$500 for travel and
materials

$2000/garden for
materials, $500 for
stickers and materials
$2000 for design time
and materials

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

Increase in number of
landowner contacts
and regular attendees
Increase in Road
Commission interest in
new projects
Increase in public
support for road
improvement projects
Region becomes an
example of
collaborative
partnerships for the
Great Lakes
Increase in student
volunteer projects and
teachers teaching
about aquatic habitat
Schools adopting
improved stormwater
treatment/education
Pre and post-tests,
students know more
about stormwater
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Objective 4: Reduce and prevent the spread of invasive species through raised awareness
Audience

Message

Milestone Activities

All audiences

Invasive plant
species are an
increasing threat to
watersheds,
particularly in
wetlands—but they
can be easy to get
rid of if found early
enough. Everyone
should be looking
out for a few
priority species in
the parts of the
watershed they visit
most.

Immediate
(1-2 years)

Give presentations to watershed
residents and promote priority
invasive species with the watershed
along with resources that can help
landowners remove invasives

Short Term
(2-5 years)

Newspaper articles and radio/TV
spots highlighting invasive species
removal projects (3 articles/year);
establish ongoing watershed
newsletter/eNews

Long Term
(after 5
years)

Regional success story presentations
highlighting CWMA partnerships
and successful invasive species
treatment region-wide

Invasive species are
a problem that
needs input from
local governments.
They can cause
economic,
environmental, and
human health
impacts and your
leadership is
needed to make
sure the area is not
overtaken.

Immediate
(1-2 years)

Meet with local leaders to present
information on what invasive
species are most problematic and
recommend actions to manage or
prevent them
Conduct invasive species awareness
campaign tailored to local needs
(Newspaper articles and radio/TV
spots highlighting invasive species
removal projects (3 articles/year);
establish ongoing watershed
newsletter/eNews)
Help local governments promote
ongoing locally organized invasive
species removal projects

Local
governments

Short Term
(2-5 years)

Long Term
(after 5
years)

Potential Partners and
Funding Sources
Saginaw Bay CWMA, US Fish
& Wildlife Service, local
businesses, road
commissions, farmers, local
and regional newspapers,
radio and TV stations,
community development
organizations, MSU
Extension, local colleges,
chamber of commerce,
conservation districts,
community foundations,
Saginaw Bay WIN, Saginaw
Basin Land Conservancy

Saginaw Bay CWMA, US Fish
& Wildlife Service, local
businesses, local and
regional newspapers, radio
and TV stations, community
development organizations,
MSU Extension, local
colleges, chamber of
commerce, conservation
districts, community
foundations, Saginaw Bay
WIN, Saginaw Basin Land
Conservancy

Estimated Costs

Evaluation Methods

$500 for travel and
printing

Increase in number of
removal projects;
increase in partners
joining CWMAs;
increase in reports of
invasive species
Increase in watershed
activity attendance

Articles/Media: $500 in
staff time each
Newsletter: $5,000 for
layout and printing
eNews: $300 annual
hosting fee, $250 layout
and writing
$100 in printing each
event

$500 annually for travel

Articles/Media: $500 in
staff time each
Newsletter: $5,000 for
layout and printing
eNews: $300 annual
hosting fee, $250 layout
and writing

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

Increase in number of
landowner contacts
and reduction in
invasive species
infestations
New ordinances or
invasive species
programs initiated

Increase in local
leaders joining
partnership and
implementing invasive
species management
projects
Overall reduction in
invasive species in the
region
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Objective 4: Reduce and prevent the spread of invasive species through raised awareness
Audience

Message

Milestone Activities

Agricultural
producers

Invasive species can
damage crop values
and injure livestock;
it is important to be
on the lookout for
known and
suspected invasives
all the time.

Immediate
(1-2 years)

Short Term
(2-5 years)

Long Term
(after 5
years)
Students

Invasive species can
ruin ecosystems—
it’s up to us to make
sure that native
communities are
resilient to keep
invasives out.

Immediate
(1-2 years)

Short Term
(2-5 years)

Long Term
(after 5
years)

Promote local landowner success
stories showing the benefits of
implementing innovative invasive
species prevention projects
Promote successful projects as an
example at expos, conservation
district events, and county fairs
Help landowners continue to look
out for new invasive species through
site visits, printed materials, and
presentations
Visit classrooms in local schools
(focus on elementary and middle
schools) to talk about aquatic
habitat
Set up an annual invasive species
outdoor learning day with field trips
to show students native and
compromised habitats in Saginaw
Bay
Implement a student monitoring
program and train teachers and
students on invasive species ID and
reporting techniques; Develop a
video documentary showing
successful student-led invasive
species awareness or management
projects

Potential Partners and
Funding Sources
Farm Bureau, Michigan
Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development,
Natural Resources
Conservation Service,
conservation districts, MSU
Extension, Saginaw Bay
CWMA

Michigan SeaGrant, Great
Lakes Stewardship Initiative,
school districts, local
businesses

Estimated Costs

Evaluation Methods

$500 in staff time for
each article or feature

Increase in landowner
invasive species
management projects

$500 for travel and
materials

Increase in landowner
contacts for new
invasive species
projects
Reduction in invasive
species threatening
farms

$500 for travel and
materials

Pre- and post-tests
showing an increase in
invasive species and
wetland knowledge
Increase in number of
students/classes
involved in awareness
day.

$500 for travel and
materials

$250/year for monitoring
materials and travel;
$1000 for video
equipment and editing
time

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan

Improved database of
invasive species
populations
communicated to
regional Great Lakes
databases
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Chapter 8 — Methods of Measuring Progress

8.1 Evaluation of the Watershed Management Plan
8.2 Evaluation of the I&E Strategy
8.3 Evaluation of Watershed Condition and d
Implemented BMPs
8.4 Rifle River Watershed Monitoring Strategy
8.5 Using the Monitoring Data
7.6 Existing I&E Tools for the Rifle River Watershed

CHAPTER 8
OBJECTIVES:
How will progress
implementing the WMP be
evaluated?
How will BMPs be evaluated
to determine if desired
results have been achieved?
How will monitoring
activities assess watershed
condition?
Who will conduct monitoring
activities and when, how
frequently and where will
they be conducted?
How will the monitoring data
be used?
EPA 9 Elements in this Chapter:

d

h

i

Table 8.1 (pages 8-8 to 8-10)
identifies potential funding
sources and technical
resources required to
implement the
recommended monitoring
tasks.
Section 8.4 (pages 8-3 to 8-7)
present methods for
evaluating installed BMPs
and overall watershed
condition (compare observed
results/calculations with
estimated pollutant load
reductions given in Table 6.2
on page 6-12).
Table 8.1 (pages 8-8 to 8-10)
outlines a comprehensive
monitoring strategy.

Methods of Measuring Progress
Evaluation is a necessary process that will reveal whether the goals of the Rifle
River Watershed Management Plan are being met. There are two major evaluation
goals to implementing the plan. First, it is important to assess whether or not the
project is progressing according to the defined timelines. Second, an evaluation
strategy will be used to determine how effective the implemented BMPs are in
achieving desired pollutant load reductions or other on-the-ground measures.

8.1 Evaluation of the Watershed Management Plan
One measure of progress is whether or not each objective of the WMP is being
implemented on schedule. To accomplish this, Table 6.3 will be reviewed at least
once annually to evaluate progress in achieving the recommended benchmarks.
Objectives that have not been met on schedule will be discussed by the Rifle River
Watershed Technical Committee to determine the best path for correcting the
issue. A more detailed discussion of the evaluation process for the overall WMP is
included in Section 6.8 and in Chapter 9.

8.2 Evaluation of the I&E Strategy
At least annually, the milestones outlined in Table 7.1 will be compared with actual
results. Huron Pines will work with watershed stakeholders, including the RRWTC,
to discuss any I&E objectives that are not being met in order to identify more
effective approaches to completing each objective. More information on the I&E
Strategy is included in Chapter 7.

8.3 Evaluation of Watershed Condition and Implemented BMPs
A primary goal of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan is to improve and
protect water quality and wildlife habitat, which support healthy communities and
our local economies. The focus of this chapter is on methods of monitoring overall
conditions in the watershed and evaluating implemented BMPs to determine
whether the desired results (i.e., pollutant load reductions) are being achieved. A
blend of direct and indirect methods of measurement can be used to gather the
necessary data to evaluate the on-the-ground impact of restoration projects.
Monitoring at specific project sites can indicate benefits brought to the system
through implementation of the specific BMP for that site. However, it is also useful
to monitor both random and “control” sites to understand both general watershed
health and the cumulative impact of BMPs over time. A regular monitoring
program also increases the chances that resource issues will be detected quickly.
Several options exist for monitoring the health of a watershed and it will require
the investment of time, energy and funding of multiple groups to properly capture
the appropriate data to depict both current watershed conditions and temporal
Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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trends. Evaluation also provides the feedback necessary to support the successful achievement of desired results, either
by reinforcing particular strategies or alerting watershed managers that new approaches or techniques might be more
effective.
Water quality and ecosystem health can be assessed using both direct and indirect methods of evaluating physical,
chemical and biological indicators. Direct measures aim to collect data on factors that control the quality of the water
body. These are factors that can have multiple impacts on water quality individually or synergistically. For example,
changes in water temperature have well defined impacts on water quality. So too does the addition of large amounts of
nonpoint source nutrient pollution. The combined effect of temperature changes and excessive nutrient loading can
lead to rapid deterioration of water quality. The combined effects of different sources of water quality impairments can
have a greater effect on aquatic organisms than expected due to synergistic effects of multiple stressors. Consequently
direct data on biological communities is often collected in addition to physical and chemical conditions. An advantage of
directly monitoring biological communities, such as fish and aquatic macroinvertebrates, are that these data can indicate
long-term waterbody conditions rather than a simple snap-shot in time provided by basic physical and chemical tests.
Another advantage is that trained volunteers can sample biological communities relatively inexpensively and
consistently using established protocols.
Many indirect metrics that allow watershed planners and practitioners to infer water quality relate to the different
BMPs suggested in this plan. Estimated reductions in pollutant loading can be calculated for different BMPs using
established tools and equations. For example, the negative impacts of nonpoint sediment contributions to a stream are
well known. As part of monitoring the work, reductions in sediment inputs across the watershed can be calculated based
on characteristics of treatment sites and the BMPs installed. Though the sediment impact in a particular stretch of river
is not directly measured, the reduction in sediment contributions from a site leads to the prediction of the water quality
improvements. The metric in this case would be the percent reduction of total sediment input. The benefits of that
sediment reduction are well understood.
A combination of direct and indirect monitoring data has been compiled and will continue to be collected to assess
water quality across the Rifle River Watershed and a variety of organizations will need to be involved in this effort.
Quality Assurance Project Plans for the Rifle River Watershed Implementation and Northern Saginaw Bay Restoration
Initiative projects have been developed and these documents provide additional details about monitoring techniques for
the watershed. Contact Huron Pines for more information.

8.4 Rifle River Watershed Monitoring Strategy
Table 8.1 provides a list of monitoring tasks along with potential responsible parties, timelines and general locations for
each monitoring task. In general the highest monitoring priorities are to maintain up-to-date inventories of nonpoint
pollutant sources, conduct pre- and post-project monitoring to evaluate various types of implemented BMPs, conduct
followup surveys at historical monitoring sites to identify temporal trends in watershed condition and to continue
monitoring various criteria at randomized sites, which will broaden our understanding of watershed conditions and help
reveal potential resource concerns early. A large amount of monitoring information has already been collected by
various agencies and organizations. The results of this historical monitoring data are discussed in Chapter 3: Watershed
Conditions and summaries and maps of various historical monitoring data and locations are included in Appendix E.
A strategy for conducting monitoring in the Rifle River Watershed is outlined below. Project partners will coordinate
specific project sites where monitoring data would be of highest value. Additionally, watershed-wide inventories will be
conducted for each major NPS source at least once every 10 years. Finally, agencies and organizations will continue to
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monitor fixed sites and will expand the monitoring effort to capture various types of resource data throughout the
watershed. Because the Rifle River is considered to be a high quality watershed this monitoring strategy focuses
primarily on the early detection of resource issues, the evaluation of long-term trends in watershed health and on
assessing local changes at priority project sites to assess BMP effectiveness through pre- and post-project monitoring.

8.4.1 Road/Stream Crossings
Before and after improvement of selected road/stream crossings stream profiles will be surveyed both upstream and
downstream from the barrier to determine overall slope and changes to the substrate elevation. One cross sectional
survey will be conducted both upstream and downstream of the barrier. Aquatic macroinvertebrates will be collected
and identified at the locations up and downstream of the barrier to capture changes in water quality reflected by these
populations. This will be achieved by using aquatic macroinvertebrate monitoring protocol outlined by the Michigan
Clean Water Corps (MiCorps) in MiCorps Volunteer Stream Monitoring Procedures to collect, measure, analyze and
interpret samples. By observing the types of macroinvertebrate species present in these streams, a stream quality index
can be found to document whether water quality is improving near the road/stream crossings. US Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) biologists will provide guidance and the Protocol for Field Surveys of Stream Morphology in Michigan
will be referenced to complete the in-stream surveys. Survey data from pre-construction will be compared to postconstruction stream morphology. This will not only help quantify improvement to the stream channel and habitat, but
will also be used to evaluate effectiveness of BMPs and aid in their selection for future projects. Before and after
photographs will also be taken to document how the project site responds to the implemented BMPs.
As of 2014, Huron Pines is conducting pre- and post-project monitoring at three road/stream projects in the Rifle River
Watershed, including OG23 Houghton Creek/Flynn Road, OG27 Wilkins Creek/Campbell Road (see Figure 8.1) and OG30
Prior Creek/Campbell Road. Other groups, such as MDNR, MDEQ, USFWS and/or Michigan Trout Unlimited might also
conduct monitoring at particular road/stream crossing project sites to evaluate responses of fish communities (e.g., via
mark and recapture methods and/or sampling for presence/absence of certain species above and below the crossing),
water temperature, or other measures to the implemented BMPs. The comprehensive road/stream crossing inventory
of the Rifle River Watershed will be updated at least once every 10 years.

Figure 8.1: Pre-project geomorphological monitoring was conducted at site OG27 Wilkins Creek/Campbell Road
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8.4.2 Streambank Erosion
Nonpoint source sediment in a watershed can come from several different practices or sites across the landscape. In
addition to the well-documented impacts sediment causes, other pollutants such as nitrogen and phosphorus enter the
river in association with the sediment particles. In watersheds in northern Michigan there are two major contributors of
non-point source sediment loads to stream channels: eroding streambanks and road/stream crossings. Streambank
erosion is the number one source of sediment loading in the Rifle River Watershed.
Several steps have been completed to set up effective monitoring of streambanks, both eroding and stabilized,
throughout the Rifle River Watershed. Huron Pines completed a streambank erosion inventory in 2011 for the main
stem Rifle River and the West Branch Rifle River. Eroding streambanks were characterized during this inventory to allow
calculations to be made that provide estimates of the total amount of sediment contributed by these sites collectively.
As BMPs are installed to remediate priority erosion sites the reductions in sediment loading can also be calculated based
on established data on the efficiencies of different types of streambank erosion control BMPs. Updating the inventory at
least once every 10 years will facilitate temporal comparisons of streambank erosion sites and will help conservation
partners evaluate effectiveness of implemented BMPs.
Not every erosion site can be stabilized, nor should they all be, as erosion is a natural component of a healthy river
system. However, the amount of sediment loading to streams in the Rifle River Watershed is likely elevated as a result of
past and recent land use changes such as logging, agriculture and associated artificial drainage of wetland areas, and
urban development. Changing climate trends that affect precipitation patterns, such as the frequency of extreme
weather events, may also affect streambank erosion and contribute to excess sedimentation in the watershed. By using
inventory data the most severe sites can be targeted, leading to the greatest reductions in sediment loading for a given
amount of investment. Although some of these larger sites may be along naturally eroding outside river bends, their
treatment helps to offset the overall increases of sediment from various nonpoint sources throughout the watershed.
Beyond the sites planned for remediation in a given year, other priority sites can still be monitored for changes in
severity of the erosion and for more accurate estimates of material being contributed to the river. For this, a series of
bank pins can be placed perpendicular to the river, starting at the water’s edge and going to the top of the bank. When
installed properly, bank pins provide a reference tool with which one can directly measure the degree to which a
selected bank has eroded over time. Bank pins can also be installed at specific project sites to monitor and compare
erosion occurring for a specified time period prior to and after installation of BMPs. For example, Huron Pines is
conducting pre- and post-monitoring of site #48 on the Rifle River, which is on the Cabin Lake Club property just south of
the confluence with the West Branch Rifle River.
At selected erosion management sites bank pins will be installed to measure rates of erosion before and after BMPs are
installed. Before and after photographs will be taken and a vegetative cover analysis will be conducted before and after
site treatment. Structures or materials that were installed will be analyzed for movement or deterioration. The EPA’s
“Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Load” (STEPL) will be utilized to calculate sediment reduction achieved
through streambank erosion control BMPs.

8.4.3 Agricultural Lands
A variety of different agricultural BMPs will be implemented, ranging from livestock exclusion fencing to installation of
cover crops. In general monitoring to determine agricultural BMP effectiveness will include before and after
photographic documentation of site conditions, vegetative cover and diversity assessments and inspection of
streambank conditions before and after BMP installation. The EPA’s “Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Load”
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(STEPL) will be utilized to calculate sediment reduction achieved through streambank erosion control BMPs. Conducting
regular inventories (e.g., every 10 years) of agricultural lands in the Rifle River Watershed will help document landowner
participation in cost-share programs, evaluate overall progress and identify new resource concerns.
Monitoring for E. coli and other bacteria within the Rifle River Watershed should also be conducted regularly by the
District Health Department, MDEQ or other group as the presence of harmful bacteria presents a risk to human health.
In addition to agricultural lands, septic systems are another potential source of harmful bacteria.

8.4.4 Stormwater Runoff
The West Branch (2005) and Rose City (2013) stormwater assessments characterize each storm sewer drainage zone in
these communities and provide estimates of sediment and nutrient contributions from each drainage zone, but no
direct monitoring of stormwater runoff at storm sewer outfalls has been conducted to date. A better understanding of
actual concentrations and distribution of stormwater pollutants would help project partners identify drainage zones in
which to implement stormwater BMPs.
Monitoring of stormwater runoff should occur during or immediately after precipitation events. Parameters to monitor
would include flow, water temperature and water chemistry at the outfalls of major storm sewer systems. Specific water
chemistry parameters will be determined on a site specific basis, but will be based on previous research on urban runoff.
Both randomized and pre/post-monitoring at specific sites would help inform future stormwater management efforts.

8.4.5 Invasive Species
To determine the success of invasive species treatments, assessments of the density of individual invasive plants within
the project areas, extent of coverage, stem density and overall plant health will be collected before treatment, after
treatment, and after any required retreatment. Before and after photographs will also be taken at each invasive species
treatment site.
Completing regular invasive species inventories and encouraging the public to report invasive species locations is critical
to implementing an Early Detection—Rapid Response approach to invasive species treatment in the watershed. The
Huron Pines website includes a tool that watershed residents can use to report occurrences of invasive species
(http://www.huronpines.org/projectinfo.asp?pjt=rv&rid=22).

8.4.6 Other Monitoring Data
In addition to the project-specific monitoring described above, other metrics can be monitored throughout the
watershed to evaluate general watershed conditions and provide insight on temporal trends. Groups such as MDNR,
MDEQ and Michigan Trout Unlimited have collected temperature and biological data for many years. Continuing to
sample at fixed monitoring sites and expanding monitoring efforts to new sites will both provide value to the effort to
protect and restore the Rifle River Watershed.
Many aquatic organisms such as brook trout rely on cold and relatively stable water temperatures. Temperature
monitoring is a relatively easy aspect of collecting long-term and continuous water quality data. Michigan Trout
Unlimited and the MDNR have collected temperature data at about 24 locations in the Rifle River Watershed since 2000
(see map in Appendix E). Efforts such as this should continue and expand throughout the watershed. Adding ongoing
temperature data monitoring in the Rifle River Watershed is another low effort process that can increase understanding
of watershed function and help to detect water quality trends and concerns.
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There are many ways to monitor biological conditions in a river. Between the MDNR, MDEQ and Trout Unlimited, data
regarding the fish community has been fairly well represented. As a means to continue on the biological monitoring,
particularly for the purpose of inferring water quality, additional efforts to monitor aquatic macroinvertebrate
communities in the Rifle River Watershed would be highly beneficial.
A method that can feasibly be led and organized by volunteers, macroinvertebrate sampling can provide good baseline
data about the watershed, capture changes to the community and involve more watershed residents in management
activities. The Michigan Clean Water Corps (MiCorps) has developed a well-rounded training program and sampling
protocols to help volunteers gain proficiency with this activity.
One aspect to the MiCorps protocol is to also sample the physical habitat conditions at each site at least once every
three years. The collection of this physical habitat data helps depict changes in the condition at each sampling site and
can begin to show impacts from other sources such as increases in sediment or lack of woody material making its way
through the system. Each of these directly correlates to types and numbers of aquatic macroinvertebrates inhabiting the
sampling site.

8.5 Using the Monitoring Data
The writing of this plan and many of its implementation projects are collaborative efforts among Huron Pines, other
conservation organizations, resource agencies, local businesses and watershed residents. Monitoring of watershed
conditions and effectiveness of BMPs implemented as a result of the plan signify the next step for community
engagement in the watershed planning process. Watershed management plans are meant to be living documents and
monitoring helps define the direction of future iterations and updates to each plan.
Monitoring in a watershed allows more residents and river users to become involved in the collection of data, its
applicable uses and general oversight of watershed condition. That, in and of itself, is a valuable reason to increase
monitoring in all watersheds, but especially the Rifle River, with its connection to Saginaw Bay. The applicability of
monitoring data continues to grow as more agencies and organizations collaborate on projects and management
activities in the watershed.
Monitoring sediment load reductions will help depict the effectiveness of the plan and the ability of partners to achieve
the goals set forth therein. Watershed-wide efforts such as aquatic macroinvertebrate sampling and temperature
monitoring will help translate the story of water quality throughout the watershed. Efforts to fill data gaps created by
the temporal nature of standard monitoring by agencies like the MDNR and MDEQ will be particularly helpful.
Through sharing of watershed-wide and site specific monitoring data, communities and agencies will be able to gauge
the effectiveness of actions resulting from the watershed management plan. This information provides a basis for
discussion amongst various watershed stakeholders when it comes to analyzing the effectiveness of the plan and
identifying where gaps may exist, the likely group to fill those gaps and how information is being disseminated to the
broader Rifle River Watershed community.
What would benefit the entire watershed is a group that took “ownership” of knowing the plans and timing of each
monitoring activity. A volunteer group, such as a Rifle River Watershed Restoration Committee, would provide a perfect
clearinghouse of this information and be a venue for sharing resources, knowledge and data. Being the coordinating
body of volunteer monitoring, while also having knowledge of the agency work, will allow a local watershed group to
identify gaps in geography and timing.
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Table 8.1 Rifle River Watershed Monitoring Strategy
Monitoring Task

Related Criteria

Evaluate progress implementing the
Watershed Management Plan

Implementation progress

Evaluate progress implementing the
Information and Education strategy

Implementation progress

Update streambank erosion inventory
Update road/stream crossing inventory

Sediment
Nutrients
Sediment
Nutrients
Aquatic habitat connectivity

Update agricultural lands inventory

Sediment
Nutrients
Pathogens (bacteria)

Conduct a septic system inventory

Nutrients
Pathogens (bacteria)

Partners
Huron Pines
RRWTC
RRWRC
Huron Pines
RRWTC
RRWRC
Huron Pines
RRWRC
Huron Pines
RRWRC
Huron Pines
RRWRC
Conservation Districts
NRCS
Huron Pines
RRWRC
District Health
Department
Conservation Districts

Locations or Quantities

Frequency (next due)

-

Annually
(see Section 6.8 and Chapter 9)

-

Annually (see Chapter 7)

Rifle River corridor
West Branch Rifle River corridor

Every 10 years (2021)

Throughout the Rifle River Watershed

Every 10 years (2021)

Critical areas within the Rifle River
Watershed (see Figure 4.1)

Every 10 years (2022)

Riparian and lakeshore properties

As soon as possible

City of Omer
Skidway Lake Community

As soon as possible for
communities where no
assessment has been
conducted

Conduct stormwater assessments

Various NPS pollutants

Huron Pines
RRWRC
Private consultants

Report invasive species occurrences
(www.huronpines.org)
(http://www.misin.msu.edu)

Invasive species

Watershed residents
RRWRC

Throughout the Rifle River Watershed

Ongoing

Report point-source pollution issues
(www.huronpines.org)

Sediment
Nutrients
Oils and greases
Chemicals and fertilizers
Pathogens (bacteria)

Watershed residents
RRWRC

Throughout the Rifle River Watershed

Ongoing

Land cover/land use evaluation

Habitat condition
Various NPS pollutants

Huron Pines
Saginaw Bay RC&D
Colleges/universities

Throughout the Rifle River Watershed
but focusing on riparian zones, wetlands
and developing areas

Every 5 years, or as new land
cover/land use data becomes
available
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Monitoring Task
Review ordinance status of
communities in the watershed
Analysis of stormwater runoff
(discharge, temperature, sediment,
nutrients, heavy metals, pathogens,
oils, greases and other chemicals)

Fish community surveys
(community composition, detection of
invasive species, population and
growth estimates for game species,
status evaluation for species of special
conservation concern, etc.)

Related Criteria
Managerial BMPs
Various NPS pollutants
Riparian corridors/wetlands

Various NPS pollutants

Partners

Every 5 years (2017)

Private consultants
MDEQ

Five priority stormwater drainage zones
in West Branch, Rose City, Omer and the
Skidway Lake community (refer to the
West Branch and Rose City stormwater
assessments)

Five sites assessed within next
10 years

MDNR
Biological community health
Habitat condition
Invasive species
Proxy for water quality

Randomized sampling throughout the
Rifle River Watershed
MDEQ

Trout Unlimited

MDEQ

Biological community health
Proxy for water quality

Frequency (next due)

County, township and city government
units (see Objective 1.3 in Section 6.4)

Repeat sampling at fixed sites
(see locations mapped in Appendix E)

Habitat condition surveys
(riparian corridor vegetation, instream
habitat, substrate, flow characteristics)

Macroinvertebrate community surveys

Locations or Quantities

Huron Pines
Saginaw Bay RC&D
Colleges/universities

Trout Unlimited

Huron Pines
RRWRC

Repeat sampling at previous sites to
identify trends (see maps in Appendix E)
303(d) impaired waters (see Figure 3.15)
Coldwater streams – fill in gaps not
covered by agencies as funding allows
Pre/post project monitoring at fish
passage barrier removal project sites
Repeat sampling at previous sites to
identify trends (see maps in Appendix E)
303(d) impaired waters (see Figure 3.15)
Coldwater streams – fill in gaps not
covered by agencies as funding allows
Repeat sampling at previous sites to
identify trends (see maps in Appendix E)
Pre/post project monitoring at priority
road/stream crossing improvement sites
to help evaluate BMP effectiveness
(See Huron Pines QAPP for Northern
Saginaw Bay Restoration Initiative)
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Continue monitoring three
years on, three years off to
understand temporal trends
Continue sampling random
locations to better understand
watershed conditions
Every five years
(years ending in xxx4 and xxx9)

As often as funding allows

Every five years
(years ending in xxx4 and xxx9)

As many sites and as often as
funding allows

Subset of projects, at least 1
site per year (see Figure 3.1
and 2011 inventory data)
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Monitoring Task
Water chemistry sampling
(sediment, nutrients, heavy metals,
oils, greases and other chemicals)

Related Criteria

Various NPS pollutants
Point-source pollutants

Partners

MDEQ

Sampling for pathogens
Health Department

Geomorphological monitoring
(stream longitudinal profiles and cross
sections)

Aquatic habitat connectivity
Habitat condition
Hydrology
Instream transport of sediment
and woody debris

Huron Pines
RRWRC
Trout Unlimited
USFWS
Private consultants

Streambank erosion monitoring
(bank pins, vegetative analysis)

Sediment
Nutrients

Huron Pines
RRWRC
Riparian landowners

Huron Pines
RRWRC
Trout Unlimited
Private consultants
Conservation Districts

Locations or Quantities
Repeat sampling at previous sites to
identify trends (see maps in Appendix E)
303(d) impaired waters (see Figure 3.15)
Upstream/downstream comparisons at
urban areas, waste water treatment
facilities, heavily agricultural areas
Beaches along Saginaw Bay shoreline
Throughout watershed, as funding allows
Pre/post project monitoring at priority
road/stream crossing improvement sites
to help evaluate BMP effectiveness
(See Huron Pines QAPP for Northern
Saginaw Bay Restoration Initiative)
All dam removal project sites
Pre/post project monitoring at priority
streambank stabilization project sites
along the mainstream Rifle River to help
evaluate effectiveness of installed BMPs
(See Huron Pines QAPP in Appendix F)

Frequency (next due)
Every five years
(years ending in xxx4 and xxx9)

As funding allows
Subset of road/stream crossing
projects, at least 1 site per year
(see Figure 3.1 and 2011
inventory data)
All dam removal project sites (5
total sites over next 10 years)
Subset of projects, at least 2
sites per year (see Figure 3.3
and 2011 inventory data)

Every project location – road/stream
crossing improvement, streambank
stabilization, invasive species treatment,
wetland restoration, agricultural BMPs
installed, stormwater BMPs installed,
small dam removal
(See Huron Pines QAPP in Appendix F)

Before and after every
structural BMP is implemented
Timelines and quantify of
photos will depend on type of
BMP implemented (generally
one year prior to installation,
during installation, and again
one year after installation)

Pre/post project photography

Sediment
Nutrients
Invasive species
Habitat condition

Opinion surveys
(awareness of watershed
protection/restoration efforts and
events, satisfaction with goals and
objectives of the Rifle River WMP,
approval of chosen strategies to
achieve those objectives and goals)

Implementation of the WMP
Effectiveness of I&E strategy
Public engagement in watershed
management activities
Gaps in technical assistance
Gaps in financial assistance

Huron Pines
RRWRC
Conservation Districts
Saginaw Bay RC&D
Private consultants

Watershed residents throughout the
Rifle River Watershed but with emphasis
on riparian landowners, river users and
farmers in priority areas (see Figure 4.1)
Project partners and community leaders

At minimum once every five
years (e.g., 2017, 2022)

Financial review
(Is implementation of the WMP on
pace with the estimated costs?)

Gaps in financial assistance

Huron Pines
RRWTC

-

Compare expected and actual
costs of WMP implementation
at minimum every three years
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Chapter 9 — Sustainability

9.1 Existing Structure
9.2 Watershed Organization
9.3 Local Partners
9.4 Opportunities and Funding Sources for a Long-Term
Implementation Strategy
9.5 Next Steps

CHAPTER 9
OBJECTIVES:
What watershed organizations
and partnerships are already in
place?
What roles do the various
watershed stakeholders play in
implementing the WMP?
What funding opportunities
exist to support implementation
of the WMP?
How can partners build local
capacity to help achieve the
goals and objectives of the
WMP?
What technical and financial
gaps exist and how what
strategies are suggested for
filling these gaps in order to
successfully implement the Rifle
River WMP?
EPA 9 Elements in this Chapter:

d

e

Chapter 9 (pages 9-2 to 9-13)
discusses long-term strategies
for maintaining the watershed
conservation effort. Table 9.1 on
pages 9-5 to 9-9 includes partner
roles and contact information.
Table 9.2 (page 9-10) lists
potential funding sources. Table
9.3 (page 9-13) lists gaps and
strategies for overcoming them.
Section 9.5.1 (pages 9-11 and 912) discusses ways to increase
public participation in watershed
management activities.

Sustainability
This Rifle River Watershed Management Plan provides a holistic framework
that resource professionals and community leaders can use to achieve water
quality and land use objectives that will help restore and protect our
freshwater resources. However, the plan achieves nothing if it is not
implemented. Meeting the stated goals and objectives will depend on longterm commitment and collaboration among local governments, organizations,
businesses and citizens to overcome a variety of technical, financial and
sociopolitical challenges. Thus it is important to identify early on who will
implement the plan and how implementation will be funded so that gaps
between needs and available resources can be identified and addressed. It is
also important to periodically evaluate progress in implementing the
Watershed Management Plan and to adapt to changes as necessary.
Continuous evaluation is a critical component of any sustainable watershed
management plan because it determines 1) whether actions and tasks are
being completed on schedule (discussed here and in Section 6.8) and 2)
whether completed actions and tasks are achieving the desired outcome of
enhancing or protecting the quality of our natural resources (see Chapter 8:
Methods of Measuring Progress). Progress should be monitored throughout
the process of implementation to track project successes and identify setbacks.
Publicizing successful results helps to build and maintain support from project
partners and local communities, while regular solicitation of public feedback
and assessments on the technical efficacy of adopted Best Management
Practices facilitates the early detection and remediation of problems. Through
an adaptive management approach, adjustments can be made as necessary to
increase the success, efficiency and support of future projects implemented
under the watershed management plan.
The plan itself is not a static document. It will need to be reviewed and updated
periodically as tasks are completed, as new resource concerns emerge, as
partnerships and funding opportunities evolve, and as our understanding of
appropriate best management practices develops.
Finally, completing on-the-ground restoration deliverables outlined in the plan
is important but does not in itself constitute a sustainable solution for
watershed protection. Conservation organizations and resource agencies have
a role to play in coordinating large-scale restoration projects, but it will be up
to local leadership, driven by the values, land use decisions and behaviors of
individual watershed residents to sustainably maintain high-quality resources
in the Rifle River Watershed in the long term. This topic is discussed in greater
detail below and in Chapter 7: Information & Education.
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9.1 Existing Structure
The primary responsibility for developing and maintaining the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan currently lies
with Huron Pines through funding from the US EPA GLRI program. Additionally, significant technical input has been and
will continue to be provided by the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee (RRWTC).
In the foreseeable future, Huron Pines and the RRWTC will coordinate to ensure that the watershed management plan is
being implemented. The RRWTC, composed of federal, state and local resource professionals and committed watershed
residents, will continue to meet quarterly to evaluate progress of the plan, participate in the process of selecting specific
projects, and suggest revisions to the plan’s objectives, timeline or appropriate methods/best management practices as
necessary. Huron Pines and partners will encourage the development of a local watershed group that will ideally take on
the leadership role for Rifle River Watershed restoration, education and monitoring efforts in the future.
With the assistance of many project partners, Huron Pines has already secured funding and has begun to implement
parts of the plan, taking a lead role on various completed and pending on-the-ground restoration projects. Huron Pines
will continue to pursue funding to lead large-scale restoration projects, but the scope of the watershed management
plan is beyond the capacity of any single organization. Therefore the long-term commitment and the continued
collaboration among various project partners, including individual watershed residents, will be crucial to the successful
realization of the goals and objectives laid forth in the watershed management plan.

9.2 Watershed Organization
The Rifle River Watershed Restoration Committee (RRWRC) was formed in the mid-1990s to complete resource
inventories and hands-on restoration projects. The RRWRC excelled at leading on-the-ground restoration projects for
more than a decade, but its momentum slowed for various reasons and as of 2013 the RRWRC was no longer actively
meeting. Several organizations and individuals in the watershed are currently working to rebuild the RRWRC through
development of a sustainable organizational structure and recruitment of new volunteers.
The RRWTC continues to meet quarterly and has been the primary forum for discussing progress and discussing partner
responsibilities and technical concerns regarding implementation of the watershed management plan. However, the
RRWTC itself does not have the capacity to fulfill the required on-the-ground restoration, outreach and monitoring
objectives. Development of a strong RRWRC composed of dedicated local residents and representatives willing to take
on the implementation responsibilities of the plan has been identified as a top priority. Therefore great emphasis will be
placed on future efforts to engage and educate local residents, businesses, community leaders and other organizations
to build capacity and sustainability for long-term watershed protection. Chapter 7, Information & Education provides
more details regarding an outreach strategy.

9.3 Local Partners
Many agencies and organizations have already been actively involved with watershed management activities in the Rifle
River Watershed prior to the development of the Rifle River Watershed WMP. Such activities include on-the-ground
restoration projects, environmental education, implementing planning and zoning ordinances and placing land under
permanent protection from development. With a formal watershed management plan in place, the door is open for
greater collaboration among agencies, organizations, businesses and watershed residents, which will give focus to and
strengthen the overall effort to restore and protect freshwater resources in the Rifle River Watershed and beyond. A list
of partners with contact information, appropriate partner roles and relevant objectives is included in Table 9.1.
Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
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9.4 Opportunities and Funding Sources for a Long-Term Implementation Strategy
Successful implementation of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan will depend on the continued collaboration
of numerous project partners, the acquisition of funding from a variety of federal and non-federal sources, and the
efficient use of time, money and other limited resources. An important first step is to identify the projects that will
achieve the highest conservation impact and long-term benefits.

9.4.1 Project Selection Process
A sound project prioritization process starts with a comprehensive understanding of resource issues throughout the
watershed. This has been accomplished by project partners through various monitoring efforts and the completion of
recent watershed-wide natural resource inventories for road/stream crossings, streambank erosion, invasive species,
agricultural land use and small dams across the Rifle River Watershed (see Chapter 3). These inventories are being used
to objectively prioritize potential projects based on the severity and context of identified problem sites (see Chapter 4).
Huron Pines and project partners also utilize a Geographic Information System (GIS) to identify critical areas within the
watershed (see Chapter 4). These critical areas are defined based on various ecological criteria, with emphasis given to
tracts of publicly owned land, areas within riparian zones and zones that contain species of special conservation concern
or that fall within identified wildlife corridors. Resource inventory data and maps of critical areas help determine priority
areas in which to focus landowner outreach efforts. The ability to objectively justify the selection of specific projects
tends to increase the level of support garnered from partners, funders and watershed residents. It also increases the
likelihood that projects will lead to positive results that are ecologically meaningful.
The Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee will continue to meet quarterly and can provide technical guidance to
project partners during the project selection process, particularly for major types of projects. Huron Pines also
administers a region-wide Project Mega List – a tool for prioritizing restoration projects throughout Northeast Michigan.

9.4.2 Partner Roles
The amount and variety of projects that will need to be completed to achieve the goals and objectives of the Rifle River
Watershed Management Plan will require the involvement of many project partners. Ongoing communication will be
necessary to ensure that aspects of the plan are not overlooked. Table 9.1 includes an alphabetical listing of current and
potential project partners, their contact information and the specific objectives from the Action Plan (Section 6.4) that
best fit the roles and technical expertise of each partner agency or organization. This information is a quick guide for
determining which partners may be able to offer assistance for particular objectives, but the full implementation of the
plan will depend on ongoing collaboration and communication among partners and the engagement, education and
participation of individual landowners, agricultural producers and other resource users in the Rifle River Watershed.
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Table 9.1 Partner Roles and Contact Information
Agency/
Organization
Chambers of
Commerce

Contact Information
Prescott - Skidway Lake Area Chamber
of Commerce
2777 Greenwood Rd
Prescott, MI 48756
Phone: 989/873-4150

Partner Roles
- Connect watershed residents to
outreach/education material and
sources of assistance

Relevant
Objectives
3.2

- Promote watershed events

Rose City – Lupton Area Chamber of
Commerce
301 S Bennett Street
Rose City, MI 48654
Phone: 989/685-2936
Email: info@rosecityluptonchamber.com

City Department of
Public Works

Conservation
Districts

West Branch Area Chamber of
Commerce
422 West Houghton Avenue
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/345-2821
Fax: 989/345-9075
Email: president@wbacc.com
http://www.wbacc.com/
Rose City
P.O. Box 279
410 North Williams St
Rose City, MI 48654
Phone: 989/305-7986
http://rosecitymi.org/
West Branch
121 N 4th St
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/345-0408
Email: publicworks@westbranch.com
www.westbranch.com/
Arenac County
4490 W. M-61
Standish, MI 48658
Phone: 989/846-9662
Fax: 989/846-9641
www.arenacconservationdistrict.com/
Ogemaw County
240 W Wright St
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/343-0923
http://www.ogemawcd.org/

- Assist with implementation and
ongoing maintenance of urban
stormwater BMPs

1.9

- Manage city infrastructure in a
manner consistent with BMPs for
environmental protection

- Develop and distribute
outreach/educational material
- Link landowners with sources of
assistance and other resources
- Provide technical assistance to
landowners to improve land
stewardship practices

1.1
1.2
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.15
1.17
2.2

- Help recruit volunteers for project
implementation
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Agency/
Organization
Cooperative Weed
Management Areas
(CWMAs)

County Road
Commissions

District Health
Departments

Contact Information
Northeast Michigan CWMA
Jennifer Muladore
Ecologist
Huron Pines
4241 Old US 27 South, Suite 2
Gaylord, MI 49735
989-448-2293 ext. 31
Jennifer@huronpines.org
www.huronpines.org
Saginaw Bay CWMA
James Iaquinta
Invasive Species Coordinator
Saginaw Conservation District
jim291893@gmail.com
Arenac County Road Commission
116 Bridge St
Omer, MI 48749
Phone: 989/653-2411
Ogemaw County Road Commission
1250 S. M-33
P.O. Box 157
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/345-0234
Fax: 989/345-2337
Email: OCRC@OgemawCRC.org
http://www.ogemawcrc.org/
Standish Office (Arenac County)
3727 Deep River Rd
Standish, MI 48658
Phone: 989/846-6541
Fax: 989/846-0431
http://www.cmdhd.org/main.htm

Partner Roles
- Coordinate partner efforts to
effectively manage invasive species

Relevant
Objectives
2.1

- Link landowners with sources of
assistance and other resources to
manage invasive species
- Raise funding and administer projects
to treat invasive species

- Design, permitting and installation of
road/stream crossing BMPs

1.7
1.8

- Help conduct septic system outreach
program

1.14

- Water quality monitoring

West Branch Office (Ogemaw County)
630 Progress Street
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/345-5020
Fax: 989/343-1899
http://www.dhd2.org/index.php/home
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Agency/
Organization
Huron Pines

Contact Information
Gaylord (Northeast Michigan)
4241 Old US 27 South, Ste 2
Gaylord, MI 49735
Phone: 989/448-2293
Email: info@huronpines.org
www.huronpines.org

Partner Roles
- Fundraising and grant administration
- Complete resource inventories
- Coordinate on-the-ground restoration
projects
- Assist with landowner
outreach/education efforts
- Help recruit volunteers for project
implementation
- Facilitate meetings, tours, and
educational/volunteer events

Land Conservancies

Headwaters Land Conservancy
110 S Elm Avenue
Gaylord, MI 49735
Phone: 989/731-0573
Fas: 989/731-0577
http://www.headwatersconservancy.org/

-Develop and maintain the Rifle River
Watershed Management Plan
- Work to put conservation easements
in place

Relevant
Objectives
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.15
1.16
1.18
2.1
2.2
2.4
2.5

2.3
2.4
2.5

- Develop outreach and educational
material
- Organize conservation events

Local Businesses

Saginaw Basin Land Conservancy
P.O. Box 222
Bay City, MI 48707
Phone: 989/891-9986
Fax: 989/891-9987
Email: comments@sblc-mi.org
www.sblc-mi.org
Various

- Assist with identification of critical
areas by inventorying invasive species
and species of conservation concern

- Adopt urban stormwater BMPs

1.6
1.9

- Help educate river users and other
members of the public on land
stewardship
- Sponsor and/or help promote
watershed restoration projects and
volunteer events
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Agency/
Organization
Local Units of
Government

Michigan
Agriculture
Environmental
Assurance Program
(MAEAP)

Michigan
Department of
Agriculture and
Rural Development
(MDARD)

Michigan
Department of
Environmental
Quality
(MDEQ)
Michigan
Department of
Natural Resources
(MDNR)

Contact Information
Rose City
P.O. Box 279
410 North Williams St
Rose City, MI 48654
Phone: 989/685-2103
Fax: 989/685-3137
http://rosecitymi.org/
West Branch
121 N 4th St
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/345-0500
Fax: 989/345-4390
www.westbranch.com/
MAEAP
Phone: 517/373-9797
Email: mda-esd-maeap@michigan.gov
www.maeap.org

Michigan Department of Agriculture &
Rural Development
P.O. Box 30017
Lansing, MI 48909
http://www.michigan.gov/mdard

Saginaw Bay District Office
401 Ketchum St, Ste B
Bay City, MI 48708
Phone: 989/894-6200
Fax: 989/891-9237
http://www.michigan.gov/deq
Various divisions/offices
www.michigan.gov/dnr
Rifle River Recreation Area
2550 Rose City Rd
Lupton, MI 48635
Phone: 989/473-2258

Partner Roles
- Implement watershed focused land
use planning and policies

Relevant
Objectives
1.3
1.9
3.2

- Implement urban stormwater BMPs
and incorporate LID
- Connect watershed residents to
outreach/education material and
sources of assistance
- Promote watershed events

- Educate landowners on land
stewardship BMPs
- Provide technical assistance to
agricultural landowners
- Verify MAEAP certifications through
MDARD
- Link agricultural landowners to
resources that enable them to adopt
land stewardship BMPs

1.11
1.12
1.13
1.17

1.11
1.12
1.13
1.17

- Provide technical assistance to
agricultural landowners
- Provide technical assistance to
partners to help implement integrated
pest management
- Oversee project permitting
- Help conduct septic system outreach
program
- Water quality monitoring

- Collaborate with partners on
conservation projects on state lands
- Provide technical guidance

1.4
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.14
1.4
1.5
1.6
2.4

- Help to educate river users and other
members of the public
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Agency/
Organization
Natural Resources
Conservation
Service (NRCS)

Private Consultants

Saginaw Bay RC&D

Contact Information
Standish (Arenac County)
4490 W. M-61
Standish, MI 48658
Phone: 989/846-4566
Fax: 989/846-9641
West Branch (Ogemaw County)
240 W. Wright
West Branch, MI 48661
Phone: 989/345-5470
Fax: 989/345-4010
Various

Standish (Saginaw Bay Watershed)
P.O. Box 747
Standish, MI 48658
Phone: 989/450-0567
Email: saginawbay@aol.com
http://www.saginawbayrcd.org/

Partner Roles
- Provide technical assistance for
landowners to improve land
stewardship practices on agricultural
properties
- Offer cost-share programs to
participating landowners

- Conduct hydrologic and morphologic
studies for design
- Design road/stream crossings and
stormwater BMPs and small dam
removal projects
- Fundraising and grant administration
- Facilitate meetings, tours, and
educational/volunteer events
- Conduct, coordinate and
communicate research

Relevant
Objectives
1.1
1.2
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.15
1.17

1.4
1.8
1.9
1.18

1.2
1.4
1.5
1.15
1.16
2.1
2.2

- Help recruit volunteers for project
implementation

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

Alpena Conservation Office (Lake Huron)
480 W Fletcher Street
Alpena, MI 49707
Phone: 989/356-5102
Email: alpena@fws.gov
www.fws.gov/midwest/alpena/

-Link landowners to resources
- Provide information and technical
assistance regarding small dam
removal projects, fish passage issues,
invasive species and species of
conservation concern

1.8
1.18
2.5

Shiawassee National Wildlife Refuge
Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program
6975 Mower Rd.
Saginaw, MI 48601
989/777-5930 ext 12
www.fws.gov/refuge/shiawassee
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9.4.3 Information on Funding Opportunities
Table 9.2 contains a budget summary, broken down by the funding required to meet each objective in the Action Plan
(Section 6.4), and includes a list of current and potential sources of project funding. The total amount of funding that will
be required to implement the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan is estimated to be $12,341,340. For structural
BMPs additional funding may be necessary for proper long-term maintenance and monitoring. Some project funding has
already been secured, while a large portion will need to be acquired over the next couple of years. Huron Pines and
other project partners will seek funding to complete large-scale projects and to increase local investment and
participation in watershed conservation activities.
Table 9.2 Funding Requirements and Sources for Implementing the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan
Objective

Funding required

Current/potential sources of funding

1.1
1.2

$596,275
$3,199

USDA Farm Bill Programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
USDA Farm Bill Programs, GLRI, 319 CWA

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

$90,000
$240,000
$1,583,925
$15,000
$460,000
$5,900,000

People and Land Grants, USDA Rural Development, GLRI
GLRI, 319 CWA, foundations
GLRI, 319 CWA, USDA Farm Bill Programs, foundations, landowner contributions
Foundations, local community organizations, canoe livery businesses
GLRI, USFWS, 319 CWA
GLRI, USFWS, 319 CWA

1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14

$775,000
$40,000
$150,750
$176,290
$650,000
$15,000

GLRI, foundations, 319 CWA
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA
USDA Farm Bill Programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
USDA Farm Bill Programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
USDA Farm Bill Programs, GLRI, 319 CWA
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA, USDA Rural Development

1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
2.1
2.2

$40,000
$10,000
$140,446
$500,000
$500,000
$50,000

Foundations, GLRI, USFWS, 319 CWA
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA
USEPA Pestwise Programs
USFWS, GLRI, MDNR, foundations
USFWS, GLRI, MDNR, foundations
GLRI, foundations

2.3
2.4
2.5
3.2
TOTAL:

$180,000
$15,000
$40,000
$20,000

Private funding, GLRI, 319 CWA
Foundations, GLRI, 319 CWA
Foundations, Audubon Society, The Nature Conservancy
Foundations, MDNR, local sponsors
$12,190,885

9.5 Next Steps
Now that a Rifle River Watershed Management Plan has been developed it must be made accessible, actively promoted
and endorsed by relevant project partners, local communities, and watershed residents and businesses. Quarterly
meetings of the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee will provide an initial forum for sharing the plan with project
partners and discussing plan objectives, partner roles, funding concerns and opportunities for collaboration.
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Once a committed partnership has formally adopted the watershed management plan a number of tasks must be
completed to support implementation. Such tasks include fundraising, project selection and design, identification and
execution of partner roles and responsibilities, outreach and education, project monitoring and regular
evaluation/revision of the plan itself.
It will be challenging but necessary for project partners to stay actively committed to the project. To sustain this focus
will require regular communication among partners and the formalization of a watershed group that can facilitate this
communication and provide project leadership to execute implementation. It will also require that gaps between
resource needs and availability be identified and adequately addressed.

9.5.1 Capacity Building
The capacity to carry the watershed management plan through to completion relies on a strong foundation of active and
engaged partners and guidance from organized leadership. Currently, the Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee is
best poised to guide implementation of the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan. Quarterly RRWTC meetings have
been facilitated by Huron Pines and attended by resource professionals, watershed residents and representatives from
local businesses since 2012. Continuing these quarterly RRWTC meetings is important for monitoring plan progress,
generating technical assistance, sharing watershed updates, maintaining focus and consistency among partners and
discussing roles and responsibilities. However, funding opportunities and partnerships evolve over time and the RRWTC
may not always be available to oversee the Rifle River Watershed Management Plan.
Reenergizing the Rifle River Watershed Restoration Committee, or developing a new locally-driven committee, would
help build capacity to implement the WMP. A formal watershed group, once established, could become the primary
driver for organizing on-the-ground projects, outreach efforts and project monitoring events.
The watershed management plan will be presented to local communities and to relevant agencies and organizations.
Significant effort should also be made to share information and resources among regional organizations, non-traditional
partners and individual landowners and businesses. Formal adoption of the plan among many project partners will
encourage a focused effort to coordinate on projects and will promote a more efficient sharing of resources. Finally,
engaging watershed youth and adults to educate people and get them more interested in the natural environment and
its protection will inspire them to adopt new values and sustainable land use practices and behaviors.
A combination of strategies will need to be used to involve the public in watershed protection. The first step is to engage
people to educate them about the watershed and opportunities to get outside and enjoy their natural resources. The
best way to ensure people make good stewardship decisions is for them to develop their own personal connection with
the watershed and so great effort should be made to encourage and facilitate the development of these values among
individuals. Education and outreach mechanisms may include distribution of printed flyers and brochures, installation of
interpretive and river etiquette signage, presentations and demonstrations for both youth and adults audiences, hosting
workshops and trainings, offering opportunities to become involved as project volunteers, and inviting members of the
public to larger events such as a watershed summit (see Chapter 7).
Huron Pines has experience building local capacity in Northeast Michigan and in identifying projects that benefit and
engage local communities in addition to improving our natural resources. For example, Huron Pines began treating
invasive phragmites for the City of Alpena, but then provided training to their Department of Public Works staff, who
now have a better idea of why invasive plants are a regional threat and ways they can help protect their area of the
watershed against these plants. These efforts also relate to a longer riverscape plan that is currently being implemented
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within the City Limits of Alpena. Tying watershed management plan objectives in with other local plans will help sustain
future conservation efforts.
In the Rifle River Watershed and throughout Northeast Michigan Huron Pines is working with county road commissions
to replace undersized and/or misaligned road/stream crossing structures to reduce erosion and restore aquatic habitat
connectivity. Through working with Huron Pines on road/stream crossing projects many county road commissions are
now taking initiative to incorporate ecological aspects into new projects on their own. Likewise, Huron Pines is
collaborating with communities like West Branch and Rose City on stormwater management projects and now
community leaders are taking their own steps to maintain and encourage implementation of stormwater best
management practices.
Huron Pines also helped organize the Sturgeon Pigeon Area Watershed Network (SPAWN). SPAWN is a newly-formed
coalition of local and regional partners interested in enhancing the Pigeon and Sturgeon rivers and the surrounding lands
that make up their watersheds. This group is an effort to get citizens involved in long-term watershed protection and
serves as a vehicle for community members to provide input and leadership for future conservation projects. To help
facilitate community engagement, SPAWN has created a Community Conservation Calendar where conservation-related
volunteer events and workshops offered by many local conservation organizations can be viewed in one place. Huron
Pines is gradually shifting leadership of the group to its local constituents, who will eventually have autonomy for the
watershed group. Developing a similar group (e.g., Rifle River Watershed Restoration Committee) to guide plan
implementation and engage community members in the Rifle River Watershed will be an important strategy for
conveying the importance of taking action to improve watershed health.

9.5.2 Technical and Funding Resource Gaps
As of the end of 2013, more than 10% of the total estimated funding required to implement the plan was already
secured or pledged through a combination of federal and non-federal grants, donations of supplies and in-kind services
from local communities and businesses, and landowner contributions from completed cost-share programs. It is
anticipated that most or all of the required funding to meet the listed objectives can be acquired from various sources
over the next several years, as outlined in Table 9.2.
In Table 9.1, project partners are identified along with areas of technical expertise they can offer to implement each
objective listed in the Action Plan (see section 6.3). Technical roles and fundraising responsibilities will be defined in
greater detail at future Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee meetings, and through direct communication among
project partners. By securing funding from sources listed in Table 9.2, project partners will be well poised to implement
the objectives listed in the Action Plan to restore impaired areas and protect freshwater resources in the Rifle River
Watershed. The other part of the puzzle will be getting local watershed residents involved with protecting their natural
resources sustainably, which is discussed in Chapter 7.
A variety of project partners and funding avenues have been identified to support the implementation of each objective
in the Action Plan. There are, however, gaps that must be filled to ensure successful implementation of all aspects of the
Rifle River Watershed Management Plan. These needs are summarized in Table 9.3 along with suggested strategies for
overcoming them.
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Table 9.3 Resource Gaps and Recommended Strategies
Gap

Strategy

Sustainable leadership for plan implementation

Development of a Rifle River Prosperity Network (business plan) to
promote the high quality resources in the watershed and to strengthen
local communities and economies will provide additional guidance to
watershed management activities.
See Chapter 8, Table 8.1

Project monitoring gaps
Outreach and education gaps

Access to project sites on private lands

Maintenance of installed BMPs

Formalize leadership responsibilities concerning oversight of the
watershed management plan. Currently, the Rifle River Watershed
Technical Committee serves as the de facto watershed organization for
monitoring plan progress and facilitating discussion among partners.
Either solidify the role of the RRWTC in managing plan oversight, or shift
these responsibilities to another organization, such as the Rifle River
Watershed Restoration Committee or a specific project partner.

See Chapter 7, Table 7.1
Many potential project sites occur on privately owned lands. This is
particularly true for implementation of agricultural BMPs and potential
invasive species, streambank erosion and small dams project sites.
Eliminating this gap will depend on targeted outreach to landowners in
priority conservation areas and where high-priority resource concerns
exist. Funding will need to be secured, through federal and non-federal
grants, to support outreach and education efforts necessary to engage
these landowners and to provide cost-share opportunities.
It is anticipated that the required partners and funding will be available to
implement the BMPs listed in the Action Plan (Section 6.3). However,
additional funding and partner commitment will be required to maintain
structural BMPs such as tree-revetments, greenbelts, rain gardens,
stormwater treatment units, invasive species treatment sites and others.
To maintain urban stormwater structures, city DPWs will need to develop
ongoing maintenance plans. Local community officials and conservation
organizations can collaborate to maintain stormwater structures.
Volunteer help may be available to help maintain rain gardens through
groups such as the high school FFA and/or Master Gardeners Program.
For projects on private lands, writing maintenance provisions into
partnership agreements can increase the success and longevity of
streambank erosion control BMPs, invasive species treatments and
agricultural stewardship projects.
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Conserving the Forests, Lakes and Streams of Northeast Michigan

4241 Old US 27 South, Suite 2, Gaylord, Michigan 49735 ● (989) 448-2293 ● www.huronpines.org ● info@huronpines.org

MEETING SUMMARY
Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee Meeting
September 23, 2014
10:00am – 12:00pm
West Branch Community Center, West Branch, MI

In Attendance: Andrea Ania – USFWS; Charlie Bauer – MDEQ; Dick Bott – Watershed Resident; Sarah Brokus –
Huron Pines AmeriCorps; John Carroll – Watershed Resident; Eric Cowing – MDNR; Ned Caveney – Huron Pines
Board Member, Watershed Resident; Dick Dell – Saginaw Bay RC&D; Janice Golda – Troll Landing Campground &
Canoe Livery; Richard Inman – Huron Pines Ambassador, Watershed Resident; Josh Leisen – Huron Pines; David
Neal – Ann Arbor Chapter of Trout Unlimited; Huron Pines Ambassador; Matt Pollard – Watershed Resident, Huron
Pines Ambassador; Kathrin Schrouder – MDNR
Meeting called to order at 10:05 am by Josh Leisen
1. Josh Leisen, Huron Pines Watershed Project Manager, addressed the group with updates on Huron Pines
projects happening in the Rifle River Watershed in 2014:
o

Stormwater management: A custom designed stormwater treatment unit has been installed to
treat the largest storm sewer drainage zone in Rose City. Huron Engineering & Surveying, Inc. was
contracted to design this unit—a mechanical oil and grit separator—and Wilson Trucking and
Excavating LLC out of Hale, MI was hired to install the structure. The Rose City DPW has committed
to maintain the new structure as necessary, which includes periodically removing trapped pollutants
from the unit via vacuum truck and transporting them to the wastewater treatment facility. The
stormwater treatment unit is now treating stormwater runoff from more than 113 acres of
commercial and residential Rose City with estimated pollutant load reductions of nearly 13 tons of
sediment, 600 pounds of nitrogen and 100 pounds of phosphorus each year in addition to a
decrease in the amount of thermal pollution, oils and greases, litter and other pollutants entering
Houghton Creek. To celebrate the Rose City Stormwater Project, Huron Pines will be hosting a public
ribbon cutting ceremony at the project site in Rose City at 10am on October 11, 2014. Coffee and
snacks will be provided and Huron Pines staff will talk about the project and its partnership.

o

Road/stream crossings: Five road/stream crossing improvement projects are getting completed in
the watershed this year. The Prior Creek/Esmond Road (OG31) crossing was improved by the
Ogemaw County Road Commission in July and they will be replacing the structures at Prior
Creek/Campbell Road (OG30) and Wilkins Creek/Campbell Road (OG27) in October, 2014. Huron
Pines worked with the Arenac County Road Commission to replace the Fritz Creek/Fritz Road (AR19)
crossing in July and this fall the road commission will replace the undersized culvert at site AR20,
where an unnamed tributary to the Rifle River crosses under Townline Road. In addition, plans are in
place to replace the Houghton Creek/Flynn Road (OG23) crossing with a timber bridge in summer
2015. Collectively these six sites will reconnect more than 22 miles of upstream aquatic habitat and
will significantly reduce sediment and other pollutant loading to these streams.
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o

Streambank restoration: Huron Pines and partners installed 2,050 feet of double-row tree
revetment on the Rifle River in 2014. Tree revetments were coupled with native plantings at most of
the streambank stabilization sites and the streambank was physically resloped with heavy
equipment at one of the sites on the West Branch Rifle River. The 2014 streambank stabilization
projects will reduce sediment loading to the river channel by more than 350 tons per year, based on
calculations using the USEPA’s Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Load (STEPL). The
streambank erosion stabilization project sites were primarily on private lands in 2014, in contrast to
last year’s projects, which focused heavily on MDNR-managed properties.

o

Instream Habitat: 14 fish and wildlife habitat structures (large woody debris) were installed along a
2,500 foot reach of the Rifle River within the Rifle River Recreation Area in June 2014.

o

Agricultural BMPs: Huron Pines, with a lot of assistance from the Arenac Conservation District, is
working with several agricultural producers to plant cover crops and implement other agricultural
BMPs on approximately 300 acres in the watershed. Huron Pines looks forward to continuing this
type of work in future years.

2. Sarah Brokus, Huron Pines AmeriCorps member, provided a recap of this year’s Huron Pines volunteer
events and other outreach and education efforts.
o

May 23: Rain Garden Planting Work Day – Volunteers and City of Rose City staff helped plant two
rain gardens in Rose City Park. The plants are doing great and the gardens now help filter overland
stormwater runoff from an area of approximately 1 acre. They also add to the aesthetic appeal of
the park and are attracting pollinators and other wildlife.

o

June 28: Instream Habitat Placement – Volunteers worked with Huron Pines to install large woody
habitat structures for fish and wildlife in the Rifle River at the Rifle River State Recreation Area.
These structures were made from dead ash trees and will provide cover for fish and other wildlife.

o

July 12: Rifle River Streambank Stabilization – Nearly 30 volunteers, including members of the Ann
Arbor and William B. Mershon chapters of Trout Unlimited and friends and family of the property
owner, helped install 450 feet of double-row tree revetment along one of the most severe
streambank sites to on the Rifle River. Approximately 1,500 native willow and dogwood saplings
were planted along and above the bank for additional streambank stability. The event also served as
a memorial to Carlos Fetterolf, Jr and the landowner provided an impressive barbeque lunch.

o

Sept. 6: West Branch Rifle River Streambank Stabilization – Volunteers helped install 400 feet of
double-row tree revetment on September 6. The landowner contributed expenses and labor to
physically reshape the bank to a 1:3 slope prior to installation of the revetment. Native grass seeds
were planted at the site and Huron Pines staff will return later this fall to install bare-root saplings in
the riparian area.

o

Watershed signage: The Ogemaw and Arenac county road commissions installed watershed
boundary signage at 15 sites where county roads enter the watershed. Additionally, 17 river
etiquette signs access signs were installed at public and private access sites along the Rifle River.
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o

Outreach: Huron Pines AmeriCorps members, Ambassadors and staff gave a number of
presentations to youth and adult audiences in the watershed in 2014, including river model
demonstrations at Surline Elementary School and the Ogemaw County Fair. Presentations have also
been given to groups such as Kiwanis and Optimus clubs and watershed tours were provided to local
legislators and project funders. Huron Pines, Arenac Conservation District and Saginaw Basin Land
Conservancy are also meeting with watershed landowners about resource concerns and site visits
like these have generated much of the on-the-ground restoration work that is getting accomplished.

3. Josh Leisen summarized the purpose, organization and content of the updated Rifle River Watershed
Management Plan. An electronic copy of the Plan was distributed as an email attachment along with this
meeting summary. Charlie Bauer (MDEQ) suggested creating a distilled version (or versions) of the plan to
distribute to responsible partners and the general public. Huron Pines plans to pursue this by creating and
distributing condensed summary versions of the Plan to watershed partners and residents in 2015. A copy of
the Rifle River Watershed Plan has been submitted to MDEQ for review. Members of the Technical
Committee and interested watershed residents are encouraged to review the Plan and forward comments
to josh@huronpines.org (989.448.2293 ext. 16) before January 22, 2015.
January 22, 2015 is a tentative date for the next Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 12:00pm.
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MEETING SUMMARY
Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee Meeting
January 22, 2015
11:30am – 12:30pm
West Branch City Hall, West Branch, MI

In Attendance: Ned Caveney – Huron Pines Board Member, Watershed Resident; Donita Charron – Ogemaw
Conservation District; Dick Dell – Saginaw Bay RC&D; Abigail Ertel – Huron Pines; Tiffany Foco – Saginaw Bay RC&D;
Janice Golda – Troll Landing Campground & Canoe Livery; Dawn Hergott – Arenac Conservation District; Jim Hergott
– Saginaw Bay RC&D; Richard Inman – Watershed Resident, Huron Pines Ambassador; Josh Leisen – Huron Pines;
David Neal – Ann Arbor Chapter of Trout Unlimited, Huron Pines Ambassador; Matt Pollard – Watershed Resident,
Huron Pines Ambassador; Donna Protasiewicz – Arenac Conservation District; Mieka Rueger – NRCS
Rifle River Restoration Committee meeting was held from 10am-11:30am.
Rifle River Watershed Technical Committee meeting called to order at 11:30am by Josh Leisen, Huron Pines.
1. Josh Leisen, Huron Pines Watershed Project Manager, addressed the group with updates on the Rifle
River Watershed Management Plan and restoration projects planned for 2015:
o

Rifle River Watershed Management Plan: A full draft of the Rifle River Watershed Management
Plan was shared with the RRWTC on September 23, 2014 and made available through
www.huronpines.org. Comments on that draft were provided by Charlie Bauer (MDEQ), other
technical partners and members of the community and have been incorporated into the latest draft.
Notable changes from the previous draft include substantial additions to the historical monitoring
summary, an expansion of the wetlands discussion and adjustments to the some of cost estimates
provided in the Action Plan. The plan was submitted to MDEQ to review for final approval on
January 16, 2015. Once the plan is officially approved groups working to implement parts of the plan
will become eligible to apply for Clean Water Act Section 319 funding. The Rifle River Watershed
Management Plan is meant to be updated periodically and comments on the plan will continue to
be accepted.

o

Road/stream crossings: Five road/stream crossing improvement projects were completed in the
watershed this year, reconnecting over 17 miles of upstream aquatic habitat and reducing inputs of
sediment and other pollutants from the roadway and from streambank erosion caused by the old
undersized or misaligned culverts. The sites improved in 2014 were: OG27 Wilkins Creek/Campbell
Road; OG30 Prior Creek/Campbell Road; OG31 Prior Creek/Esmond Road; AR19 Fritz Creek/Fritz
Road and AR20 Unnamed tributary/Townline Road. Huron Pines will be managing two additional
road/stream crossing projects in 2015—installation of a timber bridge at site OG23 Houghton
Creek/Flynn Road and replacement of an undersized and perched culvert at OG12 Andrews
Creek/Heath Road with an appropriately sized and aligned structure. Huron Pines has secured most
of the funding to complete these projects and has submitted applications for our remaining funding
needs through the MDNR-Aquatic Habitat Grants Program and the USFWS-Fish Passage Program.
We expect to have a decision on both of those grant opportunities in April or May of 2015.
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o

Stewardship projects: Huron Pines met with the landowners at a large erosion site on the main
stem Rifle River in Ogemaw County (Site #34 from the 2011 streambank erosion inventory). Huron
Pines will be working with the landowner and project volunteers to install a double-row tree
revetment along the toe of the eroding slope and to install native plants at the top of the bank. The
volunteer event is tentatively scheduled for Saturday, June 27, 2015. Huron Pines has funding from
Great Lakes Commission—Great Lakes Restoration Initiative to work with other landowners on
streambank stabilization projects on the Rifle River in 2015 and 2016. Huron Pines also has funding
to continue working with landowners to install agricultural BMPs and treat invasive species
throughout the Northern Saginaw Bay Watershed in 2015.

2. Abigail Ertel, Huron Pines Kirtland’s Warbler Coordinator, provided information and answered questions
about the Rifle River Prosperity Network project:
o

Huron Pines was awarded a grant from Saginaw Bay Watershed Initiative Network (WIN) to lead a
project that will better link the Rifle River Watershed’s economy and natural resources. Huron Pines
will engage both watershed businesses and resource professionals to develop a network of partners.
This network will identify long-term goals, develop a memorandum of understanding and administer
a mini-grants program to help local businesses put plans into action. The Conservation Fund, a
national organization, will provide professional training to members of the Rifle River Prosperity
Network. The project begins in March 2015 and the network will hold 6 official meetings over an
18-month period. Huron Pines will be meeting one-on-one with partners and potential Network
participants over the next several weeks.

September 25, 2015 was proposed as a tentative date for the next official Rifle River Watershed Technical
Committee meeting. Huron Pines will remain in contact with the Technical Committee through the summer via
electronic project updates and will participate in upcoming Rifle River Restoration Committee meetings.
The Huron Pines annual meeting will be at Treetops Resort in Gaylord, MI, from 10:00am-12:30pm on Saturday,
February 28, 2015. Please visit www.huronpines.org or call (989) 448-2293 x21 to RSVP or for more information. Our
speakers this year will include a keynote address by Jon Allan, Director of the Office of the Great Lakes and a guest
presentation by Kendra J. Briechle, Senior Training Associate with The Conservation Fund's Conservation Leadership
Network. Both will discuss how economy and environment intertwine in the Great Lakes region and how that affects
conservation in Northeast Michigan.
Meeting adjourned at 12:30pm.
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Appendix B – Inventory Data Sheets and Public Opinion Survey Form
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Great Lakes Road Stream Crossing
Inventory Instructions
5/6/2011

This protocol was developed, reviewed, and tested by the following organizations:
U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Michigan DNR, Wisconsin DNR, Huron
Pines, Conservation Resource Alliance, Michigan Technological University, and road
commissions.
Funding for development and testing was provided by the U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service, and The Nature Conservancy.
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Great Lakes Stream Crossing Inventory Instructions
This document is a guide to completing the Stream Crossing Data Sheet (2/28/11 version).
Careful attention to this guidance will ensure consistent crossing assessments, which is critical
for identifying problems and prioritizing remediation.

Equipment Check List






















Maps with crossing locations
Stream crossing data sheets (or electronic data recorder)
Clip board
Pens/pencils
GPS Unit
Tape measure (100 ft)
Survey pins
Folding rule (6 ft)
Survey rod (16 ft telescoping)
Hand level
Camera w/ extra batteries
Compass
Flow meter (or floating object, such as an orange and a stop watch)
Waders, hip boots, wading shoes
Safety vests
Traffic cones
Brush clearing tools
Hardhat
Safety glasses
Flashlight or headlamp
First aid kit

Safety
Streams can be hazardous places to work, so take care to sensibly evaluate risks before you begin
to survey stream crossings. These surveys will work best with two people to make measurements
easier, but also to provide help if needed.
Crews should be aware of road and traffic safety when parking their vehicles and crossing over
the road for measurements. Take measurements carefully and estimate if necessary. Avoid
wading into even small streams at high flows, pools of unknown depths, or scaling steep and
rocky embankments. There are usually ways to make effective estimates of structure dimensions
without risking harm. Using an accurate laser rangefinder is one way to measure with less risk.
Other approaches include measuring culvert lengths over the top of the roadway instead of
through the structure, and measuring an approximate pool width from the roadway, aligning ends
of the tape measure with the outside edges of the pool perpendicular to the road.
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Clean Your Equipment
The following simple precautions will help prevent the spread of invasive species among survey
sites. Follow this protocol between every site, but be particularly careful when moving among
watersheds.
1. Inspect your equipment and remove any aquatic plants, animals, and mud.
2. Using a jug of clean tap water, rinse all equipment that was in contact with stream water,
including flow meters, tape measures, rulers, and waders.
3. Drain water from all equipment.
4. At the end of the day, store all equipment where it will dry thoroughly before the next
field trip.

Instructions for Filling Out Data Sheet
The following instructions are organized in the same order as the data sheet. The single most
important piece of guidance in this document is to completely fill out the data sheet at each
site. After a survey is complete, it can be difficult to determine whether a blank field means that
the item was not assessed, or whether it was not applicable. Instead of leaving a blank, record
“NA” for items that you assessed, but were not present or applicable.
All length measurements should be made in feet and recorded to the nearest 0.1 foot. Do not
record inches, even for measurements that are less than one foot. For example, record 0.5 feet
instead of 6 inches. Measurements longer than 20 feet may be rounded to the nearest foot if you
are not confident in the precision of the measurement (e.g., when you have to lay the tape over
the road when measuring the length of a culvert).
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General Information
Site ID: Record the Site ID from the watershed map.
Stream Name: Record the name of the stream, generally relying on names from U.S. Geological
Survey topographic maps. Use “Unnamed” if the waterway is not named, or “Unknown” if you
are not sure. If a different local name exists, record it in parentheses.
Road Name: Record the name or number of the road. If the road does not have a name, use
“Unnamed” or describe the road, like “Connor’s Driveway” or “Dirt road off Hwy 23”.
Name of Observer(s): Record full names or first initials and last names of survey crew.
Date: Record the date that the site was surveyed (in the form mm/dd/yy).
GPS Waypoint: Record waypoint name/number from the GPS (Global Positioning System)
unit. It is convenient to use the Site ID as the GPS waypoint. Record the position as close to the
middle of the road above the structure as is safely possible.
Set your GPS unit to:
 Map Datum = WGS84
 Location Format = hddd.ddddd (decimal degrees)
 On a Garmin unit, Set INTERFACE FORMAT = GARMIN
 Time: TIME ZONE=CENTRAL, DAYLIGHT SAVINGS = AUTO
GPS Lat/Long: Record coordinates in decimal degrees for the waypoint from the GPS unit.
Record all decimal places (do not round).
County: Record the name of the county where the crossing is located.
Township/Range/Section (Optional): If you are unable to record GPS coordinates, record the
township, range, and section where the crossing is located.
Adjacent Landowner Information: Record any relevant information about adjacent
landowners, such as name or contact information.
Additional Comments: Record any additional relevant site information.
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Crossing Information
Crossing Type: Circle the type of stream crossing structure that is present (see descriptions and
photos below). If “Culvert(s)” is circled, indicate the number the culverts present. Provide a
description for “Other”. If the crossing is too wide to measure at the inlet or outlet, or if it is too
dangerous, estimate the width from the top of the crossing. In the following instructions, the term
“structure” is used as a general term for the crossing structure, which may be any of the
following.
Culvert - Culverts are the most common type of
crossing. They are available in pipe, arch or box
designs. They may be constructed of plastic, metal or
concrete. If there are multiple culverts at the crossing,
record measurements for the primary culvert (Culvert
#1) in the “Crossing Information” section. The
primary culvert is the one that carries the most stream
flow. Number the additional culverts from left to
right, facing downstream, in your site sketch and
record their characteristics in the “Multiple
Culverts/Spans” box.
Bridge - Bridges can span the entire stream width (“a
clearspan bridge”) or they may have multiple spans
with support columns located in the stream. If there
are multiple spans, number them from left to right,
facing downstream, in your site sketch and record
their characteristics in the “Multiple Culverts/Spans”
box.
Ford - Fords are low-water crossings where vehicles
drive across the streambed. Gravel, rocks or concrete
planks may be added to the streambed to help support
traffic.

Dam - A dam is a barrier constructed across a
waterway to control the flow or raise the level of
water.
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Structure Shape: Circle the term that best describes the shape of the structure.
Round

Pipe Arch – similar to a round pipe, but
bottom is flattened.

Square/Rectangle – typically concrete, with
floor (may be covered with natural stream
substrate).

Open Bottom Square/Rectangle – the walls
of the crossing are buried and the stream
bottom is undisturbed.

Open Bottom Arch – the walls of the
crossing are buried and the stream bottom
is undisturbed.

Ellipse – oval or “squashed pipe”.
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Inlet Type: Circle the term(s) that best describe the inlet (upstream end) of the crossing
structure.
Projecting – end of culvert protrudes from
embankment.

Apron – extension of culvert floor beyond end
of pipe.

Mitered – end of culvert cut at an angle,
usually sloping back toward road

Wingwall – concrete, gabion, masonry, or
timber walls that are built out at angles from
the inlet (Circle 10-30 or 30-70 degrees from
parallel with culvert walls).

Headwall – concrete, gabion (wire mesh filled
with rocks), masonry, or timber wall built
around inlet.

Trash Rack – mesh cover or gate over inlet to
prevent floating debris from entering culvert.
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Outlet Type: Circle the term(s) that best describe the outlet (downstream end) of the crossing
structure.
At Stream Grade – bottom of culvert is at or
below the elevation of the stream bed.

Cascade over Riprap

Freefall onto Riprap

Outlet Apron – extension of culvert floor
beyond end of pipe.

Freefall into Pool
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Structure Material: Is the structure made out of metal, concrete, plastic, or wood?
Substrate in Structure: Is there natural stream bed material in the structure? If so, is it mostly
sand, gravel, rock, or a mixture of particle sizes?
General Condition: Is the structure in new, good, fair, or poor condition?
Plugged: A crossing may be plugged by beaver activity, debris washed downstream, or by manmade barriers such as rock piles (often to raise upstream water levels). Estimate the percentage
of structure that is plugged to the nearest 20% and indicate whether the material is mostly in the
inlet, outlet, or inside the structure. Indicate location of plugged area on site sketch.
Crushed: Estimate the percentage of the structure that is crushed to the nearest 20% and indicate
whether the crushed area is mostly at the inlet, outlet, or inside the structure. Indicate location of
crushed area on site sketch.
Rusted Through: Record whether or not the structure is rusted through. Indicate location of rust
on site sketch. Surface rust that is not causing structural failure should not be noted here, but can
be used in evaluation of general condition.
Structure Interior: Record whether the interior of the crossing is smooth or corrugated.
Structure Length: Measure the structure length to the nearest 0.1 foot (see diagram in Road
Information section). If a culvert has mitered ends, measure the length at the bottom. The
structure length can be measured by stretching the tape across the road surface. If the crossing is
large enough to walk through, the measurement can also be taken there, but do not put yourself
in any dangerous situations.
Structure Width: Measure the structure width to the nearest 0.1 foot. If the crossing is too wide
to measure at the inlet or outlet, or if it is too dangerous, estimate the width from the top of the
crossing. If there are multiple culverts or bridge spans at a crossing, record their dimensions
separately in the “Multiple Culverts/Spans” box.
Structure Height: Measure the structure height to the nearest 0.1 foot. For bottomless
structures, height is measured from the streambed to the ceiling of the structure. For structures
with bottoms, height is measured from the floor to the ceiling, including the depth of substrate, if
present. If the water is too deep to wade, use the survey rod to measure from the top of the
crossing.
Structure Water Depth: Measure the structure water depth to the nearest 0.1 foot at both the
inlet and outlet of the structure. If the water depth varies in the section of the structure you can
reach at each end, find the structure cross section with the shallowest maximum depth and record
the deepest point at this cross section. If you can walk through the structure safely, find the
structure cross section from the entire length that has the shallowest maximum depth and record
the deepest point at this cross section. The depth at this point is the limiting depth for fish
passage. If the water is too deep to wade, use the survey rod to measure from the top of the
crossing.
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Perch Height: If the crossing is perched (outlet elevated above downstream water surface),
measure the vertical distance from the downstream water surface to the bottom of the stream
crossing structure to the nearest 0.1 foot interval. If the crossing is not perched, circle NA.

Embedded Depth of Structure: Measure the depth of streambed substrate to the nearest 0.1
foot just inside the inlet and outlet of the structure. If the depth appears to vary substantially, take
multiple measurements and record the average.
Structure Water Velocity: If you have a current meter, measure the water velocity at the inlet
and outlet of the structure. If the maximum water depth is less than 0.4 feet, measure the velocity
at the midpoint of the water depth at the deepest point. If the maximum water depth is greater
than 0.4 feet, measure the velocity at 0.2 feet above the substrate at a few points that are deeper
than 0.4 feet and record the lowest velocity.
If you do not have a current meter, drop an orange, bobber, or other floating object into the
water at the inlet of the crossing and time how long it takes to float through the structure.
Calculate the velocity by dividing the length of the structure by the time it took the item to float
through the structure. Be sure to retrieve the item floated through the culvert.

Structure
Height

Structure Width

Structure Water Depth
Embedded Depth
of Structure
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Stream Information
Stream Flow: Circle the term which best describes the stream flow conditions during the survey.
(See definition of bankfull flow in the Riffle Information section.)


None – The streambed is dry and there is no water flow.



< ½ Bankfull – The stream channel is less than half filled with water.



< Bankfull – The stream channel is more than half filled with water, but is not full.



= Bankfull – Water has filled completely filled the stream channel, but is not flowing
onto the floodplain.



> Bankfull – Water had filled the stream channel and is flowing onto the floodplain.

Scour Pool: If the stream channel is
noticeably wider and deeper directly below the
crossing than in other sections of the stream,
this is a scour pool that is created by high
velocity water during high flow events. If a
scour pool is present, measure its length and
width to the nearest 0.1 foot. If the length and
width cannot be measured due to water depth
or other reasons, the length and width can be
estimated from the crossing. If the crossing
does not have a scour pool, record “NA”.

Upstream Pond: If the stream channel is
noticeably wider directly above the crossing
than in other sections of the stream, this is a
pond that is created by a crossing structure that
is too small or set at a higher elevation than the
natural stream bed.
If an upstream pond is present, measure its
length and width to the nearest 0.1 foot. If the
length and width cannot be measured due to
water depth or other reasons, the length and
width can be estimated from the crossing. If
the crossing does not have an upstream pond,
record “NA”.
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Riffle Information
Riffles are sections of natural stream channels that have relatively shallow and fast flowing water
compared to other sections of the stream. In most streams, the substrate in a riffle is composed of
larger particles (e.g., gravel or cobbles) than other sections of the stream. Measurements of
stream channel and flow characteristics at a “reference riffle” are used to describe the most
challenging conditions that fish face in natural reaches of the stream. While the channel width in
riffles can range from narrow to wide, you should choose a narrow riffle for this assessment. The
bankfull (defined below) channel width in a narrow riffle is used as a standard for evaluating
whether the crossing structure is wide enough to carry high stream flows without creating
unnaturally high water velocities.
Choose a reference riffle that is far enough from the crossing that its characteristics are not
affected by the crossing. This may be as little as 50 feet from the crossing on a very small stream
or as much as several hundred feet on a large stream or river. You may select a reference riffle
that is upstream or downstream of the crossing. Some streams have relatively constant depths
and velocities, and do not have any distinct riffle sections. In this type of stream, focus on
selecting a narrow reference reach. Once you have identified a suitable reference riffle, make the
following measurements:
Bankfull Width: Measure the bankfull width of the stream, perpendicular to the direction of
flow, to the nearest 0.1 foot. Bankfull width is the channel width at the point where water has
filled the principal stream channel and just begins to flow onto the active floodplain. Most
streams only fill their bankfull channels about once per year. The point that defines the edge of
the bankfull channel is typically defined by a sharp transition from a vertical or sloping bank to a
horizontal floodplain. Woody vegetation rarely grows in the bankfull channel, although tree roots
may be exposed below the bankfull elevation.

Image credit: Stream Corridor Restoration: Principles, Processes, and Practices, 10/98, by the Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working
Group (FISRWG).
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Wetted Width: Measure the wetted width of the stream, perpendicular to the direction of flow,
to the nearest 0.1 foot. Wetted width is the distance between the edges of the water at the time of
the measurement.
Stream Depth: Measure the water depth from the streambed to the water surface to the nearest
0.1 foot. Select a location that represents the average stream depth.
Stream Water Velocity: If you have a current meter, measure the water velocity at the deepest
point of the riffle. If the water depth is less than 0.4 feet, measure the velocity at the midpoint of
the water depth. If the water depth is greater than 0.4 feet, measure the velocity at 0.2 feet above
the substrate.
If you do not have a current meter, drop an orange, bobber, or other floating object into the
water at the head of the riffle and time how long it takes to float to the bottom of the riffle.
Calculate the velocity by dividing the length of the riffle by the time it took the item to float that
distance. Be sure to retrieve the item floated down the stream.
Dominant Substrate: Circle the word the best describes the material on the bed of the reference
riffle.


Cobble – baseball-sized or larger rocks



Gravel – rocks between the size of a pinhead and a baseball



Sand – particles are smaller than a pinhead and feel gritty between fingers



Silt – very fine particles that don’t stick together



Clay – very fine particles that stick together



Organics – decomposing plant material



Bedrock – solid slabs of rock
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Road Information
Road Type: Circle the word that best describes the road owner. Provide a description for Other.
Road Surface: Circle the type of road surface present. Options include: Paved (blacktop or
cement), Gravel (rotten granite or crushed rock), Sand, and Native Surface (native soil without
any additions, other than sand).
Condition: Rate the condition of the road surface as good, fair, or poor.
Road Width at Culvert (ft): Measure and record the width of the road to the nearest 0.1 foot.
Measure the road width from the outside edge of one road shoulder to the outside edge of the
other shoulder. The road shoulder ends, and the ditch (or crossing embankment) begins, when
the surface starts to slope away from the road.
Location of Low Point: Record whether the lowest point on the road surface that is in the
vicinity of the crossing is where the stream passes under it or offset some distance from the
stream.
Runoff Path: Does the grading of the road near the crossing indicate that runoff from the road
runs along the road or into the ditch?
Embankment: Measure fill depth and estimate embankment slope at both ends of the crossing
structure as follows:
Fill Depth (ft): Measure and record the depth of road fill above the crossing (i.e. from the top of
the culvert to the surface of the road) to the nearest 0.1 foot. The simplest way to record this
measurement is to use a survey rod and hand level, which requires two people. First, both people
stand on level ground a few feet away from each other. The person with the hand level takes a
reading on the survey rod – this is measurement A. Then one person goes to one end of the
culvert and places the base of the rod on the top of the culvert. The other person stands on the
road surface and reads the level height of the rod with the hand level – this is measurement B.
Fill depth = B-A. See diagram below.
Embankment Slope: Visually estimate the slope of the embankments. A slope ratio of 1:2
means 1 foot of vertical drop for every 2 feet of horizontal distance.
Approaches are the sections of road that slope toward the crossing. Record the following
characteristics for the left and right approaches facing downstream.
Length: Measure, pace or otherwise estimate the distance from the structure to the top of the
slope leading down towards the structure. This is the distance that water would drain down the
road to the structure.
Slope: Measure slope using the hand level and rod. Use measurement A as above.
Measurement B is some distance away along the approach, ideally at the top of the approach or a
distance sufficient to represent the average slope. Slope = (A-B)/horizontal distance.
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Ditch Vegetation: None – ditch has been recently graded and is bare of vegetation.
Partial – ditch has some vegetation and some bare, eroding places.
Heavy – ditch is fully vegetated or rip-rapped with no signs of erosion.

Road width

A
B
Fill depth

Structure Length
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Erosion Information
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Location of Erosion: Record the location of each distinct eroding area using the terms in the
diagram below. Left and right are facing downstream. The road approach extends to where it no
longer slopes toward the crossing. Road shoulders are considered part of the road or approach,
not the ditch. The boundary between an embankment and a ditch is generally where the slope
and/or material of the grading changes.

Left
downstream
Left downstream ditch embankment

Left
approach

Right
approach

Road at
crossing

Right
upstream
embankment

Right upstream ditch
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Left
upstream
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Left upstream ditch

Right
downstream
embankment Right downstream ditch

Erosion Dimensions: Measure the length, width and depth of eroded areas to the nearest 0.1
foot.
Eroded Material Reaching Stream: For each eroded area, circle “Yes” or “No” to indicate
whether the eroded material appears to be reaching the stream.
Material Eroded: Indicate soil type(s) which best describes the eroded sediment. Options
include: “Sand”, “Silt”, “Clay”, “Gravel”, “Loam”, “Sandy Loam”, and “Gravelly Loam”.
If there is erosion occurring, can corrective actions be installed? Circle “Yes” or “No” to
indicate whether there are any corrective actions that can be installed to address the erosion
problems. In the “Erosion Notes” section, provide more detail on the correction action options.
Extent of Erosion: Circle the word that best describes the overall extent of erosion near the
crossing.
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Photos
Take digital photos of the inlet, outlet, road approaches (left and right), upstream conditions,
downstream conditions, and any other important site characteristics. Example Photos:
Inlet

Outlet

Upstream Conditions

Downstream Conditions

Left Approach

Right Approach
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Summary Information
Would you consider this a priority site? Why is it a priority? Is fish passage and/or erosion the
main problem? Provide overall comments about the function and condition of the crossing.
Would you recommend a future visit to this site? Are there any characteristics that appeared
to be significant, but were difficult to measure? What kind of follow-up would you recommend?
Were any non-native invasive species observed at the site? Record the names of any invasive
species you observe. If you are not sure about a species identification, take a picture or save a
specimen.

Site Sketch
Draw an overhead sketch of crossing. Be sure to mark North on the map and to indicate the
direction of flow. Include major features documented on form, such as erosion sites, multiple
culverts, scour pool, impounded water, etc. Here is an example:
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Appendix 1. Criteria for determining passability of road crossings by Wisconsin stream
fishes.
Passability = 0 (Most species and life stages cannot pass at most stream flows.)
The outlet of the structure is perched, or
The ratio of the structure water depth to the stream water depth is less than 0.1, or
The water velocity in the structure is greater than 3 ft/s during baseflow.
Passability = 0.5 (Some species and/or life stages cannot pass at most stream flows.)
The water depth in the structure is less than 0.2 feet, or
The water velocity in the structure is 2-3 ft/s during baseflow, or
The structure is longer than 30 ft and does not have natural substrate through its entire
length.
Passability = 0.9 (Barrier at high flows.)
The constriction ratio (structure width/bankfull stream width) is less than 0.5, or
There is a scour pool below the structure.
Passability = 1 (No passage problem.)
The outlet of the structure is not perched, and
The water depth in the structure is greater than 0.2 feet, and
The ratio of the structure water depth to the stream water depth is greater than 0.1, and
The water velocity in the structure is less than 2 ft/s during baseflow, and
The constriction ratio is greater than 0.5, and
There is no scour pool below the structure, and
The structure is longer than 30 feet and has natural substrate through its entire length, or
The structure is shorter than 30 feet and may not have natural substrate through its entire
length.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
WATER BUREAU
WATER RESOURCES PROTECTION
Filed with the Secretary of State on January 13, 2006
These rules become effective immediately upon filing with the Secretary of State unless
adopted under sections 33, 44, 45a(6), or 48 of 1969 PA 306. Rules adopted under these
sections become effective 7 days after filing with the Secretary of State.
(By authority conferred on the department of environmental quality by sections 3103 and
3106 of 1994 PA 451, MCL 324.3103 and 324.3106)
R 323.1041, R 323.1043, R 323.1044, R 323.1050, R 323.1053, R 323.1055, R 323.1057,
R 323.1060, R 323.1062, R 323.1064, R 323.1065, R 323.1069, R 323.1082, R 323.1090,
R 323.1092, R 323.1096, R 323.1097, R 323.1100, R 323.1105, R 323.1116, and
R 323.1117 of the Michigan Administrative Code are amended as follows:
PART 4. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
R 323.1041 Purpose.
Rule 41. The purpose of the water quality standards as prescribed by these rules is to
establish water quality requirements applicable to the Great Lakes, the connecting waters,
and all other surface waters of the state, to protect the public health and welfare, to
enhance and maintain the quality of water, to protect the state’s natural resources, and to
serve the purposes of Public Law 92-500, as amended, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq., Part 31,
Water Resources Protection, of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act,
1994 PA 451, as amended, MCL 324.3101 to 324.3119, and the Great Lakes water quality
agreement enacted November 22, 1978, and amended in 1987. These standards may not
reflect current water quality in all cases. Water quality of certain surface waters of the state
may not meet standards as a result of natural causes or conditions unrelated to human
influence. Where surface waters of the state may have been degraded due to past human
activities and attainment of standards in the near future is not economically or technically
achievable, these standards shall be used to improve water quality. These standards are
the minimum water quality requirements by which the surface waters of the state shall be
managed.

R 323.1043 Definitions; A to L.
Rule 43. As used in this part:
(a) "Acceptable daily exposure (ADE)" means an estimate of the maximum daily dose of a
substance that is not expected to result in adverse noncancer effects to the general human
population, including sensitive subgroups.
(b) "Acceptable wildlife endpoints" means subchronic and chronic endpoints that affect
reproductive or developmental success, organismal viability, or growth or any other endpoint
that is, or is directly related to, a parameter that influences population dynamics.
(c) "Acute-chronic ratio (ACR)" means a standard measure of the acute toxicity of a
material divided by an appropriate measure of the chronic toxicity of the same material
under comparable conditions.
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(d) "Adverse effect" means any deleterious effect to organisms due to exposure to a
substance. The term includes effects that are or may become debilitating, harmful, or toxic
to the normal functions of the organism. The term does not include nonharmful effects such
as tissue discoloration alone or the induction of enzymes involved in the metabolism of the
substance.
(e) "Agriculture use" means a use of water for agricultural purposes, including livestock
watering, irrigation, and crop spraying.
(f) "Anadromous salmonids" means trout and salmon that ascend streams to spawn.
(g) "Aquatic maximum value (AMV)" means the highest concentration of a material in the
ambient water column to which an aquatic community can be exposed briefly without
resulting in unacceptable effects, calculated according to the methodology specified in
R 323.1057(2). The AMV is equal to 1/2 of the tier I or tier II final acute value (FAV).
(h) "Baseline bioaccumulation factor" means, for organic chemicals, a BAF that is based
on the concentration of freely dissolved chemicals in the ambient water and takes into
account the partitioning of the chemical within the organism. For inorganic chemicals, the
term means a BAF that is based on the wet weight of the tissue.
(i) "Baseline bioconcentration factor" means, for organic chemicals, a BCF that is based
on the concentration of freely dissolved chemicals in the ambient water and takes into
account the partitioning of the chemical within the organism. For inorganic chemicals, the
term means a BCF that is based on the wet weight of the tissue.
(j) "Bioaccumulation" means the net accumulation of a substance by an organism as a
result of uptake from all environmental sources.
(k) "Bioaccumulation factor (BAF)" means the ratio, in liters per kilogram, of a substance’s
concentration in tissue of an aquatic organism to its concentration in the ambient water
where both the organism and its food are exposed and the ratio does not change
substantially over time.
(l) "Bioaccumulative chemical of concern (BCC)" means a chemical which, upon entering
the surface waters, by itself or as its toxic transformation product, accumulates in aquatic
organisms by a human health bioaccumulation factor of more than 1,000 after considering
metabolism and other physiochemical properties that might enhance or inhibit
bioaccumulation. The human health bioaccumulation factor shall be derived according to
R 323.1057(5). Chemicals with half-lives of less than 8 weeks in the water column,
sediment, and biota are not BCCs. The minimum BAF information needed to define an
organic chemical as a BCC is either a field-measured BAF or a BAF derived using the biotasediment accumulation factor (BSAF) methodology. The minimum BAF information needed
to define an inorganic chemical as a BCC, including an organometal, is either a fieldmeasured BAF or a laboratory-measured bioconcentration factor (BCF). The BCCs to
which these rules apply are identified in table 5 of R 323.1057.
(m) "Bioconcentration" means the net accumulation of a substance by an aquatic
organism as a result of uptake directly from the ambient water through gill membranes or
other external body surfaces.
(n) "Bioconcentration factor (BCF)" means the ratio, in liters per kilogram, of a
substance’s concentration in tissue of an aquatic organism to its concentration in the
ambient water in situations where the organism is exposed through the water only and the
ratio does not change substantially over time.
(o) "Biota-sediment accumulation factor (BSAF)" means the ratio, in kilograms of organic
carbon per kilogram of lipid, of a substance’s lipid-normalized concentration in tissue of an
aquatic organism to its organic carbon-normalized concentration in surface sediment in
situations where the ratio does not change substantially over time, both the organism and its
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food are exposed, and the surface sediment is representative of average surface sediment
in the vicinity of the organism.
(p) "Carcinogen" means a substance which causes an increased incidence of benign or
malignant neoplasms in animals or humans or that substantially decreases the time in which
neoplasms develop in animals or humans.
(q) "Chronic effect" means an adverse effect that is measured by assessing an
acceptable endpoint and results from continual exposure over several generations or at
least over a significant part of the test species’ projected life span or life stage.
(r) "Coldwater fishery use" means the ability of a waterbody to support a balanced,
integrated, adaptive community of fish species which thrive in relatively cold water, generally
including any of the following:
(i) Trout.
(ii) Salmon.
(iii) Whitefish.
(iv) Cisco.
(s) "Connecting waters" means any of the following:
(i) The St. Marys river.
(ii) The Keweenaw waterway.
(iii) The Detroit river.
(iv) The St. Clair river.
(v) Lake St. Clair.
(t) "Control document" means any authorization issued by the department to any source
of pollutants to surface waters of the state that specifies conditions under which the source
is allowed to operate.
(u) "Conversion factor" means the decimal fraction of a metal corresponding to an
estimate of the percent total recoverable metal that was dissolved in the aquatic toxicity
tests that were most important in the derivation of the tier I or tier II aquatic life value for that
metal.
(v) "Department" means the director of the Michigan department of environmental quality
or his or her designee to whom the director delegates a power or duty by written instrument.
(w) "Depuration" means the loss of a substance from an organism as a result of any
active or passive process.
(x) "Designated use" means those uses of the surface waters of the state as established
by R 323.1100 whether or not they are being attained.
(y) "Discharge-induced mixing" means the mixing of a discharge and receiving water that
occurs due to discharge momentum and buoyancy up to the point where mixing is
controlled by ambient turbulence.
(z) "Dissolved oxygen" means the amount of oxygen dissolved in water and is commonly
expressed as a concentration in terms of milligrams per liter.
(aa) "Dissolved solids" means the amount of materials dissolved in water and is
commonly expressed as a concentration in terms of milligrams per liter.
(bb) "EC50" means a statistically or graphically estimated concentration that is expected
to cause 1 or more specified effects in 50% of a group of organisms under specified
conditions.
(cc) "Effluent" means a wastewater discharge from a point source to the surface waters of
the state.
(dd) "Endangered species act (ESA)" means the endangered species act of 1973, as
amended, 16 U.S.C. §1531 et seq.
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(ee) "Endangered or threatened species" means Michigan species that have been
identified as endangered or threatened pursuant to section 4 of the endangered species act
and listed in 50 C.F.R. §17 (2000).
(ff) "Fecal coliform" means a type of coliform bacteria found in the intestinal tract of
humans and other warm-blooded animals.
(gg) "Final acute value (FAV)" means the level of a chemical or mixture of chemicals that
does not allow the mortality or other specified response of aquatic organisms to exceed
50% when exposed for 96 hours, except where a shorter time period is appropriate for
certain species. The FAV shall be calculated under R 323.1057(2) if appropriate for the
chemical.
(hh) "Final chronic value (FCV)" means the level of a substance or a mixture of
substances that does not allow injurious or debilitating effects in an aquatic organism
resulting from repeated long-term exposure to a substance relative to the organism’s
lifespan, calculated using the methodology specified in R 323.1057(2).
(ii) "Fish consumption use" means the ability of a surface water of the state to provide a
fishery for human consumption that is consistent with the level of protection provided by
these rules.
(jj) "Food chain multiplier (FCM)" means the ratio of a BAF to an appropriate BCF.
(kk) "Harmonic mean flow" means the number of daily flow measurements divided by the
sum of the reciprocals of the flows.
(ll) "Human cancer value (HCV)" means the maximum ambient water concentration of a
substance at which a lifetime of exposure from either drinking the water, consuming fish
from the water, and conducting water-related recreation activities or consuming fish from
the water and conducting water-related recreation activities will represent a plausible upper
bound risk of contracting cancer of 1 in 100,000 using the exposure assumptions and
methodology specified in R 323.1057(4).
(mm) "Human noncancer value (HNV)" means the maximum ambient water concentration
of a substance at which adverse noncancer effects are not likely to occur in the human
population from lifetime exposure through either drinking the water, consuming fish from the
water, and conducting water-related recreation activities or consuming fish from the water
and conducting water-related recreation activities, using the exposure assumptions and
methodology specified in R 323.1057(4).
(nn) "Industrial water supply" means a water source intended for use in commercial or
industrial applications or for noncontact food processing.
(oo) "Inland lake" means a surface water of the state that is an inland body of standing
water situated in a topographic depression other than an artificial agricultural pond that is
less than 1 acre, unless otherwise determined by the department. The department may
designate a dammed river channel or an impoundment as an inland lake based on aquatic
resources to be protected.
(pp) "Keweenaw waterway" means the entire Keweenaw waterway, including Portage
lake, Houghton county.
(qq) "Lake Superior basin-bioaccumulative substances of immediate concern (LSB-BSIC)"
means substances identified in the September 1991 binational program to restore and
protect the Lake Superior basin, including all of the following:
(i) 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD).
(ii) Octachlorostyrene.
(iii) Hexachlorobenzene.
(iv) Chlordane.
(v) Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane (DDT) and metabolites.
(vi) Dieldrin.
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(vii) Toxaphene.
(viii) Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
(ix) Mercury.
(rr) "LC50" means a statistically or graphically estimated concentration that is expected to
be lethal to 50% of a group of organisms under specified conditions.
(ss) "Linearized multistage model" means a conservative mathematical model for cancer
risk assessment. The model fits linear dose-response curves to low doses. The model is
consistent with a no-threshold model of carcinogenesis.
(tt) "Loading capacity" means the greatest amount of pollutant loading that a water can
receive without violating water quality standards.
(uu) "Lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL)" means the lowest tested dose or
concentration of a substance that results in an observed adverse effect in exposed test
organisms when all higher doses or concentrations result in the same or more severe
effects.
(vv) "Lotic" means surface waters of the state that exhibit flow.

R 323.1044 Definitions; M to W.
Rule 44. As used in this part:
(a) "Maximum acceptable toxicant concentration (MATC)" means the concentration
obtained by calculating the geometric mean of the lower and upper chronic limits from a
chronic test. A lower chronic limit is the highest tested concentration that did not cause the
occurrence of a specific adverse effect. An upper chronic limit is the lowest tested
concentration which did cause the occurrence of a specific adverse effect and above which
all tested concentrations caused such an occurrence.
(b) "Mixing zone" means the portion of a water body in which a point source discharge or
venting groundwater is mixed with the receiving water.
(c) "Natural water temperature" means the temperature of a body of water without an
influence from an artificial source or a temperature as otherwise determined by the
department.
(d) "New discharge" means any building, structure, facility, or installation from which there
is or may be a discharge of substances to the surface waters of the state, the construction
of which commenced after July 29, 1997.
(e) "No observed adverse effect level (NOAEL)" means the highest tested dose or
concentration of a substance that results in no observed adverse effect in exposed test
organisms where higher doses or concentrations result in an adverse effect.
(f) "Nonpoint source" means a source of material to the surface waters of the state other
than a source defined as a point source.
(g) "Octanol-water partition coefficient (Kow)" means the ratio of the concentration of a
substance in the n-octanol phase to its concentration in the aqueous phase in an
equilibrated 2-phase octanol-water system. For log Kow, the log of the octanol-water
partition coefficient is a base 10 logarithm.
(h) "Palatable" means the state of being agreeable or acceptable to the sense of sight,
taste, or smell.
(i) "Partial body contact recreation" means any activities normally involving direct contact
of some part of the body with water, but not normally involving immersion of the head or
ingesting water, including fishing, wading, hunting, and dry boating.
(j) "Plant nutrients" means the chemicals, including nitrogen and phosphorus, necessary
for the growth and reproduction of aquatic rooted, attached, and floating plants, fungi, or
bacteria.
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(k) "Point source" means a discharge that is released to the surface waters of the state by
a discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including any of the following from which
wastewater is or may be discharged:
(i) A pipe.
(ii) A ditch.
(iii) A channel.
(iv) A tunnel.
(v) A conduit.
(vi) A well.
(vii) A discrete fissure.
(viii) A container.
(ix) A concentrated animal feeding operation.
(x) A boat or other watercraft.
(l) "Public water supply sources" means the surface waters of the state at the point of
water intake as identified in the publication "public water supply intakes in Michigan," dated
December 9, 1999, and contiguous areas as the department determines necessary to
assure protection of the source.
(m) "Receiving waters" means the surface waters of the state into which an effluent is or
may be discharged.
(n) "Relative source contribution (RSC)" means the factor (percentage) used in calculating
an HNV to account for all sources of exposure to a contaminant. The RSC reflects the
percent of total exposure that can be attributed to surface water through water intake and
fish consumption.
(o) "Risk associated dose (RAD)" means a dose of a known or presumed carcinogenic
substance, in milligrams per kilogram per day, that, over a lifetime of exposure, is estimated
to be associated with a plausible upper bound incremental cancer risk equal to 1 in 100,000.
(p) "Sanitary sewage" means treated or untreated effluent that contains human metabolic
and domestic wastes.
(q) "Significant industrial user (SIU)" means either of the following:
(i) A nondomestic user subject to categorical pretreatment standards under 40 C.F.R.
§403 (1992) and 40 C.F.R. chapter I, subchapter N (1990).
(ii) A nondomestic user to which 1 of the following provisions applies:
(A) The user discharges an average of 25,000 gallons per day or more of process
wastewater to the publicly owned treatment works, excluding sanitary, noncontact cooling,
and boiler blowdown wastewater.
(B) The user contributes a process wastestream that makes up 5% or more of the
average dry weather hydraulic or organic capacity of the publicly owned treatment works.
(C) The user is designated as a significant industrial user by the control authority on the
basis that the user has a potential for adversely affecting the publicly owned treatment
works’ operation or for violating any pretreatment standard or requirement.
Upon a finding that a nondomestic user meeting the criteria in this subdivision has no
reasonable potential for adversely affecting the publicly owned treatment works’ operation
or for violating any pretreatment standard or requirement, the control authority may, at any
time, on its own initiative or in response to a petition received from a nondomestic user or
publicly owned treatment works, determine that a nondomestic user is not a significant
nondomestic user.
(r) "Slope factor" means the incremental rate of cancer development calculated using a
linearized multistage model or other appropriate model. It is expressed in milligrams per
kilogram per day of exposure to the chemical in question and is also known as q1*.
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(s) "Standard" means a definite numerical value or narrative statement promulgated by
the department to maintain or restore water quality to provide for, and fully protect, a
designated use of the surface waters of the state.
(t) "Subchronic effect" means an adverse effect, measured by assessing an acceptable
endpoint resulting from continual exposure for a period of time less than the time deemed
necessary for a chronic test.
(u) "Surface waters of the state" means all of the following, but does not include drainage
ways and ponds used solely for wastewater conveyance, treatment, or control:
(i) The Great Lakes and their connecting waters.
(ii) All inland lakes.
(iii) Rivers.
(iv) Streams.
(v) Impoundments.
(vi) Open drains.
(vii) Wetlands.
(viii) Other surface bodies of water within the confines of the state.
(v) "Suspended solids" means the amount of materials suspended in water and is
commonly expressed as a concentration in terms of milligrams per liter.
(w) "Threshold effect" means an effect of a substance for which there is a theoretical or
empirically established dose or concentration below which the effect does not occur.
(x) "Total body contact recreation" means any activities normally involving direct contact
with water to the point of complete submergence, particularly immersion of the head, with
considerable risk of ingesting water, including swimming.
(y) "Total maximum daily load (TMDL)" means an allowable pollutant loading to a surface
water of the state as defined in R 323.1207.
(z) "Toxic substance" means a substance, except for heat, that is present in sufficient a
concentration or quantity that is or may be harmful to plant life, animal life, or designated
uses.
(aa) "Uncertainty factor (UF)" means one of several numeric factors used in operationally
deriving criteria from experimental data to account for the quality or quantity of the available
data.
(bb) "Uptake" means the acquisition of a substance from the environment by an organism
as a result of any active or passive process.
(cc) "Venting groundwater" means groundwater that is entering a surface water of the
state from a facility, as defined in section 20101 of 1994 PA 451, MCL 324.20101.
(dd) "Warmwater fishery use" means the ability of a waterbody to support a balanced,
integrated, adaptive community of fish species which thrive in relatively warm water,
including any of the following:
(i) Bass.
(ii) Pike.
(iii) Walleye.
(iv) Panfish.
(ee) "Wasteload allocation (WLA)" means the allocation for an individual point source
which ensures that the level of water quality to be achieved by the point source complies
with these rules.
(ff) "Wastewater" means any of the following:
(i) Storm water runoff that could result in injury to a use designated in R 323.1100.
(ii) Liquid waste resulting from commercial, institutional, domestic, industrial, and
agricultural activities, including cooling and condensing waters.
(iii) Sanitary sewage.
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(iv) Industrial waste.
(gg) "Water quality value" means a tier I or tier II aquatic life or human health value or tier
I wildlife value developed under R 323.1057.
(hh) "Watershed" means the geographic region within which water drains into a particular
river, stream, or body of water.
(ii) "Wetland" means land characterized by the presence of water at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances does support, wetland
vegetation or aquatic life.
(jj) "Whole effluent toxicity" means the total toxic effect of an effluent measured directly
with a toxicity test under R 323.1219.
(kk) "Wildlife use" means that a waterbody will not likely cause population-level impacts to
mammalian and avian wildlife populations from lifetime exposure to the waterbody as a
source of drinking water and aquatic food, consistent with the level of protection provided by
these rules.
(ll) "Wildlife value" means the maximum ambient water concentration of a substance at
which adverse effects are not likely to result in population-level impacts to mammalian and
avian wildlife populations from lifetime exposure through drinking water and aquatic food
supply, using the methodology specified in R 323.1057(3).

R 323.1050 Physical characteristics.
Rule 50. The surface waters of the state shall not have any of the following physical
properties in unnatural quantities which are or may become injurious to any designated use:
(a) Turbidity.
(b) Color.
(c) Oil films.
(d) Floating solids.
(e) Foams.
(f) Settleable solids.
(g) Suspended solids.
(h) Deposits.

R 323.1051 Dissolved solids.
Rule 51. (1) The addition of any dissolved solids shall not exceed concentrations which
are or may become injurious to any designated use. Point sources containing dissolved
solids shall be considered by the commission on a case-by-case basis and increases of
dissolved solids in the waters of the state shall be limited through the application of best
practicable control technology currently available as prescribed by the administrator of the
United States environmental protection agency pursuant to section 304(b) of Public Law
92-500, as amended, 33 U.S.C. §466 et seq., except that in no instance shall total dissolved
solids in the waters of the state exceed a concentration of 500 milligrams per liter as a
monthly average nor more than 750 milligrams per liter at any time, as a result of
controllable point sources.
(2) The waters of the state designated as a public water supply source shall not exceed
125 milligrams per liter of chlorides as a monthly average, except for the Great Lakes and
connecting waters, where chlorides shall not exceed 50 milligrams per liter as a monthly
average.
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R 323.1053 Hydrogen ion concentration.
Rule 53. The hydrogen ion concentration expressed as pH shall be maintained within the
range of 6.5 to 9.0 S.U. in all surface waters of the state, except for those waters where the
background pH lies outside the range of 6.5 to 9.0 S.U. Any requests to artificially induce a
pH change greater than 0.5 S.U. in surface waters where the background pH lies outside
the range of 6.5 to 9.0 S.U., shall be considered by the department on a case-by-case
basis.

R 323.1055 Taste- or odor-producing substances.
Rule 55. The surface waters of the state shall contain no taste-producing or
odor-producing substances in concentrations which impair or may impair their use for a
public, industrial, or agricultural water supply source or which impair the palatability of fish
as measured by test procedures approved by the department.

R 323.1057 Toxic substances.
Rule 57. (1) Toxic substances shall not be present in the surface waters of the state at
levels that are or may become injurious to the public health, safety, or welfare, plant and
animal life, or the designated uses of the waters. As a minimum level of protection, toxic
substances shall not exceed the water quality values specified in, or developed pursuant to,
the provisions of subrules (2) to (4) of this rule or conditions set forth by the provisions of
subrule (6) of this rule. A variance to these values may be granted consistent with the
provisions of R 323.1103.
(2) Levels of toxic substances in the surface waters of the state shall not exceed the
aquatic life values specified in tables 1 and 2, or, in the absence of such values, values
derived according to the following processes, unless site-specific modifications have been
developed pursuant to subdivision (r) of this subrule:
(a) Minimum data requirements to derive a tier I final acute value (FAV), which is used to
calculate a tier I aquatic maximum value (AMV), include the results of acceptable acute
tests for 1 freshwater species from each of the following:
(i) The family salmonidae in the class Osteichthyes.
(ii) One other family, preferably a commercially or recreationally important warmwater
species, in the class Osteichthyes.
(iii) A third family in the phylum Chordata.
(iv) A planktonic crustacean.
(v) A benthic crustacean.
(vi) An insect.
(vii) A family in a phylum other than Arthropoda or Chordata.
(viii) A family in any order of insect or any phylum not already represented.
(b) Minimum data requirements to derive a tier I final chronic value (FCV) include
acceptable chronic tests for the data requirements in subdivision (a) of this subrule or acuteto-chronic ratios (ACRs) shall be available with at least 1 species of aquatic animal in at
least 3 different families provided that, of the 3 species, all of the following provisions apply:
(i) At least 1 is a fish.
(ii) At least 1 is an invertebrate.
(iii) At least 1 is an acutely sensitive freshwater species. The other 2 may be saltwater
species.
(c) The following are acute test types to be used in the development of acute values:
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(i) Daphnids, other cladocerans, and midges. Tests with daphnids and other cladocerans
shall be started with organisms less than 24 hours old and tests with midges shall be started
with second or third instar larvae. The results shall be a 48-hour EC50 based on the total
percentage of organisms killed and immobilized. If the results of a 48-hour EC50 based on
the total percentage of organisms killed and immobilized are not available, then the results
shall be a 48-hour LC50. Tests longer than 48 hours are acceptable if the animals were not
fed and the control animals were acceptable at the end of the test.
(ii) Bivalve mollusc embryos and larvae. Results of a 96-hour EC50 based on the
percentage of organisms that have incompletely developed shells plus the percentage of
organisms killed. If the results of a 96-hour EC50 based on the percentage of organisms
that have incompletely developed shells plus the percentage of organisms killed are not
available, then the lowest of the following shall be used:
(A) A 48-hour to 96-hour EC50 based on the percentage of organisms that have
incompletely developed shells plus the percentage of organisms killed.
(B) A 48-hour to 96-hour EC50 based upon the percentage of organisms that have
incompletely developed shells.
(C) A 48-hour to 96-hour LC50.
(iii) All other aquatic animal species. Results of a 96-hour EC50 based on the percentage
of organisms exhibiting loss of equilibrium plus the percentage of organisms immobilized
plus the percentage of organisms killed. If results of a 96-hour EC50 based on the
percentage of organisms exhibiting loss of equilibrium plus the percentage of organisms
immobilized plus the percentage of organisms killed are not available, then the lowest of the
following shall be used:
(A) The 96-hour EC50 based on the percentage of organisms exhibiting loss of
equilibrium plus the percentage of organisms immobilized.
(B) The 96-hour LC50.
(d) The following are chronic test types to be used in the development of chronic values:
(i) Life cycle toxicity tests. Tests with fish should begin with embryos or newly hatched
young that are less than 48 hours old, continue through maturation and reproduction, and
end not less than 24 days, or 90 days for salmonids, after the hatching of the next
generation. Tests with daphnids should begin with young that are less than 24 hours old
and last for not less than 21 days, or for ceriodaphnids not less than 7 days. Tests with
mysids should begin with young that are less than 24 hours old and continue until 7 days
past the median time of first brood release in the controls.
(ii) Partial life cycle toxicity tests for fishes. Exposure to the test material should begin
with immature juveniles not less than 2 months before active gonad development, continue
through maturation and reproduction, and end not less than 24 days, or 90 days for
salmonids, after the hatching of the next generation.
(iii) Early life stage toxicity tests for fishes. Test durations are 28 to 32 days, or 60 days
post hatch for salmonids, beginning shortly after fertilization and continuing through
embryonic, larval, and early juvenile development.
(iv) Larval survival and growth test for fathead minnows, Pimephales promelas. The test
is a static-renewal test 7 days in duration beginning with larvae that are less than 24 hours
old. The tests shall be used on a case-by-case basis where the discharger demonstrates to
the department, or the department determines, that the results of the tests are comparable
to test results produced by any of the test methods identified in paragraphs (i) to (iii) of this
subdivision.
(e) All of the following provisions apply in the selection of data for use in aquatic life value
development:
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(i) All data that are used shall be typed and dated and be accompanied by enough
supporting information to indicate that acceptable test procedures, such as the procedures
of the american society of testing and materials and the procedures of the United States
EPA, were used and that the results are reliable.
(ii) Questionable data, data on formulated mixtures and emulsifiable concentrates, data on
species that are nonresident to North America, and data obtained with previously exposed
organisms shall not be used in the derivation of chemical-specific aquatic life values.
(iii) Acute values reported as "greater than" values and acute values that are above the
solubility of the test material shall be used by assuming that the acute value is equal to the
greater than value or the upper limit of the test material solubility, respectively.
(iv) The agreement of the data within and between species shall be considered. Acute
values that appear to be questionable in comparison with other acute and chronic data for
the same species and for other species in the same genus shall not be used.
(v) If the data indicate that 1 or more life stages are at least a factor of 2 more resistant
than 1 or more other life stages of the same species, then the data for the more resistant
life stages shall not be used in the calculation of an FAV.
(vi) Chronic values shall be based on the results of flow-through chronic tests in which the
concentration of test material in the test solutions was measured at appropriate times during
the test. However, renewal tests are acceptable for daphnids or the 7-day fathead minnow
test.
(f) Where appropriate and where sufficient dissolved toxicological data or conversion
factors are available, aquatic life water quality values for metals shall be expressed as
dissolved to better approximate the bioavailable fraction in the water column.
(g) If the acute toxicity of the chemical has not been adequately shown to be related to
hardness, pH, or other water quality characteristics, a tier I FAV shall be calculated using
the following procedures:
(i) For each species for which at least 1 acceptable acute test result is available, the
species mean acute value (SMAV) shall be calculated as the geometric mean of the results
of all acceptable flow-through acute toxicity tests in which the concentrations of test material
were measured with the most sensitive tested life stage of the species. For a species for
which an acceptable flow-through acute toxicity test in which the concentrations of the test
material were measured is not available, the SMAV shall be calculated as the geometric
mean of all acceptable acute toxicity tests with the most sensitive tested life stage.
(ii) For each genus for which 1 or more SMAVs are available, the genus mean acute value
(GMAV) shall be calculated as the geometric mean of the SMAVs.
(iii) Order the GMAVs from high to low.
(iv) Assign ranks, r, to the GMAVs from "1" for the lowest to "n" for the highest. If 2 or
more GMAVs are identical, then assign them successive ranks.
(v) Calculate the cumulative probability, P, for each GMAV as r/(n + 1).
(vi) Select the 4 GMAVs that have cumulative probabilities closest to 0.05. If there are
fewer than 59 GMAVs, the 4 GMAVs that have cumulative probabilities closest to 0.05 will
always be the 4 lowest GMAVs.
(vii) Using the 4 selected GMAVs, and Ps, calculate the tier I FAV as follows:
S2 =

( ∑ (ln G M A V )) 2
4
( ∑ ( P )) 2
∑ (P) −
4

2
∑ ((ln G M A V ) ) −

L=

∑ (ln G M A V ) − S ( ∑ (
4
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A = S( 0.05 ) + L
A
Tier I FAV = e .

(h) If data for the chemical are available to show that the acute toxicity of at least 1 fish
and 1 invertebrate species is related to a water quality characteristic, then a tier I FAV
equation shall be calculated using the following procedures:
(i) For each species for which comparable acute toxicity values are available at 2 or more
different values of the water quality characteristic, perform a least squares regression of the
acute toxicity values on the corresponding values of the water quality characteristic to obtain
the slope and its 95% confidence limits for each species. Because the best documented
water quality relationship is between hardness and acute toxicity of metals in fresh water
and a log-log relationship fits these data, geometric means and natural logarithms of both
toxicity and water quality shall be used. For relationships based on other water quality
characteristics, no transformation or a different transformation might fit the data better, and
appropriate changes shall be made.
(ii) Decide whether the data for each species are relevant taking into account the range
and number of the tested values of the water quality characteristic and the degree of
agreement within and between species.
(iii) If useful slopes are not available for at least 1 fish and 1 invertebrate, if the useful
slopes are too dissimilar, or if too few data are available to adequately define the
relationship between acute toxicity and the water quality characteristic, then return to the
provisions of subdivision (g) of this subrule, using the results of tests conducted under
conditions and in waters similar to those commonly used for toxicity tests with the species.
(iv) For each species, calculate the geometric mean, W, of the acute values and then
divide each of the acute values for each species by W. This normalizes the acute values so
that the geometric mean of the normalized values for each species individually and for any
combination of species is 1.0. To select tests for calculating W, use the data preference
requirements described in subdivision (e)(i) of this subrule.
(v) For each species, calculate the geometric mean, X, of the water quality characteristic
data points and then divide each of the data points for each species by X. This normalizes
the water quality characteristic data points so that the geometric mean of the normalized
data points for each species individually and for any combination of data points is 1.0.
(vi) For each species, perform a least squares regression of the normalized acute values
on the normalized water quality characteristic. The resulting slopes and 95% confidence
limits will be identical to those obtained in paragraph (i) of this subdivision.
(vii) Perform a least squares regression of all of the normalized acute values on the
corresponding normalized values of the water quality characteristic to obtain the pooled
acute slope, V, and its 95% confidence limits.
(viii) For each species, calculate the logarithm, Y, of the SMAV at a selected value, Z, of
the water quality characteristic using the equation:
Y = ln W - V(ln X - ln Z).
(ix) For each species, calculate the SMAV at Z using the equation:
SMAV = eY.
(x) For each species for which at least 1 acceptable acute test result is available, the
species mean acute value (SMAV) shall be calculated as the geometric mean of the results
of all acceptable flow-through acute toxicity tests in which the concentrations of test material
were measured with the most sensitive tested life stage of the species. For a species for
which an acceptable flow-through acute toxicity test in which the concentrations of the test
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material was measured is not available, the SMAV shall be calculated as the geometric
mean of all acceptable acute toxicity tests with the most sensitive tested life stage.
(xi) Obtain the tier I FAV at Z by using the procedure described in subdivision (g)(ii) to (vii)
of this subrule.
(xii) The tier I FAV equation for any selected value of a water quality characteristic is:
tier I FAV = e(V[ln(water quality characteristic)] + A - V[ln Z])
Where:
V = pooled acute slope.
A = ln(tier 1 FAV at Z).
Z = selected value of the water quality characteristic as used in paragraph (viii) of this
subdivision.
(i) If the acute and chronic toxicity of the chemical has not been adequately shown to be
related to hardness, pH, or other water quality characteristics, then a tier I final chronic
value (FCV) shall be calculated using the following procedures:
(i) If at least 1 maximum acceptable toxicant concentration (MATC) is available to meet
each of the minimum data requirements as described in subdivision (a) of this subrule, then
a species mean chronic value (SMCV) shall be determined for each species by calculating
the geometric mean of the MATCs selected from acceptable tests in the following order of
preference:
(A) All life cycle and partial life cycle toxicity tests with the species.
(B) All early life stage tests.
(C) All 7-day larval survival and growth tests for fathead minnows. Genus mean chronic
values (GMCV) shall then be calculated as the geometric mean of the SMCVs for the
genus. The tier I FCV shall be obtained using the procedure described in subdivision (g)(i)
to (vii) of this subrule substituting FCV for FAV, chronic for acute, SMCV for SMAV, and
GMCV for GMAV.
(ii) If MATCs are not available to meet the minimum data requirements as described in
subdivision (a) of this subrule, then the tier I FCV shall be calculated as follows:
(A) For each MATC for which at least 1 corresponding acute value is available, calculate
an acute-to-chronic ratio (ACR). An ACR is calculated by dividing the geometric mean of
the results of all acceptable flow-through acute tests in which the concentrations are
measured by the MATC. Static tests are acceptable for daphnids and midges. For fish, the
acute test or tests should be conducted with juveniles. Tests used to develop an ACR shall
meet 1 of the following conditions and be used in the following order of preference:
(1) The acute test or tests are part of the same study as the chronic test.
(2) The acute test or tests were conducted as part of a different study as the chronic tests,
but in the same laboratory and dilution water.
(3) The acute and chronic tests were conducted in the same dilution water, but in different
laboratories.
(B) For each species, calculate the species mean ACR (SMACR) as the geometric mean
of all ACRs available for that species.
(C) The tier I ACR can be obtained in the following 3 ways, depending on the data
available:
(1) If the species mean ACR seems to increase or decrease as the SMAVs increase, then
the tier I ACR shall be calculated as the geometric mean of the ACRs for species that have
SMAVs which are close to the FAV.
(2) If a major trend is not apparent and the ACRs for all species are within a factor of 10,
then the tier I ACR shall be calculated as the geometric mean of all of the SMACRs.
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(3) If the SMACRs are less than 2.0, and especially if they are less than 1.0, acclimation
has probably occurred during the chronic test. In this situation, because continuous
exposure and acclimation cannot be assured to provide adequate protection in field
situations, the tier I ACR shall be assumed to be 2, so that the tier I FCV is equal to the
aquatic maximum value (AMV).
(D) Calculate the tier I FCV by dividing the tier I FAV by the tier I ACR.
(j) If data for the chemical are available to show acute or chronic toxicity to at least 1
species is related to a water quality characteristic, then a tier I FCV equation shall be
calculated using the following procedures:
(i) If MATCs are available to meet the minimum data requirements described in
subdivision (a) of this subrule, then a tier I FAV equation shall be derived as follows:
(A) For each species for which comparable MATCs are available at 2 or more different
values of the water quality characteristic, perform a least squares regression of the MATCs
on the corresponding values of the water quality characteristic to obtain the slope and its
95% confidence limits for each species. Because the best documented water quality
relationship is that between hardness and chronic toxicity of metals in fresh water and a loglog relationship fits these data, geometric means and natural logarithms of both toxicity and
water quality shall be used. For relationships based on other water quality characteristics,
no transformation or a different transformation might fit the data better, and appropriate
changes shall be made.
(B) Decide whether the data for each species are relevant, taking into account the range
and number of the tested values of the water quality characteristic and the degree of
agreement within and between species.
(C) If a useful chronic slope is not available for at least 1 species or if the available slopes
are too dissimilar or if too few data are available to adequately define the relationship
between the MATC and the water quality characteristic, then assume that the chronic slope
is the same as the acute slope, or return to subdivision (i) of this subrule, using the results
of tests conducted under conditions and in water similar to conditions and water commonly
used for toxicity tests with the species.
(D) For each species, calculate the geometric mean of the available MATCs, M, and then
divide each MATC for a species by the mean for the species. This normalizes the MATCs
so that the geometric mean of the normalized values for each species individually, and for
any combination of species, is 1.0. To select tests for calculating M, use the data
preference requirements described in subdivision (i)(i) of this subrule.
(E) For each species, calculate the geometric mean, P, of the water quality characteristic
data points and then divide each of the data points for each species by P. This normalizes
the water quality characteristic data points so that the geometric mean of the normalized
data points for each species individually and for any combination of data points is 1.0.
(F) For each species, perform a least squares regression of the normalized chronic
toxicity values on the corresponding normalized values of the water quality characteristic.
(G) Perform a least squares regression of all the normalized chronic values on the
corresponding normalized values of the water quality characteristic to obtain the pooled
chronic slope, L, and its 95% confidence limits.
(H) For each species, calculate the logarithm, Q, of the SMCV at a selected value, Z, of
the water quality characteristic using the equation:
Q = ln M - L(lnP - ln Z).
(I) For each species, calculate an SMCV at Z using the equation:
SMCV = eQ.
(J) Obtain the tier I FCV at Z by using the procedure described in subdivision (g)(ii) to (vii)
of this subrule.
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(K) The tier I FCV equation is written as follows:
tier I FCV = e(L[ln water quality characteristic]) + S - L[lnZ])
Where:
L = pooled chronic slope.
S = ln(tier I FCV at Z).
Z = selected value of the water quality characteristic as used in subparagraph (h) of this
paragraph.
(ii) If MATCs are not available to meet the minimum data requirements described in
subdivision (a) of this subrule, then the tier I FCV equation shall be calculated as follows:
(A) If ACRs are available for enough species at enough values of the water quality
characteristic to indicate that the ACR appears to be the same for all species and appears
to be independent of the water quality characteristic, then calculate the tier I ACR as the
geometric mean of the available SMACRs. The ACR shall be derived using the provisions
in subdivision (i)(ii) of this subrule.
(B) Calculate the tier I FCV at the selected value Z of the water quality characteristic by
dividing the tier I FAV at Z, derived in subdivision (h) of this subrule, by the tier I ACR.
(C) Use V = pooled acute slope as L = pooled chronic slope.
(D) The tier I FCV equation is written as follows:
tier I FCV = e(L[ln water quality characteristic]) + S - L[lnZ])
Where:
L = pooled chronic slope.
S = ln(tier I FCV at Z).
Z = selected value of the water quality characteristic as used in subparagraph (B) of this
paragraph.
(k) If the minimum data requirements in subdivision (a) of this subrule are not available to
derive a tier I FAV, it is possible to derive a tier II FAV if the data base for the chemical
contains a GMAV for Ceriodaphnia sp., Daphnia sp., or Simocephalus sp. and 1 other
freshwater species that meets any additional minimum requirements of subdivision (a) of
this subrule. To select tests for calculating a tier II FAV, use the data preference
requirements described in subdivision (g)(i) of this subrule. The tier II FAV shall be
calculated for a chemical as follows:
(i) The lowest GMAV in the database is divided by the tier II acute factor (AF) from table 3
corresponding to the number of satisfied tier I minimum data requirements listed in
subdivision (a) of this subrule.
(ii) If appropriate, the tier II FAV shall be made a function of a water quality characteristic
in a manner similar to that described in subdivision (h) of this subrule.
(l) If the minimum data requirements in subdivision (b) of this subrule are not available to
derive a tier I FCV, it is possible to derive a tier II FCV for a chemical by 1 of the following
methods listed in order of preference:
(i) Tier II FCV =

tier I FAV
tier II ACR

Where:
Tier II ACR = tier II acute-chronic ratio determined by assuming enough ACRs of 18 so
that the total number of ACRs for the chemical equals 3. The tier II ACR is the geometric
mean of the 3 ACRs.
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(ii) Tier II FCV =

tier II FAV
tier I ACR

Where:
Tier I ACR = the final acute-chronic ratio for the chemical derived using the provisions in
subdivision (i)(ii) of this subrule.
(iii) Tier II FCV =
tier II FAV
tier II ACR
(iv) If appropriate, the tier II FCV shall be made a function of a water quality characteristic
in a manner similar to that described in subdivision (j) of this subrule.
(m) If, for a commercially or recreationally important species of the surface waters of the
state, the geometric mean of the acute values or chronic values from a flow-through test in
which the concentrations of the test materials were measured is lower than the calculated
FAV or FCV, then that geometric mean shall be used as the FAV or FCV instead of the
calculated FAV or FCV. For chemicals that have final acute or chronic value equations, if
the SMAV or SMCV at Z of a commercially or recreationally important species of the surface
waters of the state is lower than the calculated FAV or FCV at Z, then that SMAV or SMCV
shall be used as the FAV or FCV at Z.
(n) The tier I or tier II aquatic maximum value (AMV) shall be derived by dividing the tier I
or tier II FAV by 2.
(o) A water concentration protective of aquatic plants shall be evaluated for a chemical on
a case-by-case basis if data are available from tests with an important aquatic plants
species in which the concentration of test material is measured and the endpoint is
biologically important. If appropriate, the tier I or tier II FCV shall be lowered to be
protective of aquatic plants.
(p) On the basis of all available pertinent laboratory and field information, determine if the
tier I and tier II aquatic life values are consistent with sound scientific evidence. If the
values are not consistent with sound scientific evidence, then the values shall be adjusted to
more appropriately reflect the weight of scientific evidence.
(q) The tier I or tier II AMV shall be applied as a 24-hour average and compliance shall be
based on the average of all samples taken at a site within the same 24-hour period. The
tier I or tier II FCV shall be applied as a monthly average and compliance shall be based on
the average of all daily measurements taken at a site within the same calendar month.
(r) Aquatic life values may be modified on a site-specific basis to be more or less stringent
to reflect local environmental conditions. All of the following provisions apply to aquatic life
values modification:
(i) Less stringent modifications shall be based on sound scientific rationale, shall be
protective of designated uses of the surface waters of the state, and shall not jeopardize the
continued existence of endangered or threatened species listed or proposed under section
4 of the endangered species act or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the
species’ critical habitat.
(ii) Modifications may be derived using the recalculation procedure, water effect ratio
procedure, or resident species procedure described in section 3.7 entitled "Site-Specific
Aquatic Life Criteria" in chapter 3 of the United States EPA Water Quality Standards
Handbook, second edition - revised (1994). In addition, modifications may be derived using
the procedure entitled “Streamlined Water Effect Ratio Procedure for Discharges of Copper”
(United States EPA, 2001).
(iii) For the purposes of implementing the recalculation and resident species procedures
described under paragraph (ii) of this subdivision, species that occur at a site include
species to which any of the following provisions apply:
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(A) The species are present at the site at any time of the year or are determined by a
representative sampling regime.
(B) The species are present at the site only seasonally due to migration.
(C) The species are present intermittently because they periodically return to or extend
their ranges into the site.
(D) The species were present at the site in the past, are not currently present at the site
due to degraded conditions, and are expected to return to the site when conditions improve.
(E) The species are present in nearby bodies of water, are not currently present at the site
due to degraded conditions, and are expected to be present at the site when conditions
improve.
(iv) For the purposes of implementing the recalculation and resident species procedures
described under paragraph (ii) of this subdivision, the species that occur at a site do not
include species which were once present at the site, but which cannot exist at the site now
due to permanent physical alteration of the habitat at the site.
(v) More stringent modifications to protect endangered or threatened species listed or
proposed under section 4 of the endangered species act may be accomplished using either
of the following procedures:
(A) For a listed or proposed species or for a surrogate of a listed or proposed species, if
the SMAV or SMCV is lower than the calculated FAV or FCV, the lower SMAV or SMCV
may be used instead of the calculated FAV or FCV in developing site-specific modified
criteria.
(B) The recalculation procedure described in section 3.7 entitled "Site-Specific Aquatic
Life Criteria" in chapter 3 of the United States EPA Water Quality Standards Handbook,
second edition-revised (1994).
(vi) Any site-specific modifications developed pursuant to this subdivision shall be
approved by the department.
(3) Levels of toxic substances in the surface waters of the state shall not exceed the
wildlife values specified in table 4 or, in the absence of such values, the wildlife values
derived according to the following process, unless site-specific modifications have been
developed pursuant to subdivision (n) of this subrule:
(a) Tier I wildlife values for the BCCs listed in table 5, with the exception of the wildlife
values listed in table 4, shall be calculated using the following equation:

TD

x Wt
UF
A x UFS x UFL
WV =
W + ∑( FTLi x BAFWL
TLi )
Where:
WV = wildlife value in milligrams of substance per liter (mg/L).
TD = test dose (TD) in milligrams of substance per kilograms per day (mg/kg/d) for the test
species. This shall be either a NOAEL or a LOAEL.
UFA = uncertainty factor (UF) for extrapolating toxicity data across species (unitless). A
species-specific UF shall be selected and applied to each representative species, consistent
with the equation.
UFS = UF for extrapolating from subchronic to chronic exposures (unitless).
UFL = UF for LOAEL to NOAEL extrapolations (unitless).
Wt = average weight in kilograms (kg) for the representative species.
W = average daily volume of water consumed in liters per day (L/d) by the representative
species.
FTLi = average daily amount of food consumed from trophic level i in kilograms per day
(kg/d) by the representative species.
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BAF WL
TLi = bioaccumulation factor (BAF) for wildlife food in trophic level i in liters per
kilogram (L/kg), developed using the BAF methodology in subrule (5) of this rule. For
consumption of piscivorous birds by other birds, for example herring gulls by eagles, the
BAF is derived by multiplying the trophic level 3 BAF for fish by a biomagnification factor to
account for the biomagnification from fish to the consumed birds.
(b) Piscivorous species are identified as the focus of concern for wildlife values. Three
avian species - eagle, kingfisher, and herring gull - and 2 mammalian species - mink and
otter - are used as representative species for protection. The TD obtained from toxicity data
for each taxonomic class is used to calculate WVs for each of the 5 representative species.
(c) The avian WV is the geometric mean of the WVs calculated for the 3 representative
avian species. The mammalian WV is the geometric mean of the WVs calculated for the 2
representative mammalian species. The lower of the mammalian and avian WVs shall be
the final WV.
(d) A TD value is required for WV calculation. To derive a WV, the data set shall be
sufficient to generate a subchronic or chronic dose-response curve for any given substance
for both mammalian and avian species using acceptable wildlife endpoints. In reviewing the
toxicity data available that meet the minimum data requirements for each taxonomic class,
data from peer-reviewed field studies of wildlife species take precedence over other types of
studies where the studies are of adequate quality. An acceptable field study shall be of
subchronic or chronic duration, provide a defensible, chemical-specific dose-response curve
in which cause and effect are clearly established, and assess acceptable wildlife endpoints.
When acceptable wildlife field studies are not available or are determined to be of
inadequate quality, the needed toxicity information may come from peer-reviewed laboratory
studies. When laboratory studies are used, preference shall be given to laboratory studies
with wildlife species over traditional laboratory animals to reduce uncertainties in making
interspecies extrapolations. All available laboratory data and field studies shall be reviewed
to corroborate the final WV, to assess the reasonableness of the toxicity value used, and to
assess the appropriateness of any UFs that are applied. All of the following requirements
apply when evaluating the studies from which a TD is derived:
(i) The mammalian data shall come from at least 1 well-conducted study of 90 days or
more that is designed to observe acceptable wildlife endpoints.
(ii) The avian data shall come from at least 1 well-conducted study of 70 days or more that
is designed to observe acceptable wildlife endpoints.
(iii) In reviewing the studies from which a TD is derived for use in calculating a WV,
studies involving exposure routes other than oral may be considered only when an
equivalent oral daily dose can be estimated and technically justified. The WV calculations
are based on an oral route of exposure.
(iv) In assessing the studies that meet the minimum data requirements, preference should
be given to studies that assess effects on developmental or reproductive endpoints
because, in general, these are more important endpoints in ensuring that a population’s
productivity is maintained.
(e) In selecting data to be used in the derivation of WVs, the evaluation of acceptable
endpoints will be the primary selection criterion. All data that are not part of the selected
subset may be used to assess the reasonableness of the toxicity value and the
appropriateness of the UFs. In addition, the following provisions shall apply:
(i) If more than 1 TD value based on different endpoints of toxicity is available within a
taxonomic class, then that TD, which is likely to reflect best potential impacts to wildlife
populations through resultant changes in mortality or fecundity rates, shall be used for the
calculation of WVs.
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(ii) If more than 1 TD based on the same endpoint toxicity is available within a taxonomic
class, then the TD from the most sensitive species shall be used.
(iii) If more than 1 TD based on the same endpoint of toxicity is available for a given
species, then the TD for that species shall be calculated using the geometric mean of the
TDs for the same endpoint of toxicity.
(f) If a TD is available in units other than milligrams of substance per kilograms per day
(mg/kg/d), then the following procedures shall be used to convert the TD to the appropriate
units before calculating a WV:
(i) If the TD is given in milligrams of toxicant per liter of water consumed by the test
animals (mg/L), then the TD shall be multiplied by the daily average volume of water
consumed by the test animals in liters per day (L/d) and divided by the average weight of
the test animals in kilograms (kg).
(ii) If the TD is given in milligrams of toxicant per kilogram of food consumed by the test
animals (mg/kg), then the TD shall be multiplied by the average amount of food in kilograms
consumed daily by the test animals (kg/d) and divided by the average weight of the test
animals in kilograms (kg).
(g) When drinking and feeding rates and body weight are needed to express the TD in
milligrams of substance per kilograms per day (mg/kg/d), they are obtained from the study
from which the TD was derived. If not already determined, body weight and drinking and
feeding rates are to be converted to a wet weight basis. If the study does not provide the
needed values, then the values shall be determined as follows:
(i) For studies done with domestic laboratory animals, use either the publication entitled
"Registry of Toxic Effects, a Comprehensive Guide," 1993, United States Department of
Health and Human Services, NIOSH Publication No. 97-119, or the publication entitled
"Recommendations for and Documentation of Biological Values for use in Risk
Assessment," United States EPA, 1988 NTIS-PB88-179874.
(ii) If the references in paragraph (i) of this subdivision do not contain the information for
the species used in a given study, then the following allometric equations shall be used:
(A) For mammalian species, the general allometric equations are as follows:
(1) F = 0.0687 x (Wt)0.82
Where:
F = feeding rate of mammalian species in kilograms per day (kg/d) dry weight.
Wt = average weight in kilograms (kg) of the test animals.
(2) W = 0.099 x (Wt)0.90
Where:
W = drinking rate of mammalian species in liters per day (L/d).
Wt = average weight in kilograms (kg) of the test animals.
(B) For avian species, the general allometric equations are as follows:
(1) F = 0.0582 (Wt)0.65
Where:
F = feeding rate of avian species in kilograms per day (kg/d) dry weight.
Wt = average weight in kilograms (kg) of the test animals.
(2) W = 0.059 x (Wt)0.67
Where:
W = drinking rate of avian species in liters per day (L/d).
Wt = average weight in kilograms (kg) of the test animals.
(h) If an NOAEL is unavailable as the TD and an LOAEL is available, then the LOAEL
may be used to estimate the NOAEL. If used, the LOAEL shall be divided by a UF to
estimate an NOAEL for use in deriving WVs. The value of the UF shall not be less than 1
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and should not exceed 10, depending on the dose-response curve and any other available
data, and is represented by UFL in the equation expressed in subdivision (a) of this subrule.
(i) If only subchronic data are available, then the TD may be derived from subchronic
data. In such cases, the TD shall be divided by a UF to extrapolate from subchronic to
chronic levels. The value of the UF shall not be less than 1 and should not exceed 10, and
is represented by UFS in the equation expressed in subdivision (a) of this subrule. This UF
is to be used when assessing highly bioaccumulative substances where toxicokinetic
considerations suggest that a bioassay of limited length underestimates chronic effects.
(j) The selection of the UFA shall be based on the available toxicological data and on
available data concerning the physicochemical, toxicokinetic, and toxicodynamic properties
of the substance in question and the amount and quality of available data. This UFA is a UF
that is intended to account for differences in toxicological sensitivity among species and
both of the following provisions apply:
(i) The UFA shall not be less than 1 and should not exceed 100 and shall be applied to
each of the 5 representative species based on existing data and best professional
judgment. The value of UFA may differ for each of the representative species.
(ii) The UFA shall be used only for extrapolating toxicity data across species within a
taxonomic class; however, an interclass extrapolation employing a UFA may be used for a
given chemical if it can be supported by a validated biologically-based dose-response model
or by an analysis of interclass toxicological data, considering acceptable endpoints, for a
chemical analog that acts under the same mode of toxic action.
(k) The body weights (Wt), feeding rates (FTLi), drinking rates (W), and trophic level
dietary composition (as food ingestion rate and percent in diet) for each of the 5
representative species are presented in table 6. The methodology for development of
bioaccumulation factors is presented in subrule (5) of this rule. Trophic level 3 and 4 BAFs
are used to derive WVs because these are the trophic levels at which the representative
species feed.
(l) Determine, on the basis of all pertinent data available, whether the wildlife values
derived are consistent with sound scientific evidence. If they are not, the values shall be
adjusted to more appropriately reflect the weight of available scientific evidence.
(m) The WVs shall be applied as a monthly average and compliance shall be based on
the average of all daily measurements taken at a site within the same calendar month.
(n) Wildlife values may be modified on a site-specific basis to be more or less stringent to
reflect local environmental conditions. The modifications shall be derived by making
appropriate site-specific adjustments to the methodology in this subrule. The following
provisions shall apply:
(i) Less stringent modifications shall be protective of designated uses of the surface
waters of the state, shall be based on sound scientific rationale, shall not jeopardize the
continued existence of endangered or threatened species listed or proposed under section
4 of the endangered species act or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the
species’ critical habitat, and shall consider the mobility of both the prey organisms and
wildlife populations in defining the site for which criteria are developed.
(ii) More stringent modifications to protect endangered or threatened species listed or
proposed under section 4 of the endangered species act may be accomplished by the use
of an intraspecies uncertainty factor to account for protection of individuals within a wildlife
population.
(iii) Any site-specific modifications developed pursuant to this subdivision shall be
approved by the department.
(4) Levels of toxic substances in the surface waters of the state shall not exceed the
human health values specified in tables 7 and 8 or, in the absence of such values, the
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values derived according to the following process, unless site-specific modifications have
been developed pursuant to subdivision (h) of this subrule:
(a) Human cancer values (HCVs) and human noncancer values (HNVs) shall be derived
based on either a tier I or tier II classification. The 2 tiers are primarily distinguished by the
amount of toxicity data available for deriving the concentration levels and the quantity and
quality of data on bioaccumulation. The best available toxicity data on the adverse health
effects of a chemical and the best data on bioaccumulation factors shall be used when
developing human health values. The toxicity data shall include data from well-conducted
epidemiological studies or animal studies, or both, that provide, for carcinogens, an
adequate weight of evidence of potential human carcinogenicity and, for tier I values for
noncarcinogens, a dose-response relationship involving critical effects biologically relevant
to humans. These data shall be obtained from sources described in 40 C.F.R. §132,
appendix C, item II, “Minimum Data Requirements” (1995), including the integrated risk
information system (IRIS), the scientific literature, and other informational databases,
studies, or reports that contain adverse health effects data of adequate quality for use in
this procedure. Strong consideration shall be given to the most currently available guidance
provided by IRIS in deriving values, supplemented with any recent data not incorporated
into IRIS. Minimum data requirements to derive the human health values are as follows:
(i) HCVs shall be derived if there is adequate evidence of potential human carcinogenic
effects for a chemical. Carcinogens shall be classified, depending on the weight of
evidence, as either human carcinogens, probable human carcinogens, or possible human
carcinogens. To develop tier I and tier II human cancer values, the following minimum data
sets are necessary:
(A) Weight of evidence of potential human carcinogenic effects sufficient to derive a tier I
HCV shall generally include human carcinogens and probable human carcinogens and can
include, on a case-by-case basis, possible human carcinogens if studies have been wellconducted, although based on limited evidence, when compared to studies used in
classifying human and probable human carcinogens. The decision to use data on a
possible human carcinogen for deriving tier I values shall be a case-by-case determination.
In determining whether to derive a tier I HCV, available information on mode of action, such
as mutagenicity/genotoxicity (determinations of whether the chemical interacts directly with
DNA), structure activity, and metabolism shall also be considered.
(B) Weight of evidence of possible human carcinogenic effects sufficient to derive a tier II
HCV shall include the possible human carcinogens for which, at a minimum, there are data
sufficient for quantitative risk assessment, but for which data are inadequate for tier I value
development due to a tumor response of marginal statistical significance or inability to
derive a strong dose-response relationship. In determining whether to derive tier II human
cancer values, available information on mode of action, such as mutagenicity/genotoxicity
(determinations of whether the chemical interacts directly with DNA), structure activity, and
metabolism shall also be considered. As with the use of data on possible human
carcinogens in developing tier I values, the decision to use data on possible human
carcinogens to derive tier II values shall be made on a case-by-case basis.
(ii) To derive HNVs, all available toxicity data shall be evaluated. The full range of possible
health effects of a chemical shall be considered in order to best describe the dose-response
relationship of the chemical, and to calculate values which will protect against the most
sensitive endpoint or endpoints of toxicity. Although it is desirable to have an extensive
database that considers a wide range of possible adverse effects, this type of data exists for
a very limited number of chemicals. For many others, there is a range in quality and
quantity of data available. To assure minimum reliability of values, it is necessary to
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establish a minimum database with which to develop tier I or tier II values. The following
procedures represent the minimum data sets necessary for this procedure:
(A) The minimum data set sufficient to derive a tier I HNV shall include at least 1 wellconducted epidemiologic study or animal study. A well-conducted epidemiologic study shall
quantify exposure levels and demonstrate positive association between exposure to a
chemical and adverse effects in humans. A well-conducted study in animals shall
demonstrate a dose-response relationship involving 1 or more critical effects biologically
relevant to humans. Ideally, the duration of a study should span multiple generations of
exposed test species or at least a major portion of the lifespan of 1 generation. This type of
data is currently very limited. By the use of uncertainty adjustments, shorter-term studies,
such as 90-day subchronic studies, with evaluation of more limited effects, may be used to
extrapolate to longer exposures or to account for a variety of adverse effects. For tier I
values developed pursuant to this procedure, such a limited study shall be conducted for not
less than 90 days in rodents or for 10% of the lifespan of other appropriate test species and
shall demonstrate a no observable adverse effect level (NOAEL). Chronic studies of 1 year
or longer with rodents or 50% of the lifespan or longer with other appropriate test species
that demonstrate a lowest observable adverse effect level (LOAEL) may be sufficient for
use in tier I value derivation if the effects observed at the LOAEL were relatively mild and
reversible as compared to effects at higher doses. This does not preclude the use of a
LOAEL from a study of chronic duration with only 1 or 2 doses if the effects observed
appear minimal when compared to effect levels observed at higher doses in other studies.
(B) If the minimum data for deriving tier I values are not available to meet the tier I data
requirements, then a more limited data base may be considered for deriving tier II values.
As with tier I, all available data shall be considered and ideally should address a range of
adverse health effects with exposure over a substantial portion of the lifespan, or multiple
generations, of the test species. If such data are lacking, it may be necessary to rely on
less extensive data to establish a tier II value. With the use of appropriate uncertainty
factors to account for a less extensive database, the minimum data sufficient to derive a tier
II value shall include a NOAEL from at least 1 well-conducted short-term repeated dose
study. The study shall be conducted with animals, be of not less than 28 days duration,
demonstrate a dose-response, and involve effects biologically relevant to humans. Data
from studies of longer duration (more than 28 days) that may demonstrate other study
conditions, as well as LOAELs from the studies (more than 28 days), may be more
appropriate in some cases for derivation of tier II values. Use of a LOAEL should be based
on consideration of the severity of effect, the quality of the study, and the duration of the
study.
(iii) Bioaccumulation factor minimum data requirements for tier determination include the
following:
(A) To be considered a tier I cancer or noncancer human health value, along with
satisfying the minimum toxicity data requirements of paragraphs (i)(A) and (ii)(A) of this
subdivision, an organic chemical shall meet 1 of the following bioaccumulation data
requirements:
(1) A field-measured BAF.
(2) A BAF derived using the BSAF methodology.
(3) A chemical that has a BAF of less than 125 regardless of what method in subrule (5)
of this rule was used to derive the BAF.
(B) To be considered a tier I cancer or noncancer human health value, along with
satisfying the minimum toxicity data requirements of paragraphs (i)(A) and (ii)(A) of this
subdivision, an inorganic chemical, including organometals such as mercury, shall meet 1 of
the following bioaccumulative data requirements:
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(1) A field-measured BAF.
(2) A laboratory-measured BCF.
(C) Cancer or noncancer human health values are considered tier II if they do not meet
either the minimum toxicity data requirements of paragraphs (i)(A) and (ii)(A) of this
subdivision or the minimum bioaccumulation data requirements of subparagraph (A) or (B)
of this paragraph.
(b) The fundamental principles for human health cancer values development are as
follows:
(i) A non-threshold mechanism of carcinogenesis shall be assumed unless biological data
adequately demonstrate the existence of a threshold on a chemical-specific basis.
(ii) All appropriate human epidemiologic data and animal cancer bioassay data shall be
considered. Data specific to an environmentally appropriate route of exposure shall be
used. Oral exposure is preferred over dermal and inhalation exposure since, in most cases,
the exposure routes of greatest concern are fish consumption and drinking water/incidental
ingestion. The risk associated dose shall be set at a level corresponding to an incremental
cancer risk of 1 in 100,000. If acceptable human epidemiologic data are available for a
chemical, then the data shall be used to derive the risk associated dose. If acceptable
human epidemiologic data are not available, then the risk associated dose shall be derived
from available animal bioassay data. Data from a species that is considered most
biologically relevant to humans, that is, responds most like humans, is preferred where all
other considerations regarding quality of data are equal. In the absence of data to
distinguish the most relevant species, data from the most sensitive species tested, that is,
the species showing a carcinogenic effect at the lowest administered dose, shall generally
be used.
(iii) If animal bioassay data are used and a non-threshold mechanism of carcinogenicity is
assumed, then the data are fitted to a linearized multistage computer model, for example, a
GLOBAL ’86 or equivalent model. GLOBAL ’86 is the linearized multistage model which
was derived by Howe, Crump, and Van Landingham (1986) which the Unites States EPA
uses to determine cancer potencies (Howe et al., 1986). The upper-bound 95% confidence
limit on risk, or the lower 95% confidence limit on dose, at the 1 in 100,000 risk level shall
be used to calculate a risk associated dose (RAD) for individual chemicals. Other models,
including modifications or variations of the linear multistage model that are more appropriate
to the available data may be used where scientifically justified.
(iv) If the duration of the study is significantly less than the natural lifespan of the test
animal, then the slope may be adjusted on a case-by-case basis to compensate for latent
tumors that were not expressed.
(v) A species scaling factor shall be used to account for differences between test species
and humans. It shall be assumed that milligrams per surface area per day is an equivalent
dose between species. All doses presented in mg/kg bodyweight will be converted to an
equivalent surface area dose by raising the mg/kg dose to the 3/4 power. However, if
adequate pharmacokinetic and metabolism studies are available, then these data may be
factored into the adjustment for species differences on a case-by-case basis.
(vi) Additional data selection and adjustment decisions shall also be made in the process
of quantifying risk. Consideration shall be given to tumor selection for modeling, that is,
pooling estimates for multiple tumor types and identifying and combining benign and
malignant tumors. All doses shall be adjusted to give an average daily dose over the study
duration. Adjustments in the rate of tumor response shall be made for early mortality in test
species. The goodness-of-fit of the model to the data shall also be assessed.
(vii) If a linear, non-threshold dose-response relationship is assumed, then the RAD shall
be calculated using the following equation:
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RAD = 0.00001
q1*

Where:
RAD = risk associated dose in milligrams of toxicant per kilogram body weight per day
(mg/kg/day).
0.00001 (1 x 10-5) = incremental risk of developing cancer equal to 1 in 100,000.
q1* = slope factor (mg/kg/day)-1.
(viii) If human epidemiologic data or other biological data (animal), or both, indicate that a
chemical causes cancer via a threshold mechanism, then the risk associated dose may, on
a case-by-case basis, be calculated using a method that assumes a threshold mechanism
is operative.
(c) The fundamental principles for human health noncancer value development are as
follows:
(i) Noncarcinogens shall generally be assumed to have a threshold dose or concentration
below which no adverse effects should be observed. Therefore, the noncancer value is the
maximum water concentration of a substance at or below which a lifetime exposure from
drinking the water, consuming fish caught in the water, and ingesting water as a result of
participating in water-related recreation activities is likely to be without appreciable risk of
deleterious effects.
(ii) For some noncarcinogens, there may not be a threshold dose below which no adverse
effects should be observed. Chemicals acting as genotoxic teratogens and germline
mutagens are thought to possibly produce reproductive or developmental effects, or both,
through a genetically linked mechanism that may have no threshold. Other chemicals also
may not demonstrate a threshold. Values for these types of chemicals will be established
on a case-by-case basis using appropriate assumptions reflecting the likelihood that no
threshold exists.
(iii) All appropriate human and animal toxicologic data shall be reviewed and evaluated.
To the maximum extent possible, data most specific to the environmentally relevant route of
exposure shall be used. Oral exposure is preferred over dermal and inhalation exposure
since, in most cases, the exposure routes of greatest concern are fish consumption and
drinking water/incidental ingestion. If acceptable human epidemiologic data are not
available, then animal data from species most biologically relevant to humans shall be used.
In the absence of data to distinguish the most relevant species, data from the most sensitive
animal species tested, that is, the species showing a toxic effect at the lowest administered
dose given a relevant route of exposure should generally be used.
(iv) Minimum data requirements are specified in subdivision (a)(ii)(A) of this subrule. The
experimental exposure level representing the highest level tested at which no adverse
effects were demonstrated (NOAEL) from studies satisfying the minimum data requirements
shall be used for value calculations. In the absence of a NOAEL, a LOAEL from studies
satisfying the minimum data requirements may be used if based on relatively mild and
reversible effects.
(v) Uncertainty factors shall be used to account for the uncertainties in predicting
acceptable dose levels for the general human population based upon experimental animal
data or limited human data. The uncertainty factors shall be determined as follows:
(A) An uncertainty factor of 1 to 10 shall be used when extrapolating from valid
experimental results from studies on prolonged exposure to average healthy humans. This
factor of up to tenfold is used to protect sensitive members of the human population.
(B) An uncertainty factor of 1 to 10 shall be used when extrapolating from valid results of
long-term studies on experimental animals when results of studies of human exposure are
not available or are inadequate. When considered with subparagraph (A) of this paragraph,
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a factor of up to one hundredfold is used in extrapolating data from the average animal to
protect sensitive members of the human population.
(C) An uncertainty factor of 1 to 10 shall be used when extrapolating from animal studies
for which the exposure duration is less than chronic, but more than subchronic (90 days or
more in length), or when other significant deficiencies in study quality are present, and when
useful long-term human data are not available. When considered with subparagraphs (A)
and (B) of this paragraph, a factor of up to one thousandfold is used in extrapolating data
from less than chronic, but more than subchronic, studies for average animals to protect
sensitive members of the human population from chronic exposure.
(D) An uncertainty factor of 1 to 3 shall be used when extrapolating from animal studies
for which the exposure duration is less than subchronic (less than 90 days). When
considered with subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of this paragraph, a factor of up to 3
thousandfold is used in extrapolating data from less than subchronic studies for average
animals to protect sensitive members of the human population from chronic exposure.
(E) An additional uncertainty factor of 1 to 10 may be used when deriving a value from a
LOAEL. The UF accounts for the lack of an identifiable NOAEL. The level of additional
uncertainty applied may depend upon the severity and the incidence of the observed
adverse effect.
(F) An additional uncertainty factor of 1 to 10 may be applied when there are limited
effects data or incomplete subacute or chronic toxicity data, for example,
reproductive/developmental data. The level of quality and quantity of the experimental data
available and structure-activity relationships may be used to determine the factor selected.
(G) When deriving a UF for use in developing an HNV, the total uncertainty, as calculated
following subparagraphs (A) to (F) of this paragraph, shall not exceed 10,000 for tier I
values and 30,000 for tier II values.
(vi) All study results shall be converted, as necessary, to the standard unit for acceptable
daily exposure of milligrams of toxicant per kilogram of body weight per day (mg/kg/day).
Doses shall be adjusted for continuous exposure (7 days/week, 24 hours/day).
(vii) The acceptable daily exposure (ADE) shall be calculated as follows:
ADE =

NOAEL or LOAEL
UF

Where:
ADE = acceptable daily exposure in milligrams of toxicant per kilogram body weight per
day (mg/kg/day).
NOAEL/LOAEL = the study NOAEL or LOAEL.
UF = the uncertainty factor derived in paragraph (v) of this subdivision.
(d) Human health cancer values shall be derived using the following equation:
HCV =

RAD X BW
WC + [(FCTL3 X BAF3) + (FCTL4 X BAF4)]

Where:
HCV = human cancer value in milligrams per liter (mg/L).
RAD = risk associated dose in milligrams toxicant per kilogram body weight per day
(mg/kg/day) that is associated with a lifetime incremental cancer risk equal to 1 in 100,000
for individual chemicals.
BW = weight of an average human (BW = 70 kg).
WCd = per capita water consumption, both drinking and incidental exposure, for surface
waters specified in R 323.1100(8) = 2 liters/day, or
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WCr = per capita incidental daily water ingestion for surface waters not specified in
R 323.1100(8) = 0.01 liters/day.
FCTL3 = consumption of regionally caught trophic level 3 fish = 0.0036 kg/day.
FCTL4 = consumption of regionally caught trophic level 4 fish = 0.0114 kg/day.
BAF3 = bioaccumulation factor for trophic level 3 fish, as derived using the BAF
methodology in subrule (5) of this rule.
BAF4 = bioaccumulation factor for trophic level 4 fish, as derived using the BAF
methodology in subrule (5) of this rule.
(e) Human noncancer values shall be derived using the following equation:
HNV =
ADE X BW X RSC
WC + [(FCTL3 X BAF3) + (FCTL4 X BAF4)]
Where:
HNV = human noncancer value in milligrams per liter (mg/l).
ADE = acceptable daily exposure in milligrams toxicant per kilogram body weight per day
(mg/kg/day).
RSC = relative source contribution factor of 0.8. An RSC derived from actual exposure
data may be developed on a case-by-case basis.
BW = weight of an average human (BW = 70 kg).
WCd = per capita water consumption, both drinking and incidental exposure, for surface
waters specified in R 323.1100(8) = 2 liters/day, or
WCr = per capita incidental daily water ingestion for surface waters not specified in
R 323.1100(8) = 0.01 liters/day.
FCTL3 = consumption of regionally caught trophic level 3 fish = 0.0036 kg/day.
FCTL4 = consumption of regionally caught trophic level 4 fish = 0.0114 kg/day.
BAF3 = human health bioaccumulation factor for edible portion of trophic level 3 fish, as
derived using the BAF methodology in subrule (5) of this rule.
BAF4 = human health bioaccumulation factor for edible portion of trophic level 4 fish, as
derived using the BAF methodology in subrule (5) of this rule.
(f) Determine, on the basis of all pertinent data available, whether the human health
cancer and noncancer values derived are consistent with sound scientific evidence. If they
are not, the values shall be adjusted to more appropriately reflect the weight of available
scientific evidence.
(g) The tier I and tier II human health values shall be applied as monthly averages, and
compliance shall be based on the average of all daily measurements taken at a site within
the same calendar month.
(h) Human health values may be modified on a site-specific basis to be more or less
stringent to reflect local environmental conditions or local human exposure. Less stringent
human health values shall be protective of designated uses of the surface waters of the
state and shall be based on sound scientific rationale. Any such modifications shall be
derived by making appropriate site-specific adjustments to the methodology in this subrule
and shall be approved by the department.
(5) Bioaccumulation factors (BAFs) used in the derivation of values in subrules (3) and (4)
of this rule shall be developed according to the following process:
(a) Baseline BAFs shall be derived using the following 4 methods, listed in order of
preference:
(i) A measured baseline BAF for an organic or inorganic chemical derived from a field
study of acceptable quality.
(ii) A predicted baseline BAF for an organic chemical derived using field-measured biotasediment accumulation factors (BSAFs) of acceptable quality.
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(iii) A predicted baseline BAF for an organic or inorganic chemical derived from a
bioconcentration factor (BCF) measured in a laboratory study of acceptable quality and a
food chain multiplier (FCM).
(iv) A predicted baseline BAF for an organic chemical derived from an octanol-water
partition coefficient (Kow ) of acceptable quality and an FCM.
(b) Selection of data for deriving BAFs shall be conducted as follows:
(i) Procedural and quality assurance requirements shall be met for field-measured BAFs
as follows:
(A) The field studies used shall be limited to studies conducted in the Great Lakes system
with fish at or near the top of the aquatic food chain (trophic levels 3 or 4 or 3 and 4).
(B) The trophic level of the fish species shall be determined.
(C) The site of the field study should not be so unique that the BAF cannot be
extrapolated to other locations where the values will apply.
(D) For organic chemicals, the percent lipid shall be either measured or reliably estimated
for the tissue used in the determination of the BAF.
(E) The concentration of the chemical in the water shall be measured in a way that can be
related to particulate organic carbon (POC) or dissolved organic carbon (DOC), or both, and
should be relatively constant during the steady-state time period.
(F) For organic chemicals that have a log Kow of more than 4, the concentrations of POC
and DOC in the ambient water shall be either measured or reliably estimated.
(G) For inorganic and organic chemicals, BAFs shall be used only if they are expressed
on a wet weight basis. BAFs reported on a dry weight basis cannot be converted to wet
weight unless a conversion factor is measured or reliably estimated for the tissue used in
the determination of the BAF.
(ii) All of the following procedural and quality assurance requirements shall be met for
field-measured BSAFs:
(A) The field studies used shall be limited to studies conducted in the Great Lakes system
with fish at or near the top of the aquatic food chain, for example, in trophic levels 3 or 4 or
3 and 4.
(B) Samples of surface sediments (0 to 1 centimeters is ideal) shall be from locations in
which there is net deposition of fine sediment and is representative of average surface
sediment in the vicinity of the organism.
(C) The Kows used shall be of acceptable quality as described in paragraph (v) of this
subdivision.
(D) The site of the field study should not be so unique that the resulting BAF cannot be
extrapolated to other locations where the values will apply.
(E) The trophic level of the fish species shall be determined.
(F) The percent lipid shall be either measured or reliably estimated for the tissue used in
the determination of the BAF.
(iii) The following procedural and quality assurance requirements shall be met for
laboratory-measured BCFs:
(A) The test organism shall not be diseased, unhealthy, or adversely affected by the
concentration of the chemical.
(B) The total concentration of the chemical in the water shall be measured and should be
relatively constant during the steady-state time period.
(C) The organisms shall be exposed to the chemical using a flow-through or renewal
procedure.
(D) For organic chemicals, the percent lipid shall be either measured or reliably estimated
for the tissue used in the determination of the BCF.
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(E) For organic chemicals that have a log Kow of more than 4, the concentrations of POC
and DOC in the test solution shall be either measured or reliably estimated.
(F) Laboratory-measured BCFs should be determined using fish species, but BCFs
determined with molluscs and other invertebrates may be used with caution. For example,
because invertebrates metabolize some chemicals less efficiently than vertebrates, a
baseline BCF determined for such a chemical using invertebrates is expected to be higher
than a comparable baseline BCF determined using fish.
(G) If laboratory-measured BCFs increase or decrease as the concentration of the
chemical increases in the test solutions in a bioconcentration test, then the BCF measured
at the lowest test concentration that is above concentrations existing in the control water
shall be used. A BCF should not be calculated from a control treatment. The
concentrations of an inorganic chemical in a bioconcentration test should be greater than
normal background levels and greater than levels required for normal nutrition of the test
species if the chemical is a micronutrient, but below levels that adversely affect the species.
Bioaccumulation of an inorganic chemical might be overestimated if concentrations are at or
below normal background levels due to, for example, nutritional requirements of the test
organisms.
(H) For inorganic and organic chemicals, BCFs shall be used only if they are expressed
on a wet weight basis. BCFs reported on a dry weight basis cannot be converted to wet
weight unless a conversion factor is measured or reliably estimated for the tissue used in
the determination of the BAF.
(I) BCFs for organic chemicals may be based on measurement of radioactivity only when
the BCF is intended to include metabolites or when there is confidence that there is no
interference due to metabolites.
(J) The calculation of the BCF shall appropriately address growth dilution.
(K) Other aspects of the methodology used should be similar to the aspects of the
methodology described in the american society for testing and materials (ASTM) standard
entitled "Standard Guide for Conducting Bioconcentration Tests with Fishes and Saltwater
Bivalve Molluscs," Standard E 1022-94 (1994), which is adopted by reference in
R 323.1117.
(iv) The following procedural and quality assurance requirements shall be met for
predicted BCFs:
(A) The Kow used shall be of acceptable quality as described in paragraph (v) of this
subdivision.
(B) The predicted baseline BCF shall be calculated using the following equation:
Predicted baseline BCF = Kow
Where:
Kow = octanol-water partition coefficient.
(v) The value of Kow used for an organic chemical shall be determined by giving priority to
the experimental and computational techniques used as follows:
Log Kow <4:

Priority
1
1
1
2

Technique
Slow-stir
Generator-column
Shake-flask
Reverse-phase liquid chromatography
on C18 chromatography packing with
extrapolation to 0% solvent
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3

Reverse-phase liquid chromatography
on C18 chromatography packing without
extrapolation to 0% solvent
Calculated by the CLOGP program

4
Log Kow >4:

Priority
1
1
2

Technique
Slow-stir
Generator-column
Reverse-phase liquid chromatography
on C18 chromatography packing with
extrapolation to 0% solvent
Reverse-phase liquid chromatography
on C18 chromatography packing without
extrapolation to 0% solvent
Shake-flask
Calculated by the CLOGP program

3

4
5

The CLOGP program is a computer program available from Pomona College. A value of
Kow that seems to be different from the others should be considered an outlier and not used.
The value of Kow used for an organic chemical shall be the geometric mean of the available
Kows with highest priority or can be calculated from the arithmetic mean of the available log
Kows with the highest priority. Because it is an intermediate value in the derivation of a BAF,
the value used for the Kow of a chemical shall not be rounded to fewer than 3 significant
digits, and a value for log Kow shall not be rounded to fewer than 3 significant digits after the
decimal point.
(c) It is assumed that BAFs and BCFs for organic chemicals can be extrapolated on the
basis of percent lipid from one tissue to another and from one aquatic species to another in
most cases. Because BAFs and BCFs for organic chemicals are related to the percent
lipid, it does not make any difference whether the tissue sample is whole body or edible
portion, but both the BAF (or BCF) and the percent lipid shall be determined for the same
tissue. The percent lipid of the tissue should be measured during the BAF or BCF study,
but in some cases the percent lipid can be reliably estimated from measurements on tissue
from other organisms. If percent lipid is not reported for the test organisms in the original
study, then it may be obtained from the author or, in the case of a laboratory study, lipid
data for the same or a comparable laboratory population of test organisms that were used in
the original study may be used. The lipid-normalized concentration, C l , of a chemical in
tissue is defined using the following equation:

Cl =

CB
fl

Where:
CB = concentration of the organic chemical in the tissue of aquatic biota (either whole
organism or specified tissue) (mg/g).
f l = fraction of the tissue that is lipid.
(d) By definition, baseline BAFs and BCFs for organic chemicals, whether measured or
predicted, are based on the concentration of the chemical that is freely dissolved in the
ambient water in order to account for bioavailability. The relationship between the total
concentration of the chemical in the water, that is, that which is freely dissolved plus that
which is sorbed to particulate organic carbon or to dissolved organic carbon, to the freely
dissolved concentration of the chemical in the ambient water shall be calculated using the
following equation:
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Cfdw = ( f fd )(Ctw )
Where:
C fd
w = freely dissolved concentration of the organic chemical in the ambient water.
C tw = total concentration of the organic chemical in the ambient water.
ffd = fraction of the total chemical in the ambient water that is freely dissolved.
The fraction of the total chemical in the ambient water that is freely dissolved, ffd, shall be
calculated using the following equation:

f fd =

1
(DOC)( KOW)
1+
+ (POC)( KOW)
10

Where:
DOC = concentration of dissolved organic carbon, kg of dissolved organic carbon/L of
water.
Kow = octanol-water partition coefficient of the chemical.
POC = concentration of particulate organic carbon, kg of particulate organic carbon/L of
water.
(e) In the absence of a field-measured BAF or a predicted BAF derived from a BSAF, an
FCM shall be used to calculate the baseline BAF for trophic levels 3 and 4 from a
laboratory-measured or predicted BCF. For an organic chemical, the FCM used shall be
derived from table 9 using the chemical’s log Kow and linear interpolation. An FCM of more
than 1.0 applies to most organic chemicals that have a log Kow of 4 or more. The trophic
level used shall take into account the age or size of the fish species consumed by the
human, avian, or mammalian predator because for some species of fish the young are in
trophic level 3 whereas the adults are in trophic level 4.
(f) A baseline BAF shall be calculated from a field-measured BAF of acceptable quality
using the following equation:

 Measured BAFTt
  1 
Baseline BAF = 
- 1 

f fd

  fl 
Where:
BAF tT = BAF based on total concentration in tissue and water.
f l = fraction of the tissue that is lipid.
ffd = fraction of the total chemical that is freely dissolved in the ambient water.
The trophic level to which the baseline BAF applies is the same as the trophic level of the
organisms used in the determination of the field-measured BAF. For each trophic level, a
species mean measured baseline BAF shall be calculated as the geometric mean if more
than 1 measured baseline BAF is available for a given species. For each trophic level, the
geometric mean of the species mean measured baseline BAFs shall be calculated. If a
baseline BAF based on a measured BAF is available for either trophic level 3 or 4, but not
both, then a measured baseline BAF for the other trophic level shall be calculated using the
ratio of the FCMs that are obtained by linear interpolation from table 9 for the chemical.
(g) A baseline BAF for organic chemical "i" shall be calculated from a field-measured
BSAF of acceptable quality using the following equation:

( Baseline BAF)i = (Baseline BAF ) r •
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Where:
(BSAF)i = BSAF for chemical i.
(BSAF)r = BSAF for the reference chemical r.
(Kow)i = octanol-water partition coefficient for chemical i.
(Kow)r = octanol-water partition coefficient for the reference chemical r.
A BSAF shall be calculated using the following equation:

BSAF =

Cl
CSOC

Where:
C l = the lipid-normalized concentration of the chemical in tissue.
Csoc = the organic carbon-normalized concentration of the chemical in sediment.
The organic carbon-normalized concentration of a chemical in sediment, Csoc, shall be
calculated using the following equation:

CSOC =

CS
f OC

Where:
Cs = concentration of chemical in sediment (mg/g sediment).
foc =
fraction of the sediment that is organic carbon.
Predicting BAFs from BSAFs requires data from a steady-state or near steady-state
condition between sediment and ambient water for both a reference chemical "r" with a
field-measured BAF lfd and other chemicals "n=i" for which BSAFs are to be determined.
The trophic level to which the baseline BAF applies is the same as the trophic level of the
organisms used in the determination of the BSAF. For each trophic level, a species mean
baseline BAF shall be calculated as the geometric mean if more than 1 baseline BAF is
predicted from BSAFs for a given species. For each trophic level, the geometric mean of
the species mean baseline BAFs derived using BSAFs shall be calculated. If a baseline
BAF based on a measured BSAF is available for either trophic level 3 or 4, but not both, a
baseline BAF for the other trophic level shall be calculated using the ratio of the FCMs that
are obtained by linear interpolation from table 9 for the chemical.
(h) A baseline BAF for trophic level 3 and a baseline BAF for trophic level 4 shall be
calculated from a laboratory-measured BCF of acceptable quality and an FCM using the
following equation:

 Measured BCFTt
  1 
Baseline BAF = (FCM) 
- 1 

f fd

  fl 
Where:
BCF tT = BCF based on total concentration in tissue and water.
f l = fraction of the tissue that is lipid.
ffd = fraction of the total chemical in the test water that is freely dissolved.
FCM = the food chain multiplier obtained from table 9 by linear interpolation for trophic
level 3 or 4, as necessary.
For each trophic level, a species mean baseline BAF shall be calculated as the geometric
mean if more than 1 baseline BAF is predicted from laboratory-measured BCFs for a given
species. For each trophic level, the geometric mean of the species mean baseline BAFs
based on laboratory-measured BCFs shall be calculated.
(i) A baseline BAF for trophic level 3 and a baseline BAF for trophic level 4 shall be
calculated from a Kow of acceptable quality and an FCM using the following equation:

Baseline BAF = (FCM)(predicted baseline BCF) = (FCM)( KOW)
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Where:
FCM = the food chain multiplier obtained from table 9 by linear interpolation for trophic
level 3 or 4, as necessary.
Kow = octanol-water partition coefficient.
(j) Human health and wildlife BAFs for organic chemicals shall be derived as follows:
(i) The Kow of the chemical shall be used with a POC concentration of 0.00000004 kg/l
and a DOC concentration of 0.000002 kg/l to yield the fraction freely dissolved:
ffd =
1
1 + (DOC)(Kow) + (POC)(Kow)
10
=

1
1 + (0.000002 kg/L)(Kow) + (0.00000004 kg/L)(Kow)
10

=

1
1 + (0.00000024 kg/L)(Kow)
(ii) The human health BAF for an organic chemical shall be calculated using the following
equations:
(A) For trophic level 3:
Human health BAF HH
TL 3 = [(baseline BAF)(0.0182)+ 1](ffd)
(B) For trophic level 4:
Human health BAF HH
TL 4 = [(baseline BAF)(0.0310)+ 1](ffd)
Where:
0.0182 and 0.0310 are the standardized fraction lipid values for trophic levels 3 and 4,
respectively, that are used to derive human health values.
(iii) The wildlife BAF for an organic chemical shall be calculated using the following
equations:
(A) For trophic level 3:
Wildlife BAF WL
TL 3 = [(baseline BAF)(0.0646)+ 1](ffd)
(B) For trophic level 4:
Wildlife BAF WL
TL 4 = [(baseline BAF)(0.1031)+ 1](ffd)
Where:
0.0646 and 0.1031 are the standardized fraction lipid values for trophic levels 3 and 4,
respectively, that are used to derive wildlife values.
(k) To calculate human health and wildlife BAFs for inorganic chemicals, the baseline
BAFs for trophic levels 3 and 4 are both assumed to equal the BCF determined for the
chemical with fish. The FCM is assumed to be 1 for both trophic levels 3 and 4. However,
an FCM greater than 1 might be applicable to some metals, such as mercury, if, for
example, an organometallic form of the metal biomagnifies. The process specified in
paragraphs (i) and (ii) of this subdivision shall be followed:
(i) The human health BAFs for inorganic chemicals shall be calculated as follows:
(A) Measured BAFs and BCFs used to determine human health BAFs for inorganic
chemicals shall be based on edible tissue of freshwater fish unless it is demonstrated that
whole-body BAFs or BCFs are similar to edible-tissue BAFs or BCFs. BCFs and BAFs
based on measurements of aquatic plants and invertebrates shall not be used in the
derivation of human health values.
(B) If 1 or more field-measured baseline BAFs for an inorganic chemical are available
from studies conducted in the Great Lakes system with the muscle of fish, for each trophic
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level, a species mean measured baseline BAF shall be calculated as the geometric mean if
more than 1 measured BAF is available for a given species; and the geometric mean of the
species mean measured baseline BAFs shall be used as the human health BAF for that
chemical.
(C) If an acceptable measured baseline BAF is not available for an inorganic chemical and
1 or more acceptable edible-portion laboratory-measured BCFs are available for the
chemical, then a predicted baseline BAF shall be calculated by multiplying the geometric
mean of the BCFs times an FCM. The FCM will be 1.0 unless chemical-specific
biomagnification data support using a multiplier other than 1.0. The predicted baseline BAF
shall be used as the human health BAF for that chemical.
(ii) The wildlife BAFs for inorganic chemicals shall be calculated as follows:
(A) Measured BAFs and BCFs used to determine wildlife BAFs for inorganic chemicals
shall be based on whole-body freshwater fish and invertebrate data unless it is
demonstrated that edible-tissue BAFs or BCFs are similar to whole-body BAFs or BCFs.
(B) If 1 or more field-measured baseline BAFs for an inorganic chemical are available
from studies conducted in the Great Lakes system with the whole body of fish or
invertebrates, for each trophic level, a species mean measured baseline BAF shall be
calculated as the geometric mean if more than 1 measured BAF is available for a given
species; and the geometric mean of the species mean measured baseline BAFs shall be
used as the wildlife BAF for that chemical.
(C) If an acceptable measured baseline BAF is not available for an inorganic chemical and
1 or more acceptable whole-body laboratory-measured BCFs are available for the chemical,
then a predicted baseline BAF shall be calculated by multiplying the geometric mean of the
BCFs times an FCM. The FCM will be 1.0 unless chemical-specific biomagnification data
support using a multiplier other than 1.0. The predicted baseline BAF shall be used as the
wildlife BAF for that chemical.
(l) For both organic and inorganic chemicals, human health and wildlife BAFs for both
trophic levels shall be reviewed for consistency with all available data concerning the
bioaccumulation, bioconcentration, and metabolism of the chemical. For example,
information concerning octanol-water partitioning, molecular size, or other physicochemical
properties that might enhance or inhibit bioaccumulation should be considered for organic
chemicals. BAFs derived in accordance with the methodology specified in this subrule shall
be modified if changes are justified by available data.
(m) BAFs may be modified on a site-specific basis to be higher or lower to reflect local
environmental conditions. Any site-specific modifications shall be derived by making
appropriate site-specific adjustments to the methodology in this subrule and shall be
approved by the department. Lower BAFs shall be protective of designated uses of the
surface waters of the state and shall be based on sound scientific rationale to address sitespecific factors, including all of the following factors:
(i) The fraction of the total chemical that is freely dissolved in the ambient water is
different than that used to derive the statewide BAFs.
(ii) Input parameters of the Gobas model and the disequilibrium constant are different at
the site than the input parameters and the disequilibrium constant used to derive the
statewide BAFs.
(iii) The percent lipid of aquatic organisms that are consumed and occur at the site is
different than the percent lipid of aquatic organisms used to derive the statewide BAFs.
(iv) Site-specific field-measured BAFs or BSAFs are determined.
(6) In addition to the values derived by the method set forth in subrule (2) of this rule,
biological techniques, including whole effluent toxicity requirements, may be used to assure
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that the acute and chronic aquatic life requirements of these rules are met in the surface
waters of the state.
(7) If new information becomes available for the department to make a determination that
any of the water quality values in tables 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8 should be revised, then a rule
change shall be initiated by the department to modify the values. The revised values will be
considered for the purposes of developing water quality-based effluent limits for national
pollutant discharge elimination system permits and appropriate adjustments shall be made
when the permit is reissued.
(8) Tables 1 to 9 read as follows:
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Table 1.

Aquatic Maximum Values for Protection of Aquatic Life in Ambient Waters.

AMV1 (ug/L)

Conversion Factor (CF)

340

1.0

Cadmium2

(e 1.128(lnH)-3.6867 )(CF)

1.136672-(lnH)(0.041838)

Chromium (III)2

(e 0.819(lnH)+3.7256)(CF)

0.316

Chromium (VI) 2

16

0.982

Chemical
Arsenic2

Copper

2

(e

Cyanide3

0.9422(lnH)-1.7

)(CF)

0.96

22

n/a

Dieldrin

0.24

n/a

Endrin4

0.086

n/a

Lindane

0.95

n/a

Mercury2

1.4

0.85

(e 0.846(lnH)+2.255)(CF)

0.998

4

0.065

n/a

Pentachlorophenol4

e 1.005(pH)-4.869

n/a

4

4

Nickel2
Parathion

Zinc

2

0.8473(lnH)+0.884

(e

)(CF)

0.978

1

AMV is the aquatic maximum value and is equal to 1/2 the FAV. The AMV shall be
rounded to 2 significant digits.
2
Value is expressed as a dissolved concentration calculated using the specified conversion
factor.
3
Value is expressed as free cyanide.
4
Value is expressed as a total concentration.
Note: The term "lnH" is the natural log of hardness, expressed as mg/L CaCO3.
The term "n/a" means not applicable.
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Table 2. Chronic Water Quality Values for Protection of Aquatic Life in Ambient Waters.

1
FCV (ug/L)

Conversion Factor (CF)

150

1.0

Cadmium2

(e 0.7852(lnH)-2.715)(CF)

1.101672-(lnH)(0.041838)

Chromium (III)2

(e0.819(lnH)+0.6848)(CF)

0.86

11

0.962

(e0.8545(lnH)-1.702)(CF)

0.96

Cyanide

5.2

n/a

Dieldrin4

0.056

n/a

Endrin

0.036

n/a

Mercury2

0.77

0.85

(e0.846(lnH)+0.0584)(CF)

0.997

4

0.013

n/a

Pentachlorophenol4

e1.005(pH)-5.134

n/a

5

5

n/a

(e0.8473(lnH)+0.884)(CF)

0.986

Chemical
Arsenic2

Chromium (VI)

2

Copper2
3

4

Nickel2
Parathion

Selenium
Zinc2
1

FCV is the final chronic value. The FCV shall be rounded to 2 significant digits.
Value is expressed as a dissolved concentration calculated using the specified conversion
factor.
3
Value is expressed as free cyanide.
4
Value is expressed as a total concentration.
5
Value is expressed as a total recoverable concentration.

2

Note:

The term "lnH" is the natural log of hardness, as expressed in mg/L CaCO3.
The term "n/a" means not applicable.
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Table 3. Tier II Acute Factors.
Number of minimum
data requirements satisfied

Acute
Factor

2..........................................

13.0

3..........................................

8.0

4..........................................

7.0

5..........................................

6.1

6..........................................

5.2

7..........................................

4.3
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Table 4. Water Quality Values for Protection of Wildlife.

Chemical

Wildlife Value (ug/L)

DDT and metabolites.......................................................... 0.000011
Mercury, including methylmercury ...................................... 0.0013
PCBs (class)....................................................................... 0.00012
2,3,7,8-TCDD ..................................................................... 0.0000000031
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Table 5. Bioaccumulative Chemicals of Concern.
Chlordane
4,4’-DDD
4,4’-DDE
4,4’-DDT
Dieldrin
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorobutadiene
Hexachlorocyclohexanes
alpha-Hexachlorocyclohexane
beta-Hexachlorocyclohexane
delta-Hexachlorocyclohexane
Lindane
Mercury
Mirex
Octachlorostyrene
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
Pentachlorobenzene
Photomirex
2,3,7,8-TCDD
1,2,3,4-Tetrachlorobenzene
1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene
Toxaphene
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Table 6. Exposure Parameters for the 5 Representative Species Identified for Protection.
Species

Adult
Body
Weight

Water
Ingestion
Rate

Food Ingestion
Rate of Prey in
Each Trophic Level

Trophic Level
of Prey

Units

kg

L/day

kg/day

Percent of diet

Mink

0.80

0.081

TL3: 0.159
Other: 0.0177

TL3: 90 %
Other: 10 %

Otter

7.4

0.600

TL3: 0.977
TL4: 0.244

TL3: 80 %
TL4: 20 %

Kingfisher

0.15

0.017

TL3: 0.0672

TL3: 100 %

Herring gull

1.1

0.063

TL3: 0.192
TL4: 0.0480
Other: 0.0267

Fish:
90 %
TL3: 80 %
TL4: 20 %
Other:

Bald eagle

4.6

0.160

TL3: 0.371
TL4: 0.0929
PB: 0.0283
Other: 0.0121

10 %

Fish:
92 %
TL3: 80 %
TL4: 20 %
Birds:
8%
PB: 70 %
Non-aquatic: 30 %

Note:

TL3 = trophic level 3 fish.
TL4 = trophic level 4 fish.
PB = piscivorous birds.
Other = nonaquatic birds and mammals.
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Table 7. Human Noncancer Values for Protection of Human Health.

Chemical

Drinking

HNV (ug/L)
Nondrinking

Benzene ...................................................... 19.............................. 510
Chlordane.................................................... 0.0014 ....................... 0.0014
Chlorobenzene ............................................ 470............................ 3200
Cyanides ..................................................... 600............................ 48000
DDT............................................................. 0.002 ......................... 0.002
Dieldrin ........................................................ 0.00041 ..................... 0.00041
2,4-dimethylphenol ...................................... 450............................ 8700
2,4-dinitrophenol.......................................... 55.............................. 2800
Hexachlorobenzene..................................... 0.046 ......................... 0.046
Hexachloroethane ....................................... 6.0............................. 7.6
Lindane ....................................................... 0.47........................... 0.50
Mercury (including methylmercury).............. 0.0018 ....................... 0.0018
Methylene chloride ...................................... 1600 .......................... 90000
2,3,7,8-TCDD .............................................. 0.000000067 ............. 0.000000067
Toluene ....................................................... 5600 .......................... 51000
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Table 8. Human Cancer Values for the Protection of Human Health.

Chemical

Drinking

HCV (ug/L)
Nondrinking

Benzene ...................................................... 12.............................. 310
Chlordane.................................................... 0.00025 ..................... 0.00025
DDT............................................................. 0.00015 ..................... 0.00015
Dieldrin ........................................................ 0.0000065 ................. 0.0000065
Hexachlorobenzene..................................... 0.00045 ..................... 0.00045
Hexachloroethane ....................................... 5.3............................. 6.7
Methylene chloride ...................................... 47.............................. 2600
PCBs (class)................................................ 0.000026 ................... 0.000026
2,3,7,8-TCDD .............................................. 0.0000000086 ........... 0.0000000086
Toxaphene .................................................. 0.000068 ................... 0.000068
Trichloroethylene ......................................... 29.............................. 370
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Table 9. Food Chain Multipliers for Trophic Levels 2, 3, and 4.
Trophic
Trophica
Trophic
Log Kow
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
2.0................. ................. 1.000 .........................1.005..........................1.000
2.5 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.010..........................1.002
3.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.028……...................1.007
3.1 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.034 ........................ 1.007
3.2.................. ................ 1.000 .........................1.042 ........................ 1.009
3.3................. ................. 1.000 .........................1.053............. ........... 1.012
3.4.................. ................ 1.000 .........................1.067 ........................ 1.014
3.5................. ................. 1.000 .........................1.083 ........................ 1.019
3.6................. ................. 1.000 .........................1.103 ........................ 1.023
3.7................ .................. 1.000 .........................1.128 ........................ 1.033
3.8 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.161 ........................ 1.042
3.9 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.202 ........................ 1.054
4.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.253 ........................ 1.072
4.1 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.315 ........................ 1.096
4.2 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.380 ........................ 1.130
4.3 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.491 ........................ 1.178
4.4.................. ................ 1.000 .........................1.614 ........................ 1.242
4.5 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.766 ........................ 1.334
4.6 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.950 ........................ 1.459
4.7 .................................. 1.000 .........................2.175 ........................ 1.633
4.8 .................................. 1.000 .........................2.452 ........................ 1.871
4.9 .................................. 1.000 .........................2.780 ........................ 2.193
5.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................3.181 ........................ 2.612
5.1 .................................. 1.000 .........................3.643 ........................ 3.162
5.2 .................................. 1.000 .........................4.188 ........................ 3.873
5.3 .................................. 1.000 .........................4.803 ........................ 4.742
5.4 .................................. 1.000 .........................5.502 ........................ 5.821
5.5 .................................. 1.000 .........................6.266 ........................ 7.079
5.6 .................................. 1.000 .........................7.096 ........................ 8.551
5.7 .................................. 1.000 .........................7.962 ........................ 10.209
5.8 .................................. 1.000 .........................8.841 ........................ 12.050
5.9 .................................. 1.000 .........................9.716 ........................ 13.964
6.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................10.556 ...................... 15.996
6.1 .................................. 1.000 .........................11.337 ...................... 17.783
6.2 .................................. 1.000 .........................12.064 ...................... 19.907
6.3 .................................. 1.000 .........................12.691 ...................... 21.677
6.4 .................................. 1.000 .........................13.228 ...................... 23.281
6.5 .................................. 1.000 .........................13.662 ...................... 24.604
6.6 .................................. 1.000 .........................13.980 ...................... 25.645
6.7 .................................. 1.000 .........................14.223 ...................... 26.363
6.8 .................................. 1.000 .........................14.355 ...................... 26.669
6.9 .................................. 1.000 .........................14.388 ...................... 26.669
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Table 9. Continued.

Log Kow

Trophica
Level 3

Trophic
Level 2

Trophic
Level 4

7.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................14.305 ...................... 26.242
7.1 .................................. 1.000 .........................14.142 ...................... 25.468
7.2.............. .................... 1.000 .........................13.852 ...................... 24.322
7.3 .................................. 1.000 .........................13.474 ...................... 22.856
7.4 .................................. 1.000 .........................12.987 ...................... 21.038
7.5 .................................. 1.000 .........................12.517 ...................... 18.967
7.6 .................................. 1.000 .........................11.708 ...................... 16.749
7.7 .................................. 1.000 .........................10.914 ...................... 14.388
7.8 .................................. 1.000 .........................10.069 ...................... 12.050
7.9 .................................. 1.000 .........................9.162 ........................ 9.840
8.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................8.222 ........................ 7.798
8.1 .................................. 1.000 .........................7.278 ........................ 6.012
8.2 .................................. 1.000 .........................6.361 ........................ 4.519
8.3 .................................. 1.000 .........................5.489 ........................ 3.311
8.4 .................................. 1.000 .........................4.683 ........................ 2.371
8.5 .................................. 1.000 .........................3.296 ........................ 1.146
8.7 .................................. 1.000 .........................2.732 ........................ 0.778
8.8 .................................. 1.000 .........................2.246 ........................ 0.521
8.9 .................................. 1.000……. .................1.837 ........................ 0.345
9.0 .................................. 1.000 .........................1.493 ........................ 0.226
a

The FCMs for trophic level 3 are the geometric mean of the FCMs for sculpin and
alewife.
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R 323.1058 Radioactive substances.
Rule 58. The control and regulation of radioactive substances discharged to the waters of
the state shall be pursuant to the criteria, standards, or requirements prescribed by the
United States nuclear regulatory commission in 10 C.F.R. §20.1 et seq. and by the United
States environmental protection agency.
R 323.1060 Plant nutrients.
Rule 60. (1) Consistent with Great Lakes protection, phosphorus which is or may readily
become available as a plant nutrient shall be controlled from point source discharges to
achieve 1 milligram per liter of total phosphorus as a maximum monthly average effluent
concentration unless other limits, either higher or lower, are deemed necessary and
appropriate by the department.
(2) In addition to the protection provided under subrule (1) of this rule, nutrients shall be
limited to the extent necessary to prevent stimulation of growths of aquatic rooted, attached,
suspended, and floating plants, fungi or bacteria which are or may become injurious to the
designated uses of the surface waters of the state.

R 323.1062 Microorganisms.
Rule 62. (1) All surface waters of the state protected for total body contact recreation
shall not contain more than 130 Escherichia coli (E. coli) per 100 milliliters, as a 30-day
geometric mean. Compliance shall be based on the geometric mean of all individual
samples taken during 5 or more sampling events representatively spread over a 30-day
period. Each sampling event shall consist of 3 or more samples taken at representative
locations within a defined sampling area. At no time shall the surface waters of the state
protected for total body contact recreation contain more than a maximum of 300 E. coli per
100 milliliters. Compliance shall be based on the geometric mean of 3 or more samples
taken during the same sampling event at representative locations within a defined sampling
area.
(2) All surface waters of the state protected for partial body contact recreation shall not
contain more than a maximum of 1,000 E. coli per 100 milliliters. Compliance shall be
based on the geometric mean of 3 or more samples, taken during the same sampling event,
at representative locations within a defined sampling area.
(3) Discharges containing treated or untreated human sewage shall not contain more than
200 fecal coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters, based on the geometric mean of all of 5 or
more samples taken over a 30-day period, nor more than 400 fecal coliform bacteria per
100 milliliters, based on the geometric mean of all of 3 or more samples taken during any
period of discharge not to exceed 7 days. Other indicators of adequate disinfection may be
utilized where approved by the department.
(4) The department may suspend the provisions of subrule (3) of this rule, for the purpose
of discharge permit issuance, from November 1 to April 30, upon an adequate
demonstration by the applicant that designated uses will be protected. At a minimum, the
provisions of subrule (2) of this rule shall be met.
(5) Acceptable levels of infectious organisms that are not specifically addressed by the
provisions of subrules (1), (2), and (3) of this rule shall be established by the department on
a case-by-case basis to assure that designated uses are protected.
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R 323.1064 Dissolved oxygen in Great Lakes, connecting waters, and inland streams.
Rule 64. (1) A minimum of 7 milligrams per liter of dissolved oxygen in all Great Lakes
and connecting waterways shall be maintained, and, except for inland lakes as prescribed in
R 323.1065, a minimum of 7 milligrams per liter of dissolved oxygen shall be maintained at
all times in all inland waters designated by these rules to be protected for coldwater fish. In
all other waters, except for inland lakes as prescribed by R 323.1065, a minimum of 5
milligrams per liter of dissolved oxygen shall be maintained. These standards do not apply
for a limited warmwater fishery use subcategory or limited coldwater fishery use
subcategory established pursuant to R 323.1100(11) or during those periods when the
standards specified in subrule (2) of this rule apply.
(2) Surface waters of the state which do not meet the standards set forth in subrule (1) of
this rule shall be upgraded to meet those standards. The department may issue permits
pursuant to R 323.2145 which establish schedules to achieve the standards set forth in
subrule (1) of this rule for point source discharges to surface waters which do not meet the
standards set forth in subrule (1) of this rule and which commenced discharge before
December 2, 1986. For point source discharges which commenced before December 2,
1986, the dischargers may demonstrate to the department that the dissolved oxygen
standards specified in subrule (1) of this rule are not attainable through further feasible and
prudent reductions in their discharges or that the diurnal variation between the daily average
and daily minimum dissolved oxygen concentrations in those waters exceeds 1 milligram
per liter, further reductions in oxygen-consuming substances from such discharges will not
be required, except as necessary to meet the interim standards specified in this subrule,
until comprehensive plans to upgrade these waters to the standards specified in subrule (1)
of this rule have been approved by the department and orders, permits, or other actions
necessary to implement the approved plans have been issued by the department. In the
interim, all of the following standards apply:
(a) For surface waters of the state designated for use for coldwater fish, except for inland
lakes as prescribed in R 323.1065, the dissolved oxygen shall not be lowered below a
minimum of 6 milligrams per liter at the design flow during the warm weather season in
accordance with R 323.1090(2) and (3). At the design flows during other seasonal periods,
as provided in R 323.1090(3), a minimum of 7 milligrams per liter shall be maintained. At
flows greater than the design flows, dissolved oxygen shall be higher than the respective
minimum values specified in this subdivision.
(b) For surface waters of the state designated for use for warmwater fish and other
aquatic life, except for inland lakes as prescribed in R 323.1065, the dissolved oxygen shall
not be lowered below a minimum of 4 milligrams per liter, or below 5 milligrams per liter as a
daily average, at the design flow during the warm weather season in accordance with
R 323.1090(3) and (4). At the design flows during other seasonal periods as provided in
R 323.1090(3), a minimum of 5 milligrams per liter shall be maintained. At flows greater
than the design flows, dissolved oxygen shall be higher than the respective minimum values
specified in this subdivision.
(c) For surface waters of the state designated for use for warmwater fish and other
aquatic life, but also designated as principal migratory routes for anadromous salmonids,
except for inland lakes as prescribed in R 323.1065, the dissolved oxygen shall not be
lowered below 5 milligrams per liter as a minimum during periods of migration.
(3) The department may cause a comprehensive plan to be prepared to upgrade waters
to the standards specified in subrule (1) of this rule taking into consideration all factors
affecting dissolved oxygen in these waters and the cost effectiveness of control measures
to upgrade these waters and, after notice and hearing, approve the plan. After notice and
hearing, the department may amend a comprehensive plan for cause. In undertaking the
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comprehensive planning effort the department shall provide for and encourage participation
by interested and impacted persons in the affected area. Persons directly or indirectly
discharging substances which contribute towards these waters not meeting the standards
specified in subrule (1) of this rule may be required after notice and order to provide
necessary information to assist in the development or amendment of the comprehensive
plan. Upon notice and order, permit, or other action of the department, persons directly or
indirectly discharging substances which contribute toward these waters not meeting the
standards specified in subrule (1) of this rule shall take the necessary actions consistent
with the approved comprehensive plan to control these discharges to upgrade these waters
to the standards specified in subrule (1) of this rule.

R 323.1065 Dissolved oxygen; inland lakes.
Rule 65. (1) The following standards for dissolved oxygen shall apply to the lakes
designated for coldwater fish in R 323.1100(4) and (6):
(a) In stratified coldwater lakes which have dissolved oxygen concentrations less than 7
milligrams per liter in the upper half of the hypolimnion, a minimum of 7 milligrams per liter
dissolved oxygen shall be maintained throughout the epilimnion and upper 1/3 of the
thermocline during stratification. Lakes capable of sustaining oxygen throughout the
hypolimnion shall maintain oxygen throughout the hypolimnion. At all other times, dissolved
oxygen concentrations greater than 7 milligrams per liter shall be maintained.
(b) Except for lakes described in subdivision (c) of this subrule, in stratified coldwater
lakes which have dissolved oxygen concentrations greater than 7 milligrams per liter in the
upper half of the hypolimnion, a minimum of 7 milligrams per liter of dissolved oxygen shall
be maintained in the epilimnion, thermocline, and upper half of the hypolimnion. Lakes
capable of sustaining oxygen throughout the hypolimnion shall maintain oxygen throughout
the hypolimnion. At all other times, dissolved oxygen concentrations greater than 7
milligrams per liter shall be maintained.
(c) In stratified coldwater lakes which have dissolved oxygen concentrations greater than
7 milligrams per liter throughout the hypolimnion, a minimum of 7 milligrams per liter shall
be maintained throughout the lake.
(d) In unstratified coldwater lakes, a minimum of 7 milligrams per liter of dissolved oxygen
shall be maintained throughout the lake.
(2) For all other inland lakes not specified in subrule (1) of this rule, during stratification, a
minimum dissolved oxygen concentration of 5 milligrams per liter shall be maintained
throughout the epilimnion. At all other times, dissolved oxygen concentrations greater than
5 milligrams per liter shall be maintained.

R 323.1069 Temperature; general considerations.
Rule 69. (1) In all surface waters of the state, the points of temperature measurement
normally shall be in the surface 1 meter; however, where turbulence, sinking plumes,
discharge inertia or other phenomena upset the natural thermal distribution patterns of
receiving waters, temperature measurements shall be required to identify the spatial
characteristics of the thermal profile.
(2) Monthly maximum temperatures, based on the ninetieth percentile occurrence of
natural water temperatures plus the increase allowed at the edge of the mixing zone and in
part on long-term physiological needs of fish, may be exceeded for short periods when
natural water temperatures exceed the ninetieth percentile occurrence. Temperature
increases during these periods may be permitted by the department, but in all cases shall
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not be greater than the natural water temperature plus the increase allowed at the edge of
the mixing zone.
(3) Natural daily and seasonal temperature fluctuations of the receiving waters shall be
preserved.

R 323.1070 Temperature of Great Lakes and connecting waters.
Rule 70. (1) The Great Lakes and connecting waters shall not receive a heat load which
would warm the receiving water at the edge of the mixing zone more than 3 degrees
Fahrenheit above the existing natural water temperature.
(2) The Great Lakes and connecting waters shall not receive a heat load which would
warm the receiving water at the edge of the mixing zone to temperatures in degrees
Fahrenheit higher than the following monthly maximum temperature:
(a) Lake Michigan north of a line due west from the city of Pentwater.
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(b) Lake Michigan south of a line due west from the city of Pentwater.
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(c) Lake Superior and the St. Marys river:
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(d) Lake Huron north of a line due east from Tawas point:
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(e) Lake Huron south of a line due east from Tawas point, except Saginaw bay.
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(f) Lake Huron, Saginaw bay:
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(g) St. Clair river:
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(h) Lake St. Clair:
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(i) Detroit river:
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(j) Lake Erie:
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R 323.1072 Temperature: inland lakes, general standards.
Rule 72. Inland lakes shall not receive a heat load which would:
(a) Increase the temperature of the thermocline or hypolimnion or decrease the volume
thereof.
(b) Increase the temperature of the receiving waters at the edge of the mixing zone more
than 3 degrees Fahrenheit above the existing natural water temperature.
(c) Increase the temperature of the receiving waters at the edge of the mixing zone to
temperatures greater than the following monthly maximum temperatures:
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R 323.1073 Temperature; inland lakes, anadromous salmonid migrations.
Rule 73. Warmwater inland lakes which serve as principal migratory routes for
anadromous salmonids shall not receive a heat load during periods of migration at such
locations and in a manner which may adversely affect salmonid migration or raise the
receiving water temperature at the edge of the mixing zone more than 3 degrees Fahrenheit
above the existing natural water temperature.

R 323.1075 Temperature of rivers, streams, and impoundments.
Rule 75. (1) Rivers, streams, and impoundments naturally capable of supporting
coldwater fish shall not receive a heat load which would do either of the following:
(a) Increase the temperature of the receiving waters at the edge of the mixing zone more
than 2 degrees Fahrenheit above the existing natural water temperature.
(b) Increase the temperature of the receiving waters at the edge of the mixing zone to
temperatures greater than the following monthly maximum temperatures:
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(2) Rivers, streams, and impoundments naturally capable of supporting warmwater fish
shall not receive a heat load which would warm the receiving water at the edge of the
mixing zone more than 5 degrees Fahrenheit above the existing natural water temperature.
(3) Rivers, streams, and impoundments naturally capable of supporting warmwater fish
shall not receive a heat load which would warm the receiving water at the edge of the
mixing zone to temperatures greater than the following monthly maximum temperatures:
(a) For rivers, streams, and impoundments north of a line between Bay City, Midland,
Alma and North Muskegon:
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(b) For rivers, streams, and impoundments south of a line between Bay City, Midland,
Alma, and North Muskegon, except the St. Joseph river:
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(c) St. Joseph river:
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(4) Non-trout rivers and streams that serve as principal migratory routes for anadromous
salmonids shall not receive a heat load during periods of migration at such locations and in
a manner which may adversely affect salmonid migration or raise the receiving water
temperature at the edge of the mixing zone more than 5 degrees Fahrenheit above the
existing natural water temperature.

R 323.1082 Mixing zones.
Rule 82. (1) A mixing zone is that portion of a water body allocated by the department
where a point source or venting groundwater discharge is mixed with the surface waters of
the state. Exposure in mixing zones shall not result in deleterious effects to populations of
aquatic life or wildlife. As a minimum restriction, the final acute value (FAV) for aquatic life
shall not be exceeded when determining a wasteload allocation (WLA) for acute aquatic life
protection, unless it is determined by the department that a higher level is acceptable or it
can be demonstrated to the department that an acute mixing zone is acceptable consistent
with subrule (7) of this rule. The mixing zone shall not prevent the passage of fish or fish
food organisms in a manner that would result in adverse impacts on the immediate or future
populations of the fish or fish food organisms. The area of mixing zones shall be minimized.
To this end, devices for rapid mixing, dilution, and dispersion are encouraged where
practicable. A watercourse or portions of a watercourse that, without 1 or more point source
discharges, would have no flow except during periods of surface runoff may be considered
as a mixing zone for a point source discharge. A mixing zone established in this manner
shall not apply to pollutants of initial focus specified in 40 C.F.R. §132 (1995) unless a sitespecific determination under R 323.1057(2) has been conducted that shows that the
existing and expected aquatic life in the watercourse will be adequately protected in the
absence of chronic aquatic life water quality values.
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(2) Unless otherwise stated in this rule, not more than 25% of the receiving water design
flow for lotic systems, as stated in R 323.1090(2), shall be used when determining a whole
effluent toxicity limit or a wasteload allocation for a toxic substance, in the absence of, or
consistent with, a total maximum daily load, unless it can be demonstrated to the
department that the use of a larger volume is acceptable consistent with subrule (7) of this
rule.
(3) For ammonia and substances not included in subrule (2) of this rule, the design flow
for lotic systems, as stated in R 323.1090(2)(a) or (3), shall be used when determining
WLAs if the provisions in subrule (1) of this rule are met, unless the department determines
that a more restrictive volume is necessary.
(4) For all substances, physical mixing zone boundaries may be established and shall be
determined by the department on a case-by-case basis.
(5) Mixing zones in the Great Lakes and inland lakes for the purpose of determining
WLAs and WET limits shall assume no greater dilution than 1 part effluent to 10 parts
receiving water, unless it can be demonstrated to the department that use of a larger
volume is acceptable consistent with subrule (7) of this rule. Except for ammonia, a larger
mixing zone shall not be granted if it exceeds the area where discharge-induced mixing
occurs. Mixing zones established under this subrule for thermal discharges to meet the
Great Lakes and inland lake requirements of R 323.1069, R 323.1070, R 323.1072,
R 323.1073, and R 323.1075 shall be determined by the department on a case-by-case
basis.
(6) In addition to subrules (1), (2), (4), and (5) of this rule, the following provisions are
applicable to bioaccumulative chemicals of concern (BCCs) when establishing WLAs:
(a) There shall be no mixing zones available for new discharges of BCCs to the surface
waters of the state.
(b) Mixing zones for BCCs may be allowed for existing discharges to the surface waters of
the state through November 14, 2010, pursuant to the provisions of this rule. After this
date, except as provided in subdivisions (c) and (d) of this subrule, permits shall not
authorize mixing zones for existing discharges of BCCs to the surface waters of the state,
and WLAs for such discharges shall be set equal to the most stringent water quality value
for that BCC.
(c) The department may grant mixing zones for any existing discharge of BCCs to the
surface waters of the state where it can be demonstrated, on a case-by-case basis, that
failure to grant a mixing zone would preclude water conservation measures that would lead
to overall load reductions in BCCs.
(d) Upon the request of an existing discharger of a BCC to the surface waters of the state,
the department may grant mixing zones beyond November 14, 2010, based upon technical
and economic considerations, subject to all of the following provisions:
(i) The department must determine that all of the following provisions are satisfied:
(A) The discharger is in compliance with, and will continue to implement, all applicable
technology-based treatment and pretreatment requirements of the clean water act of 1972,
as amended, 33 U.S.C. §§301, 302, 304, 306, 307, 401, and 402, and is in compliance with
its existing NPDES WQBELs, including those based on a mixing zone.
(B) The discharger has reduced, and will continue to reduce, to the maximum extent
possible, the loading of the BCC for which a mixing zone is requested, by the use of costeffective controls or pollution-prevention alternatives that have been adequately
demonstrated and are reasonably available to the discharger.
(C) The discharger has evaluated alternative means of reducing the BCC elsewhere in the
watershed.
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(ii) In making the determination in paragraph (i) of this subdivision, the department shall
consider all of the following factors:
(A) The availability and feasibility, including cost effectiveness, of additional controls or
pollution prevention measures for reducing and ultimately eliminating BCCs for the
discharger, including additional controls or pollution prevention measures used by similar
dischargers for reducing and ultimately eliminating BCCs.
(B) Whether the discharger or affected communities will suffer unreasonable economic
effects if the mixing zone is eliminated.
(C) The extent to which the discharger will implement an ambient monitoring plan to
ensure compliance with water quality values at the edge of any authorized mixing zone.
(D) Other information the department deems appropriate.
(iii) Any exceptions to the mixing zone elimination provision for existing discharges of
BCCs granted pursuant to this subdivision shall comply with all of the following provisions:
(A) Not result in any less stringent limitations than the limitations that existed on July 29,
1997.
(B) Be limited to 1 permit term unless the department makes a new determination in
accordance with this subrule for each successive permit application in which a mixing zone
for the BCC is sought.
(C) Not likely jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or threatened species
listed or proposed under section 4 of the endangered species act or result in the destruction
or adverse modification of the species’ critical habitat.
(iv) For each draft NPDES permit that allows a mixing zone for a BCC after November 14,
2010, the NPDES fact sheet shall specify relevant information used to establish the mixing
zone, including the mixing provisions used in calculating the permit limits and the identity of
each BCC for which a mixing zone is proposed.
(7) For purposes of establishing a mixing zone other than as specified in subrules (1), (2),
and (5) of this rule, a mixing zone demonstration shall be submitted to the department for
approval and all of the following provisions apply:
(a) The mixing zone demonstration shall include all of the following:
(i) A description of the amount of dilution occurring at the boundaries of the proposed
mixing zone and the size, shape, and location of the area of mixing, including the manner in
which diffusion and dispersion occur.
(ii) For sources discharging to the Great Lakes and inland lakes, a definition of the
location at which discharge-induced mixing ceases.
(iii) Documentation of the substrate character within the mixing zone.
(iv) Confirmation that the mixing zone does not interfere with or block the passage of fish
or aquatic life.
(v) Confirmation that the mixing zone would not likely jeopardize the continued existence
of any endangered or threatened species listed or proposed under section 4 of the
endangered species act or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the species’
critical habitat.
(vi) Confirmation that the mixing zone does not extend to a public water supply source
pursuant to R 323.1100(8).
(vii) Confirmation that the mixing zone would not interfere with the designated or existing
uses of the receiving water or downstream waters.
(viii) Documentation of background water quality concentrations.
(ix) Confirmation that the mixing zone does not promote undesirable aquatic life or result
in a dominance of nuisance species.
(x) Confirmation that, by allowing additional mixing/dilution, the following will not occur:
(A) The formation of objectionable deposits.
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(B) The concentration of floating debris, oil, scum, and other matter in concentrations that
form nuisances.
(C) The production of objectionable color, odor, taste, or turbidity.
(b) The mixing zone demonstration shall also address all of the following items:
(i) Whether or not adjacent mixing zones overlap.
(ii) Whether organisms would be attracted to the area of mixing as a result of the effluent
character.
(iii) Whether the habitat supports endemic or naturally occurring species.
(iv) Why an increased mixing zone is necessary.
(v) Describe any pollution prevention measures that were evaluated to eliminate the need
for an increased mixing zone.
(c) The mixing zone demonstration shall be based on the assumption that environmental
fate or other physical, chemical, or biological factors do not affect the concentration of the
toxic substance in the water column, within the proposed mixing zone, unless both of the
following occur:
(i) Scientifically valid field studies or other relevant information demonstrate that
degradation of the toxic substance is expected to occur during typical environmental
conditions expected to be encountered.
(ii) Scientifically valid field studies or other relevant information address other factors that
affect the level of toxic substances in the water column, including all of the following factors:
(A) Sediment release or resuspension.
(B) Chemical speciation.
(C) Biological and chemical transformation.

R 323.1090 Applicability of water quality standards.
Rule 90. (1) The requirements prescribed by these rules shall not apply within mixing
zones, except for the requirements prescribed in R 323.1050, or as otherwise specified by
these rules.
(2) Water quality standards prescribed by these rules are minimally acceptable water
quality conditions and shall apply at all flows equal to or exceeding the design flows, except
where the department determines that a more restrictive design flow is necessary. The
design flows in lotic systems shall be as follows:
(a) Unless otherwise stated in this rule, the design flow is equal to the lowest of the 12
monthly 95% exceedance flows. The 95% exceedance flow is the flow equal to or
exceeded 95% of the time for the specified month.
(b) For human health values, the design flow is equal to the harmonic mean flow.
(c) For wildlife values, the design flow is equal to the 90-day, 10-year low flow (90Q10).
(3) A maximum of 4 seasonal design flows may be granted when determining surface
water effluent limitations for ammonia or substances not addressed by R 323.1057 if it is
determined by the department that the use of such design flows will protect water quality
and be consistent with the protection of the public health, safety, and welfare. The seasonal
design flows shall be the lowest of the monthly 95% exceedance flow for the months in each
season.
(4) Alternate design flows may be used for intermittent wet weather discharges as
necessary to protect the designated uses of the receiving water.
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R 323.1092 Applicability of water quality standards to dredging or construction activities.
Rule 92. Unless the department determines, after consideration of dilution and dispersion,
that such activities result in unacceptable adverse impacts on designated uses, the water
quality standards prescribed by these rules shall not apply to dredging or construction
activities within the surface waters of the state where such activities occur or during the
periods of time when the aftereffects of dredging or construction activities degrade water
quality within such waters of the state, if the dredging operations or construction activities
have been authorized by the United States army corps of engineers or the department. The
water quality standards shall apply, however, in nonconfined surface waters of the state
utilized for the disposal of spoil from dredging operations, except within spoil disposal sites
specifically defined by the United States army corps of engineers or the department.

R 323.1096 Determinations of compliance with water quality standards.
Rule 96. Analysis of the surface waters of the state to determine compliance with the
water quality standards prescribed by these rules shall be made pursuant to procedures
outlined in 40 C.F.R. §136 (2000), which are adopted by reference in R 323.1117 or other
methods prescribed or approved by the department.

R 323.1097 Materials applications not subject to standards.
Rule 97. The application of materials for water resource management projects pursuant to
state statutory provisions is not subject to the standards prescribed by these rules, but all
projects shall be reviewed and approved by the department before application.

R 323.1098 Antidegradation.
Rule 98. (1) This rule applies to any action or activity pursuant to part 31 of Act No. 451
of the Public Acts of 1994, as amended, being §324.3101 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled
Laws, that is anticipated to result in a new or increased loading of pollutants by any source
to surface waters of the state and for which independent regulatory authority exists requiring
compliance with water quality standards.
(2) For all waters, the level of water quality necessary to protect existing uses shall be
maintained and protected. Where designated uses of the water body are not attained, there
shall be no lowering of the water quality with respect to the pollutant or pollutants that are
causing the nonattainment.
(3) Where, for individual pollutants, the quality of the waters is better than the water
quality standards prescribed by these rules, that water shall be considered high quality and
that quality shall be maintained and protected unless allowing lower water quality is
necessary to accommodate important economic or social development in the area in which
the waters are located. For high quality waters, no action resulting in the lowering of water
quality shall occur unless the provisions of this rule have been complied with.
(4) A person applying for a control document in a high quality water or a Lake Superior
basin - outstanding international resource water for a new or increased loading of pollutants
shall show how the discharge is exempted under subrule (8) or (9) of this rule or provide a
demonstration as follows:
(a) The applicant shall identify the social or economic development and the benefits to the
area in which the waters are located that would be foregone if the new or increased loading
of pollutants is not allowed. The factors to be addressed may include any of the following:
(i) Employment increases.
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(ii) Production level increases.
(iii) Employment reductions avoidance.
(iv) Efficiency increases.
(v) Industrial, commercial, or residential growth.
(vi) Environmental or public health problem corrections.
(vii) Economic or social benefits to the community.
(b) For discharges of BCCs that result from operations at the facility, the applicant shall
include an identification of the alternatives evaluated and the alternatives to be implemented
to comply with the following requirements:
(i) The discharger shall minimize the new or increased loading of the BCC by
implementation of any cost-effective pollution prevention alternatives and techniques which
have been adequately demonstrated and which are reasonably available to the discharger
that would eliminate or significantly reduce the new or increased loading of the BCC.
(ii) If pollution prevention alternatives implemented under paragraph (i) of this subdivision
do not eliminate the new or increased loading of the BCC, then the discharger shall
evaluate alternative or enhanced treatment techniques which have been adequately
demonstrated and which are reasonably available to the discharger that would eliminate the
new or increased loading of the BCC and shall implement the techniques that have a cost
that is reasonable relative to the cost of treatment necessary to achieve applicable effluent
limitations.
(iii) If the new or increased loading is a point source discharge to a Lake Superior basinoutstanding international resource water as defined in subrule (7) of this rule and if the BCC
of concern is a LSB-BSIC, then the requirements of paragraph (ii) of this subdivision do not
apply. If the pollution prevention alternatives implemented under paragraph (i) of this
subdivision do not eliminate the new or increased loading of the LSB-BSIC to a Lake
Superior basin-outstanding international resource water, then the discharger shall evaluate
and implement the best technology in process and treatment (BTPT) that would eliminate or
reduce the new or increased loading of the LSB-BSIC. BTPT shall be the most advanced
treatment techniques which have been adequately demonstrated and which are reasonably
available to the discharger. However, innovative or experimental technology shall also be
considered if proposed by the discharger. Upon demonstration by the permittee, the
requirement to implement BTPT may be waived by the department for new or increased
loadings of LSB-BSICs that occur as trace contaminants in naturally occurring raw materials
at the facility. If the BTPT requirement is waived, then the requirements of paragraph (ii) of
this subdivision shall apply.
(5) If the department determines that the antidegradation demonstration information from
subrule (4) of this rule shows that lowering of water quality is necessary to support
important social and economic development in the area and that, if applicable, BTPT will be
implemented consistent with subrule (4)(b)(iii) of this rule, then the department shall
authorize the lowering of water quality through issuance of the control document. In no
event may this decision allow water quality to be lowered below the minimum level required
to fully support the designated uses. The antidegradation demonstration shall be available
to the public for review during any public comment period on the control document.
(6) If high quality water bodies are designated outstanding state resource waters (OSRW)
by the department, then controls shall be applied on pollutant sources to the OSRW or
tributaries so that the water quality is not lowered in the OSRW. A short-term, temporary,
for example, weeks or months, lowering of water quality in the OSRW may be permitted by
the department on a case-by-case basis. The following water bodies are designated as
OSRWs:
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(a) The following water bodies designated as wild rivers pursuant to the Michigan scenic
rivers act of 1991, 16 U.S.C. §1271 et seq:
(i) The Carp river (Mackinac county) - the 7.5-mile segment from Michigan state highway
123, T42N, R5W, section 2, to 1/4 of a mile upstream from forest development road 3119,
T42N, R4W, section 4.
(ii) The Carp river (Mackinac county) - the 4.9-mile segment from 1/4 of a mile
downstream of forest development road 3119, T42N, R4W, section 3, to McDonald rapids.
(iii) The east branch of the Ontonagon river (Houghton and Ontonagon counties) - the
25.5-mile segment from the east branch of the Ontonagon river’s confluence with an
unnamed stream in T48N, R37W, section 30, to the Ottawa national forest boundary,
T50W, R38W, section 33.
(iv) The middle branch of the Ontonagon river (Ontonagon county) - the 17.4-mile
segment from Trout creek, T48N, R38W, section 20, to the northern boundary of the
Ottawa national forest, T50N, R39W, section 12.
(v) The Sturgeon river (Baraga and Houghton counties) - the 16.5-mile segment from the
Sturgeon river’s entry into the Ottawa national forest, T48N, R35W, section 12, to Prickett
lake.
(vi) The east branch of the Tahquamenon river (Chippewa county) - the 3.2-mile segment
from the center of T46N, R6W, section 20, to the boundary of the Hiawatha national forest,
T46N, R6W, section 19.
(vii) The Yellow Dog river (Marquette county) - the 4-mile segment from the Yellow Dog
river’s origin at the outlet of Bulldog lake dam, T50N, R29W, section 31, to the boundary of
the Ottawa national forest, T50N, R29W, section 17.
(b) The main, north, south, east, and west branches of the Two-Hearted river and Dawson
creek from their headwaters to the mouth of the river at Lake Superior, which are
designated as wilderness rivers pursuant to part 305 of Act No. 451 of the Public Acts of
1994, as amended, being §324.30501 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(c) Water bodies within the designated boundaries of the following national parks or
national lakeshores:
(i) Sleeping bear dunes national lakeshore.
(ii) Pictured rocks national lakeshore.
(iii) Isle royale national park.
(7) All surface waters of the Lake Superior basin that are not identified as OSRWs are
designated as Lake Superior basin - outstanding international resource waters (LSBOIRW). Under the LSB-OIRW designation, new or increased loadings of any LSB-BSIC
from point sources to the surface waters of the Lake Superior basin are prohibited unless
the new or increased loading of a LSB-BSIC is consistent with the requirements of this rule.
(8) Except for water bodies designated as OSRWs, or as the department may determine
on a case-by-case basis that the application of the procedures in this rule are required to
adequately protect water quality, the following do not constitute a lowering of water quality.
(a) The short-term, temporary, for example, weeks or months, lowering of water quality.
(b) Bypasses that are not prohibited by regulations set forth in 40 C.F.R. §122.41(m)
(1995).
(c) Response actions undertaken to alleviate a release into the environment of pollutants
that may pose an imminent and substantial danger to the public health or welfare under any
of the following:
(i) The comprehensive environmental response, compensation and liability act of 1980,
(CERCLA), as amended, 42 U.S.C. §9601 et seq.
(ii) The resource conservation and resource recovery act of 1976, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§6901 et seq.
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(iii) Part 201 of Act No. 451 of the Public Acts of 1994, as amended, being §§324.20101
to 324.20141 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(iv) Part 213 of Act No. 451 of the Public Acts of 1994, as amended, being §§324.21301
to 324.21331 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(v) Part 31 of Act No. 451 of the Public Acts of 1994, as amended, being §§324.3101 to
324.3119 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(d) Discharges of pollutant quantities from the intake water at a facility proposing a new or
increased loading of a pollutant, if the intake and discharge are on the same body of water.
(e) Increasing the sewered area, connecting new sewers and customers, or accepting
trucked-in wastes, such as septage and holding tank wastes, by a publicly owned treatment
works, if the increase is within the design flow of the facility, there is no increased loading
due to nondomestic wastes from a significant industrial user for BCCs that are not
specifically limited in the current permit, and there is no significant change expected in the
characteristics of the wastewater collected.
(f) Intermittent increased loadings related to wet-weather conditions.
(g) New or increased loadings due to implementation of department-approved industrial or
municipal controls on wet-weather related flows, including combined sewer overflows and
industrial storm water.
(h) New or increased loadings authorized by certificates of coverage under NPDES
general permits and notices of coverage for storm water from construction activities.
(i) Increased non-BCC loadings within the authorized levels of a limit in an existing control
document.
(j) Increased BCC loadings within the authorized levels of a limit in an existing control
document, except for those BCC loadings that result from actions by the permittee that
would otherwise require submittal of an increased use request.
(k) New or increased loadings at a site where there is a simultaneous enforceable
decrease in the allowed loading of the pollutant under consideration from sources
contributing to the receiving water body, such that there is no net increase in the loading of
the pollutant to the water body at that site consistent with trading rules established by the
department.
(9) Except for water bodies designated as OSRWs, the following do not constitute a
lowering of water quality:
(a) Increased loadings within the existing capacity and processes that are covered by the
existing applicable control document, including the following:
(i) Normal operational variability.
(ii) Changes in intake water pollutants.
(iii) Increasing the production hours of the facility, for example, adding a second shift.
(iv) Increasing the rate of production.
(b) Changes in a control document that are not a result of changes in pollutant loading,
but are the result of any of the following:
(i) Improved monitoring data.
(ii) New or improved analytical methods or sensitivity.
(iii) New or modified water quality values.
(c) Increased loadings of a pollutant which do not involve a BCC and which use less than
10% of the unused loading capacity that exists at the time of the request.

R 323.1099 Rescinded.
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R 323.1100 Designated uses.
Rule 100. (1) At a minimum, all surface waters of the state are designated and protected
for all of the following uses:
(a) Agriculture.
(b) Navigation.
(c) Industrial water supply.
(d) Warmwater fishery.
(e) Other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife.
(f) Partial body contact recreation.
(g) Fish consumption.
(2) All surface waters of the state are designated and protected for total body contact
recreation from May 1 to October 31 in accordance with the provisions of R 323.1062. Total
body contact recreation immediately downstream of wastewater discharges, areas of
significant urban runoff, combined sewer overflows, and areas influenced by certain
agricultural practices is contrary to prudent public health and safety practices, even though
water quality standards may be met.
(3) If designated uses are interrupted due to uncontrollable circumstances during or
following flood conditions, accidental spillages, or other emergencies, then notice shall be
served upon entities affected by the interruption in accordance with procedures established
by the department. Prompt corrective action shall be taken by the discharger to restore the
designated uses.
(4) All inland lakes identified in the publication entitled "Coldwater Lakes of Michigan," as
published in 1976 by the department of natural resources, are designated and protected for
coldwater fisheries.
(5) All Great Lakes and their connecting waters, except for the entire Keweenaw
waterway, including Portage lake, Houghton county, and Lake St. Clair, are designated and
protected for coldwater fisheries.
(6) All lakes listed in the publication entitled "Designated Trout Lakes and Regulations,"
issued September 10, 1998, by the director of the department of natural resources under
the authority of part 411 of 1994 PA 451, MCL 324.41101 et seq., are designated and
protected for coldwater fisheries.
(7) All waters listed in the publication entitled "Designated Trout Streams for the State of
Michigan," Director’s Order No. DFI-101.97, by the director of the department of natural
resources under the authority of section 48701(m) of 1994 PA 451, MCL 324.48701(m) are
designated and protected for coldwater fisheries.
(8) All surface waters of the state that are identified in the publication "Public Water
Supply Intakes in Michigan," dated December 9, 1999, are designated and protected as
public water supply sources at the point of water intake and in such contiguous areas as the
department may determine necessary for assured protection. In addition, all Michigan
waters of the Great Lakes and connecting waters shall meet the human cancer and human
noncancer values for drinking water established pursuant to R 323.1057(4). The
requirement to meet the human cancer and human noncancer values for drinking water
shall not apply to pollutant loadings from a tributary in an area where a tributary mixes with
the Great Lake, connecting water, or a waterbody that has been designated for use as a
public water supply source, unless a water intake was located in this area on April 2, 1999.
(9) Water quality of all surface waters of the state serving as migratory routes for
anadromous salmonids shall be protected as necessary to assure that migration is not
adversely affected.
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(10) Effluent discharges to wetlands that result in water quality that is inconsistent with
that prescribed by these rules may be permitted after a use attainability analysis shows that
designated uses are not and cannot be attained and shows that attainable uses will be
protected.
(11) After completion of a comprehensive plan developed under R 323.1064(3), upon
petition by a municipality or other person, and in conformance with the requirements of 40
C.F.R. §131.10 (1995), designation of uses, which are adopted by reference in
R 323.1117, the department may determine that attainment of the dissolved oxygen
standards of R 323.1064(1) is not feasible and designate, by amendment to this rule, a
limited warmwater fishery use subcategory of the warmwater fishery use or a limited
coldwater fishery use subcategory of coldwater fishery use. For waters so designated, the
dissolved oxygen standards specified in the provisions of R 323.1064(2) and all other
applicable standards of these rules apply. For waters so designated, the dissolved oxygen
standards specified in R 323.1064(1) do not apply. Not less than 60 days before a
municipality or other person files a petition pursuant to this subrule, a petitioner shall provide
written notice to the department and the clerk of the municipalities in which the affected
waters are located of the petitioner’s intent to file a petition.

R 323.1103 Variances.
Rule 103. (1) A variance may be granted from any water quality standard (WQS) that is
the basis of a water quality-based effluent limitation in a national pollutant discharge
elimination system (NPDES) permit, as restricted by the following provisions:
(a) A WQS variance applies only to the permittee or permittees requesting the variance
and only to the pollutant or pollutants specified in the variance. The variance does not
modify the water quality standards for the water body as a whole.
(b) A variance shall not apply to new dischargers unless the proposed discharge is
necessary to alleviate an imminent and substantial danger to the public health or welfare.
(c) A WQS variance shall not be granted that would likely jeopardize the continued
existence of any endangered or threatened species listed under section 4 of the
endangered species act or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the species’
critical habitat.
(d) A WQS variance shall not be granted if the standard in the receiving water will be
attained by implementing the treatment technology requirements under the clean water act
of 1972, as amended, 33 U.S.C. §§301(b) and 306, and by the discharger implementing
cost-effective and reasonable best management practices for nonpoint sources over which
the discharger has control within the vicinity of the facility.
(e) The duration of a WQS variance shall not exceed the term of the NPDES permit. If
the time frame of the variance is the same as the permit term, then the variance shall stay in
effect until the permit is reissued or revoked.
(2) A variance may be granted if the permittee demonstrates to the department that
attaining the WQS is not feasible for any of the following reasons:
(a) Naturally occurring pollutant concentrations prevent the attainment of the WQS.
(b) Natural, ephemeral, intermittent, or low flow conditions or water levels prevent the
attainment of the WQS.
(c) Human-caused conditions or sources of pollution prevent the attainment of the WQS
and cannot be remedied or more environmental damage would occur in correcting the
conditions or sources of pollution than would occur by leaving the conditions or sources in
place.
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(d) Dams, diversions, or other types of hydrologic modifications preclude the attainment of
the WQS, and it is not feasible to restore the water body to its original condition or to
operate the modification in a way that would result in the attainment of the WQS.
(e) Physical conditions related to the natural features of the water body preclude
attainment of WQS.
(f) Controls more stringent than the treatment technology requirements in the clean water
act of 1972, as amended, 33 U.S.C. §§301(b) and 306 would result in unreasonable
economic effects on the discharger and affected communities.
(3) In addition to the requirements of subrule (2) of this rule, a permittee shall do both of
the following:
(a) Show that the variance requested conforms to the antidegradation demonstration
requirements of R 323.1098.
(b) Characterize the extent of any increased risk to human health and the environment
associated with granting the variance compared with compliance with WQS without the
variance in a way that enables the department to conclude that the increased risk is
consistent with the protection of the public health, safety, and welfare.
(4) A permittee may request a variance when a NPDES permit application is submitted or
during permit development. A variance request may also be submitted with a request for a
permit modification. The variance request to the department shall include the following
information:
(a) All relevant information which demonstrates that attaining the WQS is not feasible
based on 1 or more of the conditions in subrule (2) of this rule.
(b) All relevant information which demonstrates compliance with subrule (3) of this rule.
(5) The variance request shall be available to the public for review during the public
comment period on the draft NPDES permit. The preliminary decision regarding the
variance shall be included in the public notice of the draft NPDES permit. The department
will notify the other Great Lakes states of the preliminary variance decision.
(6) If the department determines, based on the conditions of subrules (2) and (3) of this
rule, that the variance request demonstrates that attaining the WQS is not feasible, then the
department shall authorize the variance through issuance of the NPDES permit. The permit
shall contain all conditions needed to implement the variance, including, at a minimum, all of
the following conditions:
(a) That compliance with an effluent limitation that, at the time the variance is granted,
represents the level currently achievable by the permittee. For an existing discharge, the
effluent limitation shall be no less stringent than that achieved under the previous permit.
(b) That reasonable progress be made in effluent quality toward attaining the water quality
standards. If the variance is approved for any BCC, a pollutant minimization program shall
be conducted consistent with the provisions in paragraphs (i) through (iv) of R 323.1213(d).
The department shall consider cost-effectiveness during the development and
implementation of the pollutant minimization program.
(c) That if the duration of a variance is shorter than the duration of a permit, then
compliance with an effluent limitation that is sufficient to meet the underlying water quality
standard shall be achieved when the variance expires.
(7) The department shall deny a variance request through action on the NPDES permit if
a permittee fails to make the demonstrations required under subrules (2) and (3) of this rule.
(8) A variance may be renewed, subject to the requirements of subrules (1) through (7) of
this rule. As part of any renewal application, a permittee shall again demonstrate that
attaining WQS is not feasible based on the requirements of subrules (2) and (3) of this rule.
A permittee’s application shall also contain information concerning the permittee’s
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compliance with the conditions incorporated into the permittee’s permit as part of the
original variance pursuant to subrule (6) of this rule.
(9) Notwithstanding the provision in subrule (1)(a) of this rule, the department may grant
multiple discharger variances. If the department determines that a multiple discharger
variance is necessary to address widespread WQS compliance issues, including the
presence of ubiquitous pollutants or naturally high background levels of pollutants in a
watershed, then the department may waive the variance demonstration requirements in
subrules (2), (3), and (4) of this rule. A permittee that is included in the multiple discharger
variance will be subject to the permit requirements of subrule (6) of this rule if it is
determined under R 323.1211 that there is reasonable potential for the pollutant to exceed a
permit limitation developed under to R 323.1209.

R 323.1105 Multiple designated uses.
Rule 105. When a particular portion of the surface waters of the state is designated for
more than 1 use, the most restrictive water quality standards for 1 or more of those
designated uses shall apply to that portion.

R 323.1116 Availability of documents.
Rule 116. The following documents referenced in this part are available for inspection at,
and may be obtained at no cost from, the Lansing Office of the Department of
Environmental Quality, P.O. Box 30273, Lansing, Michigan 48909-7773:
(a) "Designated Trout Lakes and Regulations," September 10, 1998.
(b) "Coldwater Lakes of Michigan," August 1976.
(c) "Designated Trout Streams for the State of Michigan," Director’s Order No. DFI101.97.
(d) "Public Water Supply Intakes in Michigan," December 9, 1999.

R 323.1117 Adoption of standards by reference.
Rule 117. All of the following standards are adopted by reference in these rules. Copies
are available for inspection at the Lansing office of the Department of Environmental
Quality, may be obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, P.O. Box 30273,
Lansing, Michigan 48909-7773, at a cost as of the time of adoption of these rules of 5 cents
per page and a labor rate of $20.18 per hour, or may be otherwise obtained as indicated:
(a) "Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for Analysis of Pollutants," 40 C.F.R. §136
et seq. (2000). Copies may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, at a cost as of the time of adoption of
these rules of $61.00, or via the internet at http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara.
(b) "Standards for Protection Against Radiation," 10 C.F.R. §20 et seq. (1995). Copies
may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402, at a cost as of the time of adoption of these rules of $61.00, or via
the internet at http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara.
(c) "Designation of Uses," 40 C.F.R. §131.10 (1995). Copies may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, at a
cost as of the time of adoption of these rules of $43.00, or via the internet at
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara.
(d) "Standard Guide for Conducting Bioconcentration Tests with Fishes and Saltwater
Bivalve Molluscs" ASTM standard E 1022-94, 1994. Copies may be obtained from the
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American Society for Testing and Materials, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken,
Pennsylvania 19428-2959, at a cost as of the time of adoption of these rules of $45.60.
(e) "Conditions Applicable to all Permits," 40 C.F.R. §122.41(m) (1995). Copies may be
obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20402, at a cost as of the time of adoption of these rules of $43.00, or via the internet
at http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara.
(f) Gobas, F.A.P.C. 1993. "A Model for Predicting the Bioaccumulation of Hydrophobic
Organic Chemicals in Aquatic Foodwebs: Applications to Lake Ontario," Ecological
Modeling, volume 69, pages 1 to 17.
(g) Howe, R.B., K.S. Crump, and C. Van Landingham (1986), Global '86, "A Computer
Program to Extrapolate Quantal Animal Toxicity Data to Low Doses," United States EPA,
Research Triangle Institute, K.S. Crump and Company, Inc.
(h) "Table 6. – Pollutants of Initial Focus in the Great Lakes Water Quality Initiative," 40
C.F.R. §132 (1995). Copies may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, at a cost as of the time of adoption of
these rules of $43.00, or via the internet at http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara.
(i) "Water Quality Standards Handbook, Second Edition, Section 3.7 – Site-specific
Aquatic Life Criteria," EPA-823-b-94-005a, August 1994. Copies may be obtained from the
National Service Center for Environmental Publications, P.O. Box 42419, Cincinnati, Ohio
45242-0419, or via the internet at http://www.epa.gov/ncepihom/index.htm , at no cost.
(j) "Recommendations for and Documentation of Biological Values for use in Risk
Assessment," United States EPA, EPA/600/6-87/008, 1988.
(k) "Minimum Data Requirements," 40 C.F.R. §132, Appendix C, Item II, (1995). Copies
may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402, at a cost as of the time of adoption of these rules of $43.00, or via
the internet at http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara.
(l) "Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances (RTECS) Comprehensive Guide to
the RTECS," Publication Number 97-119, United States Department of Health and Human
Services, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, July 1997. Copies may be
obtained from the National Institute for Occupational and Institutional Health, 4676
Columbia Parkway, C13, Cincinnati, OH 45226, or via the internet at
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/97-119.html, at no cost.
(m) United States EPA (2001), “Streamlined Water-Effect Ratio Procedure for Discharges
of Copper”, EPA-822-R-01-005, March 2001. Copies may be obtained from the National
Service Center for Environmental Publications, P.O. Box 42419, Cincinnati, Ohio 452420419, or via the internet at http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/criteria/copper, at no cost.
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It is the intent of this plan to develop management recommendations for the Rifle River system
that will help to protect its many natural qualities under Michigan’s Natural River Act.
Protection will include not only the mainstream, but the significant tributaries as well.
This report: (1) provides a physical description of the river and the watershed as a whole; (2)
reviews values of the river and factors affecting its future nature and use; and (3) provides a plan
for the protection of the river’s natural qualities.
This plan is the result of a joint effort between the Department of Natural Resources and the
“Rifle River Advisory Group”. This advisory group consisted of riparian property owners,
elected township and county officials, canoe livery owners, and representatives of property
owners associations, sportsman’s groups, and other interested citizens and groups. Except for
the recommendation on building setbacks, the plan has the general consensus of the advisory
group. Many local citizens and officials on the advisory group felt that the recommended 150
foot building setback is too restrictive.
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INTRODUCTION

The Natural River Act (Part 305, P.A. 451 of 1994) authorizes the Natural Resources
Commission to establish a system of “natural rivers” in the state to provide for their preservation,
protection and enhancement. Section 30502 of the Natural River Act states, in part, that: “The
commission, in the interest of the people of the state and future generations, may designate a
river or portion thereof, as a natural river area for the purpose of preserving and enhancing its
values for water conservation, its free flowing condition and its fish, wildlife, boating, aesthetic,
floodplain, ecologic, historic and recreational values and uses.”
Most of the Rifle River possesses the necessary outstanding natural characteristics to be included
in Michigan’s natural river system. The swift moving stream is one of the fastest in the Lower
Peninsula, and the many miles of scenic beauty and quality trout fishery make this river
extremely popular.
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I.

THE WATERSHED AND STUDY AREA
A.

General Characteristics
1.

2.

B.

The Rifle River watershed is located in Ogemaw and Arenac counties,
draining an area of approximately 385 square miles. The river originates
in northeastern Ogemaw County and flows for approximately 60 miles in
a southeasterly direction to its confluence with Lake Huron.
The study area includes the entire mainstream as well as the numerous
smaller tributaries which make up the system.

Physiography and Soils
The topography of the Rifle River area is varied. The northern portion of the
watershed has rolling hills that rise above 1,300 feet in elevation. Below the City
of Omer near Lake Huron, the river enters a broad flat area that includes an
extensive system of drains.
Like many other watersheds in Michigan, the effects of glaciation are evident.
Rolling hilly moraines predominate in the Ogemaw County area of the watershed
and the old Lake Huron lake bed characteristics the Arenac County portion. To
the west of the watershed is a major glacial moraine, the West Branch moraine,
and in the east is the Gladwin moraine. The entire mainstream flows through
outwash plain. Much of the watershed is underlain with claypan. The resulting
rapid water runoff makes the Rifle one of lower Michigan’s least stable streams.
Clay ledges are seen extensively throughout the Rifle River system.
Soils can be grouped into associations based on texture and drainage
characteristics. The soil associations throughout the watershed along with their
various characteristics can be seen on the map on the preceding page, along with
the accompanying table.

C.

Water Quality
Considering the intensity of agricultural uses and practices in the watershed, water
quality of the Rifle River system is surprisingly high and fairly stable.
The water quality of the Rifle near its mouth is shown graphically on page 5. The
river is shown as averaging 79.2 on the Water Quality Index. The index is rated
as follows:
70 – 100
50 – 70
50 and lower

- high water quality
- moderate water quality
- poor water quality

For comparison purposes, the Rifle River is rated with several other streams
throughout Michigan, again, using the Water Quality Index. This comparison is
shown on page 6.
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At the present time, there are two proposals for improving sewage treatment
facilities in the river basin. It has been recommended that the wastewater
treatment plant in West Branch be expanded from secondary to tertiary treatment,
and it also has been proposed to increase the secondary treatment capacity in Rose
City. Expansion of these facilities will further improve water quality in the basin.
The water quality of the Rifle River system is protected for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

total body contact – recreation
agriculture
industrial water supply’
navigation
public water supply
cold water fish

One problem that does exist, which can be seen dramatically after a rain, is
erosion. The graph on page eight shows suspended solids in the mainstream near
the mouth of the Rifle from the years 1964 to 1978.
Causes for this erosion are varied. Much of it is natural. The clay pan which
underlies much of the watershed results in rapid water runoff. Another cause of
the erosion problem is livestock management practices, particularly on several of
the tributary streams. And there are many high exposed sandbanks, particularly in
the lower portions of the stream.
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D.

Stream Characteristics
There are approximately 200 miles of streams in the Rifle River system. The
mainstream is approximately 60 miles long and there are about 140 miles of
tributaries.
The following list shows the length of the Rifle River and its tributaries:
Mainstream
Skunk Creek
Vaughn Creek
Gamble Creek
Oyster Creek
Mayhue Creek
Andrews Creek
Houghton Creek
Wilkins Creek
Prior Creek
Ammond Creek
Little Klacking Creek
Shepard Creek
Dedrich Creek
West Branch
Campbell Creek
Peach Creek
Rifle Creek
Crapo Creek
Rapid Creek
Woods Creek
Ogemaw Creek
Smith Creek
Eddy Creek

From the outfall of Mallard Pond to Saginaw Bay, 58.2
miles
From George Lake to confluence with the Rifle River,
5.2 miles
From its source to its confluence with Gamble Creek,
3.1 miles
From its source to Mallard Pond, 2.7 miles
From Oyster Road to Mallard Pond, 4 miles
From its source to the confluence with Oyster Creek, 3
miles
From Reasoner Road to Mayhue Creek, 2.4 miles
From its source to its confluence with the Rifle, 7.8
miles
From its source to Houghton Creek, 6.5 miles
From its source to its confluence with the Rifle, 6.5
miles
From its source to Prior Creek, 2.8 miles
From its source to its confluence with Clacking Creek,
2.8 miles
From Bedelyn Road to its confluence with the Rifle, 1.2
miles
From its source in Dedrich Swamp to its confluence
with the Rifle, 2.2 miles
From the outfall of Flowage Lake to its confluence with
the Rifle, 10.1 miles
From its source to its confluence with the West Branch,
4.8 miles
From its source at Peach Lake to its confluence with
Campbell Creek, 4.2 miles
From the outfall of Rifle Lake to Flowage Lake, 2.4
miles
From its source at Engle Road to Rifle Lake, 2.5 miles
From its source (spring) to Crapo Creek, .4 miles
From pond below Heintz Lake to its confluence with
Rifle Creek, 5.9 miles
From its source to Flowage Pond, 6.3 miles
From its source to Ogemaw Creek, 1.1 miles
Mainstream, 1 mile
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North Eddy Creek
South Eddy Creek
Silver Creek
Mansfield Creek
Feeding Ground Creek
Mud Creek
Mills Creek
Wells Creek
Townline Creek
Saveline Creek
Unnamed creeks

From its source to its confluence with South Eddy
Creek, 3.6 miles
From its source to its confluence with North Eddy
Creek, 5 miles
From the outfall of Burch Lake to its confluence with
the Rifle, 5.4 miles
From its source to its confluence with the Rifle, 5.8
miles
From Feeding Ground Lake to its confluence with
Mansfield Creek, 1.6 miles
From its source to the Feeding Ground Creek, 1.1 miles
From its source to the confluence with Feeding Ground
Creek, .4 miles
From Forest Lake to its confluence with the Rifle, 2.3
miles
From its source to the confluence with the Rifle, 2
miles
A drain, 2.4 miles
8.6 miles.

The Rifle River system originates in the northeastern part of Ogemaw County. At
one time, the source of the stream was Devoe Lake. Back in the early 1950’s,
however, a diversion was dredged around the lake. This was done to allow the
cold water streams that once flowed into Devoe Lake to flow directly into the
Rifle, thus avoiding the warming effect of the lake.
The upper ten miles of the Rifle River flows through the Rifle River Recreation
Area and the Ogemaw State Forest. This upper portion is fairly slow moving and
easy to negotiate by canoe.
Below the Village of Selkirk, the gradient of the river steepens. The topography
of the area becomes more varied as well, with hills and river ridges becoming
more pronounced. Below the confluence of the West Branch and Lake Ogemaw
(an artificially created lake), the valley becomes more pronounced. Here 75 to
100 foot embankments have been carved out by the river. Also, it is here the first
of the rapids on the Rifle River are found. Much of this portion of the river has
sand and gravel stream bottom offering good spawning areas. South of Skidway
Lake, the river is much the same, offering good trout fishing. And the normally
fast water offers a challenge to the canoeists as well. Thus, this area is extremely
popular with canoeists and fishermen.
A notable exception to the moderately fast moving water is a stretch of river near
the Ogemaw-Arenac County line. Here the water is slow and fairly sluggish.
In the vicinity of the old M-70 bridge, the generally southerly direction of the
river turns eastward toward the City of Omer.
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The bottom type between old M-70 and Lake Huron is predominately sand. In
this portion of the river, the river valley is still quite pronounced and the river still
flows moderately fast.
Below Omer, the character of the river changes dramatically. The bottom type is
all sand. The speed of the river slows considerately and the upland portion
becomes a broad flat plain.
Where the Rifle enters Lake Huron is called Wigwam Bay. This area is being
recommended for acquisition by the Coastal Program Unit of Land and Water
Management Division of the Department of Environmental Quality for the
purpose of developing an estuarine sanctuary. The area provides an excellent fish
and wildlife habitat. The proposed Wigwam Bay estuarine sanctuary would
provide an excellent Great Lakes research area, should this area be acquired.
E.

Vegetation
Vegetation along a river serves many functions, including stabilizing the soil and
preventing erosion, absorbing nutrients, providing shade for cooling the water,
and providing a visual barrier giving privacy to the property owner and
maintaining the aesthetics along the river corridor.
The major vegetative types in the basin are aspen, jackpine, scrub oak, northern
hardwoods, red and white pine plantations and mixed swampland species,
particularly in the northern portion of the water shed. Most of the forest stands
are in second and third growth, with over 60 percent of the watershed forested.

F.

Climate
The climate of the Rifle is modified continental. That portion of the Rifle basin
near Lake Huron does not have the abrupt variations in temperature typical of the
continental climate. These variations are reduced, particularly when the winds are
from the west.
In the upper portion of the Rifle basin, farther away from Lake Huron, the effects
of the Great Lakes are less evident. For example, near Standish the average
growing season (frost free-days) is 127 days. At West Branch, farther away from
Lake Huron, the growing season is about 135 days.
Throughout the watershed, summers are warm and pleasant. Temperatures reach
100°F only about once in ten years, and an average of only seven days each
summer have temperatures of 90° F or higher. Nights are cool and comfortable.
The average annual temperature is about 43°F. The coldest month is January,
with an average temperature about 19°F; the warmest month is July, with an
average temperature about 67°F.
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Precipitation averages about 29 inches annually. More than 50 percent of the
precipitation received falls during the five-month period of May through
September.
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G.

Ownership
The Rifle River basin covers an area of approximately 385 square miles. A small
part of the Huron National Forest is located in the extreme northern portion of the
watershed. Also, in the northern portion of the watershed is the over 4,000-acre
Rifle River Recreation Area managed by the Department of Natural Resources.
Public lands on the Rifle River mainstream are generally limited to the Rifle
River Recreation Area and the Au Sable State Forest. However, small state
holdings are found scattered along the length of the mainstream.
The following table gives a breakdown of public lands and their ownership in
Ogemaw and Arenac counties.
All
Land

ARENAC
OGEMAW

H.

235,136
365,696

National
Forest

0
19,543

%
National
Forest

5.5

State
Forest

28,008
71,277

State
Park

Water
Access
Site

%
DNR
Lands

200
4,329

110
529

12
20.8

Local
Public
Recreation
Lands
21
75

Total
Public
Recreation
Lands
28,339
96,153

Accessibility
The Rifle River is readily accessible to Michigan’s southeast population centers.
Direct access to the watershed is easily accomplished by I-75 which skirts in on
the west. Cutting the watershed in two is the east-west route of M-55. M-33
roughly parallels much of the Rifle on the west and U.S. 23 crosses the river at
Omer.
In all, there are nine road bridge crossings from the Rifle River Recreation Area
to the City of Omer.
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II.

EXISTING USES AND RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
A.

Land Use
Agriculture and recreation are the predominant land uses in Ogemaw and Arenac
counties. Approximately 91,000 acres, or almost 38 percent of Arenac County is
in agriculture. In Ogemaw County over 80,000 acres, or 22 percent, is in
agriculture. Much of the agricultural use is in dairy and cattle.
Recreation is also a major use in the area. Approximately 700,000 people live
within one hour’s drive of the Rifle. In Arenac County, recreation lands account
for approximately 28,000 acres, and in Ogemaw County, federal, state and local
recreation lands total almost 100,000 acres.

B.

Private Recreation Facilities
In Ogemaw and Arenac counties, there are almost 1,200 private campsites
available. In addition, in 1978 there were over 900 rental canoes available in the
two counties through 15 canoe livery owners. This makes the Rifle River one of
the most popular in all of Michigan.

C.

Public Recreation Facilities
The Rifle River Recreation Area covers 4,329 acres in Ogemaw County, and is
the most predominant recreation facility in the watershed. The park offers 159
campsites, has several hiking trails and several lakes in its boundaries.
Also in the watershed are two state forest campgrounds. The Rifle River
campground provides 40 campsites and is located on both sides of the Rifle River.
Hardwood Lake State Forest Campground has 22 campsites available.
Currently under development just outside the watershed is Pinconning State Park
which will add further to the recreational opportunities of the area.
Public canoe access to the Rifle Rive is fairly good. Access sites are located in
the Rifle River Recreation Area, the state forest campground, near Skidway Lake,
Moffatt Bridge, and at Omer. In addition, there is a partially developed access
site near the confluence of Klacking Creek with the Rifle.
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D.

Fishing
The Rifle provides fair to good brown trout fishing during the spring until about
the last week of June, and again from about Labor Day until the end of the trout
season. At these times, spin casting with hardware and streamer fly-fishing are
productive methods. The slack fishing period which occurs during the summer
appears to be the result of high water temperatures coupled with low stream flow.
Except for Skunk Creek and Ammond Creek, most tributaries north of Selkirk can
be described as good to excellent trout streams. Of these, Klacking, Houghton,
Gamble and Wilkins creeks are the best. Clacking Creek has an excellent
population of brown trout with many fish larger than 14 inches and with some
going over 20. Fishing is usually a challenge on this stream due to its extreme
clarity.
Gamble Creek is a good brown trout tributary, and enters the Rifle via a diversion
ditch around the northwest end of Devoe Lake.
Houghton Creek is an excellent feeder stream to the Rifle River and is large
enough to support fly-fishing, after it is joined by Wilkins Creek. A previous
state record brown trout of 36 5/8 inches, weighing 17 pounds five ounces, was
taken from this stream in 1952.
Although brown trout typically predominate in the tributaries of the Rifle, some
fine brook trout are also present.
Of the tributaries which center below Selkirk in Ogemaw County, only Eddy
Creek can be considered a good trout stream. The West Branch of the Rifle, a
sizable tributary, supports fair to good trout populations above Flowage Lake.
From Flowage Lake to its confluence with the mainstream, the West Branch is
considered nontrout. At this point, the West Branch represents about a third of
the Rifle’s drainage area.
Each spring, the Rifle supports a tremendous sucker run from Saginaw Bay and
Lake Huron. While most of the excitement and activity relative to this sucker run
takes place in the lower Rifle near Omer, the run extends to nearly all the waters
in the system. For example, both Klacking and Prior creeks receive heavy runs.

E.

Wildlife Observation and Hunting
Game species in the area include white tailed deer, cotton tailed rabbits, ruffed
grouse, woodcock, squirrels, raccoons, mink, fox, beaver and muskrats.
The Wigwam Bay area is heavily used during spring migrations of waterfowl.
Two duck hunt clubs are found in the Bay area.
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Hunting for both large and small game and waterfowl are popular recreational
activities. Nonconsumptive uses of wildlife for photography and observation are
gaining in popularity. Most participants in these activities come from the
metropolitan areas to the south and provide a major source of revenue to the local
economy. Trapping of furbearers is popular with local residents.
F.

Canoeing and Boating
In terms of numbers of rental canoes available and combined with those of the
Boy Scouts of America Camp, the Rifle River is one of the most popular rivers in
Michigan. Its proximity to the population concentrations of the Saginaw Bay
area, the river’s scenic beauty, the moderately fast water with numerous rapids,
and the cold clear waters all add up to an extremely popular river for canoeists.
Through most of the year the entire Rifle River mainstream is floatable. During
the low water period of mid-summer, the river can still be negotiated, although
dragging of the canoe should be expected through the shallow areas.
There are numerous canoe liveries throughout the Rifle system. Many of these
operators not only provide canoes, but for those wishing to take a trip more than
one day, they offer overnight camping areas. The Detroit area Boy Scouts also
have a camp located on the river, and provide overnight camping areas along the
mainstream as well.

G.

Historic and Archaeological Sites
There are two archaeological sites immediately adjacent to the Rifle River, both
are on private land located in Churchill Township, and both would qualify for
National Historic Site designation. Such designation does not open these sites to
public use, and can assure the sites will be protected for future generations.
The two archaeological sites in question are the Rifle River Earthworks #3 and
#4. These are two of a group of five similar sites near Selkirk in Churchhill
Township. All contain circular or semi-circular earthworks consisting of earthen
embankments two to three feet high inside a ditch several feet deep. The
embankments once supported log palisades.
Such sites were used as winter villages during the period AD 1100-1400. The
earthworks were not necessarily defensive structures; the palisades may have
served primarily as protection from wind and snow. No evidence of warfare has
as yet been found on this type of site. The people who lived in these villages were
horticulturists who lived near Lake Huron or perhaps in the Saginaw Valley in
warmer seasons. The drawing on the following page shows one of these sites.
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III.

PRELIMINARY NATURAL RIVER PLAN
A.

Goal
To preserve, protect and enhance the Rifle River environment in a natural state for
the use and enjoyment by all generations.

B.

Objectives
1.

2.

3.

4.

C.

Maintain the water quality of the Rifle River and its tributaries consistent
with the wild-scenic classification of the river and adhere to the concept of
nondegradation of water quality.
To prohibit or limit those developments and activities which may damage or
destroy the Rifle River’s free flowing condition, its fish, wildlife, boating,
scenic, aesthetic, flood plain, ecologic and recreation values and uses.
To ensure that the development and activities which do occur shall be in an
orderly manner, shall insure the protection of the river’s natural values and
qualities, and shall protect the river’s outstanding scenic and aesthetic
qualities.
To ensure that recreational uses which do occur, be done in an orderly
manner consistent with the natural environment and aesthetic qualities of the
stream, and that a quality recreation experience is maintained.

Proposed Designation
It is recommended that the following portions of the Rifle River be designated as a
wild-scenic river under the authority of Act 231, P.A. 1970:
Mainstream: From, and including, Mallard Pond to the northern city limits of Omer,
including all channels of the mainstream, except the old channels leading into and
out of Devoe Lake (approximately 50 miles).
Tributaries: (approximately 60 miles):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gamble Creek from Heath Road in Rose Township (T24N, R3E) to Mallard
Pond in the Rifle River Recreation Area (2.8 miles).
Vaughn Creek from Heath Road in Rose Township (T24N, R3E) to its
confluence with Gamble Creek (2.0 miles).
Oyster Creek from Oyster Road in Rose Township (T24N, R3E) to its
confluence with Mallard Pond (4.0 miles).
Mayhue Creek from the pond in Section 28 of Rose Township (T24N, R3E)
to its confluence with Oyster Creek (2.8 miles).
Houghton Creek from Heath Road in Rose Township (T24N, R3E) to its
confluence with the Rifle River (6.5 miles).
Wilkins Creek from Campbell Road in Klacking Township (T23N, R2E) to
its confluence with the Rifle River (3.8 miles).
Prior Creek from Morrison Road of Cumming Township (T23N, R2E) to its
confluence with the Rifle River (4.9 miles).
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Klacking Creek from its source in Foose Swamp in Section 34 of Klacking
Township (T23N, R2E) to its confluence with the Rifle Rive (5.2 miles).
Little Klacking Creek from its source in Section 26 of Klacking township
(T23N, R2E) to its confluence with Klacking Creek (2.4 miles).
Dedrich Creek from Gerald Miller Road in Churchhill Township (T22N,
R3E) to its confluence with the Rifle River (.7 miles).
West Branch from the outfall of Flowage Lake in West Branch Township
(T22N, R2E) to its confluence with the Rifle River (11 miles).
Eddy Creek (both North and South branches) from M-33 (the Huron-Mills
Township line) to its confluence with the Rifle River (5.2 miles).
Silver Creek from Elbow Lake Road in Mills Township (T21N, R3E) to its
confluence with the Rifle River (4.7 miles).
Mansfield Creek from Melita Road (old M-70) Mills-Richland Township
line to its confluence with the Rifle River (3.0 miles).
Fritz Creek from Fritz Road in Clayton Township (T20N, R4E) to its
confluence with the Rifle River (.6 miles).

The Rifle River Advisory Group feels that these tributaries, having a total of
approximately 60 miles, possess the necessary fish, wildlife, boating, scenic,
aesthetic, floodplain, ecologic, historic or recreation values to be of statewide
significance and should be considered for designation.
Other tributaries of the Rifle system, as well as the mainstream below Omer,
although not recommended for designation may still be protected through adoption
of protective zoning at the local level. Although not formally designated, these
tributaries should be considered part of the natural river system for agency reviews
of applications for sewage treatment plants, dredge and fill, impoundments, etc.
D.

Natural River District
The Rifle River Natural River District includes an area 400 feet wide on each side
of and parallel to all channels of the designated mainstream and to the designated
tributaries. This district establishes a definable area within which local or state
zoning may guide future development and use. ESTABLISHMENT OF THIS
DISTRICT IN NO WAY IMPLES A “TAKING” OF THESE LANDS BY THE
STATE OR OPENING THEM UP TO PUBLIC USE. PRIVATE LANDS
REMAIN PRIVATE AND ARE SUBJECT TO ALL RIGHTS OF PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP.

E.

Residential Housing
Unplatted lots and new subdivisions in the Natural River District shall
accommodate the building setbacks as set forth in Section G, and on the mainstream
shall have a minimum riverfront lot width of 200 feet.
On all designated tributaries of the Rifle River, lots shall be a minimum of 150 feet
wide.
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Lots or properties of record that are nonconforming at the time of the effective date
of these regulations because of lack of size to accommodate setback from the
water’s edge shall be allowed to be built upon and variances shall be allowed for the
required setback upon such reasonable terms as set forth by the zoning
administrator or the zoning review board.
Upon approval by the Department of Natural Resources of an ordinance, a local
community may allow the administrator of their zoning ordinance to determine the
location of proposed structures on substandard lost of record, provided that
structures be so placed so as to best meet the objective of the Natural River Act and
this plan.
One single family dwelling will be permitted on each lot or parcel within the
Natural River District subject to the building setbacks as set forth in Section G. A
single-family dwelling is defined as a detached building or structure designed for or
occupied exclusively by one (1) family and containing housekeeping facilities.
F.

Industrial and Commercial Structures and Uses
1.

2.

New industrial uses and buildings, and expansion of existing uses and
buildings will not be permitted within 400 feet of the designated river and
tributaries.
Commercial uses and buildings and expansion of existing uses and buildings
such as canoe liveries, gas stations, motels, restaurants, retail stores, etc.,
will not be permitted within 400 feet of the designated river and tributaries.
However, certain commercial uses requiring special exception permits may
be compatible with maintaining the natural aspects of the river. Those uses
permitted under the special exception procedures shall be strictly controlled.
Controls such as location, design, coloring and screening of structures,
parking, drainage, setback, natural vegetation strip, signs, hours of operation
of the proposed use, shall be included in the special exception procedure.
Those uses which may be compatible with natural river designation include:
a.
b.

c.

d.

Commercial crop farms or forest plantations that are landward of the
native vegetation strip.
Small home operated businesses such as photography studio, beauty
shop, home repair, insurance, or other businesses which do not alter
the residential nature of the property and are in conformance with
established setbacks and vegetative management guidelines.
Detached rental cabins with light housekeeping, but not motels,
which are in conformance with setback requirements and vegetative
management guidelines.
At the discretion of the local community, private campgrounds will
be permitted in the natural river district, provided the following
standards are met:
1.
Minimum lot size shall be 35 acres.
2.
There shall be a minimum river frontage of 660 feet.
3.
There shall be a 100-foot natural vegetation strip.
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4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

e.

G.

No structure or camping shall be permitted closer than 200
feet from the river.
All standards and requirements of the Public Health Code,
Act 368 of P.A. 1978, shall be met.
One foot trail from the campground to the river, no greater
than ten feet in width shall be permitted. Also, a foot trail
parallel to the river within the natural vegetation strip is
allowed for use of fishermen and other recreational users.
This trail shall be designed so as to minimize damage to the
vegetation and protect the stream from erosion and other
potential adverse impacts.
One sign per lot or parcel, no greater than four square feet,
informing river users of the location of the campground, shall
be permitted in the natural vegetation strip.
No commercial launching or retrieval of canoes shall be
permitted. However, privately owned canoes may be
launched and retrieved.

New canoe liveries, or expansion of existing liveries, for commercial
launching or retrieval of watercraft in the designated portions of the
river system shall be prohibited. In considering rezoning, special
exception or variance requests, or outside of the 400-foot Natural
River District, local units of government should examine closely the
effects such use will have on the natural qualities of the Rifle River
system, the need for additional local government services, and the
safety and enjoyment of riparian landowners and other river users.

Building Setbacks
On the designated portions of the Rifle River mainstream, new buildings and
appurtenances will be required to be setback a minimum of 150 feet from the
ordinary high water mark. The setback may be decreased one foot for every one
foot rise in bank height to a minimum of 100 feet from the ordinary high water
mark.1 Further:
1.
2.

New buildings and appurtenances must be setback at least 50 feet from tip
of the bluff2 on the cutting edge3 of the stream.
New buildings and appurtenances must be setback at least 25 feet from the
top of a bluff, on the noncutting edge of the stream.

1

Ordinary high water mark means “the line between upland and bottomland which persists through
successive changes in water levels, below which the presence and action of the water is so common or
recurrent that the character of the land is marked distinctly from the upland and is apparent in the soil itself,
the configuration of the surface of the soil and the vegetation. Where water returns to its natural level as the
result of the permanent removal or abandonment of a dam, it means the natural ordinary high water mark.
(This is the definition used for administration of the Part 301, P.A. 451 of 1994.)

2

”Bluff” means the top of a steep bank rising sharply from the water’s edge.
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3

”Cutting edge of a stream” means the outside edge of a river or stream where water velocity has increased
to the point where it may cause soil or stream bank erosion.
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3.

No building shall take place on land that is subject to flooding.4

On all designated tributaries, new buildings and appurtenances will be required to
setback a minimum of 100 feet from the ordinary high water mark of the tributary
provided that no building shall take place on land that is subject to flooding. The
setback may be decreased one foot for every one-foot risk in bank height to a
minimum of 75 feet from the ordinary high water mark.
In order to allow local communities along the Rifle river greater zoning flexibility
and at the same time ensure the long-range protection of the natural values of he
Rifle River, local communities may, at their discretion choose to adopt a site plan
review* concept for zoning the river. Such a site plan review ordinance must meet
the spirit and intent of natural river designation. And just as with all local natural
river zoning, meet with the approval of the Department of Natural Resources.
H.

Building Design and Screening
1.

2.

Property owners along the Rifle River are encouraged to use natural
materials and natural unobtrusive colors in the construction of new or
remodeling of existing buildings. Upon request to the Department of
Natural Resources, individual property owners will receive technical advice
on location and design of structures and management of their lands. Such
requests and the Department’s response should be channeled through the
local zoning administrator.
Property owners of new or existing buildings visible from the river are
encouraged to screen them with native vegetation. The Department of
Natural Resources Area Forester and Soil Conservation Service will advise
on planting stock, etc., on request. When available at state nurseries,
recommended planting materials will be supplied to property owners at cost.

4

”Land that is subject to flooding” means that area of land adjoining the designated portions of river and
tributaries which:
a.

b.

Will be inundated by a flood which has a one percent chance of occurring or being exceeded in any
given year (intermediate regional flood), as determined by detailed hydraulic studies which are
acceptable to the Michigan Water Resources Commission; or
In the absence of such detailed floodplain studies, have a history of flooding or are delineated by
approximate methods such as USGS flood prone area maps or HUD’s special flood hazard
boundary maps.

*Site plan review may be defined as a zoning ordinance which describes the documents, drawings,
procedures and standards for determining compliance of proposed land uses with ordinance requirements.
Specifically with regard to a designated natural river, it refers to a zoning technique for reviewing a river
site development plan for consistency with an approved natural river zoning ordinance and the adopted
Rifle River Natural River Management Plan.
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I.

Docks
The construction of docks along the designated portions of the Rifle River system
is discouraged. However, if necessary to provide safe and ecologically sound
access for the riparian landowner, docks may be constructed not to exceed four
feet in width nor more than 12 feet in length with no more than four feet of the
dock extending over the water. Docks must be constructed in accordance with the
rules of Part 301, P.A. 451 of 1994. The use of “natural” materials and
camouflaging is encouraged. Property owners are encouraged to build “log-sod
covered” docks. Upon request from the property owner, the Department of
Natural Resources will supply plans and specifications for this type of dock or
assist in the siting and location of a dock so as to blend in with the natural
surroundings and best meet the objectives of the natural river designation.

J.

On-Site Sanitation Systems
All habitations within the Natural River District shall be provided with sanitary
waste disposal facilities conforming in type to those required by health
specifications of the State of Michigan and the county or district health
department having legal jurisdiction. The facilities provided may be for either
water borne waste disposal by the septic tank-absorption tile field method or for
nonwater borne disposal by the use of a health department approved or other State
of Michigan approved sanitary system.
Minimum standards for new septic systems along designated portions of the Rifle
River system shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The setback for septic tanks and absorption field shall be a minimum of
150 feet from the ordinary high water mark.
The bottom of the absorption field shall be at least four feet above the
known high ground water table.
No absorption field shall be closer than 50 feet from any permanent
surface or subsurface drainage system.
Variances from these standards may be allowed by the district health
departments where existing lots of record cannot conform because of their
size.

The bottom of an earth privy shall be not less than four feet above the known high
ground water table. Where this is not feasible, a water tight vault shall be
installed.
K.

Signs
Only those signs necessary for: identification, direction, resource information,
regulation of use, and related to permitted uses, shall be placed along the
designated river and tributaries. Within the Natural River District, signs for the
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sale of products or services shall be prohibited. Signs within the Natural River
District must be:
1.
Not illuminated.
2.
In conformance with the following standards:
a.
Signs may not be larger than one square foot in area posted no
more than one per 100 feet or one sign posted at upstream and
downstream corner of lot. However, one temporary real estate “for
sale” sign per parcel of land not to exceed four square feet in area
shall be allowed outside of the natural vegetation strip (as
described in Sections F and S).
b.
Signs posted by public agencies must be kept to a minimum, of
rustic design, no larger than ten square feet in area, not attached to
any tree or shrub, and placed so as to best meet the objectives of
the Natural River Act.
c.
The Department of Natural Resources shall initiate a signing
program at major access sites along the mainstream emphasizing
litter control and respect for private property. Signs should be
placed along the mainstream, particularly at bridge crossings and
all other strategic locations indicating present location and float
time to rest areas and access sites.
(Note: Signs by public agencies may need to be larger or within the 400-foot
Natural River District to provide for public safety, such as warning of impending
dangers in the river, or for an interpretive or historic sign.)
L.

Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Measures
1.

Because of the high degree of natural and man caused erosion (see The
Watershed and Study Area, Section C), a comprehensive erosion control
program is needed on the Rifle River.
It is recommended that the following measures be undertaken:
a.

b.

c.

The Department of Natural Resources should increase their priority
use of Dingell-Johnson funds for erosion control and fish habitat
improvement structures along the Rifle River.
If and when Congress reinstates funding of Resource Conservation
and Development (RC&D) Programs, such a program should be
initiated in the Planning and Development Region, with erosion
control measures along the Rifle River given a high priority.
The Department of Natural Resources and the Soil Conservation
Service have programs and technical assistance available to
property owners for controlling erosion on streams. These services
as well as other pertinent information regarding Michigan’s
Natural River Program should be outlined in an informational
brochure designed for property owners along the Rifle River. This
procedure will be developed by the Department of Natural
Resources.
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d.

2.

An association of property owners, canoe livery owners,
fishermen—anyone who has an interest in the protection of the
Rifle River could be formed. It could be the fundamental purpose
of the organization to promote programs and actively take part in
improving the quality of the river. The Department of Natural
Resources can assist in the formation of such a group. This
assistance can be in the form of supplying mailing lists, drafting
by-laws, etc. (See Appendix A.)

Michigan’s Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act, Part 91, P.A. 451
of 1994. All earth changing activities, other than normal landscaping or
maintenance, undertaken within 500 feet of a lake or stream must be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of Part 91, P.A. 451 of
1994, its administrative rules and those procedures established by the local
enforcing agency.
Development along the river involving earth moving shall provide for
water disposal and/or protection of the soil surface during and after
construction.
Practical combinations of the following will provide effective erosion
control when skillfully used in planning and construction:
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.

The development plan should be fitted to the soils and topography
so as to create the least erosion potential. Local offices of the Soil
Conservation Service often can provide general and detailed
information on soil characteristics of a given site and on the
suitability of such soils for various uses.
Wherever feasible during construction, natural vegetation shall be
retained and protected. Where adequate vegetation does not exist,
temporary or permanent vegetation shall be established where
possible.
Where it is necessary to remove vegetation for construction, limit
the exposed area to the smallest practical size at any one time.
Limit the duration of exposure of soils to the shortest practical
time.
Critical areas exposed during construction should be protected with
temporary vegetation and/or mulching.
Permanent vegetation and improvements, such as roads, storm
sewers, and other features of development capable of carrying
storm runoff in a safe manner, shall be installed as early as
possible.
Provisions should be made to accommodate the increased runoff
caused by changed soil and surface conditions during and after
construction.
Sediment basins to remove suspended soil particles from runoff
water from land undergoing development should be constructed
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i.

M.

and maintained wherever erosive conditions indicate their need to
prevent sediment damage to the river.
Diversions, grassed waterways, grade stabilization structures, and
similar mechanical measures required by the site shall be installed
as early in the development as possible.

Minerals
New development, exploration or production of oil, gas, salt brine, sand and
gravel, or other minerals except ground water are not permitted within 300 feet of
the designated river or tributaries (Sec. 30509, Part 305). On new leases on state
land, Natural Resources Commission policy prohibits drilling for gas or oil within
¼ mile of any principal stream.

N.

Utilities
Except on existing rights-of-way, new gas or oil pipelines, or electric transmission
lines shall not be permitted in the Natural River District or to cross the designated
river and tributaries without prior written consent of the Department of Natural
Resources. Plans for these transmission lines which include crossing the river
district or the river and designed tributaries shall be done in accordance with the
rules entitled Utilities and Publicly Provided Facilities in Natural Rivers Areas
(Section 30514 of Part 305).
New distribution lines shall not cross the designated portions of the river or
housing setback zone unless they are placed underground, or if overhead lines are
less disruptive to the environment. Plans for distribution lines which area to be
placed under the river shall be approved by the Department of Natural Resources
and all construction shall meet the requirements under the Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Act (Part 91, P.A. 451 of 1994) and the Inland Lakes and
Streams Act (Part 301, P.A. 451 of 1994). Local service lines to private dwellings
shall originate from the landward side of the dwelling insofar as practical.
Management of trees, shrubs and other vegetation for maintenance of utility
rights-of-way shall be done manually in the natural vegetation strip. However,
hand application of herbicides to stumps of selectively cut trees will be allowed in
the natural vegetation strip where it is the objective to establish and maintain a
low growing shrub community in this zone. The department may authorize
application of selected pesticides to control insect or disease infestations.

O.

Agriculture
Grazing will be permitted within the natural vegetation strip unless the Land and
Water Management Division of the Department of Environmental Quality
determines that it contributes to stream degradation (Act 245, P.A. 1929). In
those cases, livestock will be fenced out to protect the riverbanks. Cattle
crossings and watering areas shall be constructed according to accepted methods,
after the landowner has consulted with the local Soil Conservation District, Soil
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Conservation Service, County Cooperative Extension Service and/or Department
of Natural Resources.
Water withdrawal for irrigation will continue to be permitted in accordance with
the rights of other riparians and the public values associated with the Rifle River
system.
New agricultural uses and practices shall be allowed in the Natural River District
provided they are landward of the natural vegetation strip.
P.

Disposal of Solid Wastes
No unsightly or offensive material, including but not limited to trash, refuse, junk
cars, junk appliances, or garbage, shall be dumped or stored within the Natural
River District.
No dumps or sanitary landfills shall be permitted within 400 feet of the designated
portions of the Rifle River or its tributaries.

Q.

Stream Alteration
To protect the natural character of the river and the natural flow of its waters, no
damming, dredging, filling or channelization of the stream channel will be
permitted in those portions of the Rifle River or tributaries designated under the
Natural River Act unless approved by the Department of Natural Resources under
authority of Michigan’s Inland Lakes and Streams Act, Part 301, P.A. 451 of
1994.
Natural materials should be used to construct stream bank stabilization projects to
control erosion, or to enhance fisheries habitat. These structures should be
camouflaged and the local conservation officer, district fish biologist, or Soil
Conservation Service representative contacted to provide technical advice for
such projects. All work done below the ordinary high water mark requires a
permit under the authority of the Inland Lakes and Streams Act, Part 301, P.A.
451 of 1994.
Permission must be obtained from the property owner when removing fallen trees
and log jams from the river. If there is an extensive removal of log material from
the bottom during these operations, advice should be sought from the district fish
biologist.

R.

Land Alteration
The following uses are prohibited:
1.
2.

Cutting or filling for building, including appurtenances, on the floodplain.
Filling for buildings on the upland within 400 feet of the river’s edge
where the highest ground water table is within six feet of the surface.
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Dredging or filling for the construction of fish or wildlife ponds within 500 feet of
the river requires a permit under Michigan’s Inland Lakes and Streams Act (Part
301, P.A. 451 of 1994) and the Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Part 91,
P.A. 451 of 1994).
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S.

Natural Vegetation Strip on Adjacent Shorelines
Trees, shrubs and other vegetation native to the area shall be maintained and
enhanced on each side of the river and tributaries to retain the river’s natural
values. Maintenance of the natural vegetation strip is required to help in
stabilizing the riverbanks, prevent erosion, provide shading which will help
maintain cool water temperatures, absorb nutrients from surface water runoff,
provide screening of man-made elements, protect fisheries and wildlife habitat,
and maintain the aesthetic quality of the river.
1.

Vegetation Strip:
Public Land. On all publicly owned land, a one hundred and fifty (150)
foot minimum restricted cutting strip shall apply on each side of the
mainstream. On designated tributaries, a one hundred (100) foot
minimum restricted cutting strip shall apply.
Private Land. On privately owned land, a seventy-five (75) foot minimum
restricted cutting strip shall apply on each side of the mainstream, and on
all designated tributaries, a fifty (50) foot restricted cutting strip shall
apply.
Distances of natural vegetation strip are measured horizontally from the
ordinary high water mark.

2.

Restricted Cutting and Removal of Vegetation: Restricted cutting of dead,
diseased, unsafe or fallen trees is allowed. Selective removal of trees for
commercial timber harvest, access of woodlot improvement shall be
allowed upon specific approval of the Department of Natural Resources or
its representative.

3.

Selected Cutting for Visual Access: Trees and shrubs may be selectively
pruned or removed for a filtered view of the river upon approval of the
Department of Natural Resources or its representative. Filtered view of
the river means maintenance or establishment of woody vegetation of
sufficient density to screen new developments from the river, provide for
streambank stabilization and erosion control, serve as an aid to infiltration
of surface runoff and provide cover to shade the water. It need not be so
dense as to completely block the river view. It means no clear cutting.

4.

Agriculture: Grazing will be permitted within the natural vegetation strip
unless the Land and Water Management Division of the Department of
Environmental Quality determines the grazing contributes to stream
degradation (Part 31, P.A. 451 of 1994). In those cases, livestock will be
fenced out to protect the riverbanks. Cattle crossings and watering areas
shall be constructed according to accepted methods, after the landowner
has consulted with the local Soil Conservation District Soil Conservation
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Service, Cooperative Extension Service, and/or the Department of Natural
Resources.
5.

T.

Planting of Native Vegetation: Planting of native species is encouraged in
the vegetation strip to enhance and protect the river’s edge. The
Department of Natural Resources or the Soil Conservation Service may be
consulted for selection of native plant species. For purposes of erosion
control and/or screening of existing developments within the Natural
River District and where available at state nurseries, recommended
planting materials will be supplied to property owners at cost from the
Department of Natural Resources.

Recreation
Local campgrounds, picnic and recreation areas: Development of county and/or
township river related recreation areas is encouraged, particularly along that
portion of the Rifle Rive in Arenac County where such public facilities are
generally not now available.
Such facilities, particularly campgrounds, may help provide for the long-term
economic benefit of the area or simply provide day use recreation activity for area
residents that may not now be available. Development of such facilities must
recognize recommended setback and greenbelt requirements for public facilities.
State campgrounds: The Rifle River Campground in the Au Sable State Forest
currently has approximately 40 campsites located on both sides of the river.
Connecting these two campgrounds is a wooden footbridge. It is recommended
that this campground be relocated away from the river to meet setback
requirements, and where possible, the recommended vegetation strip should be reestablished and maintained. It is further recommended that camping be limited to
one side of the river. By doing so, the “wild-scenic” characteristics of this portion
of the river will be re-established as well as reducing the existing and future
erosion problem due to heavy human traffic.
Fishing, hunting and trapping: Fishing, hunting and trapping will be permitted in
the Natural River District in accord with current state and local laws and
regulations.
IT IS EMPHASIZED THAT NATURAL RIVER DESIGNATION, OR
ESTABLISHMENT OF A ZONING DISTRICT ALONG THE RIVER, DOES
NOT OPEN PRIVATE LANDS TO THE PUBLIC.
Fisheries management practices will be done in conformance with the character of
the area and objectives of the natural river designation. Emphasis will be placed
on maintaining and upgrading, when necessary, the quality cold water fisheries of
the Rifle River particularly above the old M-70 bridge north of Sterling.
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Boating and canoeing: Nonmotorized boating and canoeing is permitted. Local
units of government (township or county) are encouraged to prohibit the use of
motorized watercraft above the City of Omer. Such controls should be done in
accordance with Part 801, Marine Safety, of 1994 PA 451.
Litter: In view of the special status of the Rifle River, its unique beauty and
character, the Department of Natural Resources shall encourage and cooperate
with private interests as well as other public agencies that have programs for river
clean-up.
Recreation controls: It is recognized that recreational conflicts, misuse and
overuse is occurring throughout the state, and particularly on the Rifle river. The
limit of the statutory authority for controlling recreational uses of Michigan’s
waterways has not been clearly defined either through the judicial system or by
the Michigan legislature. When the level of authority of the Department of
Natural Resources is more clearly defined, the Department should initiate study of
the Rifle River for such controls as necessary over the numbers, timing, location
and conduct of river users.
U.

Public Access Sites and Rest Areas
Mainstream: The Advisory Group feels that public access should be provided at
approximately four hour intervals along the mainstream. Therefore, the following
is recommended:
-

The existing access near Klacking Creek may be upgraded or improved in
the future.
An access site just downstream of Old M-70 should be established.
Canoe rest stops (with no public vehicular access) should be established:
(a) south of M-55, and (b) between the proposed access site downstream
of old M-70 and the City of Omer.

The proposed rest stop between Old M-70 and Omer should only be developed
when it is shown the first site achieves the desired results. Coupled with a public
information program and careful signing of the river area, the proposed rest stops
should help reduce trespass and litter problems in the most popular canoeing
portion of the river.
Existing access sites should be improved to provide a natural vegetation strip, to
provide for better bank stabilization and erosion control, and to improve the
aesthetics of the area better in tune with the wild-scenic river classification.
Tributaries: There are no developed public access sites on the Rifle River
tributaries.
Any additional fisherman public access sites on the Rifle tributaries must be walkin only with parking facilities at least maintaining established setbacks. These
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should be located only where there are sufficient adjacent public lands so as to
minimize trespass and user conflicts on privately owned lands.
To help control trespass, litter and other associated problems, water tight vault
toilets and trash collection facilities at public access sites and rest areas may be
located closer than the recommended setback.
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V.

Motorized Vehicles
Operation of all motorized vehicles except normal farm and lawn machinery other
than on designated public roads or access roads to permitted uses, will be
prohibited within the Natural River District.
Use of ORV’s on publicly owned lands contiguous to the Natural River District
shall be in conformance with guidelines and regulations of the agency
administering such lands, and with state and federal noise level standards strictly
enforced. (Muffler requirement of MVC – Section 708, Act 300, P.A. 1949, etc.)

W.

Historic and Archaeological Sites
It is recommended the two privately owned Indian earthworks located adjacent to
the Rifle River in Churchill Township be included on the National Historic
Register. The Department of Natural Resources in cooperation with the
Department of State, History Division and the owners, should initiate the
application process for national historic designation of these sites.
The further identification, preservation and interpretation of historical and
archaeological sites along the designated portion of the Rifle River and tributaries,
by public agencies and local historical societies, is strongly encouraged. It is
illegal to disturb or dig in a designated site without prior written consent from the
appropriate state and/or federal agency.

X.

Administration
Land Use Guidelines:
1.

Under Part 305, zoning by local governmental units and/or the state shall
be the chief means of protecting the Rifle River and its designated
tributaries as a natural river.
a.

Zoning shall be applied within the 400-foot Natural River District
on both the designated mainstream and tributaries. Upon adoption
of a local zoning ordinance, certified copies of maps and/or
documents describing the Natural River District shall be filed with
the local tax assessing officer and County Equalization
Department.
In establishing true cash value of property within the Natural River
District, the assessing officer shall recognize the effect of use
limits established by the ordinance (Section 30511, Part 305, P.A.
451 of 1994).
Local government units are urged to adopt building setbacks,
vegetation management and septic system controls for other
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streams under their jurisdiction not within the natural river’s
designation.
2.

Appeals: Under certain circumstances, strict adherence to this plan may
create unreasonable hardships for the frontage owner. Such cases may be
appealed to the appropriate local board for a variance. Applications for a
variance shall be based on a site plan. The county health department, Soil
Conservation Service, appropriate staff and field personnel of the
Department of Natural Resources, and other experts should be consulted
to recommend to the appeals board a course of action which will have the
least degrading impact on the character of the natural river. Final
determination of the variance shall be made by the local appeals board.

3.

Nonconforming Uses: As stated in Section 30512, Part 305, P.A. 451 of
1994, “the lawful use of any building or structure and of any land or
premise as existing and lawful at the time of enactment of a zoning
ordinance or rule or an amendment thereof, may be continued although
such use does not conform with the provisions of the ordinance, rule or
amendment. The ordinance or rule shall provide for the completion,
restoration, extension, or substitution of nonconforming uses upon such
reasonable terms as may be set forth in the zoning ordinance or rule.”

4.

Utilities and Publicly Provided Facilities: The rules entitled “Utilities and
Publicly Provided Facilities in Designated Natural River Areas”
establishes the following administrative guidelines for designated natural
rivers:
a.

Procedures for the review and approval of preliminary and final
plans for site or route location, construction or enlargement of
utility transmission lines, publicly provided recreational facilities,
access sites, highways, roads, bridges and other structures within
areas subject to the Natural River Act. It also provides for review
and approval for publicly developed water management projects
and for the orderly development of all such facilities across or
adjacent to state designated natural rivers.

b.

Criteria upon which a decision of the department shall be based in
the review and approval or rejection process of such proposals.

c.

Mitigation measures to enhance and protect the natural qualities of
the designated river systems.

Land Acquisition:
1.

The state may purchase or trade lands with owner consent on the
designated river and tributaries to maintain or improve the river and its
environment. Efforts should be made by the appropriate public agency to
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purchase key parcels for canoe rest areas, walk-in fishermen access, or to
protect sensitive environmental areas.
2.

Some landowners in the Natural River District may be interested in
offering scenic or other easements or inserting restrictions in their deeds
which serve to protect the river environment and which coincide with their
property interests. The opportunity to obtain such easements or
restrictions should be pursued by interested public agencies.

State Resources:

Y.

1.

Overall responsibility for implementing and coordinating the natural river
plan is assigned to the Region II Office of the Department of Natural
Resources. The Natural Rivers Unit and the Department of Natural
Resources Natural Rivers Advisory Group will act in an advisory capacity.
Enforcement of water quality standards and water use regulations will be
the responsibility of the Land and Water Management Division of the
Department of Environmental Quality.

2.

Other laws and programs reinforcing natural rivers management objectives
should be utilized to the extent necessary to protect the river in
implementing the management plan for the river and tributaries (see
Appendix A).

Management of Areas Beyond the Natural River Zone
Land use and water resources are closely related. What happens on the lands
beyond the Natural River District but within the drainage area of the river, affects
the river. Local units of government adjacent to the district, through their powers
to influence the location, timing, and nature of development, can have a positive
effect on water resources.
It is recommended that local governmental units zone adjacent to the Natural
River District to maintain the integrity of the Rifle River and designated
tributaries as a wild-scenic river:
1.
By limiting residential development to low density single family structures
or medium density cluster developments. Medium density cluster
developments are recommended because it is easier to provide services
and control.
2.
By providing districts where industry, which may produce noise, smoke,
fumes, odors, etc., will not affect the natural characteristics of the river
area.
3.
By providing districts for commerce where heavy traffic, parking,
automobile exhaust and noise will not create environmental intrusions.
Further, it is recommended that local units of government incorporate water
resource protection and/or management measures into their plans, programs and
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decisions involving land use. Such measures are of particular importance when
dealing with lands in the stream corridor as defined below.
A stream corridor essentially consists of lands contiguous to the stream, the
alteration or development of which could potentially cause direct impact on the
stream and its environment. It is a composite of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Soil types with severe limitations for development.
Vegetation along creek banks.
Wetlands.
Slopes.
Flood profiles when known.

Sensitive areas involving one or more of the above facts may occur within the
drainage area of the river but outside of the Natural River District itself.
Modification or development within such areas may adversely affect water
resource benefits within the district or create problems requiring costly public
investment to rectify.
It is recommended that local units of government consider such measures as
regulating changes in surface water runoff from specific locations through use of
the site plan review process, and protecting sensitive areas outside the Natural
River District through use of conditional use permit procedures.
On private land adjacent to and within ¼ mile of the Natural River District, it is
recommended that the local Soil Conservation Districts, local Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control agencies, Cooperative Extension Service and the
Department of Natural Resources cooperate with landowners to ensure that timber
harvest, agricultural practices, housing, road building, or other land use activities
are compatible with the wild-scenic designation of the river and with maintaining
the water quality of the river.
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APPENDIX A
PART 305
NATURAL RIVERS
324.30501 Definitions.
Sec. 30501. As used in this part:
(a) "Free flowing" means existing or flowing in natural condition without impoundment,
diversion, straightening, riprapping, or other modification.
(b) "Natural river" means a river that has been designated by the department for inclusion in the
wild, scenic, and recreational rivers system.
(c) "River" means a flowing body of water or a portion or tributary of a flowing body of water,
including streams, creeks, or impoundments and small lakes thereon.
(d) "System" means all of those rivers or portions of rivers designated under this part.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30502 Natural river; designation; purpose; long-range plans; publicity; cooperation.
Sec. 30502. The department, in the interest of the people of the state and future generations, may
designate a river or portion of a river as a natural river area for the purpose of preserving and
enhancing its values for water conservation, its free flowing condition, and its fish, wildlife,
boating, scenic, aesthetic, floodplain, ecologic, historic, and recreational values and uses. The
area shall include adjoining or related lands as appropriate to the purposes of the designation.
The department shall prepare and adopt a long-range comprehensive plan for a designated
natural river area that sets forth the purposes of the designation, proposed uses of lands and
waters, and management measures designed to accomplish the purposes. State land within the
designated area shall be administered and managed in accordance with the plan, and state
management of fisheries, streams, waters, wildlife, and boating shall take cognizance of the plan.
The department shall publicize and inform private and public landowners or agencies as to the
plan and its purposes, so as to encourage their cooperation in the management and use of their
land in a manner consistent with the plan and the purposes of the designation. The department
shall cooperate with federal agencies administering any federal program concerning natural river
areas, and with any watershed council established under part 311, when such cooperation
furthers the interest of the state.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30503 Qualifications for designation; categories of rivers.
Sec. 30503. A river qualifying for designation as a natural river area shall possess 1 or more of
the natural or outstanding existing values cited in section 30502 and shall be permanently
managed for the preservation or enhancement of such values. Categories of natural rivers shall
be defined and established by the department, based on the characteristics of the waters and the
adjoining lands and their uses, both as existing and as proposed, including such categories as
wild, scenic, and recreational. The categories shall be specified in the designation and the longrange comprehensive plan.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30504 Land acquisition; purpose; interest acquired; consent.
Sec. 30504. The department may acquire lands or interests in lands adjacent to a designated
natural river for the purpose of maintaining or improving the river and its environment in
conformance with the purposes of the designation and the plan. Interests that may be acquired
include, but are not limited to, easements designed to provide for preservation and to limit
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development, without providing public access and use. Lands or interests in lands shall be
acquired under this part only with the consent of the owner.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30505 Federal financial assistance programs; leases; expenditures; purposes.
Sec. 30505. (1) The department may administer federal financial assistance programs for natural
river areas.
(2) The department may enter into a lease or agreement with any person or political subdivision
to administer all or part of their lands in a natural river area.
(3) The department may expend funds for works designed to preserve and enhance the values
and uses of a natural river area and for construction, management, maintenance, and
administration of facilities in a natural river area conforming to the purposes of the designation,
if the funds are appropriated by the legislature.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30506 Public hearings; notice.
Sec. 30506. Before designating a river as a natural river area, the department shall conduct public
hearings in the county seat of any county in which a portion of the designated natural river area
is located. Notices of the hearings shall be advertised at least twice, not less than 30 days before
the hearing, in a newspaper having general circulation in each such county and in at least 1
newspaper having general circulation in the state and 1 newspaper published in the Upper
Peninsula.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30507 Land uses; zoning; local ordinances; state rule.
Sec. 30507. After designation of a river or portion of a river as a natural river area and following
the preparation of the long-range comprehensive plan, the department may determine that the
uses of land along the river, except within the limits of an incorporated municipality, shall be
controlled by zoning contributing to accomplishment of the purposes of this part and the natural
river plan. County and township governments are encouraged to establish these zoning controls
and additional controls as may be appropriate, including, but not limited to, building and
subdivision controls. The department may provide advisory, planning, and cooperative assistance
in the drafting of ordinances to establish these controls. If the local unit does not, within 1 year
after notice from the department, have in full force and effect a zoning ordinance or interim
zoning ordinance established under authority of the acts cited in section 30510, the department,
on its own motion, may promulgate a zoning rule in accordance with section 30512. A zoning
rule may also be promulgated if the department finds that an adopted or existing zoning
ordinance fails to meet adequately guidelines consistent with this part as provided by the
department and transmitted to the local units concerned, does not take full cognizance of the
purposes and objectives of this part, or is not in accord with the purposes of designation of the
river as established by the department.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30508 Zoning ordinance or rule; purpose.
Sec. 30508. A zoning ordinance adopted by a local unit of government or a zoning rule
promulgated by the department shall provide for the protection of the river and its related land
resources consistent with the preservation and enhancement of their values and the objectives set
forth in section 30502. The ordinance or rule shall protect the interest of the people of the state as
a whole. It shall take cognizance of the characteristics of the land and water concerned,
surrounding development, and existing uses and provide for conservation of soil, water,
streambed and banks, floodplains, and adjoining uplands.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
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324.30509 Zoning ordinance or rule; establishment of districts; powers; distance.
Sec. 30509. The ordinance or rule shall establish zoning districts within which such uses of land
as for agriculture, forestry, recreation, residence, industry, commerce, and additional uses may be
encouraged, regulated, or prohibited. It may limit or prohibit the placement of structures of any
class or designate their location with relation to the water's edge, to property or subdivision lines,
and to flood flows and may limit the subdivision of lands for platting purposes. It may control
the location and design of highways and roads and of public utility transmission and distribution
lines, except on lands or other interests in real property owned by the utility on January 1, 1971.
It may prohibit or limit the cutting of trees or other vegetation, but such limits shall not apply for
a distance of more than 100 feet from the river's edge. It may specifically prohibit or limit
mining and drilling for oil and gas, but such limits shall not apply for a distance of more than 300
feet from the river's edge. It may contain other provisions necessary to accomplish the objectives
of this part. A zoning rule promulgated by the department shall not control lands more than 400
feet from the river's edge.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30510 Local zoning ordinance; conformance with applicable law; construction.
Sec. 30510. A local unit of government, in establishing a zoning ordinance, in addition to the
authority and requirements of this part, shall conform to the township zoning act, 1943 PA 184,
MCL 125.271 to 125.310, or the county zoning act, 1943 PA 183, MCL 125.201 to 125.240,
including, but not limited to, the variance provisions of those acts. Any conflict shall be resolved
in favor of the provisions of this part. The powers granted under this part shall be liberally
construed in favor of the local unit or the department exercising them, in such manner as to
promote the orderly preservation or enhancement of the values of the rivers and related land
resources and their use in accordance with a long-range comprehensive general plan to ensure
the greatest benefit to the state as a whole.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995;--Am. 2000, Act 17, Imd. Eff. Mar. 8, 2000.
324.30511 Districts; valuation for tax purposes.
Sec. 30511. Upon adoption of a zoning ordinance or rule, certified copies of the maps showing
districts shall be filed with the local tax assessing officer and the state tax commission. In
establishing true cash value of property within the districts zoned, the assessing officer shall take
cognizance of the effect of limits on use established by the ordinance or rule.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30512 Rules; enforcement; promulgation; variance; existing use.
Sec. 30512. (1) The department shall prescribe administrative procedures and rules and provide
personnel as it considers necessary for the enforcement of a zoning ordinance or rule enacted in
accordance with this part. A circuit court, upon petition and a showing by the department that
there exists a violation of a rule properly promulgated under this part, shall issue any necessary
order to the defendant to correct the violation or to restrain the defendant from further violation
of the rule.
(2) The department shall promulgate a zoning rule to implement this part. The rule shall include
procedures for receiving and acting upon applications from local units of government or
landowners for change of boundaries or change in permitted uses in accordance with chapter 4 of
the administrative procedures act of 1969, 1969 PA 306, MCL 24.271 to 24.287. An aggrieved
party may seek judicial review under chapter 6 of the administrative procedures act of 1969,
1969 PA 306, MCL 24.301 to 24.306.
(3) A variance from a zoning rule promulgated by the department to implement this part may be
applied for and granted pursuant to section 4 of the uniform condemnation procedures act, 1980
PA 87, MCL 213.54, and the variance provisions of the zoning rule.
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(4) The lawful use of any building or structure and of any land or premise as existing and lawful
at the time of enactment of a zoning ordinance or rule or of an amendment of a zoning ordinance
or rule may be continued although the use does not conform with the ordinance, rule, or
amendment. The ordinance or rule shall provide for the completion, restoration, reconstruction,
extension, or substitution of nonconforming uses upon reasonable terms as set forth in the zoning
ordinance or rule.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995;--Am. 2000, Act 17, Imd. Eff. Mar. 8, 2000.
324.30513 National wild and scenic river system; administration.
Sec. 30513. This part does not preclude a component of the system from becoming a part of the
national wild and scenic river system under the wild and scenic rivers act, Public Law 90-542, 16
U.S.C. 1271 to 1287. The department may enter into written cooperative agreements for joint
federal-state administration of rivers that may be designated under the wild and scenic rivers act.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30514 Area plans; approval; rules.
Sec. 30514. The department shall approve preliminary and final plans for site or route location,
construction, or enlargement of utility transmission lines, publicly provided recreation facilities,
access sites, highways, roads, bridges, or other structures and for publicly developed water
management projects, within a designated natural river area, except within the limits of a city or
incorporated village. The department may require any measure necessary to control damaging
erosion or flow alteration during or in consequence of construction. The department shall
promulgate rules concerning the approvals and requirements provided for in this section.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
324.30515 Construction of part.
Sec. 30515. This part does not prohibit a reasonable and lawful use of any other natural resource
that benefits the general welfare of the people of this state and that is not inconsistent with the
purpose of this part.
History: Add. 1995, Act 59, Imd. Eff. May 24, 1995.
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APPENDIX B
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
FISHERIES DIVISION
RIFLE RIVER NATURAL RIVER ZONING
(By authority conferred on the natural resources commission by section 13 of Act No. 231 of the
Public Acts of 1970, being §281.773 of the Michigan Compiled Laws)
R 281.361 Definitions.
Rule 1. As used in these rules:
(a) "Applicant" means a person who requests, on proper forms and pursuant to proper
procedures, a zoning permit for a principal use, special use, or variance.
(b) "Appurtenance" or "accessory building" means a structure that is incidental to a dwelling,
including all of the following:
(i) Garages.
(ii) Residential storage sheds.
(iii) Barns and other agricultural storage or livestock structures.
(iv)Pump houses.
(v) Wells.
(vi) Private access roads.
(vii) Sanitary facilities.
(viii) Electrical service lines.
(c) "Bluff" means a steep bank which rises sharply from the river's edge.
(d) "Building inspector" means the agency or individual who is appointed by the appropriate
governmental subdivision to issue building permits and to administer the provisions of Act No.
230 of the Public Acts of 1972, as amended, being §125.1501 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled
Laws, and known as the state construction code act of 1972.
(e) "Building permit" means a permit that is issued by the appropriate governmental subdivision
as presently required under the provisions of Act No. 230 of the Public Acts of 1972, as
amended, being §125.1501 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(f) "Certificate of zoning compliance" means a standard form which is issued by the zoning
administrator upon a determination that the construction and use of land and buildings and
structures as provided for by a zoning permit, including the site plan, have been completed and
are in compliance with the permit and site plan.
(g) "Commission" means the natural resources commission.
(h) "Cutting edge of the river" means the edge of a river or stream where the water velocity is
such that it may cause soil or streambank erosion.
(i) "Director" means the director of the department of natural resources.
(j) "Family" means either of the following:
(i) An individual or group of 2 or more persons who are related by blood, marriage, or adoption
and who, together with foster children, servants of the principal occupants, and not more than 2
additional unrelated persons, are domiciled together as a single, domestic, housekeeping unit in a
dwelling unit.
(ii) A collective number of individuals who are domiciled together in 1 dwelling unit, whose
relationship is of a continuing nontransient domestic character, and who are cooking and living
as a single, nonprofit, housekeeping unit. Any society, club, fraternity, sorority, association,
lodge, organization, or group of students or other individuals whose domestic relationship is of a
transitory or seasonal nature shall not be considered a family as defined by these rules.
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(k) "Filtered view of the river" means the maintenance or establishment of woody vegetation of
sufficient density to screen development from the river, to provide for streambank stabilization
and erosion control, to serve as an aid to the infiltration of surface runoff, and to provide cover to
shade the water. The vegetation need not be so dense as to completely block the river view.
"Filtered view of the river" means no clear cutting.
(l) "Floodplain" means land lying within an identified or documented 100-year floodplain line.
Also see subdivision (q) of this rule.
(m) "Floodway" means the channel of a river or stream and those portions of the floodplain
adjoining the channel which are reasonably required to carry and discharge a 100-year flood.
(n) "Front" means that segment of a lot or parcel abutting the river's edge of the main stream or
tributary.
(o) "Front yard " means setback as provided for in R 281.367(b)(i)(D).
(p) "Home occupation" means a gainful occupation that is traditionally and historically carried
on in the home as a use which is clearly incidental and secondary to the use of the home as a
dwelling place.
(q) "Land that is subject to flooding" means that area of land adjoining the designated portions of
a river and its tributaries which will be inundated by a flood which has a 1% chance of occurring
or being exceeded in any given year as determined by detailed hydraulic studies that are
acceptable to the Michigan department of natural resources or which, in the absence of such
detailed floodplain studies, has a history of flooding or is delineated by approximate methods,
such as United States geological survey flood-prone area maps or the federal emergency
management agency's special flood hazard boundary maps.
(r) "Lot" means a continuous area or acreage of land which can be described for purposes of
transfer, sale, lease, rental, or other conveyance.
(s) "Lot area" means the area inside the lot lines.
(t) "Lot, interior" means a lot of record which is located in the natural river district, but which
does not have frontage on the river or its designated tributaries.
(u) "Lot of record" means a lot that actually exists in a subdivision plat as shown on the records
of the county register of deeds before the effective date of these rules or a lot or parcel which is
described by metes and bounds and which has been recorded at the office of the county register
of deeds before the effective date of these rules.
(v) "Natural river district" means the Rifle river natural river district as described in the
provisions of R 281.365.
(w) "Ordinary high watermark" means the line between the upland and bottomland which
persists through successive changes in water level and below which the presence and action of
the water is so common or recurrent that the character of the land is marked distinctly from the
upland and is apparent in the soil itself, the configuration of the surface of the soil, and the
vegetation.
(x) "Rear yard" means that yard opposite the front yard.
(y) "Reforestation" means the renewal of vegetative cover by seeding, planting, or transplanting.
(z) "River's edge" means the ordinary high watermark as used in the provisions of Act No. 346 of
Public Acts of 1972, being §281.951 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws, and as defined in
subdivision (w) of this rule.
(aa) "Setback" means the required horizontal distance between any portion of a structure and the
river's edge, measured at the structure's closest point to the river's edge.
(bb) "Single-family dwelling" means a detached building, or portion thereof, which is used
exclusively for residential purposes, which is designed for, or occupied exclusively by, 1 family,
and which contains housekeeping facilities.
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(cc) "Soil erosion and sedimentation control enforcement agency" means the local agency that is
appointed by the appropriate governmental subdivision to enforce the provisions of Act No. 347
of the Public Acts of 1972, as amended, being §282.101 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(dd) "Structure" means anything which is constructed, erected, or moved to or from any premises
and which is located above, on, or below the ground, including buildings, roads, signs,
billboards, satellite antennas and other communication structures, fences, and mobile homes.
Temporary recreational facilities, including tents, camper trailers, and recreation vehicles, are not
considered structures if they are used less than 30 days per year and if they are located landward
of the natural vegetation strip or if the facilities are located on a campsite within a campground
licensed under the provisions of Act No. 368 of the Public Acts of 1978, as amended, being
§333.1101 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws, if both the individual campsite and the
campground were established before the effective date of these rules.
(ee) "Zoning administrator" means the administrator of these rules who is appointed by the
commission.
(ff) "Zoning permit" means a standard form which is issued by the zoning administrator when it
is determined that the proposed construction of buildings and structures and the proposed use of
land and buildings and structures thereon are in compliance with all of the provisions of these
rules.
(gg) "Zoning review board" means a group of not less that 3, nor more than 7, people which
includes not less than 2 local representatives and 1 department of natural resources representative
who is familiar with the local area and which is appointed by the commission to act upon
requests as provided for by these rules.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.362 Purpose; intent; scope.
Rule 2. (1) The commission, on its own motion, to implement the intent of Act No. 231 of the
Public Acts of 1970, being §281.761 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws, and in the absence
of local zoning to protect the Rifle river, a designated natural river, promulgates these zoning
rules for the following purposes:
(a) To promote the public health, safety, and general welfare, to prevent economic and ecological
damage due to misuse, unwise development patterns, overcrowding, and overuse within the
natural river district, and to preserve the values of the natural river district for the benefit of
present and future generations.
(b) To protect the free-flowing condition, fish, aquatic and wildlife resources, water quality,
scenic and aesthetic qualities, and historical and recreational values of the Rifle river and
adjoining land.
(c) To prevent flood damage due to interference with the natural floodplain characteristics by
excluding developments which are vulnerable to flood damage and which may reduce the
capacity of the floodway of the river to withstand flooding conditions.
(d) To provide for uses that complement the natural characteristics of the natural river system.
(e) To protect individuals from investing funds in structures that are proposed for location on
lands which are unsuited for such development because of high groundwater, erosion, or
vulnerability to flood damage.
(f) To achieve the goals and objectives of the Rifle river natural river plan.
(2) It is the general intent of these rules to define terms used and to regulate and restrict lot
coverage and use, population distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures
by the delineation of permitted uses and development standards so as to promote the purposes
identified in this rule. It is further intended to provide for the administration and enforcement of
these rules and to provide penalties for their violation.
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(3) It is not the intent of these rules to revoke, annul, cancel, or in any way impair or interfere
with existing provisions of law, ordinances, or any rules, regulations, or premises or with any
private restrictions placed upon property by covenant or deed. However, where such provisions
of law are less restrictive than the provisions of Act No. 231 of the Public Acts of 1970, being
§281.761 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws, and the rules promulgated thereunder, the
provisions of Act No. 231 of the Public Acts of 1970, and the rules promulgated thereunder shall
apply.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.363 Construction of language: severability.
Rule 3. (1) All of the following rules of construction apply to the text of these rules:
(a) The particular shall control over the general.
(b) In the case of any difference of meaning or implication between the text of these rules and
any caption or illustration, the text shall control.
(c) The word "shall" is always mandatory and not discretionary. The word "may" is permissive.
(d) Words used in the present tense shall include the future. Words used in the singular number
shall include the plural and the plural the singular, unless the context clearly indicates the
contrary.
(e) A "building" or "structure" includes any part thereof.
(f) The phrase "used for" includes "arranged for," "designed for," "intended for," "maintained
for," or "occupied for."
(g) The word "person" includes an individual, a corporation, a partnership, an incorporated
association, or any other similar entity.
(h) Unless the context clearly indicates the contrary, where a regulation involves 2 or more
items, conditions, provisions, or events connected by the conjunction "and," "or," or "either . . .
or," the conjunction shall be interpreted as follows:
(i) "And" indicates that all of the connected items, conditions, or provisions shall apply.
(ii) "Or" indicates that the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events may apply
singularly or in any combination.
(iii) "Either . . . or" indicates that the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events shall
apply singularly, but not in combination.
(i) Terms not defined in these rules shall have the meanings customarily assigned to them.
(2) In any case in which the provisions of these rules are declared by the courts to be
unconstitutional or invalid, such ruling shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions of
these rules and to this end the provisions of these rules are declared to be severable.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.364 Lot size and area; subdivision of land; home occupations; natural vegetation
strip; signs; docks; height of structures.
Rule 4. (1) Unless otherwise provided for within these rules, any lot or parcel of property created
after the effective date of these rules, or amendments thereto, shall have a minimum area of
50,000 square feet and a minimum average width of 200 feet throughout the length of the lot or
parcel on the Rifle river main stream, and a minimum average width of 150 feet on all other
designated tributaries. The average lot width shall be based on the average of the combined
widths of the front and rear lot lines.
(2) A lot that exists on the effective date of this rule, or amendment thereto, shall not be
subdivided or reduced in dimension or area below the minimum requirements of these rules. Lots
that are created after the effective date of this rule shall meet the minimum requirements of these
rules, except as provided in subrules (3) and (4) of this rule.
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(3) Proposed lots which have preliminary plat approval pursuant to the provisions of Act No. 288
of the Public Acts of 1967, as amended, being §560.101 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws,
but which do not meet the dimensional requirements of these rules on their effective date, shall,
on final plat approval, be issued a permit subject to the requirements provided in R 281.369.
(4) Lots of record which are created before the effective date of these rules, or amendments
thereto, and which do not possess sufficient land area or lot width may be used for the purposes
described within these rules, subject to the requirements provided for in R 281.369.
(5) Home occupations shall conform to both of the following requirements:
(a) The use of the dwelling unit, or related structure, for the home occupation shall be clearly
incidental and subordinate to its use for residential purposes. The home occupation shall not
occupy more than 30% of the aboveground floor area of the dwelling unit. This requirement shall
apply whether the home occupation is contained wholly within the dwelling unit or utilizes a
garage.
(b) Equipment or a process shall not be used in a home occupation that is conducted in a singlefamily dwelling unit or its associated garage if it creates noise, vibration, glare, fumes, odors, or
electrical interference that is detectable to the normal senses off the premises, and shall not be
used in a home occupation that is conducted in other than a single-family dwelling unit or its
associated garage if it creates noise, vibration, glare, fumes, odors, or electrical interference that
is detectable to the normal senses outside the dwelling unit.
(6) Within the natural river district, not less than a 75-foot restrictive cutting belt shall be
maintained on each side of the main stream of the Rifle river, and a 50-foot minimum restrictive
cutting belt shall be maintained on each side of all other designated tributaries. Trees and shrubs
may be pruned for a filtered view of the river, but clear cutting in the natural vegetation strip is
prohibited. The natural vegetation strip is also subject to all of the following provisions:
(a) Dead, diseased, unsafe, or fallen trees and noxious plants and shrubs, including poison ivy
and poison sumac, may be removed.
(b) The selected removal or trimming of trees for timber harvest, access or woodlot
improvements, landscaping, public utility lines to service private single-family dwellings and
other permitted uses is permitted upon approval of the zoning administrator.
(c) Camping is not permitted in the natural vegetation strip.
(7) Signs shall not be visible from the river, except:
(a) "No Trespassing" signs if the signs are not more than 1 square foot in area and are spaced a
minimum of 100 feet apart.
(b) One identification sign of rustic design, associated with a canoe livery, campground, or rental
cabins, which is not more than 6 square feet in area. The sign shall be for the purpose of
identification of a designated watercraft landing site and shall be located at the designated
landing site.
(c) Signs posted by public agencies to provide for public safety such as warning of impending
dangers in the river, or to identify a public access site or campground. Such signs may need to be
larger than 6 square feet in area to accomplish their designated purpose. Signs which identify a
public access site or campground shall be of rustic design.
(8) Private boat docks shall be in compliance with all of the following requirements:
(a) Docks shall not be more than 4 feet in width and not more than 12 feet in length, with not
more than 4 feet of the dock extending over the edge of the river.
(b) Docks shall be designed, constructed, and maintained to blend with the natural surroundings.
The use of natural, native materials is encouraged.
(c) Unless provided for within these rules, only 1 dock shall be constructed per lot.
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(9) Unless otherwise provided for within these rules, a structure shall not be more than 2 1/2
stories in height, not including a basement.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.365 Boundaries; interpretation of boundaries; filing of zoning map.
Rule 5. (1) The boundaries of the Rifle river natural river district shall be as described in these
rules and as depicted on the certified Rifle river natural river zoning map. The Rifle river natural
river zoning district comprises an area which is described as follows:
(a) The main stream of the Rifle river from and including Mallard pond to the northern city
limits of Omer, including all channels of the mainstream, except the old channels leading into
and out of Devoe lake.
(b) Gamble creek from Heath road in township 24 north, range 3 east, to Mallard pond in the
Rifle river recreation area.
(c) Vaughn creek from Heath road in township 24 north, range 3 east, to its confluence with
Gamble creek.
(d) Oyster creek from Oyster road in township 24 north, range 3 east, to its confluence with
Mallard pond.
(e) Mayhue creek from the pond in section 28 of township 24 north, range 3 east, to its
confluence with Oyster creek.
(f) Houghton creek from Heath road in township 24 north, range 3 east, to its confluence with the
Rifle river.
(g) Wilkins creek from Campbell road in township 23 north, range 2 east, to its confluence with
the Rifle river.
(h) Prior creek from Morrison road in township 23 north, range 3 east, to its confluence with the
Rifle river.
(i) Klacking creek from its source in Foose swamp in township 23 north, range 2 east, to its
confluence with the Rifle river.
(j) Little Klacking creek from its source in section 26 of township 23 north, range 2 east, to its
confluence with Klacking creek.
(k) Dedrich creek from Gerald Miller road in township 22 north, range 3 east, to its confluence
with the Rifle river.
(l) West branch from the outfall of Flowage lake in township 22 north, range 2 east, to its
confluence with the Rifle river.
(m) North and south branches of Eddy creek from M-33 in township 21 north, range 3 east, to its
confluence with the Rifle river.
(n) Silver creek from Elbow lake road in township 21 north, range 3 east, to its confluence with
the Rifle river.
(o) Mansfield creek from Melita road in township 21 north, range 3 east, to its confluence with
the Rifle river.
(p) Fritz creek from Fritz road in township 20 north, range 4 east, to its confluence with the Rifle
river.
(q) The lands lying within 400 feet of the river's edge which are enumerated in subdivisions (a)
to (p) of this subrule.
(2) Where uncertainty exists with respect to the boundaries of the district as shown on the zoning
map, all of the following provisions shall apply:
(a) Boundaries that are indicated as approximately following the centerline of streets or
highways shall be construed to follow the centerline.
(b) Boundaries that are indicated as approximately following lot lines shall be construed as
following the lot lines.
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(c) Boundaries that are indicated as approximately following city, village, township, or county
boundaries lines shall be construed as following the city, village, township, or county boundary
lines.
(d) Boundaries that are indicated as following railroad lines shall be construed to be midway
between the right-of-way lines.
(e) Boundaries that are indicated as following shorelines shall be construed to follow the
shorelines, and, in the event of change in the shorelines, shall be construed as moving with the
actual shorelines. Boundaries that are indicated as approximately following the centerline of
streams, rivers, canals, lakes, or other bodies of water shall be construed to follow the centerline.
(f) Boundaries that are indicated as parallel to or extensions of features specified in subdivisions
(a) to (e) of this subrule shall be so construed. Distances that are not specifically indicated on the
official zoning map shall be determined by the scale of the map.
(g) Where physical or natural features that exist on the ground are at variance with those shown
on the official zoning map or in other circumstances are not covered by the provisions of
subdivisions (a) to (f) of this subrule, the zoning review board shall interpret the district
boundaries.
(h) Insofar as a portion or all of the district may be indicated on the zoning map by a pattern
which, for the sake of map clarity, does not cover public rights-of-way, it is intended that the
district boundaries do extend to the center of any public right-of-way.
(3) Certified copies of the Rifle river natural river zoning map shall be filed with all of the
following entities:
(a) The state tax commission.
(b) Local tax assessing officers.
(c) Township and county clerks.
(d) The natural rivers unit of the Michigan department of natural resources.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.366 Zoning permits; site plans; certificates of zoning compliance.
Rule 6. (1) A building or other structure shall not be erected, moved, added to, or structurally
altered, and a land use shall not be commenced, without a zoning permit as specified by these
rules and as issued by the zoning administrator. Permits shall not be required for exempt
activities as specified in R 281.367(1). Plans that are submitted when applying for a zoning
permit shall contain the necessary information for determining compliance with these rules.
(2) Concurrent with applying for a zoning permit, an applicant shall submit a site plan of the
proposed development. The site plan shall include the entire area that is proposed for
development. The zoning administrator, in the case of a principal use application, or the zoning
review board, in the case of a special use application, shall have the authority to require
adjustments in the site plan as a condition for approval to ensure that the proposed development
meets all standards contained in these rules. Except as otherwise waived by the zoning
administrator, in the case of a principal use application, or the zoning review board, in the case of
a special use application, a site plan shall show and include all of the following, either existing or
proposed:
(a) A site plan drawn to scale, with the scale indicated.
(b) Property dimensions.
(c) The size, shape, use, and location of existing and proposed buildings or improvements,
including distances to adjacent property boundaries and the river's edge.
(d) Existing vegetation, including the location and type.
(e) Adjacent streets and highways.
(f) Parking areas.
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(g) Bluff heights.
(h) Entrances to public streets.
(i) A description of the building design, including proposed construction materials.
(j) Drainage facilities.
(k) The location and description of the method to dispose of sanitary wastes.
(l) Proposed landscaping.
(m) The location of footpaths.
(n) Signs proposed, including the size, location, and material.
(o) North arrow.
(p) Date of drawing.
(q) Detailed site location map.
(r) Any additional information deemed by the zoning administrator or zoning review board to be
necessary to carry out the administrator's or board's duties. Examples of such information include
the following:
(i) Soil types.
(ii) Topography.
(iii) Building elevations.
(iv) Site photographs.
(v) Anticipated traffic volumes.
(vi) Traffic circulation patterns.
(vii) Other pertinent site information.
(3) A building, structure, or lot for which a zoning permit has been issued shall not be occupied,
and a use for which a zoning permit has been issued shall not commence, until the zoning
administrator has, after final inspection, issued a certificate of zoning compliance that certified
compliance with all of the provisions of these rules. However, the issuance of a certificate of
compliance shall not be construed as waiving any provision of these rules. A building that is
accessory to a dwelling shall not require a separate certificate of zoning compliance, but may be
included in the certificate of zoning compliance for the dwelling if shown on the site plan and if
completed at the same time as the dwellings. A record of all certificates that are issued shall be
kept on file in the office of the zoning administrator. Certificates of zoning compliance are for
the purposes of these rules and shall not be interpreted as substitutes for certificates of occupancy
that are required by local building codes.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.367 Land use and development standards.
Rule 7. Land uses within the natural river district are classified as exempt, principal, or special
uses and are described as follows:
(a) Exempt uses are uses which are permitted by right and which are not subject to the receipt of
a zoning permit. Exempt uses include all of the following:
(i) Private, noncommercial recreation which does not involve permanent structures, equipment,
or other devices, but which includes camping, boating, fishing, hunting, and other similar
activities.
(ii) Reforestation and other accepted forest management practices, subject to the limitations
specified in R 281.364(6)(b).
(iii) Agriculture, including general and specialized farming, unless the bureau of environmental
protection of the Michigan department of natural resources determines that such use will
significantly contribute to stream degradation.
(iv) The operation of licensed motor vehicles on dedicated public roads or private roads that are
designed to provide access to a permitted use.
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(v) The off-road operation of emergency and public utility maintenance vehicles. The off-road
operation of other motorized vehicles is prohibited in the natural vegetation strip as specified in
R 281.364(6).
(vi) Private footpaths that are constructed by the landowner of natural materials to facilitate
access to permitted uses.
(vii) Signs, subject to the provisions of R 281.364(7).
(b) Principal uses are uses which are allowed by right, but which require the issuance of zoning
permits by the zoning administrator. Principal uses include all of the following:
(i) Single-family dwellings, if all of the following provisions are complied with:
(A) Only 1 dwelling shall be permitted per lot of record.
(B) Each lot shall be not less than 50,000 square feet.
(C) A dwelling lot along the Rifle river main stream shall have a minimum average width of 200
feet throughout its length. A dwelling lot along any other designated tributary shall have a
minimum average width of 150 feet throughout its length.
(D) Building setback for lots, including all appurtenances and accessory buildings, shall be not
less than 150 feet from the ordinary high watermark on the main stream and 100 feet on all other
designated tributaries. The setback may be decreased 1 foot for every 1 foot of rise in bank
height to a minimum of 100 feet from the ordinary high watermark on the main stream and to a
minimum of 75 feet from the ordinary high watermark on all other designated tributaries.
Buildings and appurtenances shall be set back not less than 25 feet from the top of a bluff on the
noncutting edge of a stream and not less than 50 feet from the top of a bluff on the cutting edge
of a stream. Building shall not take place on land that is subject to flooding.
(ii) Accessory buildings that meet the setback requirements of paragraph (i) of this subdivision.
(iii) A private boat dock.
(iv) Utility lines to service private, single-family dwellings.
(v) Disposal fields and septic tanks, if all of the following provisions are complied with:
(A) The fields and tanks shall be located not less than 150 feet from the ordinary high
watermark.
(B) A septic tank or absorption field shall not be located closer than 50 feet to any surface or
subsurface drainage system that enters into the Rifle river or its designated tributaries.
(C) The bottom of the pit associated with an earth privy shall not be less than 4 feet above the
known high groundwater table.
(vi) Mining and extracting industries, if located not less than 300 feet from the ordinary high
watermark.
(vii) Residential single-family dwelling plats, if the minimum standards specified in paragraph
(i) of this subdivision are met.
(viii) Home occupations.
(ix) Land alteration, such as grading, dredging, and filling of the land surface, unless the high
groundwater table is within 4 feet of the existing natural land surface.
(c) The Rifle river natural river plan and these rules recognize that certain types of residential,
recreational, and commercial uses may be appropriate for the natural river district that have not
been identified under the exempt and principal uses provisions of this rule. Such uses may result
in intensities of development and use higher than would be anticipated under the exempt and
principal uses. To ensure that such uses do not contravene the goals and objectives of the Rifle
river natural river plan and these rules such uses shall be referred to as special uses and shall be
subject to the review and approval of the zoning review board. Special uses and their
development standards include all of the following:
(i) Detached rental cabins, if all of the following provisions are complied with:
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(A) The number of cabins permitted shall be based on the rate of 1 cabin per 200 feet of river
frontage. Clustering of rental cabins is encouraged; however, the ratio of 1 cabin per 200 feet of
river frontage shall not be exceeded.
(B) Each cabin and all associated buildings, structures, or other related devices shall be set back
a minimum of 200 feet from the ordinary high watermark.
(C) Fences and greenbelts may be required by the zoning review board for rental cabins that are
adjacent to existing residential uses. Fencing shall be constructed of natural material. Greenbelts
shall consist of plant material that is indigenous to the area or as approved by the zoning review
board.
(D) Boat docks may be erected for the private use of occupants of the rental cabins and their
guests. Docks shall be in compliance with the requirements of R 281.364 and both of the
following provisions:
(1) Docks may be constructed at the rate of 1 dock for each permitted rental cabin.
(2) Access to a dock or docks shall be along a single designated footpath to minimize disruption
of the natural vegetation strip.
(ii) Campgrounds, including tents, travel trailers, campers, and motor homes, with associated
noncommercial buildings, cement pads, and utility hookups, if all of the following provisions are
complied with:
(A) Campgrounds shall be constructed and maintained in accordance with all applicable state
regulations.
(B) A commercial enterprise shall not be permitted to operate in the campground within the
natural river district, except that a convenience goods shopping building that is not more than
1,500 square feet may be provided. The building shall not be more than 1 story in height.
(C) Each site and all associated buildings, structures, and other related devices shall be set back a
minimum of 200 feet from the ordinary high watermark.
(D) Fences and greenbelts may be required by the zoning review board for campgrounds that are
adjacent to existing residential uses. Fencing shall be constructed of natural material. Greenbelts
shall consist of plant material that is indigenous to the area or as approved by the zoning review
board.
(E) A camping site shall not have more than 4 sites per acre. Clustering of campsites is
encouraged; however, the ratio of 4 sites per acre shall not be exceeded.
(F) Boat docks may be erected for the private use of the occupants of the campsites and their
guests if both of the following provisions are complied with:
(1) Access to the dock or docks shall be along a single designated footpath to minimize
disruption of the natural vegetation strip.
(iii) Canoe, boat, and other watercraft liveries, if all of the following provisions are complied
with:
(A) Parked vehicles and off-season canoe and boat storage areas shall not be visible from the
river.
(B) Boat docks may be erected at the ratio of 1 dock per 200 feet of river frontage.
(C) Other than the rental of watercraft, other commercial enterprises shall not be permitted to
operate.
(D) A rental office which is associated with the operation of the livery and which does not have
more than 225 square feet may be constructed. The building shall not be more than 1 story in
height.
(E) Access to the dock or docks or place of river entry from the canoe or boat rental office shall
be along a single designated footpath to minimize disruption of the natural vegetation strip.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
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R 281.368 Application and approval; procedures and standards; principal uses and special
uses.
Rule 8. (1) An application for a principal use shall be submitted and processed under the
following procedures:
(a) An application for a principal use shall be made on an application form that is available from
the zoning administrator and shall be returned to the zoning administrator. A completed
application shall contain all of the following information:
(i) A completed application form that is signed by the applicant or the applicant's representative.
(ii) Two copies of a site plan that meets the requirements of R 281.366(2).
(iii) Evidence of ownership or a legal interest in the property that is affected by the application
for a principal use.
(b) Within 15 days of receipt of an application for a principal use, the zoning administrator shall
notify the applicant of the need for additional information.
(c) Within 30 days of receipt of a completed application, the zoning administrator shall issue or
deny a permit. If a permit is denied, notice of the denial, together with the reasons for the denial,
shall be sent to the applicant.
(d) Concurrent with the issuance of a zoning permit, an applicant shall receive a copy of the
approved site plan.
(e) Before commencing construction of a principal use, an applicant shall display the permit
required by these rules face out in a conspicuous place facing the nearest street or roadway and
shall display it continuously until the purpose for which the permit was issued is completed.
(f) Zoning permits are valid for 1 year and are not transferable. All buildings shall be completed
within 1 year from the date of issuance of the zoning permit. However, 1 extension may be
authorized by the zoning administrator, in writing, for a period of not more than 6 months if
conditions pertaining to the issuance of the original permit remain unchanged. Application for an
extension shall be made before permit expiration. Any subsequent extensions shall have the
written approval of the zoning review board.
(2) An application for a special use permit shall be submitted and processed under the following
procedures:
(a) An application for a special use permit shall be made on an application form that is available
from the zoning administrator and shall be returned to the zoning administrator. A completed
application shall contain all of the following information and attachments:
(i) A completed application form that is signed by the applicant or the applicant's representative.
(ii) Eight copies of a site plan that meets the requirements of R 281.366(2).
(iii) Evidence of ownership or a legal interest in the property that is affected by the application
for a special use.
(iv) A list of all property owners, together with their addresses, who are located within 300 feet
of the applicant's property which is being considered for a special use.
(b) The application, together with the required attachments, shall be submitted not less than 30
days before the meeting of the zoning review board at which the application is to be considered.
(c) The zoning review board shall conduct at least 1 public hearing and shall require all of the
following notifications of such hearing to be made not less than 5, nor more than 15, days before
consideration of the special use application:
(i) One notice shall be published in a newspaper that circulates in the township in which the
proposal is located.
(ii) Notice shall be sent by first-class mail or personal delivery to the owners of property for
which approval is being considered and to all persons who are identified in subdivision (a)(iv) of
this subrule.
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(iii) Notice shall also be sent to all of the following entities:
(A) The natural rivers unit of the Michigan department of natural resources.
(B) Local tax assessing officials.
(C) Township and county clerks.
(D) Local building inspectors.
(d) In considering a special use application, the zoning review board shall require that all of the
following general standards, in addition to those specific standards established for each special
use in R 281.367(c), be satisfied:
(i) That the purposes noted in R 281.362 are accomplished.
(ii) That a compelling reason exists to locate the proposed use within the district boundaries if
contiguous property under the same ownership is available outside the district.
(iii) That the proposed use in combination with other existing uses will not be a detriment to the
public health, safety, and welfare.
(e) The zoning review board may impose conditions deemed necessary to accomplish the general
and specific standards applicable to the proposed use.
(f) The concurring vote of a majority of the members of the zoning review board shall be
required to approve a special use.
(g) A special use that is granted by the zoning review board shall be valid for 1 year from the
date of approval. If construction has not, in the opinion of the zoning review board, commenced
and proceeded meaningfully at the end of the 1-year period, the zoning administrator shall notify
the applicant, in writing, of the expiration of the special use approval.
(h) If it is determined by the zoning review board that the applicant has failed to comply with any
of the requirements of these rules or the approval granted, the board, after a public hearing held
in accordance with the provisions of subdivision (c) of this subrule, may revoke any special use
approval.
(i) An application for a special use which has been denied by the zoning review board shall not
be submitted for reconsideration unless, in the opinion of the zoning administrator, new and
significant facts and conditions exist which might result in favorable action upon resubmission.
(j) Concurrent with the issuance of a special use permit, an applicant shall receive a copy of the
approved site plan, with conditions, if any.
(k) Before commencing construction of a special use, an applicant shall display the permit
required by these rules face out in a conspicuous place facing the nearest street or roadway and
shall display it continuously until the purpose for which the permit was issued is completed.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.369 Variances and variance hearings.
Rule 9. (1) A dimensional variance from any standard established in these rules may be granted
by the zoning review board after a public hearing or, in certain instances by the zoning
administrator as provided in subrule (3) of this rule to allow a modification from a standard that
establishes an area, yard, height, floor space, frontage, setback, or similar numerical restriction,
but only after substantive evidence establishes that there are practical difficulties in carrying out
the strict letter of these rules. A variance shall be permitted only when it is consistent with the
general purposes and intent of these rules.
(2) The zoning review board or zoning administrator shall consider all of the following factors in
determining if there are practical difficulties in carrying out the strict letter of these rules as
specified in subrule (1) of this rule:
(a) How substantial the variance is in relation to the zoning requirements.
(b) Whether a substantial change will be affected in the character of the area or a substantial
detriment created for adjoining properties.
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(c) Whether the difficulty can be overcome by some feasible method other than a variance.
(d) Whether, in view of the manner in which the difficulty arose, and considering all of the
factors specified in subdivisions (a) to (c) of this subrule, the interests of justice will be served by
allowing the variance.
(e) Whether the plight of the landowner is due to circumstances which are unique to his or her
property and which are not created by the landowner.
(f) Whether the variance may result in a material adverse effect on the environment.
(3) For the purposes of these rules, the required hearing and review of a variance request by the
zoning review board shall be waived for certain minor dimensional variances of principal uses,
including legal nonconforming uses. Such variances shall be handled by the zoning
administrator, who shall consider the provisions of subrule (2) of this rule in making a
determination. The zoning administrator shall prepare a written finding of fact that details the
reasons for approval or denial of the minor variance request. Minor variances include the
variances specified in the following provisions:
(a) Reductions in setbacks for uses on lawful lots that are not more than 25% of the normal
dimensional requirements. Such uses shall include principal or accessory buildings or structures
and any portion thereof, including additions, porches, and steps.
(b) Reductions in setbacks for uses on lawful nonconforming lots, including lots within
subdivisions, that are not more than 25% of the normal dimensional requirements. Such uses
shall include principal or accessory buildings or structures and any portion thereof, including
additions, porches, and steps. Conditions may be imposed on an applicant before granting a
variance. Such conditions shall be in writing and signed by the applicant before the applicant
receives a variance.
(4) A land use variance is a land or building use in contravention of any of the use requirements
of these rules. The zoning review board may, after a public hearing, grant a variance upon a
finding of unnecessary hardship, which may be found upon substantial evidence being submitted
that all of the following factors are found to exist:
(a) The property cannot be used in a manner that is consistent with existing zoning.
(b) The hardship results from the application of these rules to the applicant's property.
(c) The hardship of which the applicant complains is suffered by his or her property directly and
is not shared by others.
(d) The hardship is not the result of the applicant's own actions.
(e) The hardship is peculiar to the applicant's own property.
(5) In determining whether reasonable use may be made of the property as zoned, a reasonable
economic return may be a factor which could be considered, but only if the applicant is in
compliance with the provisions of subrules (1) to (4) of this rule. Whether any weight shall be
given to the economic return factor shall be dependent on a determination that the owner has
been deprived of all beneficial use of his or her property under existing zoning.
(6) The zoning review board shall, after finding that unnecessary hardship exists, also find that,
based on adequate evidence, the proposed use meets all of the following conditions:
(a) The use will be consistent with and in accordance with the general objectives of the Rifle
river natural river plan.
(b) The use will be designed, constructed, operated, and maintained so as to be consistent with
and appropriate in appearance with the existing or intended character of the natural river district
and that such use will not change the essential character of the natural river district.
(c) The use will be adequately served by existing essential public facilities and services, such as
highways, police and fire protection, drainage structures, refuse disposal, and sanitation facilities,
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or that the persons or agencies that are responsible for the establishment of the proposed use shall
be able to adequately provide any such service.
(d) The use will not involve uses, activities, processes, materials and equipment, and conditions
of operation that will be detrimental to any persons, property, or the environmental quality of the
district because of the excessive production of noise, smoke, fumes, glare, or odors or require the
outdoor storage of raw materials or discarded materials produced in the use processes.
(e) The use will be consistent with the intent and purposes of these rules.
(f) The use or the structures to be used therefor will not cause an overcrowding of the land or an
undue concentration of population that will result in degradation to the river and district.
(g) The use plot area is sufficient, appropriate, and adequate for the use and the reasonable
anticipated operation and expansion thereof.
(7) Upon receipt of an application for a variance, the zoning review board shall conduct a
hearing on the request, except as provided for in subrule (3) of this rule. The hearing and notice
procedure shall follow that established for special use applications by the provisions of R
281.368(2)(c). A decision shall be made within 30 days after the hearing to approve or deny the
variance request. The zoning review board shall keep complete and detailed records of all its
proceedings, which shall include the minutes of its meetings, its findings, and actions taken on
each matter heard by it, including the final order. The order shall include the legal description of
the property involved. Reasons for the decision shall be stated in writing. The board shall record
the vote of each member on each question. If a member is absent or fails to vote, the board shall
indicate such fact. All records shall be open for public inspection. The concurring vote of a
majority of the members of the zoning review board shall be necessary to effect a dimensional
variance in these rules, except that a concurring vote of 2/3 of the members of the board of
appeals shall be necessary to grant a land use variance permitted in these rules.
(8) The zoning review board shall not issue a land use variance when the district allows the use
as a special use.
(9) The effect of any variance shall be to create a nonconforming land use or structure which
shall then be subject to the terms of R 281.370, which regulates continued use.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.370 Nonconforming uses, lots, and structures.
Rule 10. (1) It is recognized that there exists, within the natural river district, lots, structures, and
uses of land and structures which were lawful before these rules were promulgated or amended
and which would be prohibited, regulated, or restricted under the terms of these rules or future
amendments. It is the intent of these rules to permit legal nonconforming uses, structures, or lots
to continue until they are brought into conformity and, in certain instances, to permit the limited
expansion of certain legal nonconforming uses and structures.
(2) A nonconforming (substandard) lot shall be in compliance with the minimum requirements of
the dimensional requirements of these rules, except as such substandard nonconforming lot may
be used pursuant to the provisions of R 281.369.
(3) Where, at the effective date of these rules or amendment of these rules, a lawful use of land
exists that is made unlawful under the terms of these rules as promulgated or amended, the use
may be continued if it remains otherwise lawful, subject to all of the following provisions:
(a) The nonconforming use shall not be enlarged, increased, or extended to occupy a greater area
of land than was occupied at the effective date of these rules or amendment of these rules, except
in the case of campgrounds, canoe liveries, and rental cabins which do not meet the standards for
special uses specified in R 281.367(c). Such lawful, nonconforming uses may be expanded if the
increased use meets the standards for special uses specified in R 281.367(c). Expansion of a
lawful, nonconforming use shall be treated as a variance pursuant to the provisions of R 281.369.
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(b) The nonconforming use shall not be moved, in whole or in part, to any other portion of the lot
or parcel occupied by such use at the effective date of these rules or amendment of these rules,
unless the move would result in a greater degree of conformity with these rules.
(c) If the nonconforming use of land ceases for any reason for a period of 12 months, any
subsequent use of the land shall conform to the requirements specified by these rules.
(4) Where a lawful structure exists at the effective date of these rules or amendment of these
rules that is made unlawful under the terms of these rules as promulgated or amended, the
structure may be continued if it remains lawful, subject to all of the following provisions:
(a) The structure shall not be enlarged or altered in a way which increases its nonconformity;
however, when a single-family dwelling or a structure associated with a campground, canoe
livery, or a rental cabin is classified as nonconforming, alterations, repairs, and additions,
including accessory buildings, may be erected if the gross floor area of all such alterations,
repairs, and additions, including accessory buildings, is not more than 50% of the gross floor
area of the nonconforming structure, cumulative from the date of nonconformance to the date of
the request if any enlargement to a lawful nonconforming structure, to the extent possible, is in
compliance with all setback and other building requirements. Expansion of a lawful,
nonconforming structure shall be treated as a variance pursuant to the provisions of R 281.369.
(b) If the nonconforming structure is destroyed by any means to an extent that is more than 50%
of its replacement cost, restoration of the structure shall be treated as a variance pursuant to the
provisions of R 281.369. In determining whether the structure has been destroyed to an extant
that is more than 50% of its replacement cost, the zoning review board or zoning administrator
shall use appraised replacement costs, as determined by a qualified individual who is appointed
by the zoning review board or zoning administrator, and shall compare the value of the part
destroyed to the value of the total operating unit where there are several structures which are
used together by the landowner as a single operating unit. The request for restoration of a
nonconforming structure which is destroyed to an extent that is more than 50% of its
replacement value shall be approved if all of the following conditions exist:
(i) The land on which the structure is located is not subject to flooding.
(ii) The continued use of the nonconforming structure will not lead to accelerated bank erosion
or other material degradation of the river resource, and the construction of the structure is
approved by the local soil erosion and sedimentation control enforcement agency.
(iii) The continued use conforms with local county health codes and is approved by the local
county health department.
(iv) The continued use conforms with local building codes and is approved by the local building
inspector.
(v) The restoration of a damaged structure that is approved by the zoning review board or zoning
administrator shall be started within 1 year from the time of the damage.
(c) The nonconforming structure shall not be moved, in whole or in part, to any other portion of
the lot or parcel that is occupied by the structure at the effective date of these rules or amendment
of these rules, unless the move would result in a greater degree of conformity with these rules.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.371 Zoning administrator and zoning review board; appointment; duties.
Rule 11. (1) The commission shall appoint a zoning administrator and zoning review board to act
as its agents to enforce these rules.
(2) The zoning administrator shall do all of the following:
(a) Provide necessary forms and applications and receive and process applications.
(b) Determine and verify zoning compliance when the applicant's plans are found to conform
with the provisions of these rules.
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(c) Conduct site inspections to ensure compliance with these rules.
(d) Issue any authorized permits and certificates of zoning compliance.
(e) Identify and record information relative to nonconformities.
(f) Maintain files of applications, permits, and other relevant documents.
(g) Schedule meetings and hearings for, and provide assistance to, the zoning review board.
(h) Act on variances as permitted by the provisions of R 281.369(3).
(3) The zoning review board shall do all of the following:
(a) Adopt rules of procedure that govern the transaction of its business.
(b) Act upon requests for special use permits.
(c) Act on certain dimensional and land use variances pursuant to the provisions of R 281.369.
(d) Act on the interpretation of the official zoning map pursuant to the provisions of R
281.365(2)(g).
(4) In establishing the zoning review board, the commission shall cooperate with, and seek the
advice of, all of the following entities:
(a) Affected townships and counties.
(b) Soil conservation districts.
(c) Property owners' associations.
(d) Other interested local organizations and citizens.
(5) The commission shall request each affected township to appoint 1 person to represent its
interest on matters within its jurisdiction. The commission shall request each affected county to
appoint 2 persons to represent its interests on matters within its jurisdiction. One of the 2 persons
shall be a county official who works in planning, zoning, public health, soil erosion and
sedimentation control, or a related field. The commission shall request that each affected soil
conservation district appoint 1 person to represent its interest on matters within its jurisdiction.
Representatives who are appointed pursuant to this rule shall vote only on those matters within
their respective jurisdictions. If affected townships, counties, or soil conservation districts do not
appoint someone to represent them within 60 days from the request by the commission, the
commission may make appointments on its own motion.
(6) In accord with procedures specified in subrule (5) of this rule, the commission shall request
that each governmental unit and organization that appoints regular members to the zoning review
board also appoint 1 alternate member to represent the governmental unit or organization. The
alternate member may be called to sit as a regular member in the absence of a regular member.
An alternate member may also be called to serve in the place of a regular member for the
purpose of reaching a decision on a case in which the regular member has abstained for reasons
of conflict of interest. An alternate member who is appointed shall serve in the case until a final
decision has been made. An alternate member shall have the same voting rights as a regular
member of the zoning review board.
(7) The zoning review board shall hold at least 1 meeting annually for such purposes as adopting
or amending rules of procedure, establishing officers, educational purposes, or to conduct any
manner of business as provided for by these rules.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.372 Appeals; contested cases.
Rule 12. An aggrieved party who contests the decision of the zoning administrator or zoning
review board shall be granted a hearing if a petition is filed with the director within 60 days after
notice of disapproval is received. The hearing shall be conducted pursuant to the provisions for
contested cases of Act No. 306 of the Public Acts of 1969, as amended, being §24.201 et seq. of
the Michigan Compiled Laws, and R 299.3071 to R 299.3081.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
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R 281.373 Violations; effect; remedies.
Rule 13. (1) After the effective date of these rules, a building or structure or land shall not be
used or occupied, and a building or structure or part thereof shall not be erected, constructed,
reconstructed, moved, or structurally altered, unless the building, structure, or land is in
compliance with the provisions of these rules. A permit or variance shall not be approved, and
action shall not be taken, if approval of the permit or variance or the action taken violates the
provisions of these rules. The commission shall not waive any of its rights or remedies against
any person who violates these rules if the violations were committed in reliance on an
authorization erroneously given in violation of any provision of these rules. Any authorized
permit, variance, or action that is contrary to the provisions of these rules is deemed invalid from
the date of the authorization.
(2) In addition to all other remedies, the commission may institute appropriate action or
proceedings to prevent, restrain, correct, or abate rule violations or threatened violations.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.374 Boundaries and permitted uses; changes, amendments, and supplements;
precedence of local zoning ordinance over rules.
Rule 14. (1) The commission may make changes, amendments, and supplements to boundaries
and to permitted uses requested by a local unit of government or by a landowner following a
hearing held pursuant to the provisions of sections 71 to 87 of Act No. 306 of the Public Acts of
1969, as amended, being §§24.271 to 24.287 of the Michigan Compiled Laws, if implementation
of the change, amendment, or supplement does not contravene the purposes of these rules as
specified in R 281.362.
(2) Copies of any changes, supplements to boundaries, or adopted amendments shall be sent to
all of the following entities:
(a) The county register of deeds.
(b) Township and county clerks.
(c) The local building inspector.
(d) Local soil erosion and sedimentation control enforcement agencies.
(e) The soil conservation district.
(3) Upon approval by the director, a local zoning ordinance that meets all of the requirements of
Act No. 231 of the Public Acts of 1970, being §281.761 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws,
Act No. 184 of the Public Acts of 1943, as amended, being §125.271 et seq. of the Michigan
Compiled Laws, or Act No. 183 of the Public Acts of 1943, as amended, being §125.101 et seq.
of the Michigan Compiled Laws, whichever is applicable, shall take precedence over these rules.
If the director withdraws his or her approval of a local zoning ordinance, or if the local ordinance
becomes inapplicable to the land area encompassed by the Rifle river natural river district
through court action or for any other reason, these rules shall apply.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
R 281.375 Rescission.
Rule 15. R 281.171 to R 281.184 of the Michigan Administrative Code, appearing on pages 121
to 132 of the 1984 annual supplement to the 1979 Michigan Administrative Code, are rescinded.
History: 1992 MR 7, Eff. July 18, 1992
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Chapter 1-Introduction
Rose City Stormwater Assessment
Introduction
The bountiful natural resources surrounding Rose City, the second
largest city in Ogemaw County after West Branch, have always been
important to the people inhabiting this area. Members of the
Chippewa Tribe first hunted and fished the forests and streams that
later attracted the logging industry in the 1800’s. Rose City became a
city in 1905 and since then agriculture and tourism have become its
dominant economic activities. Today, outdoor recreationists continue
to explore the forests, lakes and streams of the Rose City area. The
entrance to the 4,449-acre Rifle River State Recreation Area is just 3
miles east of Rose City and offers year-round recreation
opportunities including paddling, hiking, hunting, fishing, skiing,
biking, camping, swimming and wildlife viewing. In town, the beautiful
Rose City Park borders the cool and clear Houghton Creek, a highquality tributary of the Rifle River. Children and adults alike visit the
park to fish for trout or to cool off by swimming on hot summer days.
The City of Rose City, in keeping with its historical love of the land
and respect for nature, acknowledges the social, economic and
ecological advantages of protecting its freshwater resources and is
collaborating with Huron Pines to improve stormwater runoff
management in the city. The results of this effort will reduce the
amount of excess sediment and other pollutants that enter Houghton
Creek and the Rifle River. Additionally, improving stormwater
management practices can help protect streambanks and reduce
damage to downstream ecosystems and property by reducing the
severity of future flood events. The purpose of this stormwater
assessment, which is Phase I of the project, is to provide Rose City
with recommendations for improving stormwater management
through the use of structural, managerial and educational Best
Management Practices (BMPs). The Phase I findings will be useful
for selecting projects and securing funding for Phase II, which will
entail the implementation and maintenance of BMPs selected to
protect Houghton Creek and the Rifle River Watershed overall.
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Stormwater runoff is
generated when
precipitation from rain or
melting snow flows over
impervious surfaces
including roads, driveways,
parking lots, rooftops and
sidewalks. Along the way
runoff picks up sediment,
road salt, oils and greases,
bacteria, fertilizers and
other chemicals, often
carrying these pollutants
directly into nearby streams
or wetlands via storm sewer
systems and ditches unless
appropriate management
practices are put in place.

Chapter 1-Introduction
Rose City Stormwater Assessment
Huron Pines, with the support of the City of Rose City, conducted this stormwater assessment
addressing these specific components:


Complete an inventory of storm sewer drains and outfalls



Produce a map delineating each storm sewer drainage zone and overland stormwater
flow area within Rose City limits



Determine soil classifications and current land use information to estimate the amount of
impervious surface in the city and calculate runoff flow rates



Estimate pollutant loading from stormwater runoff to Houghton Creek and nearby
tributaries



Recommend BMPs (Best Management Practices, which are control measures taken to
mitigate changes to both quantity and quality of urban runoff caused through changes to
land use) suitable for the City of Rose City in order to reduce the amount of polluted
runoff entering Houghton Creek and surrounding tributaries



Provide cost estimates for recommended BMPs



Present findings to the Rose City Council in a public format



Provide the community with a final report to assist with stormwater management and
serve as the basis for pursuing funding to implement BMPs

Ultimately, the goal of this Phase I stormwater assessment and the implementation of
stormwater BMPs in Phase II of this project is to protect our freshwater resources in Houghton
Creek and the Rifle River Watershed. Some specific objectives that align with this goal include:


Protecting water quality by minimizing the quantity of stormwater runoff generated as
well as the amount of pollutants available for transport



Allowing adequate groundwater recharge to occur by encouraging infiltration of water
into the soil wherever possible



Preventing excessive streambank erosion due to rapid and abundant stormwater runoff



Minimizing future flood risk by reducing the quantity and runoff rate of urban stormwater
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Storm Drain Mapping
The Rose City stormwater sewer system was installed circa 1951. Because no maps of the
current stormwater system exist, Huron Pines and the Rose City Department of Public Works
collaborated to visually identify and map the location of each stormwater sewer drain and outfall
in Rose City. Field data was collected on June 19, 2013 and used to determine the direction of
stormwater flow overland and through the storm sewer system. Drain and outfall locations were
recorded using a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit and analyzed along with topographic
maps and visual assessment in the field to delineate storm sewer drainage zones. Each
stormwater sewer outfall structure was photographed and measured and notes about the
general condition of each outfall were recorded.
Twelve individual stormwater areas were identified within the city limits of Rose City (Figure 1,
Table 1 and Table 2). Four storm sewer drainage zones exist in Rose City, although much of
the city is drained by one storm sewer drainage zone. Google Earth software was used to
calculate the approximate area of each storm sewer drainage zone. Drainage zones, sometimes
referred to as watersheds, indicate the total land area over which precipitation drains to a
common outlet. Therefore, every land location is part of one drainage zone or another. While
the movement of water through undeveloped watersheds generally adheres to topographical
boundaries on the land surface, drainage zones in developed areas are often largely
determined by subterranean storm drain systems. Understanding the size, location, and
attributes of each storm sewer drainage zone is critical to designing, funding and implementing
effective BMPs.

Eight additional overland flow areas were identified. These overland flow areas do not
necessarily reflect true hydrological drainage zones but are simply sections of Rose City that
were subjectively identified in order to provide a convenient basis for discussing stormwater
BMP recommendations in those areas. Although these overland flow areas fall outside the
boundaries of the four storm sewer drainage zones they all potentially contribute stormwater
pollutants to Houghton Creek and so it is still important to implement BMPs in these zones.
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Figure 1: Map of Rose City stormwater sewer drainage zones (numbered 1-4) and overland
flow areas (lettered A-H). Characteristics of each drainage zone and overland flow area are
given in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Note the storm sewer zones represent hydrological
watersheds, whereas the overland flow areas were subjectively identified to provide a basis for
discussing stormwater BMPs in these different sections of Rose City.
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Zone

Table 1
Stormwater Sewer Drainage Zones
Discharge Size
Location

1
106.5 acres

49” high, 79” wide
concrete pipe

2
5.5 acres

24” plastic pipe

3
6.6 acres

Unable to locate

4
2.9 acres

20” plastic pipe

Zone*
A
65.5 acres
B
76.3 acres
C
44.2 acres
D
85.7 acres
E
84.5 acres
F
71.8 acres
G
28.1 acres
H
44.1 acres

Notes

South of County Highway F28,
west of Houghton Creek
44.42148°N -84.20947°W

Drains over riprap near bridge
footing, about 2’ from
Houghton Creek

Located along ORV trail about
100 yards north of Water St
44.41931°N -84.11415°W
Casemaster St east of M-33,
likely in marsh north of
Casemaster Dr
East side of Beachwood Rd,
north side of Houghton Creek
44.41790°N -84.10607°W

Drains to sluggish, vegetated
channel that flows about 600
yards to Houghton Creek
Unable to locate outfall – in
marsh north of Casemaster Dr
Drains into riprap near bridge
footing, about 4’ from
Houghton Creek

Table 2
Stormwater Overland Flow Areas
Comments
Stormwater drainage is north to Sandback Pond through mostly forested landscape;
outlet creek from Sandback Pond flows east into Houghton Creek.
Stormwater drainage west of M-33 is south to Sandback Pond through forested
landscape and private yards; outlet creek from Sandback Pond flows east into Houghton
Creek. East of M-33, stormwater drains east directly to Houghton Creek.
Stormwater drainage is to the north or northeast through Rose City Park over lawn grass
to Houghton Creek. Eastern portion of Zone C drains east to Houghton Creek.
Stormwater drainage is west or south through primarily forested landscape to Houghton
Creek.
Stormwater drainage is to the south or southwest through a mixture of agricultural and
forested landscape, eventually reaching Wilkins Creek, which flows into Houghton Creek
approximately one half mile southeast of Rose City.
Stormwater in southern half of Zone F flows north through marsh to drainage canal that
flows into Houghton Creek. In the northern part of Zone F, drainage is south to drainage
canal or east directly to Houghton Creek. Some water is retained in an artificial pond.
Stormwater drainage in this industrial zone flows over impervious surfaces and lawns
north directly into Houghton Creek, or east into ditch along Beachwood Road and then
north to Houghton Creek.
Stormwater drainage in Zone H is primarily to a closed artificial pond (for wastewater
treatment). A small portion of stormwater drains north to ditch along Casemaster Drive
before passing through a culvert into Zone F, which eventually drains to Houghton Creek.

*Acreage of overland flow areas includes only area within Rose City limits.
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Estimated Stormwater Flows
Characteristics of each of the eight overland flow areas within Rose City limits are described in
this report, along with recommendations for managing stormwater in these areas. Generally, the
Rose City overland flow areas are in well-vegetated areas which allow water to infiltrate into the
soil thus limiting surface runoff. Where surface runoff does occur within these overland flow
areas it tends to flow diffusely. However, it is still important to proactively address stormwater
runoff in these overland flow areas through educational and managerial stormwater BMPs.
In contrast to the overland flow areas, the four storm sewer drainage zones capture stormwater
runoff from commercial and residential areas of Rose City and drain to discrete outfalls, making
them high priority targets for implementing stormwater control BMPs, including structural ones.
Discharge and pollutant loadings for each zone were estimated in order to identify problem
areas and suggest appropriate stormwater control BMPs. To estimate stormwater flows for each
of the four storm sewer drainage zones in Rose City the following information was collected:


Annual rainfall amounts



Approximate area of each drainage zone



Soil types



Land use types (percentage of impervious surface in each drainage zone)

Design rainfall events, or “design storms” (mathematical representations of rainfall events used
to size stormwater infrastructure), are commonly used in stormwater assessment studies to
simulate stormwater runoff intensities in small watersheds. A first step in determining the type,
size and location of a stormwater control BMP is to choose the design storm intensity that the
structure will be designed to effectively handle. At a minimum, stormwater control BMPs should
be sized to account for “first flush” which in developed areas is generally considered to be the
first ½” of rainfall per storm event. A majority of pollutants that have accumulated between rain
events are picked up and transported in the initial stormwater runoff of a storm event, with
subsequent runoff carrying proportionately fewer pollutants.
Communities looking to improve stormwater management commonly elect to use a 10-year/24hour design storm to size stormwater control BMPs. Stormwater control BMPs can also be sized
to treat more conservative design rainfall events such as 25-year/24-hour or 100-year/24-hour
storms if funding is available to cover increased project costs of installing larger structures. In
this Rose City stormwater assessment, discharge values for each storm sewer drainage zone
are calculated for first flush, 10-year/24-hour and 25-year/24-hour design storms. The
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recommendations and cost estimates provided in Table 5 of this report are based on values
calculated for a 10-year/24-hour design storm event, which is a moderately conservative
estimate.
The Unit Hydrograph Method to estimate peak stormwater, which is detailed in Sorrell 2010, is
followed in this stormwater study. This method is appropriate for use in small (less than 10
square miles) ungaged watersheds such as the stormwater drainage zones identified in Rose
City. A major advantage of this method is that the required parameters (drainage area, soil
types, annual rainfall and land use) are relatively easy to determine. Drainage area was
determined by delineating and mapping drainage zones based on field inventory results and
analysis of topographic maps, then calculating drainage areas using the Google Earth software
area calculation tool. Soil types were determined using Web Soil Survey maps available at
www.websoilsurvey.usda.nrcs.gov (Appendix A). Soils are classified into four main hydrological
drainage categories ranging from sandy soils with high infiltration rates (type A) to those with
very low permeability, such as clay soils (type D). Analysis of soil types in Rose City indicated
that soils in storm sewer drainage zones 1, 2 and 3 are primarily type C soils, which have
relatively poor infiltration rates. Rose City storm sewer drainage zone 4 is located over sandier
soil of hydrological soil type A. Land cover types for each storm sewer drainage zone were
determined through field inventory and the use of Google Earth software.
Design rainfall amount atlases have been compiled by various government agencies based on
decades of climate data. Design rainfall event values used in this report are from Sorrell’s 2010
“Computing Flood Discharges for Small Ungaged Watersheds,” which are based on a study by
Huff and Angel 1992 of the Midwestern Climate Center and the Illinois State Water Survey
entitled “Rainfall Frequency Atlas of the Midwest” (more commonly known as “Bulletin 71”).
Based on this data, the 24-hour rainfall amounts used in this report for first flush, 10-year design
storm, and 25-year design storm were 0.5 inches, 3.04 inches and 3.60 inches, respectively.
These parameters were used to calculate runoff curve numbers (RCNs), which are index values
representing the runoff potential of areas with certain soil and landcover characteristics. For
Rose City storm sewer drainage zones 1 and 2 weighted RCN values were calculated to reflect
the multiple landcover types within these drainage zones. The RCN values were then used to
determine surface runoff (SRO) values. After calculating SRO for each storm sewer drainage
zone and design storm frequency the next step was to calculate time of concentration (TC),
which is the time it takes for runoff to travel to the discharge point from the most hydraulically
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distant point in the watershed. TC values were obtained by calculating runoff travel paths and
average slope using Google Earth and USGS topographic maps. It was assumed that runoff
drains as sheet flow for an average of 200 feet, then flows as small waterways (e.g., through the
storm sewer system) for the remainder of the distance to each storm sewer drainage zone
outfall (see Appendix B for step-by-step calculations). The TC value were then plugged into the
equation qp’ = 238.6 * TC-0.82 to calculate the unit hydrograph peak (qp). Multiplying peak
discharge, surface runoff and drainage area together yields discharge (Q) of the watershed in
cubic feet per second (CFS) for a given design storm event. These discharge values should be
used to help guide the selection of stormwater control BMPs, including the type, size and
location of stormwater management structures. Contributing drainage area, land use type and
hydrological soil group for each Rose City storm sewer drainage zone are shown in Table 3,
with estimated discharge values for first flush, 10-year storm and 25-year storm events.
While the Unit Hydrograph method is widely used to calculate stormwater discharge for city
stormwater assessments such as in this report, it should be noted that the model has some
limitations. Being simplifications of reality, all models contain some level of error. However, the
potential for error is greatly reduced when the Unit Hydrograph method is applied to very small
watersheds like the storm sewer drainages of Rose City, which collectively cover less than 125
acres. Limitations and assumptions of the Unit Hydrograph method are that:


The model is only valid for estimating discharge generated by a 24-hour rainfall event



Rain falls at a constant intensity for the duration of the 24-hour rainfall event



Rainfall is distributed uniformly throughout the drainage zone



Hydrographs are directly proportional (i.e., if a hydrograph represents 1” of excess
rainfall, a hydrograph representing 2” of excess rainfall can be obtained simply by
multiplying the first times two)



The model fails to produce accurate results in drainage zones that have well-drained
soils and very little impervious cover (which is why discharge calculations were not
estimated for Zone 4)
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Table 3
Stormwater Discharge Calculations

Zone Acres

1

106.5.

2

5.5.

3

6.6.

4*

2.9.

Total

Land Use Type
25% Commercial
75% Residential ½ acre
30% Commercial
70% Woods (fair)

Estimated Stormwater Discharge
Hydrological
25First Flush
10-year
Soil Group
year
(CFS)
(CFS)
(CFS)
C

0.5…..

147.6…..

193.3…

C

< 0.1…..

15.4…..

20.8…

Commercial

C

2.3…..

39.7…..

48.8…

Woods (good)

A

-

-

-

121.5.

*Note: Calculations are not given for Zone 4 because the Unit Hydrograph method is not valid
for calculating discharge in well-drained watersheds such as this. However, due to the size and
drainage conditions of Zone 4, stormwater discharge would be relatively minimal in this zone.
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Estimated Pollutant Loads
Stormwater runoff is a significant source of nonpoint source pollution in the Great Lakes basin.
In undeveloped areas a high proportion of stormwater soaks into the ground or is returned to the
atmosphere through evapotranspiration. However, impervious surfaces in developed areas
prevent precipitation from infiltrating the soil and water is forced to flow over the land surface. As
stormwater flows over parking lots, roads, rooftops, construction sites and residential lawns it
picks up sediment, oils and grease, road salt, bacteria, litter and other debris. Unlike
wastewater, stormwater is not treated and these pollutants are transported directly into our
rivers, streams and lakes through storm sewer drains, road ditches and via overland flow.
Excess sediment loading to streams covers up valuable gravel habitat used by spawning fish
and aquatic invertebrates and chemical contaminants, excess nutrients and bacteria impair
water quality for people and wildlife alike. When stormwater is forced to flow over land instead of
filtering slowly through the soil as groundwater it enters our surface waters more quickly and
often at an elevated temperature. This thermal pollution can harm trout and other aquatic
organisms that rely on cold, clean water. Also, the rapid conveyance of water to streams
increases the frequency and severity of flood events, which can be lead to increased
streambank erosion, risk of property damage and damage to wildlife populations and habitat.
When developed areas force stormwater to flow overland and through storm sewer systems
less water is available for groundwater recharge. Consequently, the severity of drought also
increases.
Landcover type strongly influences the amount of pollutants transported by stormwater. For
example, impervious commercial and industrial areas generally have the greatest pollutant
loading potential due to limited ability of water to infiltrate into the ground. Various studies have
been conducted to estimate concentrations of certain pollutants in different landcover scenarios.
Schueler 1987 has compiled average concentrations (mg/l) for total suspended solids, total
phosphorous and total nitrogen in different landcover scenarios. Schueler 1987 also outlines a
model, commonly referred to as Schueler’s Simple Method, to estimate these annual loading of
stormwater pollutants including total suspended solids, phosphorous and nitrogen.
The Simple Method estimates annual stormwater pollutant loads as the product of mean
pollutant concentrations and runoff depths:
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L = 0.226 x R x C x A
Where: L = Annual load (lbs)
R = Annual runoff (inches)
C = Pollutant concentration (mg/l; taken from averages derived in Schueler 1987)
A = Area (acres)
0.226 = unit conversion factor
Annual runoff (R) is calculated using the following equation:
R = P x Pj x Rv
Where: R = Annual runoff (inches)
P = Annual rainfall (inches)
Pj = Fraction of annual rainfall events that produce runoff (0.9 was used here)
Rv = Runoff coefficient
According to WorldClimate.com, the Rose City area receives approximately 29.5 inches of
rainfall annually. Runoff coefficients for each storm sewer drainage zone were selected from
values given in Schueler 1987, based on the landcover characteristics determined for each
zone. Pollutant concentration is taken from the Pollutant Concentrations by Land Use tables
also included in Schueler 1987.
A summary of estimated pollutant loadings for each storm sewer drainage zone are given in
Table 4. Zone 1 is by far the largest storm sewer drainage zone in Rose City and not
surprisingly it contributes the highest amount of total pollutants to the Houghton Creek
Watershed.
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Table 4
Estimated Annual Pollutant Loading based on Schueler’s Simple Method
Annual Pollutant Loads
Nutrients
TSS (lbs)
Total P (lbs) Total N (lbs)

Zone

Acres

Annual
Runoff*
(inches)

1

106.5.

11.95….

26,965….

101.7……..

618.4….….

259.9….….

2

5.5.

8.76….

1,034….

3.7….….

23.3……..

193.0….….

3

6.6.

21.24….

2,376….

6.3……..

63.4……..

370.6….….

4

2.9.

3.72….

244….

1.0……..

5.4……..

86.3….….

30,619….

112.7……..

710.5….….

Total

121.5.

-

Total annual
pollutant
load per acre

-

*Annual runoff based on average annual rainfall data (29.5 inches) for Lupton, MI station (19611990 average), taken from www.worldclimate.com, and runoff coefficients given in Schueler’s
1987 Simple Method for estimating stormwater pollutant loadings from different landcover types.
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Stormwater Control Techniques
The goal of this stormwater assessment is to provide Rose City with a basis for planning
stormwater management improvement efforts to enhance and protect water and habitat quality
in Houghton Creek and the overall Rifle River Watershed. Water quality and water quantity have
important implications for human health and property, diverse wildlife and the local economy,
which relies heavily on the various outdoor recreational activities available in the Rifle River
Watershed. Identifying and quantifying problem areas are first steps in designing effective BMPs
to control, reduce and/or treat polluted stormwater runoff. According to the US EPA, a BMP is a
“technique, measure, or structural control that is used for a given set of conditions to manage
the quantity and improve the quality of stormwater runoff in the most cost-effective manner.”
The information contained in this stormwater report should guide the selection of appropriate
types, locations and sizes of BMPs.
BMPs can be structural or non-structural and can be classified as avoidance, minimization and
mitigation measures. Actions can be taken to limit the amount of pollutants that could potentially
be transported by stormwater, minimize the amount of stormwater runoff and/or mitigate the
impact of existing stormwater runoff through use of various treatment options. In many cases it
will be necessary to use a combination of BMPs to effectively manage stormwater runoff. This
chapter reviews some commonly used non-structural managerial and educational BMPs as well
as structural/vegetative BMPs. Finally, recommended BMPs for each Rose City stormwater
drainage zone are described and summarized in Table 5. Table 5 also includes cost estimates
for recommended stormwater BMPs.
Non-Structural Best Management Practices
Unlike wastewater, stormwater runoff entering storm sewer systems in many communities,
including Rose City is not treated and drains directly to our surface waters. One of the most
important elements of a successful stormwater management strategy is educating the public. In
particular, residents must be aware that stormwater drains directly to waterways. Outreach
efforts should be made to discourage over-application and other misuses of pesticides and lawn
fertilizers. Rose City should ensure that residents have clear instructions on how to properly
dispose of household hazardous waste and must provide a convenient way for residents to
comply. Rose City may want to develop stormwater ordinances to serve as a legal framework to
help minimize stormwater pollution. These ordinances could include creation and enforcement
of laws prohibiting illicit discharges and littering, as well as ordinances that promote low impact
development construction designs to reduce the amount of future stormwater runoff.
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Municipal BMPs are another type of non-structural stormwater best management practice.
Municipal BMPs include measures such as increased street-sweeping (especially when
implemented in a strategic way such as in the spring prior to major snowmelt events), which can
reduce the amount of total pollutants available for transport by stormwater runoff by 50%-90%.
Maintenance of storm sewers and structural stormwater BMPs, proper storage and disposal of
equipment and chemicals and reducing rates of road salt application in the winter are other
municipal BMPs to consider. Again, multiple BMPs can and should be used in concert if
effective levels of stormwater pollution control are to be achieved.
Structural Best Management Practices
Structural stormwater BMPs are physical structures, including the use of natural vegetation,
which can be constructed or installed to reduce or treat stormwater runoff. In addition to
implementing non-structural BMPs, it is important to manage stormwater in areas that have
already been developed. Consequently, “retrofitting” existing storm sewer systems is often a
necessary element of any comprehensive stormwater management plan. In this report
recommendations for structural BMPs will be based largely on estimated pollutant loadings and
the size of storm sewer drainage zones. Other important considerations include cost, space
constraints, land ownership, soil types, existing structures and land features, and feasibility of
installing a given BMP within the zone. Some common structural BMPs are discussed below.
Mechanical removal
Mechanical oil and grit separators are an increasingly popular stormwater treatment option.
Various models are available but they tend to function in a similar manner. Mechanical oil and
grit separators are flow-through units installed in-line with existing storm sewers. These units
are generally installed near stormwater outfalls to provide treatment of all storm sewer water
contributed by the drainage zone. Solids settle to the bottom of the unit and oils, greases and
other floatables are trapped at the top of a separation chamber. Mechanical oil and grit
separators are very effective at isolating solids and oils and greases. These pollutants are then
vacuum-pumped out through a manhole, usually once or twice per year. Being hidden
underground these stormwater treatment units are unobtrusive and do not take up much space.
Mechanical oil and grit separators are among the most effective stormwater treatment methods
in large storm sewer drainage zones because they treat all of the storm sewer water contributed
from their drainage zones and require minimal maintenance.
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Mechanical oil and grit separators also have shortcomings and should be used in conjunction
with other stormwater management BMPs. Soluble pollutants such as certain pesticides and
nutrients are not removed by mechanical oil and grit separators. Bacteria from pet wastes and
thermal pollution are also not treated by these stormwater treatment units. In smaller drainage
zones, mechanical oil and grit separators may not be a cost-effective stormwater management
technique as the initial cost of purchasing and installing these units can be significant.
Detention and Retention Basins
Detention and retention basins are artificial ponds constructed in various sizes for the purpose
of capturing and storing stormwater runoff from impervious areas. Pollutants settle out of
stormwater held in these basins and water gradually discharges through an outlet (detention
basin) or permeates the soil (retention basin) so that it reaches our surface waters much cleaner
than when it entered the basin. Detention and retention effectively remove many pollutants but
thermal pollution can be an issue due to extended solar exposure. Detention and retention
basins take up a relatively large area and sufficient space in which to install a detention or
retention pond may not always be available. Finally, these basins are sometimes considered
eyesores or potential child safety hazards in residential areas.
Vegetative BMPs
Natural vegetation can be used to help treat stormwater runoff before or after it enters the storm
sewer system. Vegetative BMPs include rain gardens, stormwater wetlands (a.k.a. constructed
wetlands), vegetated buffer strips and grassed waterways or swales. These methods are
generally aesthetically pleasing because they look more natural than other structural stormwater
BMPs and tend to attract butterflies, bees, birds and other wildlife.
Rain gardens are strategically installed in natural depressions near impervious surfaces where
they will intercept surface runoff before it can enter storm drains or flow over land to surface
waters. Rain gardens are constructed by excavating a depression and replacing or amending
the soil with a mix of sand, topsoil and organic matter. There are many native wildflowers,
grasses and shrubs that are suitable for planting in a rain garden. As stormwater flows into a
rain garden, pollutants are trapped and water is filtered as it flows slowly through the soil before
reaching surface waters. Rain gardens require occasional maintenance such as removing litter,
keeping plants watered during drought conditions and occasional weeding when necessary.
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Stormwater wetlands are similar to rain gardens, but instead of catching runoff before it enters
the storm sewer system this type of stormwater BMP treats stormwater coming out of the outfall.
Therefore stormwater wetlands are positioned between stormwater outfalls and surface waters.
Stormwater wetlands are also generally much larger than rain gardens and various designs can
be used depending on site characteristics. Stormwater wetlands can be very effective at
removing pollutants but their feasibility depends on land availability. If not sized appropriately
stormwater wetlands run the risk of drying out. Stormwater wetlands are designed specifically
for treating stormwater runoff. Any stormwater discharge into existing wetland areas should first
be treated with other stormwater control BMPs to avoid damaging these natural ecosystems.
Low Impact Development
Low impact development (LID) is an approach to land development that aims to manage
stormwater close to its source (US EPA: visit http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/green/ for more
information on LID). Goals of LID include preserving existing natural features and implementing
landscape designs that mimic natural functions. Examples include limiting the amount of
impervious surfaces through use of rain gardens, permeable pavement and vegetated rooftops.
LID principles can be incorporated (e.g., through city ordinances or incentives programs) into
future development and can also be used to retrofit existing developed areas. For example,
vegetated strips can be installed to break up large paved parking areas in order to encourage
infiltration of stormwater and reduce surface runoff. LID projects should be implemented
whenever possible. LID projects can be minor and inexpensive but over time their cumulative
impact on stormwater management ultimately improves the quality of our freshwater resources.
Zone Specific BMPs
Based on the stormwater information collected for this report and the experiences of Huron
Pines in applying BMPs, the recommendations below are to provide a starting point for
implementing controls as well as providing a frame of reference for the cost of such measures.
A site inspection and detailed engineering designs will still be required for each zone prior to the
installation of structural BMPs.
The storm sewer drainage zone recommendations are based on analysis of the total acreage of
each zone, soil type, amount of impervious cover, land use, and the amount of land available for
installing stormwater control structures. Appropriate BMPs for overland flow areas in general,
and for overland flow areas C and G in particular, are also discussed below.
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In addition to recommended structural BMPs, street sweeping, stormwater outreach and
education, and promotion of LID techniques should be implemented throughout all of Rose City.
All efforts should be made to protect existing vegetation as well. Recommendations and cost
estimates are summarized in Table 5. The estimated costs include both the materials and
installation for the BMPs.
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Zone 1
Drainage Zone 1 is the largest stormwater
drainage zone in Rose City. Zone 1 drains
106.5 acres of Rose City, including most of
the downtown area and almost all of the
residential area west of M-33. Zone 1 drains
to a single outfall located under the County
Highway F-28 (East Main Street) bridge as
shown in the photograph at right.
About 25% of the land area within Zone 1 is
classified as “commercial” with the remainder
being “residential.” Most of Zone 1 is located over class C soils, which are generally high in clay
and relatively poorly drained. Because of the landcover and soil characteristics of Zone 1, a
large proportion of its stormwater drains as surface runoff that enters the storm sewer system
and eventually drains directly to Houghton Creek. Stormwater discharge calculations estimated
that for a 10-year/24-hour storm event the discharge at this outfall would be approximately
147.6 cubic feet per second (CFS). For a 25-year/24-hour storm the discharge was estimated to
be 193.3 CFS. Annual pollution loading estimates for Zone 1 were 26,965 lbs for total
suspended solids, 101.7 lbs of phosphorous, and approximately 618.4 lbs of nitrogen. Because
of the size and location of storm sewer Zone 1, both discharge and pollutant loadings are
significantly higher than in the other storm sewer zones, which each cover areas of less than 10
acres. A very high proportion of Rose City’s total stormwater runoff and associated pollutants
are contributed by Zone 1. Therefore, Zone 1 should be considered a high-priority for
implementing stormwater control BMPs.
Huron Pines recommends installing a mechanical grit and oil separator just above the outfall of
storm sewer drainage Zone 1. A mechanical grit and oil separator would be feasible to install at
this location and would provide cost-effective treatment of the majority of stormwater runoff
contributed by the developed areas of Rose City. A site inspection and detailed engineering
designs will be required before structural stormwater BMPs can be implemented. In addition to
any structural BMPs, non-structural BMPs such as stormwater education and outreach, street
sweeping and promoting incorporation of LID into new and existing development should also be
implemented in Zone 1 and throughout Rose City.
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Zone 2
Storm sewer drainage Zone 2 covers an area
of approximately 5.5 acres, including part of
the downtown area immediately south of
County Highway F-28 (East Main Street) and
immediately east of M-33. Approximately 30%
of this drainage zone is in a commercial area,
while 70% is relatively well vegetated.
Estimated annual pollutant loadings for storm
sewer drainage Zone 2 are 1,034 lbs of total
suspended solids, 3.7 lbs of phosphorous, and 23.3 lbs of nitrogen. For a 10-year/24-hour
rainfall event the estimated discharge from Zone 2 is 15.4 CFS and for a 25-year/24-hour
rainfall event it is 20.8 CFS.
The outfall of drainage Zone 2 drains into a shallow channel that flows sluggishly for about 600
yards before its confluence with Houghton Creek. Visual inspection revealed that this lowgradient ditch hosts abundant aquatic vegetation in the summer months, helping to slow water
velocity and serving to filter out at least some stormwater pollutants before the water reaches
Houghton Creek. It appears likely that this channel acts as a stormwater wetland and
consequently investing in a major structural stormwater BMP for drainage Zone 2 might not be a
cost-effective measure. However, rain gardens may be worth considering in Zone 2, particularly
in the commercial portion of the zone where gardens could intercept pollutants before they can
enter storm drains. Non-structural stormwater BMPs such as street-sweeping, stormwater
education and outreach, and incorporating LID whenever possible are advisable in Zone 2 and
throughout all of Rose City.
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Zone 3
Storm sewer drainage Zone 3 covers approximately 6.6 acres, draining a highly developed
(100% “commercial” landcover) area near the intersection of M-33 and Casemaster Drive. Zone
3 drains the parking lots of McDonald’s, a BP gas station, and other commercial properties as
well as Casemaster Drive itself. Field investigation of the storm drains allowed the drainage
zone boundaries to be approximately delineated but the outfall of Zone 3 was not located. The
Zone 3 outfall is assumed to empty into the heavily vegetated marsh north of Casemaster Drive,
which is fenced in and was inaccessible for investigation during the field inventory.
Estimated discharge from Zone 3 for a 10-year/24-hour storm event was 39.7 CFS and for a 25year/24-hour storm event it was estimated at 48.8 CFS. Estimated annual pollution loadings for
Zone 3 were 2,376 lbs of total suspended solids, 6.3 lbs of phosphorous and 63.4 lbs of
nitrogen.
Zone 3 covers a relatively small area but occupies a commercial area with significant expanses
of impervious surfaces. Non-structural BMPs such as street-sweeping, stormwater education
and outreach, and stormwater ordinances should be implemented in drainage Zone 3 and
throughout Rose City. Because a majority of Zone 3 is covered in impervious pavement this
would be a great area to promote LID techniques and vegetative BMPs to encourage infiltration
of stormwater into the ground rather than the storm sewer system. Due to its small size and
drainage into a marsh that eventually empties to either a closed pond or into the vegetated
channel draining Zone 2, structural stormwater BMPs such as a mechanical grit and oil
separator would probably not be cost effective measures in Zone 3.
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Zone 4
Storm sewer drainage Zone 4 drains 2.9 acres along
Beachwood Road. Except for Beachwood Road itself
Zone 4 is heavily vegetated and overlies fairly welldrained, sandy soils. The Zone 4 outfall is located
under the Beachwood Road bridge over Houghton
Creek and it essentially drains direct road runoff and
ditch runoff contributed by Beachwood Road.
Because of the small drainage area and well-vegetated ditches, this stormwater outfall does not
seem to be particularly necessary. It is worth considering eliminating this discharge point
altogether and simply directing the small amount of stormwater runoff from Beachwood Road
into the well-vegetated ditches and/or adjacent forest before it can reach Houghton Creek.
Because the Unit Hydrograph Method is not valid for use in very well-drained watersheds,
estimates of discharge were not calculated but are assumed to be minimal. Estimated annual
pollutant loadings for Zone 4 are 244 lbs of total suspended solids, 1 lb of phosphorous, and 5.4
lbs of nitrogen. In summary, Zone 4 is not a priority area for structural stormwater BMPs but
again it is important to implement a suite of non-structural stormwater BMPs throughout Rose
City, including street-sweeping along Beachwood Road and educating residents on proper use
and disposal of chemicals.
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Recommended BMPs for Overland Flow Areas
In this Rose City stormwater assessment report overland flow areas were identified to provide a
basis for talking about stormwater BMPs in different parts of Rose City that fall outside of the
four storm sewer drainage zones. Note that these overland flow areas do not necessarily reflect
hydrological drainage zone boundaries. In all of the overland flow areas and throughout all of
Rose City efforts should be made to provide stormwater education and outreach to the public.
Additionally, implementing a city-wide street sweeping program (especially each spring before
the first major snowmelt events) is an important way to reduce the amount of pollutants that can
be picked up and transported by stormwater runoff. LID techniques should also be promoted
wherever possible to help manage stormwater as close to its source as possible. Two of the
overland flow areas (C and G) are worth discussing in more detail as additional stormwater
BMPs may be appropriate.
Overland Flow Area C
Overland flow area C is located in the area east of M-33, north of County Highway F-28 (East
Main Street) and south of Houghton Creek. Rose City Park is located within overland flow area
C, which experiences overland runoff flowing primarily from south to north (from the north edge
of the commercial downtown area through the park to Houghton Creek). Rose City Park would
be an excellent location to install rain gardens due to the amount of overland stormwater flow
this area receives and the fact that this is a well-visited and public space. Rain gardens at Rose
City Park would provide functional stormwater control while also serving as an educational tool
to raise awareness of stormwater management. Rain gardens also attract wildlife, are
aesthetically pleasing and are a relatively inexpensive stormwater treatment option.
Overland Flow Area G
Overland flow area G is located in the industrial zone in the southeast corner of Rose City, north
of Casemaster Drive and west of Beachwood Road. Visual inspection revealed a significant
amount of gravel and bare soil in this overland flow area, which is a source of sediment pollution
to Houghton Creek. Overland flow area G would be a good focus area for promoting LID
measures and providing stormwater education and outreach material to local businesses. This
could also be a good opportunity to partner with local businesses to install a rain garden or other
vegetative stormwater BMP to help reduce stormwater pollution in this overland flow area.
Drainage in overland flow area G is primarily north towards Houghton Creek, either as sheet
flow overland or via the road ditch along Beachwood Road.
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Zone/Area
1

Table 5
Recommended Stormwater Control BMPs and Cost Estimates
Land Use
Acres
Recommended BMPs
Costs
Type
Oil/grit separator
$70,000
Residential,
106.5…
Rain gardens
$1,500/garden
Commercial
Street sweeping, education, LID
Minimal

2

5.5…

Woods,
Commercial

Street sweeping, education, LID
Vegetative BMPs

Minimal

3

6.6…

Commercial

Street sweeping, education, LID
Rain gardens

Minimal
$1,500/garden

4

2.9…

Woods

Eliminate outfall point
Street sweeping, education, LID

$10,500
Minimal

Variable

Variable

Street sweeping, education, LID

Minimal

44.2…

Commercial,
Public Park

Install rain gardens at Rose City Park

$1,500/garden

28.1…

Industrial

Street sweeping, education, LID
Rain gardens

Minimal
$1,500/garden

Overland
Areas A, B,
D, E, F, H
Overland
Area C
Overland
Area G

Costs for an oil/grit separator and rain gardens reflect materials and installation costs. Costs for
eliminating the outfall for drainage zone 4 include excavation, mobilization and site restoration
costs. Recommendations are based on drainage zone area, soil type, land use and amount of
impervious cover, and land availability for installing structures. Non-structural BMPs such as
maintenance, education and outreach, and promotion of low impact development (LID) should
be implemented throughout the City of Rose City.
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Appendix A
Rose City Soils Information

Figure A.1: Map of soil types within Rose City, MI. Map and data are from the Web Soil
Survey available at http:// www.websoilsurvey.usda.nrcs.gov. Soil type names and
hydrological groups of soil types shown on this map are listed in Table A.2.
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Figure A.2: Map of soil types within Rose City, MI. Map and data are from the Web Soil Survey
available at http:// www.websoilsurvey.usda.nrcs.gov. Soil type names and hydrological groups
of soil types shown on this map are listed in Table A.1. Colored overlays show broader
hydrological soil group associations. Type A soils are well-drained; Type C and Type D soils are
poorly drained. Blue areas represent natural and artificial water features.
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Table A.1
Soil Types in Rose City, MI Area
Soil Code
(see Figure A.1)

Soil Name

Hydrological Soil Group

20 (B, C)

Montcalm loamy sand

A

22 (B, C, D)

Nester fine sandy loam

C

23 (B)

Kawkawlin loam

C

24

Sims loam

D

28

Udorthents loam

-

32

Angelica loam

D/B

46 (B, C)

Mancelona sand

A

47 (A)

Gladwin sand

A

49 (A)

Colonville silt loam

C

50 (B, C)

Menominee sand

A

52

Brevort mucky loamy sand

D/B

63

Evart sand

D

65

Arnheim silt loam

D

76

Lupton muck

D/A

77

Tawas mucky peat

D/A

82 (B)

Nester-Manistee complex

-

W

Open Water

NA
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Zone ID

106.5

5.5

6.6

2.9

1

2

3

4

0.00453125 woods (good)

0.0103125 commercial
A

C
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Zone
1
2
3
4

0.110679718

0.097212986

0.110679718

0.334367562
1.23628 1.6654731

0.1219 0.0510978

1450.556478

1613.379478

1450.556478

585.8772649

Small
Waterway
Travel time
18.9776184
5.53398591
4.81838277
5.53398591

Total Travel
Time (Tc)
minutes
20.06205373
6.640783086
5.83277914
6.640783086

5.953607347 0.80122901 0.335857388

2.282397529 39.7446186 48.80179752

0.002368487 15.4111212 20.76132126

0.514766412 147.583577 193.2749221

First Flush CFS 10 Year CFS 25 Year CFS

Time of Concentration calculations
Sheet
Small waterway Sheet Flow
Velocity
velocity
Travel time
Rise/Run
Slope (feet/sec)
(feet/sec)
(minutes)
90/3700
0.024 0.0743613
0.325330601 1.084435337
25/1000
0.025 0.0758947
0.332039154 1.106797181
20/950
0.021 0.0695586
0.304318912 1.014396372
25/1000
0.025 0.0758947
0.332039154 1.106797181

0.90579

0.13718 2.388789 2.9331571

0.00019

0.00528 1.513776 1.9824362

Surface Surface
Time of
Surface Runoff Runoff Runoff (25- Hyrograph Peak
Concentration (hours) (first flush)
(all storms)
(10-year) year)

Sheet flow distance Small waterway flow
(feet)
distance (feet)
200
3500
200
1000
200
950
200
1000

30

94

79.3

30% commercial
0.00859375 70% woods (fair)
C

83.5

Hydrological Weighted Runoff
Soil Group Curve Number

25% commercial
0.16640625 75% residential 1/2 acre C

Drainage
Drainage
area (acres) area (sq mi) Land Use Type

Table B.1 Calculations for stormwater discharge of storm sewer drainage zones.
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Appendix B
Detailed Stormwater Calculations
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TOTALS

Zone

2
3
4

1

121.5

Land Use Type
25% Commercial
106.5 75% Residential ½ acre
30% Commercial
5.5 70% Woods (low residential)
6.6 Commercial
2.9 Woods (low residential)

Area
(acres)

29.5
29.5
29.5

29.5
32.5
85
10

43.75

Annual
Rainfall Weighted %
(inches) imperviousness

0.330000
0.800000
0.140000

0.450000

Runoff
Coefficient

8.76
21.24
3.72

11.95

Annual
Runoff
(inches)

95
75
100

93.75

TSS (mg/l)

0.34
0.2
0.4

0.35

26964.8 100.6686 618.3928

N (lbs)

30619.15 111.6823 710.4215

2.14 1034.425 3.702151 23.30178
2 2376.119 6.336317 63.36317
2.2 243.8088 0.975235 5.363794

2.15

P (lbs)

Annual Pollutant Loads

P (mg/l) N (mg/l) TSS (lbs)

Pollutant Concentrations (from
table in Schueler 1987)

192.9870048
370.578528
86.257872

259.942375

Total annual pollutant
load per acre

Table B.2 Calculations for pollutant loadings of storm sewer drainage zones. Calculations are
based on Schueler’s Simple Method. Impervious cover percentages are weighted based on
land cover type.
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Appendix C
USGS Topographic Map – Rose City, MI
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1.0 Project Abstract
The Northern Saginaw Bay Restoration Initiative is a holistic project combining high priority, highimpact, on-the-ground resource improvement projects like fish barrier removal with large-scale land
stewardship projects on public and private lands.
Huron Pines will coordinate efforts with resource professionals to reconnect 12 upstream river miles
and 82 total stream miles for aquatic passage, improve 2,500 feet of instream habitat, restore 150
acres of wetland habitat through the removal of invasive species, implement erosion control BMPs to
remove 280 tons of annual sediment loading, conduct 100 private landowner resource assessments,
link 10 agricultural landowners into NRCS cost share programs and/or CRP and conduct land
stewardship projects on 2,400 acres of public and private lands.
A detailed monitoring program for a representative sample of sites will be utilized before, during and
after construction. Monitoring will involve photo documentation, site surveys, stream measurements,
substrate assessments, Best Management Practice descriptions and database tracking of results.
Specifically, Huron Pines will monitor one barrier removal/stream reconnection project site, one
streambank erosion control project site, one invasive species treatment and one agricultural BMP
project site.
The purpose of this monitoring study is to sample the physical and biological parameters at four
project sites representative of conservation strategies implemented through accepted Best
Management Practices (BMPs). Project specific monitoring will include:
Barrier removal/stream reconnection: Stream profiles will be surveyed both upstream and
downstream from the barrier to determine overall slope and changes to the substrate elevation. One
cross sectional survey will conducted both upstream and downstream of the barrier. Aquatic
macroinvertebrates will be collected and identified at the locations up and downstream of the barrier
to capture changes in water quality reflected by these populations. This will be achieved by using
aquatic macroinvertebrate monitoring protocol outlined by the Michigan Clean Water Corps
(MiCorps) in MiCorps Volunteer Stream Monitoring Procedures to collect, measure, analyze and
interpret samples. By observing the types of macroinvertebrate species present in these streams, a
stream quality index can be found to document whether water quality is improving near the
road/stream crossings.
US Fish and Wildlife (USFWS) Biologists will provide guidance and the Protocol for Field Surveys
of Stream Morphology in Michigan will be referenced to complete the in-stream surveys. Survey data
from pre-construction will be compared to post-construction stream morphology. This will not only
help quantify improvement to the stream channel and habitat, but will also be used to evaluate
effectiveness of BMPs and aid in their selection for future projects.
Control of sediment from streambank erosion: To monitor erosion sites, Huron Pines will conduct
assessments of vegetative cover before and after stabilization activities. Structures or materials that
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were installed will be analyzed for movement or deterioration. Bank pins will be installed to measure
rates of erosion before and after BMP installation takes place. Huron Pines will utilize the EPA’s
“Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Load” (STEPL) to calculate sediment reduction achieved
through streambank erosion control BMPs.
Invasive species control: To determine the success of invasive species treatments, Huron Pines will
assess the density of individual invasive plants within the project area, size of coverage, stem density
and overall plant health, which will be collected before treatment, after treatment, and after any
required retreatment.
Agricultural BMPs: Monitoring to determine agricultural BMP effectiveness will include photo
documentation of site conditions, vegetative cover and diversity assessments and inspection of
streambank conditions before and after BMP installation.

2.0 Distribution List
All personnel listed below will receive copies of this Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) and
any approved revisions of this plan. Once approved, this QAPP will be available to any interested
party by requesting a copy from the Watershed Project Manager.
Table 1. QAPP Distribution List
Phone Number
E-mail
Watershed Project Manager,
(989) 448-2293 x16
Garrett Noyes
Huron Pines
garrett@huronpines.org
Restoration Project Manager,
(989) 448-2293 x19
Patrick Ertel
Huron Pines
patrick@huronpines.org
Executive Director,
(989) 448-2293x18
Brad Jensen
Huron Pines
brad@huronpines.org
Fisheries Biologist,
(989) 356-5102x1020
Andrea Ania
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
andrea_ania@fws.gov
(517) 371-7468
Grant Manager, Great Lakes Fishery Trust Jonathon Beard
jbeard@glft.org
Project Administrator,
(202) 857-0166
Cassidy Forman
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
cassidy.forman@nfwf.org
(612) 564-7286
Great Lakes Program Director,
Todd Hogrefe
todd.hogrefe@nfwf.org
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
Title

Name

3.0 Organization of Project Participants
Huron Pines is a not-for-profit, 501(c)(3) organization with a mission to conserve the forests, lakes
and streams of Northeast Michigan. Huron Pines is excited for work within the Northern Saginaw
Bay Watershed through the Sustain Our Great Lakes Program. Garrett Noyes, Watershed Project
Manager, will be responsible for the project management duties of the Northern Saginaw Bay
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Restoration Initiative over the next two years and coordinating monitoring stream characteristics
before and after construction. Patrick Ertel, Restoration Project Manager, will be incorporated as a
technical consult for the road/stream crossing improvements as well as for stream monitoring. Mr.
Ertel has managed many similar projects for Huron Pines including culvert replacements and
macroinvertebrate monitoring on Silver Creek in the Ocqueoc Watershed in Presque Isle County.
Brad Jensen, Executive Director, manages Huron Pines on a daily basis. Mr. Jensen will review
project updates and approve changes to the road/stream crossing and monitoring projects.
Andrea Ania, Fish and Wildlife Biologist with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, will also act as a
technical consultant for the project. Ms. Ania is familiar with Huron Pines efforts to conserve natural
resources within the Northern Saginaw Bay Watershed and she has been very involved in the project
thus far.
Huron Pines’ restoration crew will implement streambank erosion and invasive species control
treatments, in conjunction with contractors for larger sites. Agricultural BMP projects will be
implemented largely by the agricultural landowner, with assistance and guidance from Huron Pines
staff. Larger projects may require the services of construction contractors.

4.0 Problem Statement/Definition/Background
The Northern Saginaw Bay Watershed drains approximately 1024 square miles (655,824 acres) of
land directly into the northern portion of Lake Huron’s Saginaw Bay, a Great Lakes Area of Concern.
Consisting of the Rifle River, Au Gres River and Tawas River subwatersheds in addition to smaller
coastal drainages, there are 684 miles of rivers and drains and 11 named lakes covering 10,176 acres
in the larger watershed.
While high quality waters are present in the project area, nine distinct waterbodies in the project area
are officially recognized as impaired, with the primary causes being channel modification, degraded
physical habitat conditions and negative impacts to the bottom substrate. Improper land use practices,
poorly designed road/stream crossings and lack of adequate riparian buffers are major sources of
sediment pollution in the watershed.
Road/stream crossings play a major role in the health of the watershed. Improperly sized and placed
crossings affect natural stream hydrology and cause flooding and washout issues for the roadway.
When culverts used as crossings are undersized for the width of the waterway, water above the
crossing slows, widening the stream channel. At the same time, the water forced through the smaller
diameter culvert typically exits the structure at an unnaturally high velocity. This can present a barrier
to fish and other aquatic organisms unable to swim at high enough speeds to pass through the
crossing. The higher flow promotes streambank erosion downstream of the structure and can increase
undermining of the road crossing itself. Often these structures become “perched” above the waterway
due to incorrect placement or through erosional processes. This presents a further barrier to migrating
aquatic organisms and contributes to unnatural alterations of the existing stream channel.
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Sediment loading through road runoff is another concern at road/stream crossings. On the dirt roads
common in Northeast Michigan, stormwater runoff washes large amounts of sediment from the
roadway into the stream. Streambank erosion at and downstream of the crossings site can contribute
additional sediment pollution. Excess sediment has many detrimental effects to the aquatic
ecosystem, such as covering fish spawning and insect habitat, altering hydrologic function,
contributing excess nutrients and promoting thermal pollution.
Streambank erosion is a natural process, but can become a major resource concern when these
erosional processes are accelerated. The flashy hydrology of the watershed, combined with frequent
occurrences of high sand banks, promote generally high numbers of eroding streambanks. Heavy
recreational use, agricultural drainage, lack of adequate riparian buffers and increasingly frequent
extreme weather events due to climate change all factor into an increase in erosion in the watershed.
From a water quality standpoint, eroding streambanks can contribute large amounts of sediment to a
waterway, altering instream habitat, disrupting natural stream function and providing a transport
mechanism for additional nutrient and chemical pollutants. Streambank erosion has been identified as
the largest source of sediment pollution in the Rifle River subwatershed, contributing an estimated
883 tons of sediment to the river system each year.
Loss of important wetland and coastal habitats through colonization from invasive species is a
pressing concern in the watershed. Invasive phragmites (Phragmites australis) and purple loosestrife
(Lythrum salicaria) have recently pushed into much of coastal Saginaw Bay and adjacent areas of
southern Michigan. By restoring wetlands that have recently become colonized with these species,
and treating new emergences, these and other detrimental invasive species can be prevented from
spreading throughout critical habitats in the project area and Northeast Michigan.
Inappropriate agricultural practices in the watershed also degrade wildlife habitat and water quality.
Lack of adequate riparian buffers and unrestricted livestock access to streams have been identified as
the largest source of agricultural impacts in the Rifle River drainage, a subwatershed to the Northern
Saginaw Bay Watershed. Through the installation of native plant buffers and livestock exclusion
fencing/crossings, these impacts can be significantly reduced in the project area.

5.0 Proposed Work
The Northern Saginaw Bay Restoration Initiative seeks to improve water quality and wildlife habitat
in the Northern Saginaw Bay Watershed through targeted implementation of conservation measures
at high priority sites. By improving these sites Huron Pines and project partners will reconnect 12
upstream miles and 82 total miles of stream habitat by replacing 12 inadequate road/stream crossings.
By installing whole trees to replicate instream habitat, 2,500 feet of stream habitat will be restored;
280 tons of annual sediment loading will be removed from the system through the installation of
erosion control BMP’s; 150 acres of wetland habitat will be restored through the removal of invasive
species and 2,400 acres of public and private land will be restored/enhanced.
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As an organization, Huron Pines strives to improve our understanding of effective restoration
techniques and changes in the ecology by monitoring project sites. The knowledge gained from these
monitoring activities can aid in future project decisions necessary to conserve the forests, lakes and
streams of Northeast Michigan. Huron Pines staff and a core group of devoted volunteers will
monitor the physical and biological conditions at four representative restoration project sites before,
during and after construction.
One road/stream crossing enhancement project will be monitored to document changes in aquatic
passage and stream function at this site. This monitoring will consist of surveying the longitudinal
profile and cross sections upstream and downstream of the culvert replacement to capture slope,
height and width changes in the stream. Streambed material will be characterized during these stream
surveys to document changes in sediment transport after BMP implementation. Aquatic
macroinvertebrate monitoring will be performed at the crossing to document the types of insects
living in the bed material at these sites as a gauge for an increase, decrease or lack of change in water
quality.
One streambank erosion control project will be monitored for successful control of sedimentation.
Biological and physical conditions will be measured at the site by Huron Pines staff before, during
and after BMP implementation. Specific monitoring activities will consist of assessment of vegetative
cover present at the erosion site, including density and species present. Erosion control structures and
materials will be analyzed following the project to determine whether structures have remained where
originally installed, and whether materials have remained functional. Bank pins will be installed at
the project site for at least three months before treatment and at least three months after treatment to
measure soil loss pre and post-project. Photographic data will be collected from set locations to
provide additional points of reference for visual observation. Annual sediment loading values before
and after implementation will be calculated using STEPL.
One invasive species control project will be monitored for effectiveness of treatment. Huron Pines
staff will assess site conditions before treatment, after treatment and after any required retreatment.
Specific monitoring at the site will consist of recording the size of invasive plant coverage, stem
density and overall plant health of target species. Data will be recorded through visual observation, as
well as by use of GPS and photographic data.
One Agricultural BMP project will be monitored for BMP effectiveness. One project to restore a
native riparian buffer and/or restrict livestock access to a waterway will be monitored to measure the
success of the implemented BMPs. Huron Pines staff will collect site information regarding extent
and diversity of vegetative cover and streambank conditions along the riparian corridor before and
after BMP implementation through visual observation and gathering photographic data.
Data collected before, during and after improvements to the Northern Saginaw Bay Watershed can be
used to guide restoration strategies in other watersheds in Northeast Michigan and the Great Lakes
Basin. Due to the wide diversity of habitat and land use within the watershed, restoration strategies
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implemented through this project will be applicable to a range of related conservation and restoration
efforts.

6.0 Project Implementation and Outcomes
Road/stream crossing BMPs are scheduled for implementation at seven sites during fall 2013. Five
additional sites will be completed during spring/summer 2014. The majority of construction will be
implemented by the county road commissions, with the exception of the Cursten Creek/Wildwood
Road crossing (AR101) in Arenac County, which is located on a private road. Data will be collected
at the Wilkins Creek/Campbell Road (OG27) prior to construction during fall 2013, and again in fall
2014 to measure changes to the stream conditions. Monitoring will be conducted by Huron Pines staff
and trained volunteers.
Streambank erosion control BMPs will be implemented during spring and summer 2014. Pre-project
vegetative assessments of the site will be conducted prior to implementation, as project site plans are
being developed. During this time, bank pins will be installed, and kept in place for a minimum of
three months prior to implementation. Following the installation of BMPs, the site will be assessed in
fall 2014 to measure successful establishment of new vegetation, analyze erosion control structures
and calculate soil loss as shown through measurements. This monitoring will be conducted by Huron
Pines staff.
Project planning for invasive species control is currently under way, and will be implemented during
fall 2013 and late summer/early fall 2014. During mid-summer 2014, Huron Pines will conduct
assessments of invasive plant coverage and density, as well as plant health through visual observation
and collection of photographic data. GPS polygons will be collected measuring the extent of the
invasive stand. Following treatment, Huron Pines will conduct the same assessment in mid-summer
2015. If a second treatment is necessary, Huron Pines staff will conduct the same inventory following
the second treatment.
Huron Pines is currently planning agricultural BMP projects to take place in fall 2013 and summer
2014. The majority of the site work for installation will be conducted by the landowner and/or a
contractor, with assistance and oversight from Huron Pines project staff. A native riparian buffer
restoration or livestock exclusion project will be selected as a representative site for monitoring.
Huron Pines will conduct pre-project monitoring before the first phase of the project begins in late
fall 2013 or spring 2014. Post-project monitoring will take place during fall 2014. During both pre
and post-project monitoring, Huron Pines will collect specific data regarding vegetative cover and
diversity in the riparian corridor and streambank conditions at the project site.

7.0 Data Quality Objectives
Data will be collected at four of the project sites to monitor changes in stream quality, wildlife habitat
and to measure BMP effectiveness for each project site. Data acquired before and following BMP
installation will be used to plan future monitoring surveys. Huron Pines staff and partners will
interpret the data collected to aid in future decisions regarding conservation resources. It is
understood that monitoring at these four sites does not represent an accurate sample of overall
watershed quality, and that in a watershed with varying physical and biological activity each set of
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data is specific to the site where it is being collected. This data will only be used to compare changes
occurring in stream conditions, streambank stability, invasive species infestation and agricultural
BMP effectiveness at the selected project sites, in addition to serving as a tool for decision making on
future projects with similar resource concerns.

8.0 Special Training Requirements or Certifications
Volunteers will assist with road/stream crossing monitoring activities during macroinvertebrate data
collection. Huron Pines will train volunteers before allowing them to execute these surveys
independently of Huron Pines staff. Also, Huron Pines staff will be available throughout the
monitoring period for technical consultation as well as on-site implementation of monitoring if
needed. The following techniques will be reviewed during training discussions of team leaders and
participants at the beginning of each sampling session to ensure sampling is precise;
Biological (Macroinvertebrate Identification):
(1) Technique: Follow guidelines set out in MiCorps Volunteer Stream Monitoring Procedure. An
electronic or hard copy will be made available to all volunteers for reference
(2) Collection style: must be thorough and vigorous
(3) Habitat Diversity: must include all habitats present and be thorough in each one.
As macroinvertebrate sampling is the only monitoring activity for which volunteers will be used in
addition to Huron Pines staff, training is not needed for other monitoring tasks to be completed
through this project.

9.0 Documentation and Records
All records generated by this project will be stored at the Huron Pines office. Records stored for this
project will include macroinvertebrate survey sheets, site sampling maps, photographs and other
associated documentation. Documentation of habitat improvement results will be provided to all
partners, including photos, project completion fact sheets, cost and funding information and specific
habitat benefits (for example, amount of sediment loading reduced, number of stream miles
reconnected, acres of wetland habitat restored through invasive species control). Reports and fact
sheets will include before, during and after photos, river specific information, lists of partners,
funding sources, tons of sediment prevented, river miles reconnected, matching funds provided and
detailed BMPs. Results will be reported via print and electronic mechanisms and shared with agencies
and other partners in the Great Lakes Basin. Immediate project monitoring or measurements taken
before and after construction will begin in September of 2013 and conclude in November of 2014.
Additional follow-up monitoring for invasive species retreatment will take place in 2015 and 2016.
Copies of this QAPP will be distributed to all parties involved with the project, including signatories
and field sampling personnel. Any future changes or amendments to the QAPP will be held and
distributed in the same fashion. Copies of previous versions of the QAPP will be clearly marked as
“superseded by Revision #” so as not to create confusion. The records of all project information and
data used to complete the activities of the project will be retained for at least seven years from the
date of sampling, measurement, report or application.
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10.0 Methods for Data Collection
The goal is to sample four project sites in the Northern Saginaw Bay Watershed; one road/stream
crossing BMP project, one streambank erosion control project, one invasive species removal project
and one agricultural BMP installation.

10.1 Road/Stream Crossing Project Monitoring
The project manager and other Huron Pines staff will train a selected number of volunteers and
perform macroinvertebrate monitoring activities with the volunteers during the first year of sampling.
During this first year, the project manager will select a volunteer monitoring manager to oversee
sampling activities for future years. This will allow volunteers more control of sampling activities,
alleviate scheduling conflicts with the project manager’s other commitments and allow volunteers to
be more involved in the sample collecting and data analysis process. Ideally, a volunteer sampling
team would be made up of a monitoring manager, two gatherers, two runners and two pickers.
Macroinvertebrates will be monitored and identified to order level twice per year, once in fall 2013
prior to project implementation and in fall 2014 following BMP installation. Equipment to be used for
this process includes: 12” D-frame kicknet, waders, five gallon buckets, white plastic sorting trays,
forceps, waterproof-sealable jars, ethyl alcohol and a dissecting microscope. The Guide to Aquatic
Invertebrates of the Upper Midwest will be used as an identification reference.
Multiple collections will be taken from each habitat type present at each site, including riffle, rocks or
other large objects, leaf packs, submerged and overhanging vegetation or roots and depositional areas,
by the two gatherers while wading and using a D-frame kicknet. The monitoring manager will record
the number of locations sampled within the monitored reach in each habitat type, note the locations
sampled on a site map and oversee the collection transfer. Once the gatherers have transferred a
sufficient amount of collections into a five gallon bucket, the runners will bring the bucket out the
road to the picking station and transfer the material from the bucket into white pans, where Huron
Pines staff and trained volunteers will identify the samples to the order level. The pickers will pick
out samples of all different types of macroinvertebrates from the pans and place into jars of 70% ethyl
alcohol. During the collection, notes will be made to document sampling of all habitats, the state of
the river and any changes in methodology or unusual observations. The monitoring manager will
instruct and assist other team members in detecting and collecting macroinvertebrates in the sorting
pans, including looking under bark and inside of constructions made of sticks or other substrates.
At the collecting site, all invertebrate sample jars receive a label written in pencil, sample
identification, location, date, time, name of collector, sample type, preservative method and number
of jars containing the collection from this site, which is placed inside the jar. The number of jars
containing the collection from this site are also recorded on the data sheet. The team leader is
responsible for labeling and securely closing the jars and for returning all jars and all equipment to the
Huron Pines office. Upon return from the sites, the collections are checked for labels, the data sheets
are checked for completeness and for correct information on the number of jars containing the
collection from the site and the jars are secured together with a rubber band and site label and placed
together in one box. The data sheets are used on the identification day, after which they remain on file
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indefinitely. At the time of identifying the sample, the sample identifier checks the data sheet and jars
to ensure that all the jars and only the jars, from that collection are present prior to emptying them
into a white pan for sorting. If any specimens are separated from the pan during identification, a site
label accompanies them. For identification, volunteers sort all individuals from a single jar into
visually similar groups and then are joined by an identification expert who confirms the sorting and
provides identification of the taxa present. These identifications are then verified by the Sampling
Expert. When identification of a sample is complete, the entire collection is placed in a single jar of
fresh alcohol and stored at the Huron Pines office for at least seven years.
Since our evaluation is based on the diversity in the community, we attempt to include a complete
sample of the different groups present, rather than a random sub-sample. We do not assume that a
single collection represents all the diversity in the community, but rather we consider our results
reliable only after repeated collections spanning at least three years. Our results can be compared with
other locations, in the same river system if they have been sampled using the same procedure. All
collectors attend an in-stream training session and most sites are sampled by different collectors at
different times to diminish the effects of bias in individual collecting styles. Samples where the
diversity measures diverge substantially from past samples at the same site are re-sampled by a new
team within two weeks. If a change is confirmed, the volunteer sampling team and techniques are
more highly scrutinized during the next scheduled collection. Field checks include checking all data
sheets to make sure each habitat type available was sampled and the monitoring manager examines
several picking trays to ensure that all present families have been collected. All lab sorting is
rechecked by an expert before completing identification. Equipment used in the field will be rinsed
between sampling sites to prevent contamination from one site to the next.
Geomorphic surveys will be completed at the project site during fall 2013, prior to construction and
again in fall 2014, following construction. Geomorphic surveys will be completed within one month
of the macroinvertebrate collection.
Each survey will include a longitudinal profile along the thalweg and one cross-sectional
measurement above and below the barrier. Survey sites will be targeted to be the equivalent in length
as twenty bank full widths. Survey data will be used from pre-construction to be compared to post
construction stream morphology. The survey team will only implement sections I through IV of this
manual to collect the necessary stream information. Quality Assurance and Quality Control from this
protocol will also be used by the Watershed Project Manager to validate stream survey data.

10.2 Streambank Erosion Control Monitoring
Streambank erosion control monitoring will consist of three major elements: Erosion rate
measurements, vegetative cover assessments and analysis of erosion control structures.
Streambank erosion rates at the selected project site will be measured with the use of erosion pins. As
streambanks in the project area can be subject to high rates of erosion, lengths of rebar at least thirty
inches in length will serve as erosion pins. Four pins will be installed in a vertical arrangement on the
streambank, with the bottom pin installed just above the waterline at base flow and the highest pin
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installed just below the top of the bank. Pins will be driven into the streambank with a hammer, with
two inches left protruding from the bank at installation.
Pin heights will be recorded on the day of installation “Day 0”, measured to the nearest millimeter.
All subsequent measurements will be compared to this data. Bank pins will be installed during spring
2014, at least three months prior to BMP installation. Return measurements will be completed 3
months after pin installation, again immediately prior to BMP installation, and 3 months after BMP
installation, in fall 2014, for a total of three measurements. To avoid frost heave, bank pins will not be
left in place through the winter season.
A vegetative cover assessment will be conducted at the selected streambank restoration site,
immediately before BMP installation, on the same day as bank pin measurements are collected. This
assessment will consist of a visual inspection of vegetative cover on the streambank. Species present
on the streambank will be recorded, and the streambank will be broken into percentage covered by
each species, and percentage of bare soil. Stem density and plant health will be noted for each
species. This same analysis will be completed approximately one year following the BMP
installation, to analyze vegetative conditions at the same point in the growing season as when preproject monitoring was conducted. In addition, photographs will be taken of the streambank during
pre and post-project monitoring to capture vegetative conditions. These photographs will be taken
from fixed positions adjacent to the project site.
Erosion control structures installed at the site will be analyzed to determine whether structures have
remained in place, and are functioning properly. Data will be recorded immediately following BMP
installation and again three months following installation, the same day as the final bank pin
measurement. If no high water events have occurred during this time, the structures will be assessed a
third time following the next high water event, defined as greater than bank full flows.
Immediately following BMP installation, information will be recorded for each structure installed,
including: type of structure, distance from fixed anchor point at the top of bank, dimensions of
structure, quantity and quality of material installed. Photographs will be taken of the structures from
fixed positions at the site. All measurements will be repeated during the subsequent assessments to
provide comparative data regarding structure position and condition.

10.3 Invasive Species Control Monitoring
Huron Pines staff will monitor the effects of control treatment on target invasive plant populations at
a selected restoration site. Data collected through this monitoring will quantify the effectiveness of
control treatments in eradicating targeted invasive species. Pre-treatment monitoring will be
conducted during mid-summer 2014. Control treatment will be implemented during late
summer/early fall 2014. Post-treatment monitoring will be conducted during mid-summer 2014, when
the targeted species are at the peak of growth. If a re-treatment is necessary, Huron Pines will conduct
a third assessment during mid-summer 2015.
During the pre-treatment monitoring, Huron Pines will determine the size of coverage of the target
invasive species, and estimate stem density within that area. A GPS will be used to collect polygon
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data reflecting the extent of the invasive stand and photographs of the project site will be taken from
fixed positions to serve as reference for future monitoring efforts. Overall plant health of the target
species will be determined within the project area.
Following treatment, the entire project site will be inspected for coverage, stem density and plant
health. Photographs will be taken from the same positions as during pre-treatment monitoring, and
GPS polygon data will be used to record extent of target invasive species. When compared to pretreatment data, this information will be used to determine the effectiveness of the control treatment as
well as the need for a second treatment. If a second treatment is needed, the above monitoring
protocol will be applied to the site during mid-summer 2015.

10.4 Agricultural BMP Monitoring
Huron Pines will conduct monitoring of a selected Agricultural BMP project in the watershed. Data
will be collected in fall 2013 or spring 2014, prior to BMP implementation. Following
implementation, post-project monitoring will be conducted in fall 2014. The riparian corridor at the
selected project site will be assessed for extent of vegetative cover, and diversity of native species.
Vegetative data will be collected through visual assessment, GPS polygon data collection,
photographs and species present will be identified and recorded. In addition, streambank conditions at
the project site will be assessed through visual observation, and photographs will be taken from fixed
locations at the project site.

11.0 Analytical Method Requirements
Reporting will be a key component to the success of this project. When the project manager is not
part of the sampling team, both internal reporting from the sampling team to the project manager and
from the project manager to the sampling team will ensure continued success of the sampling,
identification and field events. Many of these reports will be informal and completed over email or
the telephone, if they are not done in person. More formal reporting will also take place regularly to
the NFWF Project Administrator. A summary of the data will be written to describe what changes
occurred based on the installation of BMPs at the selected road/stream crossing site. The data
summary will be used to create a final report that evaluates the overall success of the project after it is
completed (Appendix B). This QAPP will serve as a text and model to undertake similar projects in
watersheds in northern Michigan. All of the data, reports and documents outlined in Appendix B will
also be provided electronically to NFWF upon request.

12.0 Quality Control Requirements/Data Management
The data quality objectives listed below are the sampling parameters to be focused on during project
monitoring. The data collected during the monitoring will result in an accurate profile of the site
conditions relating to identified restoration goals. The variability and range of the data will be used to
determine the overall biological and physical conditions of the selected project sites before and after
BMP installation. Determinations from monitoring stream conditions at the selected road/stream
crossing site will be based on formulas set forth in the MiCorps protocol and can be compared to the
Michigan Water Quality Standards. Stream morphology surveys completed before and after BMP
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installation will be compared to each other to determine if changes in the morphology occurred based
on improvements made at the road/stream crossing.
Data collection at the selected streambank erosion control, invasive species control and agricultural
BMP project sites will also adhere to the quality control requirements and data management protocol
as outlined below.
Bias: Sites will be sampled by the sampling expert and experienced samplers. Gatherers, pickers and
survey crew will change roles which will limit bias from entering into test results. Each individual’s
test results should be within two standard deviations of the median of past measures. Sample results
not meeting these criteria will be evaluated as above by the Watershed Project Manager. For biology
and geomorphology, site roles will change once per year to eliminate the effects of bias in individual
collection styles.
Completeness: Following a QA review of all collected and analyzed data, data completeness will be
assessed by dividing the number of measurements judged valid by the number of total measurements
performed. The data quality objective for completeness for each sampling event is 90%. If the
program does not meet this standard, the monitoring manager will consult with the project manager to
determine the main causes of data invalidation and develop a course of action to improve the
completeness of future sampling events.
Representativeness: Study sites are selected to capture data throughout the project area of expected
impact. At the selected road/stream crossing project site, this includes one site upstream and one
downstream of the BMP installation. At the selected streambank erosion control site, this will include
the entire eroding streambank being stabilized. Invasive species control data will be collected from a
contiguous treatment area for completeness of data, and will be representative of treatment success at
the selected restoration site. Agricultural BMP monitoring will take place at the riparian corridor
targeted for restoration through BMP implementation and will represent improvements to riparian
habitat at the specific project area. Test results for biological and physical parameters will be used to
represent the water and habitat quality of the restoration project area. This data will not be used to
represent the water and habitat quality of the overall watershed.
Comparability: To ensure data comparability, the Huron Pines staff and volunteers involved in
sampling will follow the same sample collection methods and use the same units of reporting. Project
partners and volunteers will learn the standard water quality monitoring, macroinvertebrate
identification and collection, stream geomorphic survey and biological assessment methods at group
sessions, planning meetings and preliminary results discussions.
Internal Quality Control (QC)
All other project monitoring data is recorded on sample data forms in the field, or is transferred to
sample data forms at the Huron Pines office. All data transfers are checked twice for correctness.
Field notes are retained in the file for reference. Data is taken from sample data forms and is
summarized in tabular form in Microsoft Word. Monitoring data is entered into an electronic sample
data form by the Monitoring Manger to have a clear, legible copy and to act as a data backup. That is
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done as early as practical after data is collected. Data is summarized and reported according to the site
and date collected by the experienced field sampler. Results are checked for accuracy by the sampling
team.
Raw macroinvertebrate and data will be entered and managed in Microsoft Excel workbooks. All data
is backed up before and after each sampling event’s data has been entered. Data sheets will be filed
for a period of at least seven years.
Macroinvertebrates data is summarized for reporting into four metrics: all taxa, insects, EPT
(Ephemeroptera + Plecoptera + Trichoptera) and sensitive taxa. Units of measure are orders counted
in each metric. A Stream Quality Index (SQI) is also computed. The method for calculating that
metric is set forth by the MiCorps program and is displayed on each sample collection form.
Geomorphic data, vegetative data, bank pin measurements and data regarding erosion control
structures will be entered and managed in Microsoft Excel workbooks, and will be backed up and
filed as described above. Photographic and GIS data pertinent to each monitoring site will be labeled
and filed with accompanying monitoring data.
Field Quality Control
 Check to make sure equipment is in working order and not damaged
 Clean equipment before and after field use
 Check the batteries of all power equipment
 Collect replicate samples
 Conduct repeat and/or side-by-side tests performed by separate field crews
 Once per year: change the composition of the field crews to maintain objectivity and
minimize individual bias
 Review field records before submitting for analysis to minimize errors
 Field samplers repeat data measurements out loud to be certain the numbers called out are the
same numbers that were written on the data form
 Sample data forms are checked for completeness before moving on to next sample location
Biological and physical parameters will be taken as noted above. Resulting data from the monitoring
program will be used to represent the water and habitat quality of the restoration project area.
For each monitoring event that is not completed on a single day, monitoring by the experienced field
samplers will be completed within the same two week period. If a site is temporarily inaccessible,
such as due to prolonged high water, the monitoring time may be extended for two additional weeks.
If the issue concerning inaccessibility is continued beyond the extended dates, then no monitoring
data will be collected during that time and there will be a gap in the data. If the field samplers are
unable to monitor their site during the specified time, the sampling expert will contact the project
manager as soon as possible and no later than the end of the first week in the sampling window in
order for the project manager to possibly arrange for another team to complete the monitoring. If no
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team is available, the project manager will sample the site if time permits. Otherwise, the site will go
unmonitored for that season.
Data Review, Verification and Reporting
After each sampling/ID event, a review and verification of the data will occur. During that time one
or all of the Watershed Project Manager, Restoration Project Manager, USFWS Biologists and trained
volunteers on the sampling team will review the hard copies of the sampling forms to make sure each
is filled out correctly. Following this, the corresponding data entered into the spreadsheet will be
checked against its respective hard copy of the form. Upon that review, the similarity to samples from
previous events at the same site will be evaluated. Spot checking of stream profile results and
identification of the macroinvertebrates will be the responsibility of the Watershed Project Manager.
Any abnormalities to the process set forth in this QAPP will be immediately communicated to the
Watershed Project Manager. In addition to that notification, all processes and events surrounding the
monitoring efforts of this project will be reported to NFWF based on the reporting frequency and
requirements set forth in the contract.

13.0 Instrument Testing, Maintenance, Calibration; Inspection of Supplies
No instruments requiring calibration will be used for these monitoring events except for the survey
level. After setting up the survey station, benchmarks of known elevation will be used to ensure the
survey level is functioning properly.
Equipment will be inspected before each monitoring event to ensure the correct amount of materials
are available for sampling and sampling equipment such as waders, kick nets and forceps are in
working order. The equipment we use will be inspected as follows:













Waders will be cleaned of mud or debris and dried thoroughly between sampling events. At
that time any reported leaks will be patched or waders that cannot be repaired will be
discarded.
Dissecting Scope will be monitored to ensure that it remains in working order at all times.
D-frame Kick nets will be inspected before and after each sampling session to look for any
defects or tears in the nets that could compromise the sample collection. If nets are
compromised, they will be repaired on site or replaced if needed before subsequent
monitoring sessions.
Collection Jars (with poly seal caps): each jar and lid will be inspected for cracks or defects
before each use. After jars are in use they will be inspected for leaky tops or improper seals,
as well as any cracks or chips.
Forceps will be cleaned and inspected to make sure the tips meet before and after each
sampling event.
Ethanol expiration date and volume will be checked before administering into collection jars.
If the ethanol is past its expiration date or less than ¼ of the original volume, it will be
replaced.
Sorting Trays will be replaced when they no longer function to the capacity needed
The Survey rod will be tested for functionality and replaced if needed
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While the equipment is not in use for its intended purpose, it will be stored at the home or office of
the project or monitoring managers. Equipment used for sample collection must be cleaned and
maintained in accordance with proper field practices. D-frame kicknets, sampling trays, forceps and
other sampling equipment will be rinsed and dried to limit cross contamination of mud, disease and
invasive species between sampling sites.

14.0 Use of Existing Environmental Data (Data Acquisition Requirements for
Non-direct Measurements)
Huron Pines will work closely with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Resources
Conservation Service and the Michigan Department of Natural Resources on this project. Site specific
information for some sites can be provided by these two agencies if they have conducted previous
studies or monitoring activities in the area.

15.0 Management Assessment and Oversight
All results meeting data quality objectives and results having satisfactory explanations for deviations
from objectives will be reported in the QA Summary Report. The final results will include the results
of all field and laboratory quality control samples. Results will be reported to NFWF at project
completion as noted in Section 11.

16.0 Data Review, Validation, Verification, and Reconciliation
Data must be consistently assessed and documented to determine whether project QAOs have been
met. Assessment and compliance with quality control procedures will be undertaken during the data
collection phase of the project.
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APPENDIX A – AT PROJECT CLOSE OUT

Northern Saginaw Bay Restoration Initiative (MI)
QA Summary Report - Components
This project resulted in multiple improvements to water quality and wildlife habitat in the Northern
Saginaw Bay Watershed, including the reconnection of 12 upstream river miles and 82 total stream miles
for aquatic passage, 2,500 feet of instream habitat improved, 150 acres of wetland habitat restored
through the removal of invasive species, 280 tons of annual sediment loading removed from the system
and wildlife habitat and water quality improved on 2,400 acres of public and private land. This work
product received the required nature and scope of QAPP oversight appropriate for the intended use of the
data.
The data sets, data products and other supporting QA documentation is/are maintained on file with the
assigned research staff as noted in the QAPP indefinitely
All QAPP elements were met and completed according to the procedures and methods outlined therein.
NFWF QA Summary Reports will be submitted to NFWF annually and at project completion as
requested. The QA Summary reports will include the following information, as appropriate –





QA Summary Closeout reports include the extent to which projects are implemented
according to the stated scope of work and the methodologies specified in this QAPP in
their final programmatic reports.
Significant changes to the objective, scope, or methodology of environmental data
collection or use of environmental technology require the review and approval of the
NFWF Director and the NFWF QA reviewer. Therefore, if needed, appropriate
revisions to this QAPP will be completed and submitted to the NFWF Director for
review and approval prior to implementation of changes.
Additionally, periodic QA Summary Reports will be submitted to NFWF annually, if
requested, according to the table, below.
The following table summarizes the types of data to be reported and the
method in which that information will be delivered to NFWF staff.
Data

BMP Data

Data Description
Raw data from project reports in units of
miles, linear feet, acres, individuals, etc.

Reporting Method
Spreadsheet, electronically
via e-mail.

Raw data on project effectiveness, ambient Raw data, reports and/or
Monitoring Data water quality in priority watershed,
spreadsheets, electronically
stormwater flow, project conclusion data, etc. on CD or via e-mail.

Geospatial Data

Google polygon maps, latitude/longitude
info, watershed segment
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Spreadsheet

Frequency
Annually
At NFWF
Request
during the
closeout
procedure
Annually
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MI/DEQ/WRD-11/006

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SURFACE WATER ASSESSMENT SECTION
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION
JANUARY 2011
STAFF REPORT
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE RIFLE RIVER WATERSHED
ARENAC AND OGEMAW COUNTIES, MICHIGAN
JUNE 10-JULY 14, 2009

INTRODUCTION
As part of the five-year watershed monitoring cycle, staff from the Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality (MDEQ), Surface Water Assessment Section (SWAS), conducted a
qualitative biological assessment of the Rifle River watershed in Arenac and Ogemaw Counties,
Michigan. These surveys were conducted within the confines of the SWAS Procedure 51
(MDEQ, 1990) and the draft nonwadeable assessment protocol with survey objectives including
but not limited to:
•
•
•

•
•

Determine attainment status for the other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife designated
uses of the watershed.
Provide data to satisfy requirements of the biological trend monitoring program.
Provide monitoring assistance to existing nonpoint source (NPS) activities and total
maximum daily load development or other issues related to the Michigan 2004
Sections 303(d) and 305(b) Integrated Report (LeSage and Smith, 2008) in the
watershed.
Satisfy monitoring requests submitted by internal and external customers.
Support area of concern related to beneficial use delisting decisions.

SUMMARY
Sampling stations in Arenac and Ogemaw Counties are shown in Figure 1 and described in
Tables 1 and 3 and macroinvertebrate community data is described in Tables 2a and 2b. Channel
lengths and gradients, where provided, were established using United States Geological Survey
topographic maps (1:24,000 scale) as utilized by the Terrain Navigator software package by
Maptech, Inc.
WATERSHED DESCRIPTION
The Rifle River originates in northern Ogemaw County and flows south into Arenac County before
turning east to its confluence with Lake Huron (Figure 1). The Rifle River mainstem is
approximately 60 miles in length, has 140 miles of tributaries, and drains a watershed
encompassing 396 square miles. Much of the Rifle River upstream of Omer is a designated State
Natural River, under the Michigan Natural Rivers Act. An excellent, comprehensive review of the
hydrology, geology, soils, and land use of the Rifle River watershed can be found in the March 1999
Rifle River Watershed – NPS Watershed Management Plan prepared by the Saginaw Bay
Resource Conservation and Development Area, Inc (Saginaw Bay RC&D). By way of introduction
to the watershed, this report summarizes some of the characteristics described (Kohlhepp, 2005)
and highlighted in the Saginaw Bay RC&D report.
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The geology of the Rifle River mainstem consists mainly of outwash plain and lake plain, and the
soils in much of the watershed are underlain with clay (Saginaw Bay RC&D, 1999). This clay pan
prevents water infiltration, resulting in rapid runoff and relatively flashy flow regimes. Because of
this, along with a steep gradient in much of the watershed, the Rifle River has some of the fastest
flows in the lower peninsula. High inflows of groundwater to the channel, especially in the upper
portion of the watershed above Selkirk, contribute to providing suitable temperatures for cold water
fish throughout the watershed. Approximately 55 percent of the Rifle River watershed is forested,
21 percent is agriculture, 11 percent is wetlands, 3 percent is urban, and the remaining 10 percent
is a mixture of open space, idle land, and roads (Saginaw Bay RC&D, 1999). The vast majority of
the forest land is deciduous forest, and much of this falls within the Au Sable state forest. The
primary urban areas in the watershed are the towns of Omer, Rose City, and West Branch.
Much of the watershed supports resident brown trout and anadromous steelhead, salmon,
brown trout, walleye, and/or suckers (MDEQ, 1995). Biological surveys were conducted throughout
the watershed in 1999 and 2002 and found acceptable to excellent macroinvertebrate communities
that were generally supported by riverine habitats that were considered to be good to excellent
(Kohlhepp, 2005; MDEQ, 2002a). The lower Rifle River is the only water body in the watershed
that is on the Section 303(d) nonattainment list. Fish consumption advisories exist for rock bass
and redhorse sucker in the Rifle River from its confluence with Saginaw Bay upstream to Omer,
due to elevated PCB levels. The Great Lakes Environmental Center (GLEC) attempted to collect
fish for contaminant analysis in 2004, but was unable to get sufficient numbers of the target species
in the desired size range. These targeted species were, however, collected in 2009 (data pending
analysis). Samples collected near the mouth in 1998 (mean = 2 nanograms per liter [ng/L]) and in
2001 (mean = 1.8 ng/L) indicated that concentrations of mercury in the water exceed the Michigan
Rule 57 value of 1.2 ng/L (GLEC, 2002; MDEQ, 2002b).
STATION SELECTION AND LOCATION
Rivers in Michigan have been delineated into individual classifications called valley segments that
are based on flow and temperature characteristics as related to available groundwater and local
geology and geomorphology. The Rifle River watershed is divided into six different
flow/temperature characteristic types based on an assemblage of valley segment data provided by
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), Fisheries Division (Wehrly et al., 1997 and
1999; Seelbach and Wiley, 1997; Baker et al., 2001). These characteristics are:
1. Small Cool/Cold (SC) - small headwater streams with moderate to relatively significant
groundwater influence draining a basin that is less than 40 square miles.
2. Medium Cold (MC) - medium sized cool/cold water streams with relatively stable flows as
the source of flows is a relatively significant groundwater yield. Drainage area is the same
as MW.
3. Large Cold (LC) - larger volume streams that maintain cool water temperatures due to either
significant groundwater yield or the influence of bottom draw dams on stratified
impoundments.
4. Small Warm (SW) - considered to be low volume warmwater headwater streams with
insignificant groundwater influence draining a basin that is less than 40 square miles.
5. Medium Warm (MW) - medium sized warmwater streams. Summer flows may be reduced
significantly as source flows are of relatively low yield. Drainage area is 41-179 square
miles.
6. Large Warm (LW) - includes the larger tributaries and/or portions of the main stem of a river
system. Drainage areas are 180-620 square miles and contain large fish species.
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The total channel length within the watershed, as represented by each (above) classification was
determined using the Reach File 3 database to estimate the total stream miles per classification
segment. Based on survey work from previous basin years, it was estimated that approximately
30 biological survey stations will represent an achievable work load and as the number of stations
necessary to probabilistically assess the entire Rifle River watershed. Additional stations will be
added to assess targeted NPS concerns.
Sampling locations are distributed by the percentage of river miles each respective classification
represents in the basin (As an example, if 25 percent of the watershed was classified as SW,
25 percent of the total number of stations sampled would be given to SW streams). Using this
approach, individual valley segments, as grouped by classifications 1-6 (above) were randomly
selected with each valley segment chosen representing a survey location. Stations were added
when assessments, needed to support NPS monitoring or to survey sites currently listed on the
Sections 303(d) and 305(b) Integrated Report, were not covered by the random selection process.
The following percentages of the above classifications were determined for the Rifle River
watershed. Each percentage is followed by an estimate of the number of sampling stations to
proportionately represent the entire watershed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SC - 60% = 17 sampling stations
MC - 6% = 2 sampling stations
LC - 2% = 1 sampling station
SW - 1% = 1 sampling station
MW - 6% = 2 sampling stations
LW - 24% = 7 sampling stations
Total: 30 sampling stations
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Figure 1. Sampling locations to support status and trend sampling in the Rifle River
watershed in Arenac and Ogemaw Counties, Michigan, June 10-July 14, 2009.
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B A Y

Table 1. Macroinvertebrate sampling locations in the Rifle River watershed, June 10-July 14, 2009.
Site # Waterbody Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle Creek
Rifle Creek
W B Rifle River
Ogemaw Creek
Andrews Creek
Oyster Creek
Oyster Creek
Wilkins Creek
Skunk Creek
Prior Creek
Klacking Creek
Klacking Creek
Shepards Creek
Dedrich Creek
Spring Creek
Mansfield Creek
Big Creek
Big Creek
Big Creek
Saverine Creek

Location

County

2-trk off Weir Road
Ogemaw
Peters Road
Ogemaw
M 55
Ogemaw
Greenwood Road (CR F)
Ogemaw
Forest Lake Drive
Arenac
off River Road
Arenac
Hickory Island Road
Arenac
Stover Road
Arenac
State Road
Ogemaw
Dam Road
Ogemaw
M 33
Ogemaw
2nd Street (W est Branch)
Ogemaw
McKellar Road
Ogemaw
Oyster Road
Ogemaw
Weir Rd (Rifle River Rec. Area) Ogemaw
Townline Road
Ogemaw
Area)
Ogemaw
Sage Lake Road
Ogemaw
Campbell Road (CR 17)
Ogemaw
Morrison Road
Ogemaw
Bedtelyon Road
Ogemaw
Gerald Miller Road
Ogemaw
La Grant Road
Arenac
Grace Ann Trail
Arenac
Hull Road
Arenac
Crawford Road
Arenac
corner of Big Ck Rd and Manor RArenac
off Conrad Road
Arenac

Latitude Longitude

TRS

44.39323
44.33475
44.27678
44.17987
44.12911
44.03731
44.01509
44.00436
44.29239
44.28111
44.25465
44.27730
44.43161
44.45002
44.41188
44.40348

-84.03840
-84.06373
-84.07974
-84.07351
-84.04630
-83.85613
-83.82429
-83.82497
-84.20015
-84.20598
-84.12572
-84.23729
-84.06605
-84.06046
-84.03567
-84.12646

23N03ES11
23N03ES34
22N03ES21
21N03ES28
20N04ES18
19N05ES22
19N05ES25
19N05ES36
22N02ES16
22N02ES21
22N02ES36
22N02ES19
24N03ES33
24N03ES22
23N03ES02
23N02ES12

44.38928
44.36342
44.33455
44.32780
44.30739
44.28503
44.16022
44.15721
44.14795
44.07805
44.02681
44.02610

-84.03379
-84.08176
-84.14604
-84.10389
-84.08470
-84.06497
-84.00158
-84.05375
-83.90799
-83.78650
-83.75639
-83.83422

23N03ES14
23N03ES21
22N02ES02
22N03ES06
22N03ES09
22N03ES22
20N04ES04
20N03ES01
20N05ES08
19N06ES05
19N06ES21
19N05ES23

RESULTS
The Rifle River begins as the Devoe Lake outlet and a number of small, cold water tributaries that
collectively form the main branch of the river in the Rifle River State Game Area in Cummings
Township, Ogemaw County. The river flows generally south for nearly 65 miles before reaching its
confluence with Lake Huron in Au Gres Township, Arenac County, and has an average gradient of
approximately 4.5 feet per mile.
The northern portion of the stream, represented by Stations 1-3, contained excellent flow diversity
with a broad range of stable habitats. The overall macroinvertebrate communities were typical of
excellent water quality and were supported by overall riverine habitats that were rated as good.
Station 4, located in the upper portion of the lower half of the Rifle River, contained a
macroinvertebrate population that was rated as acceptable but supported by a riverine habitat that
was rated as only marginal, in part due to an obvious lack of stable habitats. The river channel itself
was heavily dominated by sandy substrates with only a modest amount of large woody debris
(LWD) to act as substrate for macroinvertebrate colonization. In contrast, Stations 5, 6, and 7 had
better habitat scores directly related to channel characteristics including available habitats that
provided for macroinvertebrate community ratings of excellent for all three stations. Station 8,
representing the sampling location in the lowest portion along the stream’s continuum, was wide
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and relatively shallow with excessive
quantities of sand that compromised
the quantity and quality of habitats for
macinvertebrate colonization
(Figure 2). None the less, the overall
macroinvertebrate community was
rated as excellent and contained
individual taxonomic groups that are
typical of good to excellent water
quality although overall
macroinvertebrate densities were
relatively low.
The West Branch Rifle River begins
as Rifle Creek (Rifle Lake) in
Section 16 in West Branch Township,
Figure 2. Station 8 on the Rifle River.
Ogemaw County, and flows south
then west 20 miles to its confluence with the Rifle River in Section 4 of Mills Township and has an
average gradient of just under 10 feet per mile. The West Branch Rifle River was surveyed at three
points along its continuum. The upper survey location, Station 9, flowed through agricultural land
use that included both row crop and cattle pastures that was only partially buffered by a well
vegetated, but narrow, riparian zone. Channel substrates were well colonized by
macroinvertebrates but dominated by taxonomic groups that are considered more tolerant of poor
water quality. The overall macroinvertebrate community was rated as acceptable and supported by
habitat that was rated as good. Station 10 contained excellent flow diversity in some locations but
overall substrate materials were dominated by sand which, in part, limited the habitat score to a
rating of marginal. Station 11 had a greater diversity of stable substrates that provided an overall
riverine habitat score of good. Stations 10 and 11 contained macroinvertebrate communities that
were rated as excellent.
Ogemaw Creek is a cold water tributary
to the West Branch Rifle River that
begins in Section 10 in Ogemaw
Township and flows approximately
seven miles southeast, through the city
of West Branch to its confluence in
Section 29 in West Branch Township,
and has an average gradient of 28 feet
per mile. Station 12 was within the city
limits of West Branch (Figure 3) where
the stream has been significantly
altered. The riparian zone is almost
entirely grass and there was virtually no
LWD in the stream channel. Small
cobbles and gravels were present but
Figure 3. Ogemaw Creek (Station 12) in West Branch.
embedded in sand. Flow diversity was
relatively poor as was the stream’s retentive capability. The overall macroinvertebrate community
was rated acceptable but insect densities were very low and supported by habitat that was rated as
only marginal.
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Stations 13-17 are located on a series of small headwater streams that confluence with the
Rifle River in the Rifle River State Game Area. These mostly cold water tributaries are
approximately 10-15 miles in length and have average gradients of about 10 feet per mile. Most,
like Oyster and Andrews Creeks, begin as the upwelling of groundwater into a confined channel
while others, like Skunk Creek, begin as a lake outlet. Most of these tributaries contain
macroinvertebrate communities that are typical of excellent water quality and are rated as excellent
and are supported by riverine habitats that are rated in the range of good to excellent as well. The
most common restriction to the macroinvertebrate community in all of the streams surveyed was the
presence of sand sediment. Forty to 85 percent of all instream substrates were sandy sediments
that were poorly or not colonized by macroinvertebrates.
Prior Creek (Station 18, Figure 4) is another small, cold water stream that confluences with the
Rifle River just south of the Rifle River State Game Area. The perennial portion of the channel is
approximately 10 miles long with an average gradient of about 26 feet per mile; however, the
stream channel is more than 90 percent
sand by estimate. Bank vegetation and
other streamside characteristics strongly
suggest that stream flows are extremely
stable and that high water events are not
frequent or severe. As such, the stability
of the stream may actually impede the
flushing capabilities that would normally
move sediment downstream and laterally
during bank full and bank exceeding flow
events. Small amounts of LWD and bank
vegetation was, however, sufficient to
support a macroinvertebrate community
that was rated as excellent with an overall
Figure 4. Station 18 on Prior Creek.
riverine habitat that was rated as good.
Klacking Creek begins in Section 34 of Klacking Township and flows eastward eight miles to its
confluence with the Rifle River in Section 4, Churchill Township, Ogemaw County. The stream has
an average gradient of nearly 24 feet per mile. Station 19 was located immediately downstream
from the confluence of Little Klacking Creek where the stream channel was almost entirely sand.
Small diameter LWD was common in the channel; however, sand was deposited on top of the
larger pieces of wood, suggesting that the sand is not stable but constantly moving as bedload.
Station 20 (downstream) was in a portion of the stream where flow velocities were high producing
substantial cobble and gravel deposits. The macroinvertebrate community was typical of excellent
water quality at both sites on Klacking Creek. Densities were somewhat low at Station 19 where
sand deposits had likely reduced the quantity of colonizable substrates; however, the overall
riverine habitat ratings for both sites ranged from good to excellent.
The perennial portion of Shepherds Creek is formed by the confluence of the North and South
Branches of Shepherd Creek in Section 8, Churchill Township. The stream then flows easterly
about 1.5 miles with an average gradient of 10 feet per mile before joining the Rifle River in Section
16. Station 21 was located approximately 750 feet downstream from the confluence of the north
and south branch tributaries and also downstream from a cattle pasture where animal access to the
stream appeared to be unrestricted. The stream channel contained modest but sufficient amounts
of cobbles and gravel with some LWD to support more of a macroinvertebrate community than was
found. Overall insect densities were very low and dominated by taxonomic groups that are
relatively common in poor water quality and frequent disturbance. The overall macroinvertebrate
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community was rated as acceptable and was supported by an overall riverine habitat that was rated
as good (almost excellent). It is likely that large portions of the watershed immediately upstream
from Station 21 are intermittent, which would significantly limit recolonization of the upper portions
of the perennial section of Shepherds Creek. However, there is also the potential that the
agricultural land use influence to the stream may also play some role in the limited
macroinvertebrate community seen at Station 21.
Dedrich Creek (Figure 5) begins as drainage
from Dedrich Swamp in central Churchill
Township and flows less than 3 miles to its
confluence with the Rifle River and has an
average gradient of approximately 10 feet per
mile. The water at Station 22 was stained
redish brown, likely a result of the wetland
influence upstream. Fine particulate organic
material was common in the channel and
there was a modest amount of gravel and
cobble. LWD was common near the stream;
however, most of this wood was not making
continuous contact with the wetted portion of
the channel. The overall riverine habitat was
Figure 5. Station 22 on Dedrich Creek.
rated as excellent and supported a
macroinvertebrate community that was rated as acceptable although dominated by Amphipods and
Chironomids, groups that are common in degraded or streams that experience frequent periods of
disturbance. In the case of Dedrich Creek, their dominant numbers may reflect the influence of
Dedrich Swamp and not a loss in water quality in the stream.
The perennial portion of Mansfield Creek begins in Section 15, Clayton Township, Arenac County,
and flows nearly 8 miles to its confluence with the Rifle River in Moffatt Township, and has an
average gradient of approximately 10 feet per mile. Spring Creek, a small, cold water tributary to
Mansfield Creek begins in Section 3 and flows to its confluence in Section 4, all in
Clayton Township, with a slope of less than 5 feet per mile. Station 23 on Spring Creek was
located in an active oil and gas field. Soils in the immediate watershed area were dominated by
sand, which was often without vegetative cover. Sand was also the dominated substrate particle in
the creek channel itself, which was nearly void of LWD. The sampling location was upstream of a
2-track drive that was poorly engineered and was an obvious source of sand sediment to the
stream at that location. The stream habitat contained a modest quantity of gravel and cobbles that
were somewhat poorly colonized macroinvertebrates. The taxonomic groups present were a mix of
good water quality indicators and some taxa that are somewhat indicative of limited or poor habitat.
The overall macroinvertebrate community score was rated as acceptable and supported by riverine
habitat that was rated as good.
Station 24 on Mansifield Creek was approximately 800 feet upstream from the creek’s confluence
with the Rifle River. The creek at this location was partially blocked by debris near a washed-out
bridge crossing at Grace Ann Trail, altering the natural flow characteristics of the creek for several
hundred feet upstream. Trees along the riparian edge were absent and replaced by tall, dense
grass (Figure 6). Similar to Station 23, Station 24 contained modest amounts of cobbles and gravel
with occasional LWD jams that provided sufficient substrates for taxonomic groups that are
considered to be typical of good water quality. The macroinvertebrate community was rated
excellent and supported by an overall riverine habitat that was rated as good.
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The Big Creek watershed is located within the
Rifle River watershed, but is not tributary to the
Rifle River itself. Big Creek begins in Section 12
of Clayton Township, and flows nearly 22 miles
southeast to its confluence with Lake Huron in
Section 33 of AuGres Township, Arenac County.
The upper river channel, upstream to
approximately Walker Road, is relatively unaltered
with an average gradient of approximately
13.5 feet per mile while the lower half has been
heavily modified (channelized and straightened)
with an average gradient of nearly 5 feet per mile.
In addition, the lower portion of the river receives
drainage from both the AuGres swamp and the
Duck Lake swamp, all located within the
Tittabawassee River State Forest.

Figure 6. Station 24 on Mansfield Creek.

Station 25 was located in the upper half of the watershed where the channel substrates were
dominated by sand covered with a thin layer of fine particulate organic material, suggesting that the
relatively low flow velocities were rarely
changed by high water events. LWD was
common in the channel (Figure 7), but
weakly colonized by macroinvertebrates.
Station 26 was in a heavily modified portion
of Big Creek. Sand was again the dominant
substrate material; however, a few very
small riffle areas had formed and were
moderately well colonized by
macroinvertebrates. Overall insect
densities were very low but somewhat
typical of good water quality.
Station 27 was located in the lower portions
of Big Creek’s continuum. The creek’s
riparian corridor is well protected by trees
and shrubs; however, there was very little LWD or other forms of stable substrate material in the
creek channel other than aquatic macrophytes. Macroinvertebrate densities, except for Amphipods
and Isopods, were very low and typical of streams that are exposed to frequent disturbance, poor
habitat, or both.
Figure 7. Station 25 on Big Creek.

The overall macroinvertebrate community at Station 25 was rated excellent and was supported by
an overall riverine habitat that was rated good. Both Stations 26 and 27 had overall
macroinvertebrate communities that were rated acceptable, but habitat was rated marginal
(moderately impaired) at both sites. The low habitat ratings reflect a combination of poor channel
substrate conditions and poor channel form, which are both heavily influenced by their respective
altered channels. However, the poor substrates at Station 27 may also reflect the additional
influence of its low channel gradient characteristics combined with a significant influence from
drainage received from the two large wetland areas. As such, the Procedure 51 macroinvertebrate
community score of -2 may underrate the water quality of the lower portion of the Big Creek
watershed.
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Saverine Creek (Station 28) confluences with the Rifle River near the Rifle River’s confluence with
Lake Huron in Arenac County. The perennial portion of the creek is contained within Sections 22
and 23 of Arenac Township and almost all of the watershed has been highly modified. Substrates
at Station 28 were dominated by gravel and a small amount of cobble; however, Station 28
contained no other appreciable amount of woody debris or vegetative cover as habitat. The
macroinvertebrate community was, however, relatively diverse with an overall rating of excellent
and supported by a riverine habitat that was rated as good.
NPS MONITORING
Two stations were identified (Kohlhepp, 2005) as strong candidates for NPS monitoring, as both of
these sites had sand traps installed in 2005. These sites included:
1. Gamble Creek near Rose City Road (44.42153; -84.02804).
2. West Branch Rifle River at Peach Lake Road (44.24809; -84.16565).
Visual observations of the Gamble Creek revealed excellent habitat containing trout and healthy
densities of macroinvertebrates upstream and downstream of the sand trap in question. Upstream
and downstream habitats, however, were not similar enough to attempt a quantitative sampling
technique. Quantitative macroinvertebrate samples were attempted using a Surber sampling
device in the West Branch Rifle River at Peach Lake Road; however, the results (unpublished data)
were inconclusive with regard to any cause and effect related to the function of the sand trap
present at this location.
ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT UNITS
Silver Creek is currently listed as a Category 3 in the ADB database in the Rifle River watershed as
requiring additional information. The stream was rated fair in 1994, but was noted as having
potential impairment due to excessive sedimentation, possibly related to complications from runoff
from the community of Skidway in Mills Township, Ogemaw County. This site was visually and
qualitatively assessed at several locations along the stream’s continuum on June 22, 2009.
Selective sampling of LWD in the stream channel revealed mayflies, stoneflies, and caddis flies,
suggesting that water quality standards are being met. Sand sediment was still the dominant
substrate particle in the area; however, not in quantities that were exceptional given the intrinsic
characteristics of the watershed.
CONCLUSION
All of the streams surveyed in the Rifle River watershed contained macroinvertebrate communities
that were consistent with good to excellent water quality, and none failed to meet the respective
other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife designated uses. Potential impacts to the biological
component of the streams surveyed appear to be associated with the quality of instream habitat(s)
as there was no obvious source of contamination outside of sand sediment. Several sampling
stations were located very close to the intermittent portion of a respective watershed (i.e.,
Station 21) or received a significant amount of drainage from wetland (swamp) areas, which may
partially or completely explain lower than expected macroinvertebrate community scores. However,
there was no direct evidence of an organic or conventional pollutant with the data collected.
The probabilistic estimation of the lower limit of the 95 percent confidence interval was 90 percent
with a confidence interval of 5 percent meaning that statistically, we are 95 percent confident that
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the portion of the watershed meeting the other indigenous aquatic life and wildlife designated uses
is no less than 90 percent.
Field Work By:

Jeff Cooper, Senior Biologist
Kevin Goodwin, Senior Biologist
Daniel Rockafellow, Senior Biologist
Surface Water Assessment Section
Water Resources Division
Seth Wright, Aquatic Biologist
Jamie Van Duzen, Aquatic Biologist
Great Lakes Environmental Center
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Jeff Cooper, Senior Aquatic Biologist
Surface Water Assessment Section
Water Resources Division
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Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results for the Rifle River Watershed, June 10-23, 2009.
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
two-track off Weir Road end of Miller Road
M-55
6/22/2009
6/22/2009
6/16/2009
TAXA
STATION 1
STATION 2
STATION 3
PORIFERA (sponges)
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Hirudinea (leeches)
Oligochaeta (worms)
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Arachnoidea
Hydracarina
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetiscidae
Baetidae
Caenidae
Ephemerellidae
Ephemeridae
Heptageniidae
Isonychiidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Cordulegastridae
Gomphidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Plecoptera (stoneflies)
Perlidae
Perlodidae
Pteronarcyidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Corixidae
Gerridae
Mesoveliidae
Pleidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Sialidae (alder flies)
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Glossosomatidae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Polycentropodidae
Uenoidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Dryopidae
Elmidae
Diptera (flies)
Athericidae
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Ephydridae
Simuliidae
Tabanidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Ancylidae (limpets)
Hydrobiidae
Physidae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Rifle River
Greenwood Road
6/16/2009
STATION 4

1
1
11

24

24

3

3
1

1

17

12
1
11

23

8

1

1

1
36
3
5

2
9
9
30

1
51

1
13

56

2

13
3

25
1

13
1
7
2

4

14

12

1

1
1
1

3

1
1

1
3

1

15

7
1

1
2
1
1
1

1

60

66

8
50

11
26

12
6
7

40
4
1
12

22

1
41

32
1
7
42
1
2
3
7
1
4

395
1
8

5
6
9

1

1
1
63
50
1
1

1
33
1
23

2

4

4
1
34

17

5

2

1

1

1

1
3
11

1

20

9

2

403

442

326

518
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Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation for the Rifle River Watershed, June 10-23, 2009
Rifle River
Rifle River
Rifle River
M-55
two-track off Weir Road end of Miller Road
6/22/2009
6/22/2009
6/16/2009
STATION 1
STATION 2
STATION 3
METRIC
Value
Score
Value
Score
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

32
5
6
2
11.66
35.48
15.63
4.71
0.74

1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
7
EXCELLENT

35
6
7
2
14.93
36.20
14.93
5.88
3.62

1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
7
EXCELLENT
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30
5
10
1
41.10
30.67
17.18
0.00
0.31

Rifle River
Greenwood Road
6/16/2009
STATION 4
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

25
6
6
2
7.53
81.85
76.25
0.19
1.54

0
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1

9
EXCELLENT

4
ACCEPT.

Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results (Continued)
Rifle River
Rifle River
Forest Lake Drive
River Road
6/16/2009
6/15/2009
TAXA
STATION 5
STATION 6
PLATYHELMINTHES (flatworms)
Turbellaria
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Oligochaeta (worms)
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Arachnoidea
Hydracarina
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetiscidae
Baetidae
Caenidae
Ephemerellidae
Ephemeridae
Heptageniidae
Isonychiidae
Tricorythidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Aeshnidae
Gomphidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Coenagrionidae
Plecoptera (stoneflies)
Nemouridae
Perlidae
Perlodidae
Pteronarcyidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Belostomatidae
Corixidae
Gerridae
Pleidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Glossosomatidae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Polycentropodidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Dytiscidae (total)
Gyrinidae (adults)
Haliplidae (adults)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Psephenidae (adults)
Elmidae
Diptera (flies)
Athericidae
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Simuliidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Hydrobiidae
Physidae
Pleuroceridae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Rifle River
Hickory Island Road
6/15/2009
STATION 7

Rifle River
Stover Road
6/15/2009
STATION 8

1
6

7

12

9

56
1
2

1

1

5

1

1

1
16
11
18

142
3
19

32
1

1

1
4

1

6
1
4

1
61
2
13
1
22
1
17

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
3

1

94
2
30
26
2
7

14
1
1

6

4
4

33

1

1

2

3

7

16
1

1

1

1
2
1

1
26
1
33
13
1
1
28
5
1

21

20

42

4
3
3

18
3
2

2
4

33
3
1

27
3
1

1
1

1

1
2

2

7

2

17
1
2

49
4

1

3
1
20
2

5

1
3

3
31
3
1

25
4

9

1

4
5

5

1

2

1

320

304

293

360
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Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation (Continued).
Rifle River
Forest Lake Drive
6/16/2009
STATION 5
METRIC
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

36
6
9
3
24.69
34.06
17.50
3.44
2.19

Rifle River
River Road
6/15/2009
STATION 6
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
8

EXCELLENT

33
6
7
2
57.57
22.37
46.71
0.00
3.95

Rifle River
Hickory Island Road
6/15/2009
STATION 7
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
1
0
-1
1
1
6

EXCELLENT
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34
8
7
3
40.27
25.26
20.82
3.07
6.14

Rifle River
Stover Road
6/15/2009
STATION 8
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

32
6
5
2
44.72
28.06
26.11
0.56
1.67

1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
1
1

8
EXCELLENT

7
EXCELLENT

Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results (Continued).
Rifle Creek
Rifle Creek
State Road
Dam Road
6/23/2009
6/22/2009
TAXA
STATION 9
STATION 10
PORIFERA (sponges)
BRYOZOA (moss animals)
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Hirudinea (leeches)
Oligochaeta (worms)
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Arachnoidea
Hydracarina
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetidae
Caenidae
Ephemerellidae
Ephemeridae
Heptageniidae
Isonychiidae
Tricorythidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Aeshnidae
Cordulegastridae
Corduliidae
Gomphidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Plecoptera (stoneflies)
Nemouridae
Perlidae
Perlodidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Corixidae
Gerridae
Veliidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Neuroptera (spongilla flies)
Sisyridae
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Glossosomatidae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Philopotamidae
Polycentropodidae
Uenoidae
Lepidoptera (moths)
Pyralidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Psephenidae (adults)
Elmidae
Psephenidae (larvae)
Diptera (flies)
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Dixidae
Ephydridae
Simuliidae
Tabanidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Hydrobiidae
Lymnaeidae
Physidae
Planorbidae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

West Branch Rifle River
M-33
6/16/2009
STATION 11

Ogemaw Creek
2nd Street
6/23/2009
STATION 12

1
1
1
13

4

11

5

19
1
93

8
1
9

3

18

15

40

1

2

1

1

5
6
3
7
8

29
2
7
21
8
1

34

69

10

5

9
1

4

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
2

8

11

1

1

3
1

2
3

1

3
3

1
1

1
1
1

97

1
12

28
38
2

12
41

9

34

8
5
1
1
5

7
9
9

13
1

11

14

1

6

18

1
1
4
7

1
74
1

1
1

2

14
1

38

16
2
1

26

1
50
1
1
5

23

64

6
1
2

8

4
3
15

3

1
1

29

21

3

1

313

318

332

387
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Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation (Continued).
Rifle Creek
State Road
6/23/2009
STATION 9
METRIC
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

39
6
8
2
7.75
22.74
24.03
26.87
2.33

Rifle Creek
Dam Road
6/22/2009
STATION 10
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
-1
1
4

ACCEPT.

34
6
7
1
21.73
29.71
13.10
9.90
0.32

West Branch Rifle River
M-33
6/16/2009
STATION 11
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
8

EXCELLENT
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30
4
5
1
16.98
38.05
30.50
5.66
1.89

1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

Ogemaw Creek
2nd Street
6/23/2009
STATION 12
Value
Score
28
3
6
2
23.49
24.70
20.78
12.65
0.90

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
-1
1

6
EXCELLENT

4
ACCEPT.

Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results (Continued).
Andrews Creek
Oyster Creek
McKellar Road
Oyster Road
6/22/2009
6/16/2009
TAXA
STATION 13
STATION 14
PLATYHELMINTHES (flatworms)
Turbellaria
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Hirudinea (leeches)
Oligochaeta (worms)
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Arachnoidea
Hydracarina
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetidae
Caenidae
Ephemerellidae
Ephemeridae
Heptageniidae
Leptophlebiidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Aeshnidae
Cordulegastridae
Gomphidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Coenagrionidae
Plecoptera (stoneflies)
Leuctridae
Nemouridae
Perlidae
Perlodidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Gerridae
Mesoveliidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Philopotamidae
Polycentropodidae
Rhyacophilidae
Uenoidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Gyrinidae (adults)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Dryopidae
Elmidae
Diptera (flies)
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Dixidae
Simuliidae
Tabanidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Physidae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Pisidiidae
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Oyster Creek
Weir Road
6/16/2009
STATION 15

Wilkins Creek
Townline Road
6/10/2009
STATION 16

11

1

43

1
7

1

14

16
1

6
2

11

1

2

3

6

32

14

3
1
3

1
1

105
12
31
1
16

113
9
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

16

1
12

1
2
2

2
1

2
1

1

1

1
1
16
32

24
51

6
1
10
7

68
44
16

1
4
15

9
10

9
1
66
5
16
1

7
5
3

4

2

1
2
5

1
1

1
1

25

19

1
27

3
20

32

4
1
6

90

13

1

1

14

2

1

21

8

2
10

332

330

327

433
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6
1
119
1
29
1

Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation (Continued).
Andrews Creek
McKellar Road
6/22/2009
STATION 13
METRIC
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

29
4
6
3
11.75
53.92
20.48
0.30
0.60

Oyster Creek
Oyster Road
6/16/2009
STATION 14
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1

25
1
6
1
4.24
30.00
27.27
4.55
0.91

1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

7
EXCELLENT

Oyster Creek
Weir Road
6/16/2009
STATION 15
Value
Score

5
EXCELLENT
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32
5
8
2
50.46
15.90
32.11
0.61
0.92

Wilkins Creek
Townline Road
6/10/2009
STATION 16
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

26
4
7
3
28.64
23.79
27.48
0.46
0.00

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

7
EXCELLENT

7
EXCELLENT

Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results (Continued).
Skunk Creek
Prior Creek
two-track off Weir Road
Sage Lake Road
6/23/2009
6/10/2009
TAXA
STATION 17
STATION 18
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Oligochaeta (worms)
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Arachnoidea
Hydracarina
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetidae
Ephemerellidae
Ephemeridae
Heptageniidae
Leptophlebiidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Aeshnidae
Cordulegastridae
Corduliidae
Gomphidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Plecoptera (stoneflies)
Nemouridae
Perlidae
Perlodidae
Pteronarcyidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Gerridae
Veliidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Sialidae (alder flies)
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Glossosomatidae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Molannidae
Philopotamidae
Polycentropodidae
Rhyacophilidae
Uenoidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Elmidae
Diptera (flies)
Athericidae
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Dixidae
Ephydridae
Simuliidae
Stratiomyidae
Tabanidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Lymnaeidae
Physidae
Planorbidae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Klacking Creek
Campbell Road
6/10/2009
STATION 19

Klacking Creek
Morrison Rd
6/10/2009
STATION 20

2

6

4

9

11
1
6

37

16

37

3

7

1

2

2

2

18

119
12

43
25

8

1

13
16
1
1
1

4
11

1

1

4
1
2
5
2

1

1
1
2
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

3

38
1

24
14

25
4
7

6
17
19

44
1
47

10

41
1
3

52

1
1

1
2

1
4

7

1

4

8
3
5
27

1
5
1
2

6

1
1
9
1
6

1

3
56

1
78

16

8

1
1
1

2
16
1
1
1

1
80
1

1

1
1
22

2

12

1
1

4

1
1

1
1

27

1

2

245

342

290

1
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375

Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation (Continued).
Skunk Creek
two-track off Weir Rd.
6/23/2009
STATION 17
METRIC
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

31
2
9
1
10.61
24.90
22.86
3.27
0.41

1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
5
EXCELLENT

Prior Creek
Sage Lake Road
6/10/2009
STATION 18
Value
Score
31
3
7
4
38.60
14.91
34.80
1.17
0.88

Klacking Creek
Campbell Road
6/10/2006
STATION 19
Value
Score
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
6

EXCELLENT
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36
5
10
2
11.03
44.14
27.59
3.10
1.03

Klacking Creek
Morrison Rd
6/10/2009
STATION 20
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
7

EXCELLENT

28
4
9
3
22.13
49.60
13.87
0.27
0.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
EXCELLENT

Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results (Continued).
Shepards Creek
Dedrich Creek
Bedtelyon Road
Gerald Miller Road
6/10/2009
6/22/2009
TAXA
STATION 21
STATION 22
PLATYHELMINTHES (flatworms)
Turbellaria
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Oligochaeta (worms)
Hirudinea
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Arachnoidea
Hydracarina
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetidae
Caenidae
Ephemerellidae
Heptageniidae
Tricorythidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Aeshnidae
Cordulegastridae
Corduliidae
Gomphidae
Libellulidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Plecoptera
Nemouridae
Perlidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Gerridae
Mesoveliidae
Pleidae
Veliidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Sialidae (alder flies)
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Glossosomatidae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Molannidae
Philopotamidae
Phryganeidae
Uenoidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Dryopidae
Elmidae
Diptera (flies)
Athericidae
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Dixidae
Ptychopteridae
Simuliidae
Stratiomyidae
Tabanidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Ancylidae (limpets)
Lymnaeidae
Physidae
Planorbidae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Spring Creek
LaGrant Road
6/16/2009
STATION 23

Mansfield Creek
end of Grace Ann Trail
6/23/2009
STATION 24

1
1

5

13
1

31
1
56

5

68
8
10

124

1

1

2
4

36

20

1

12
31
2
1

4

1

7
1

2
5
7
1
1

1
2

1

1

3
3

2
1
2

1

1

4
1
2
1
1

1
2

3
1
1
1
13
1
1
2
12

15

44
2
9
37
3
5
3
2

47

2

2
1
3

4

1
2
4

1
13

1
101

1
58

10
1
2
1

1

2
12
3

3
1

2

2
2

1
8
7
18

20
1
1

1
1
68

7
1
1

1
1
1

4
1
1

48

247

280
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1

1
1
5

Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation (Continued).
Shepards Creek
Bedtelyon Road
6/10/2009
STATION 21
METRIC
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

26
1
5
0
2.02
8.50
40.89
24.70
1.21

Dedrich Creek
Gerald Miller Road
6/22/2009
STATION 22
Value
Score
1
0
1
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
1

35
3
10
0
3.57
13.21
24.29
3.93
2.14

Spring Creek
LaGrant Road
6/16/2009
STATION 1
Value
Score

1
0
1
-1
0
0
0
1
1

28
1
6
0
11.25
30.00
38.75
7.19
0.94

Mansfield Creek
end of Grace Ann Trail
6/23/2009
STATION 2
Value
Score
1
0
1
-1
-1
1
-1
0
1

-1

3

1

ACCEPT.

ACCEPT.

ACCEPT.
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33
4
9
2
16.08
37.41
23.78
0.70
0.70

1
1
1
1
0
1
-1
1
1
6
EXCELLENT

Table 2A. Qualitative macroinvertebrate sampling results (Continued).
Big Creek
Big Creek
Hull Road
Crawford Road
6/16/2009
6/23/2009
TAXA
STATION 25
STATION 26
ANNELIDA (segmented worms)
Hirudinea (leeches)
Oligochaeta (worms)
ARTHROPODA
Crustacea
Amphipoda (scuds)
Decapoda (crayfish)
Isopoda (sowbugs)
Insecta
Ephemeroptera (mayflies)
Baetidae
Caenidae
Ephemerellidae
Heptageniidae
Odonata
Anisoptera (dragonflies)
Aeshnidae
Calopterygidae
Cordulegastridae
Gomphidae
Zygoptera (damselflies)
Calopterygidae
Coenagrionidae
Plecoptera (stoneflies)
Nemouridae
Perlidae
Perlodidae
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Corixidae
Gerridae
Pleidae
Veliidae
Megaloptera
Corydalidae (dobson flies)
Sialidae
Trichoptera (caddisflies)
Brachycentridae
Glossosomatidae
Helicopsychidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Lepidostomatidae
Leptoceridae
Limnephilidae
Molannidae
Polycentropodidae
Psychomyiidae
Uenoidae
Coleoptera (beetles)
Dytiscidae (total)
Gyrinidae (adults)
Haliplidae (adults)
Hydrophilidae (total)
Psephenidae (adults)
Dryopidae
Elmidae
Diptera (flies)
Athericidae
Ceratopogonidae
Chironomidae
Dixidae
Ephydridae
Ptychopteridae
Simuliidae
Stratiomyidae
Tabanidae
Tipulidae
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda (snails)
Physidae
Planorbidae
Pleuroceridae
Pelecypoda (bivalves)
Sphaeriidae (clams)
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

1
3

3
1

5

1

Big Creek Drain
Manor Road
6/15/2009
STATION 27

Saverine Creek
Conrad Rd (@ End of Rd)
6/15/2009
STATION 28

13

1
1

1
5

79
3
15

64
1
101

50
1
17

9
5
6
5

1
26

11

1

4

1

1

1
1

8

1

1
1

1
1

2

2
1

1
2

1
4

9
1

1
1

1
1
1
2

1
78
25
32
10

49
1
30
16
3

7

20

1

25
10
2

7
2
1
1

1

2
40

2
2

2

1
5

1

1
5

25

1
1

2
1

1
4
1
31

2
7

54

2
24
1

28

2
4
3
1

4
2

1
1
3

8

8
1
1

1

1

3
1
1

1
3

42

8

33

27

273

335

282

320
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Table 2B. Macroinvertebrate metric evaluation (Continued).
Big Creek
Hull Road
6/16/2009
STATION 25
METRIC
Value
Score
TOTAL NUMBER OF TAXA
NUMBER OF MAYFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF CADDISFLY TAXA
NUMBER OF STONEFLY TAXA
PERCENT MAYFLY COMP.
PERCENT CADDISFLY COMP.
PERCENT DOMINANT TAXON
PERCENT ISOPOD, SNAIL, LEECH
PERCENT SURF. AIR BREATHERS
TOTAL SCORE
MACROINV. COMMUNITY RATING

31
2
6
1
2.20
54.21
28.57
2.93
6.23

Big Creek
Crawford Road
6/23/2009
STATION 26
Value
Score
1
0
1
1
-1
1
0
1
1

34
4
10
1
7.46
33.43
23.58
6.87
1.49

Big Creek Drain
Manor Road
6/15/2009
STATION 27
Value
Score
1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
0
1

5
EXCELLENT

29
2
2
2
9.57
2.84
35.82
37.94
4.61

Saverine Creek
Conrad Road (At End of Road)
6/15/2009
STATION 28
Value
Score
0
0
0
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1

4

-2

ACCEPT.

ACCEPT.
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32
2
7
2
3.75
31.25
16.88
6.88
1.88

1
1
1
1
-1
1
0
0
1
5
EXCELLENT

Table 3. Habitat evaluation for the Rifle River, June 10-23, 2009.

HABITAT METRIC
Substrate and Instream Cover
Epifaunal Substrate/ Avail Cover (20)
Embeddedness (20)*
Velocity/Depth Regime (20)*
Pool Substrate Characterization (20)**
Pool Variability (20)**
Channel Morphology
Sediment Deposition (20)
Flow Status - Maint. Flow Volume (10)
Flow Status - Flashiness (10)
Channel Alteration (20)
Frequency of Riffles/Bends (20)*
Channel Sinuosity (20)**
Riparian and Bank Structure
Bank Stability (L) (10)
Bank Stability (R) (10)
Vegetative Protection (L) (10)
Vegetative Protection (R) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (L) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (R) (10)
TOTAL SCORE (200):

HABITAT RATING:

Rifle River
two-track off Weir Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 1
11
10
15

Rifle River
end of Miller Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 2

Rifle River
M-55
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 3

7
11
11

Rifle River
Greenwood Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 4

16
16
10

3

Rifle River
Forest Lake Drive
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 5
15
11
15

6
8
14
9
9
19
7

14
9
8
17
8

16
9
9
18
17

7
9
8
16

13
9
9
18
16

6
9
9
9
9
3
9

10
7
10
8
10
2

9
8
3
9
9
1

7
7
9
4
9
2

6
6
8
5
9
1

142

132

150

101

141

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

MARGINAL
(MODERATELY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

Note: Individual metrics may better describe conditions directly affecting the biological community while the Habitat Ratin
describes the general riverine environment at the site(s)
Date:
Weather:
Air Temperature:
Water Temperature:
Ave. Stream Width:
Ave. Stream Depth:
Surface Velocity:
Estimated Flow:
Stream Modifications:
Nuisance Plants (Y/N):
Report Number:
STORET No.:
Stream Name:
Road Crossing/Location:
County Code:
TRS:
Latitude (dd):
Longitude (dd):
Ecoregion:
Stream Type:
USGS Basin Code:

6/22/2009
Sunny
85
64
50
2
1
100
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/22/2009
Sunny
80
61
70
2
1.3
182
None
N

6/16/2009
Sunny
78
62
110
1
1.5
165
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

650130
650120
Rifle River
Rifle River
two-track off Weir Road end of Miller Road
65
65
23N03E11
23N03E34

650097
Rifle River
M-55
65
22N03E21

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/16/2009
Sunny
68
62
120
3.5
0.75
315
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

650126
Rifle River
Greenwood Road
65
21N03E28

6/16/2009
Sunny
80
62
80
3
0.8
192
None
N

60148
Rifle River
Forest Lake Drive
06
20N04E18

44.39331
-84.03779
SMNITP
Warmwater

44.33307
-84.0658
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.2766
-84.07986
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.17987
-84.07351
HELP
Warmwater

44.12859
-84.04681
HELP
Coldwater

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

* Applies only to Riffle/Run stream Surveys
** Applies only to Glide/Pool stream Surveys
COMMENTS:
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Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

Table 3. Habitat evaluation (Continued).

HABITAT METRIC
Substrate and Instream Cover
Epifaunal Substrate/ Avail Cover (20)
Embeddedness (20)*
Velocity/Depth Regime (20)*
Pool Substrate Characterization (20)**
Pool Variability (20)**
Channel Morphology
Sediment Deposition (20)
Flow Status - Maint. Flow Volume (10)
Flow Status - Flashiness (10)
Channel Alteration (20)
Frequency of Riffles/Bends (20)*
Channel Sinuosity (20)**
Riparian and Bank Structure
Bank Stability (L) (10)
Bank Stability (R) (10)
Vegetative Protection (L) (10)
Vegetative Protection (R) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (L) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (R) (10)
TOTAL SCORE (200):

HABITAT RATING:

Rifle River
River Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 6

Rifle River
Hickory Island Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 7

6
10
11

Rifle River
Stover Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 8

11

5

13
11

9
9

7
9
6
16

7
9
8
16

11

10

5
5
5
5
10
7

5
5
6
6
3
3

122

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

14
8
5
18
13

Rifle Creek
State Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 9

Rifle Creek
Dam Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 10

15
15
10

7
9
16

13
9
8
15
8

11
8
5
15
6

7
7
6
6
6
9

8
8
9
9
5
4

5
5
5
5
2
5

112

114

136

104

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

MARGINAL
(MODERATELY
IMPAIRED)

Note: Individual metrics may better describe conditions directly affecting the biological community while the Habitat Ratin
describes the general riverine environment at the site(s)
Date:
Weather:
Air Temperature:
Water Temperature:
Ave. Stream Width:
Ave. Stream Depth:
Surface Velocity:
Estimated Flow:
Stream Modifications:
Nuisance Plants (Y/N):
Report Number:
STORET No.:
Stream Name:
Road Crossing/Location:
County Code:
TRS:
Latitude (dd):
Longitude (dd):
Ecoregion:
Stream Type:
USGS Basin Code:

6/15/2009
Sunny
70
60
100
2
1
200
None
N

60143
Rifle River
River Road
06
19N05E22

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/15/2009
Sunny
75 Deg. F.
Deg. F.
140 Feet
2 Feet
1 Ft./Sec.
280 CFS
None
N

60142
Rifle River
Hickory Island Road
06
19N05E25

6/15/2009
Sunny
75
60
140
2.5
1
350
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/23/2009
Sunny
78
65
30
0.75
0.8
18
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/22/2009
Sunny
80
68
14
0.75
1
10.5
None
N

60081
Rifle River
Stover Road
06
19N05E36

650122
Rifle Creek
State Road
65
22N02E16

650121
Rifle Creek
Dam Road
65
22N02E21

44.03437
-83.85424
HELP
Warmwater

44.01509
-83.82429
HELP
Warmwater

44.00436
-83.82497
HELP
Warmwater

44.29239
-84.20015
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.28101
-84.20563
SMNITP
Coldwater

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

* Applies only to Riffle/Run stream Surveys
** Applies only to Glide/Pool stream Surveys
COMMENTS:
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Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
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Table 3. Habitat evaluation (Continued).

HABITAT METRIC
Substrate and Instream Cover
Epifaunal Substrate/ Avail Cover (20)
Embeddedness (20)*
Velocity/Depth Regime (20)*
Pool Substrate Characterization (20)**
Pool Variability (20)**
Channel Morphology
Sediment Deposition (20)
Flow Status - Maint. Flow Volume (10)
Flow Status - Flashiness (10)
Channel Alteration (20)
Frequency of Riffles/Bends (20)*
Channel Sinuosity (20)**
Riparian and Bank Structure
Bank Stability (L) (10)
Bank Stability (R) (10)
Vegetative Protection (L) (10)
Vegetative Protection (R) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (L) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (R) (10)
TOTAL SCORE (200):

HABITAT RATING:

West Branch Rifle River
M-33
GLIDE/POOL
Station 11
11

Ogemaw Creek
2nd Street
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 12

Andrews Creek
McKellar Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 13

8
9
10

6

16
11

Oyster Creek
Oyster Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 14
17
19
19

6
5

11
9
6
17

13
8
5
15
8

7
9
9
18

12

Oyster Creek
Weir Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 15
7

7
3
20
9
9
19
16

13

5
9
9
18
8

8
8
9
9
8
9

6
6
5
5
1
1

9
9
9
9
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
9

9
9
10
10
10
10

144

100

129

187

124

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

EXCELLENT
(NONIMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

MARGINAL
(MODERATELY
IMPAIRED)

Note: Individual metrics may better describe conditions directly affecting the biological community while the Habitat Ratin
describes the general riverine environment at the site(s)
Date:
Weather:
Air Temperature:
Water Temperature:
Ave. Stream Width:
Ave. Stream Depth:
Surface Velocity:
Estimated Flow:
Stream Modifications:
Nuisance Plants (Y/N):
Report Number:
STORET No.:
Stream Name:
Road Crossing/Location:
County Code:
TRS:
Latitude (dd):
Longitude (dd):
Ecoregion:
Stream Type:
USGS Basin Code:

6/16/2009
Sunny
70
62
90
2
1
180
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/23/2009
Sunny
65
57
12
0.4
1.5
7.2
Relocated
N

6/22/2009
Partly Cloudy
85 Deg. F.
64 Deg. F.
6 Feet
0.5 Feet
1 Ft./Sec.
3 CFS
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/16/2009
Partly Cloudy
68 Deg. F.
64 Deg. F.
6 Feet
0.35 Feet
2 Ft./Sec.
4.2 CFS
None
N

6/16/2009
Sunny
75
63
10
0.6
0.6
3.6
None
N

650125
ranch Rifle River
M-33
65
22N02E36

650123
Ogemaw Creek
2nd Street
65
22N02E19

650101
Andrews Creek
McKellar Road
65
24N03E33

650119
Oyster Creek
Oyster Road
65
24N03E22

650118
Oyster Creek
Weir Road
65
23N03E02

44.25536
-84.1255
SMNITP
Warmwater

44.2773
-84.23729
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.43164
-84.0662
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.45019
-84.05997
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.41159
-84.03547
SMNITP
Coldwater

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

* Applies only to Riffle/Run stream Surveys
** Applies only to Glide/Pool stream Surveys
COMMENTS:
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Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

Table 3. Habitat evaluation (Continued).

HABITAT METRIC
Substrate and Instream Cover
Epifaunal Substrate/ Avail Cover (20)
Embeddedness (20)*
Velocity/Depth Regime (20)*
Pool Substrate Characterization (20)**
Pool Variability (20)**
Channel Morphology
Sediment Deposition (20)
Flow Status - Maint. Flow Volume (10)
Flow Status - Flashiness (10)
Channel Alteration (20)
Frequency of Riffles/Bends (20)*
Channel Sinuosity (20)**
Riparian and Bank Structure
Bank Stability (L) (10)
Bank Stability (R) (10)
Vegetative Protection (L) (10)
Vegetative Protection (R) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (L) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (R) (10)
TOTAL SCORE (200):

HABITAT RATING:

Wilkins Creek
Townline Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 16

Skunk Creek
two-track off Weir Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 17

10

Prior Creek
Sage Lake Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 18

7
7
11

12
15
11
10
10
18

6
9
10
20
5

12

Klacking Creek
Campbell Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 19

Klacking Creek
Morrison Rd
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 20

9

7

18
12
13

9
10

8
13

6
9
9
18

11
9
9
18

10

11

18
9
9
17
18

10
10
10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9
10
10

9
9
10
10
10
10

9
9
10
10
5
8

9
9
6
10
2
9

158

131

138

137

159

EXCELLENT
(NONIMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

EXCELLENT
(NONIMPAIRED)

Note: Individual metrics may better describe conditions directly affecting the biological community while the Habitat Ratin
describes the general riverine environment at the site(s)
Date:
Weather:
Air Temperature:
Water Temperature:
Ave. Stream Width:
Ave. Stream Depth:
Surface Velocity:
Estimated Flow:
Stream Modifications:
Nuisance Plants (Y/N):
Report Number:
STORET No.:
Stream Name:
Road Crossing/Location:
County Code:
TRS:
Latitude (dd):
Longitude (dd):
Ecoregion:
Stream Type:
USGS Basin Code:

6/10/2009
Sunny
60
51
16
1.5
2
48
None
N

650108
Wilkins Creek
Townline Road
65
23N02E12

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/23/2009
Sunny
85 Deg. F.
Deg. F.
7 Feet
0.5 Feet
0.5 Ft./Sec.
1.75 CFS
None
N

6/10/2009
Partly Cloudy
60 Deg. F.
56 Deg. F.
25 Feet
1.5 Feet
1.5 Ft./Sec.
56.25 CFS
None
N

650124
650127
Skunk Creek
Prior Creek
two-track off Weir Road Sage Lake Road
65
65
23N03E14
23N03E21

6/10/2009
Sunny
55
49
12
2.5
1
30
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/10/2009
Partly Cloudy
62 Deg. F.
57 Deg. F.
12 Feet
1 Feet
2.5 Ft./Sec.
30 CFS
None
N

650128
Klacking Creek
Campbell Road
65
22N02E02

650070
Klacking Creek
Morrison Rd
65
22N03E06

44.40348
-84.12646
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.38926
-84.03378
SMNITP
Warmwater

44.36342
-84.08176
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.33484
-84.14673
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.32798
-84.10402
SMNITP
Coldwater

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

* Applies only to Riffle/Run stream Surveys
** Applies only to Glide/Pool stream Surveys
COMMENTS:
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Table 3. Habitat evaluation (Continued).

HABITAT METRIC
Substrate and Instream Cover
Epifaunal Substrate/ Avail Cover (20)
Embeddedness (20)*
Velocity/Depth Regime (20)*
Pool Substrate Characterization (20)**
Pool Variability (20)**
Channel Morphology
Sediment Deposition (20)
Flow Status - Maint. Flow Volume (10)
Flow Status - Flashiness (10)
Channel Alteration (20)
Frequency of Riffles/Bends (20)*
Channel Sinuosity (20)**
Riparian and Bank Structure
Bank Stability (L) (10)
Bank Stability (R) (10)
Vegetative Protection (L) (10)
Vegetative Protection (R) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (L) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (R) (10)
TOTAL SCORE (200):

HABITAT RATING:

Shepards Creek
Bedtelyon Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 21
14
13
14

Dedrich Creek
Gerald Miller Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 22

Spring Creek
LaGrant Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 23

15
15
15

Mansfield Creek
end of Grace Ann Trail
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 24

9
13
10

8
7
15

Big Creek
Hull Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 25
7

6
2
11
7
8
16
13

13
9
9
20
11

11
9
9
18
6

6
9
8
17
5

4
9
9
16
7

9
9
9
9
10
4

10
10
10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9
6
4

9
9
8
8
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

146

167

131

129

120

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

EXCELLENT
(NONIMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

Note: Individual metrics may better describe conditions directly affecting the biological community while the Habitat Ratin
describes the general riverine environment at the site(s)
Date:
Weather:
Air Temperature:
Water Temperature:
Ave. Stream Width:
Ave. Stream Depth:
Surface Velocity:
Estimated Flow:
Stream Modifications:
Nuisance Plants (Y/N):
Report Number:
STORET No.:
Stream Name:
Road Crossing/Location:
County Code:
TRS:
Latitude (dd):
Longitude (dd):
Ecoregion:
Stream Type:
USGS Basin Code:

6/10/2009
Partly Cloudy
63 Deg. F.
58 Deg. F.
10 Feet
0.5 Feet
0.75 Ft./Sec.
3.75 CFS
None
N

650129
Shepards Creek
Bedtelyon Road
65
22N03E09

6/22/2009
Sunny
75
63
12
0.75
0.75
6.75
None
N

6/16/2009
Sunny
62
57
8
0.3
1.2
2.88
None
Y

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

650102
Dedrich Creek
Gerald Miller Road
65
22N03E22

60145
Spring Creek
LaGrant Road
06
20N04E04

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/23/2009
Sunny
60
60
15
1
1.7
25.5
None
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

60147
Mansfield Creek
end of Grace Ann Trail
06
20N03E01

6/16/2009
Sunny
78
60
7
0.5
0.5
1.75
None
N

60149
Big Creek
Hull Road
06
20N05E08

44.30739
-84.0847
SMNITP
Warmwater

44.28526
-84.0649
SMNITP
Coldwater

44.16022
-84.00158
HELP
Coldwater

44.15721
-84.05375
HELP
Coldwater

44.14709
-83.908
SMNITP
Coldwater

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

4080101

* Applies only to Riffle/Run stream Surveys
** Applies only to Glide/Pool stream Surveys
COMMENTS:
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Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

Table 3. Habitat evaluation (Continued).

HABITAT METRIC
Substrate and Instream Cover
Epifaunal Substrate/ Avail Cover (20)
Embeddedness (20)*
Velocity/Depth Regime (20)*
Pool Substrate Characterization (20)**
Pool Variability (20)**
Channel Morphology
Sediment Deposition (20)
Flow Status - Maint. Flow Volume (10)
Flow Status - Flashiness (10)
Channel Alteration (20)
Frequency of Riffles/Bends (20)*
Channel Sinuosity (20)**
Riparian and Bank Structure
Bank Stability (L) (10)
Bank Stability (R) (10)
Vegetative Protection (L) (10)
Vegetative Protection (R) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (L) (10)
Riparian Veg. Zone Width (R) (10)
TOTAL SCORE (200):

HABITAT RATING:

Big Creek
Crawford Road
RIFFLE/RUN
Station 26

Big Creek Drain
Manor Road
GLIDE/POOL
Station 27

2
8
8

Saverine Creek
Conrad Road (At End of Road)
GLIDE/POOL
Station 28

4

13

5
8

19
5

6
9
6
8

15
8
5
11

1

3

8
8
4
4
7
10

7
7
7
7
1
8

7
7
6
6
9
4

88

84

118

5
8
3
10
3

MARGINAL
(MODERATELY
IMPAIRED)

MARGINAL
(MODERATELY
IMPAIRED)

GOOD
(SLIGHTLY
IMPAIRED)

Note: Individual metrics may better describe conditions directly affecting the biological community while the Habitat Rating
describes the general riverine environment at the site(s).
Date:
Weather:
Air Temperature:
Water Temperature:
Ave. Stream Width:
Ave. Stream Depth:
Surface Velocity:
Estimated Flow:
Stream Modifications:
Nuisance Plants (Y/N):
Report Number:
STORET No.:
Stream Name:
Road Crossing/Location:
County Code:
TRS:
Latitude (dd):
Longitude (dd):
Ecoregion:
Stream Type:
USGS Basin Code:

6/23/2009
Sunny
78
68
18
1
0.8
14.4
Dredged
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/15/2009
Sunny
72
60
30
2
0.5
30
Dredged
N

Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

6/15/2009
Sunny
70
60
8
0.75
1.2
7.2
Relocated
N

60146
Big Creek
Crawford Road
06
19N06E05

60144
Big Creek Drain
Manor Road
06
19N06E21

44.07807
-83.78645
HELP
Warmwater

44.02674
-83.75648
HELP
Warmwater

44.02596
-83.83369
HELP
Warmwater

4080101

4080101

4080101

* Applies only to Riffle/Run stream Surveys
** Applies only to Glide/Pool stream Surveys
COMMENTS:
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Deg. F.
Deg. F.
Feet
Feet
Ft./Sec.
CFS

60104
Saverine Creek
Conrad Road (At End of Road)
06
19N05E20

